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DYNAMIC RE-MATERIALIZATION: PROCESSING 

DISTRIBUTED QUERIES USING REDUNDANT DATA 

Eugene Wong 

Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences 
and the Electronics Research Laboratory 

University of California, Berkeley, California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

In this paper an approach to processing distributed queries that makes 
explicit use of redundant data is proposed. The basic idea is to focus on the 
dynamics of materialization, defined as the collection of data and partial re
sults available for processing at any given time, as query processing proceeds. 
In this framework the role of data redundancy in maximizing parallelism and 
minimizing data movement is clarified. What results is not only the discovery 
of new algorithms but an improved framework for their evaluation. 

Research sponsored by the Honeywell Corporation under a grant from the Corporate 
Computer Science Center, by the Army Research Office under Grant DAAG29-78-G·-0186, 
and by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Grant 78-3596. 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper we propose a new formulation for the problem of processing 
queries in a distributed database system. By such a system we mean a collection 
of autonomous processors, communicating via a general communication medium, and 
accessing separate and possibly overlapping fragments of a database. The user's 
view of data is to be an integrated whole, both fragmentation and redundancy 
being invisible. Geographical dispersion, though sometimes present, is not an 
essential ingredient of such a system, and the range of systems so encompassed 
includes not only the classical geographically distributed databases but also 
configurations that are in effect database machines. The problem of distributed 
execution of queries is common to all these systems. 

In the query processing algorithm designed for the SDD-l distributed data
base management system [WONG 77J, an irredundant subset of the database is used 
during the execution of any single query. No effort was made to exploit the 
possible existence of multiple copies either to maximize parallel operations or 
to minimize data moves. A related and somewhat hidden characteristic inherent 
in the SDD-l algorithm is that parallel processing is opportunistic rather than 
deliberate. 

These characteristics were recognized in [EPST 78J where the emphasis fell 
heavily on maximizing parallelism. The algorithm proposed there, and implemented 
for the distributed version of INGRES, achieves a high degree parallelism by 
partitioning one relation among the processing sites and replicating all other 
needed relations at every site. We shall call this the F-R (fragment and repli
cate) algorithm. For a query referencing many relations, the degree of data 
replication and the resulting communication cost to achieve this replication 
may be prohibitive. Thus, the F-R algorithm is best applied to pieces of a 
many-variable query, one at a time, each with only two or three variables. Ex
perience of using the F-R algorithm in the distributed version of INGRES 
[EPST 80J indicates that the procedure of splitting a query before applying the 
F-R algorithm is not an easy one to optimize. 

It is time then, to seek a new formulation of the problem of distributed 
query processing that puts the issue of redundancy and parallelism into better 
focus. One such formulation was suggested by some recent work on database 
partitioning in a distributed system [WONG 80J. 

II. Partioning a Database 

Let V denote the database as viewed by a user. Let M. denote the data re
siding at processing site i. We assume that U M. = V and Call M = {M.} a 

. 1 1 

materialization of V. Suppose that the databJse designer is free to choose M. 
How should he choose? 

Among the major issues to be resolved is that of redundancy. Intuitively, 
the cost of redundancy is paid on updates and benefit accrued on retreval. What 
we need is a conceptual framework to make this precise. Let Q denote a collec
tion of queries on a database V. We shall say that a materialization M of V is 
self-sufficient (relative to Q) if for every q in Q and for every i there exists 
a local query q. on M. such that 

1 1 
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Result (q,V) = U Result (q.,M.) 
. 1 1 1 . 

Self-sufficiency means that no inter-communication is necessary to process q. 
The only data movement needed is a final one to collect the results. 

For two materializations M and M' denote M > M' if Mi 2 M.' for every i. 
A locally sufficient M is said to be minimally redundant lf thJre exists no 
M'< M (other than M itself) that is locally sufficient. Minimum redundancy 
means that data reduction at local sites cannot preserve local sufficiency. 

Suppose we assume that it always takes longer to process a query when there 
are more data. Then, in terms of both retrieval and update, it is better to have 
minimal redundancy than not. Thus, minimally redundant materializations repre
sent a desirable class of partitions for the database. 

III. Query Processing by Dynamic Re-Materialization 

In terms of the concepts that we have introduced for database partitioning, 
query processing can be viewed as a dynamic process of changing materializations. 
Let q be a single query. Let M~t) denote the data at i available and selected 
for processing q at any stage t10f processing. M(t) = {M~t)} will be called the 
materialization at t. Any algorithm for distributed querJ processing can be 

(t) (t) _ represented as a sequence of states: (q ,M ), t - O,1,2, ... ,N. The terminal 
state (q(N) ,M(N)) is required to be locally sufficient and to satisfy the con
diti on 

U Result (q~N) ,M~N)) = Result (Q,u M~O)) . 1 1 . 1 
1 1 

In other words, from the terminal state only local processing and gathering up 
of results are needed to complete processing. Transition between two successive 
states (q(t),M(t)) and (q(t+l),M(t+l)) occurs as a result of data movement and/ 
or local processing. A transition will be called a redistribution if only data 
movement is involved, and a local derivation if: (a) (q(t+l) ,M(t+l)) is derived 
from (q(t) ,M(t)) by local processing, (b) M(t+l) < M(t), and (c) Result 
(q(t+l) ,M(t+l)) = Result (q(t) ,M(t)). 

For any terminal state (q(N) ,M(N)) a measure of the parallelism that it 
affords is given by 

The cost to reach (q(N) ,M(N)) can be expressed as 

N 
C({qt,Mt }) = CO(N) + I Tt((q(t-l) ,M(t-l)), (q(t) ,M(t)) 

t=l . 
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where CO(N) is the cost of resynchronization between transitions and Tt is the 
cost of making thetth transition. 

If a compatible scale for T and C is known, the problem can then be stated 
as one of optimal control. Even though the optimization problem is unlikely to 
be solved in any general sense, it provides a framework that allows algorithms 
proposed on heuristic grounds to be evaluated. 

IV. Strategies Based on an Initially Feasible Solution 

Let q(O) = q be the query to be processed and M(O) the data initially 
available for processing q. We say (q,M) is an initia11i feasible solution if 
it is a "locally sufficient redistribution" of (q(O) ,M(O ), i.e., M is locally 
sufficient and derivable from M(O) by moving data. The cost of using such a 
strategy consists of several components, of which we assume the following to be 
dominant: 

(a) C(M(O) ,M) = cost of moves 

(b) T(q,M) = cost of terminal parallel processing 

We shall say a strategy is of the IFS type if it consists-of the following steps: 

(1) One seeks a (q(l) ,M(l)) that is a "local derivation" of (q(O) ,M(O)). 

(2) If no such local derivation can be found, one seeks an initially 
feasible solution (q,M). 

(3) One seeks to improve (q,M) by replacing theone-transition strategy 
(q,M(O)) -+ (q,M) by a "short" sequence of transitions. Perform the 
first transition (q,M(O)) -+ (q(l) ,M(l)) in the sequence. 

(4) Iterate, with (q(l) ,M(l)) replacing (q(O)'M(O). 

Both the SDD-1 and F-R algorithms are variations of IFS algorithms. In 
the SDD-1 case, the initially feasible solution (q,M) is restricted to be not 
merely locally sufficient but single-site sufficient. That is, there exists a 
site j such that q can be processed entirely on Mo. The choice for M in the 
F-R algorithm is to replicate every relation but ~ne, which is obviously locally 
sufficient, not only for a given q but for all q. It seems clear that to 
qualify for selection as the initial choice as a feasible solution, (q,M) should 
be at least "non-inferior" with respect to the pair of costs (C(M(O) ,M), T(q,M)). 
That is, there exists no initially feasible solution that is equal or better in 
both (C,T) and strictly better in at least one. Neither the SDD-l nor the F-R 
algorithm guarantees this in general. Indeed, the choice is often poor in 
these cases. 
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Example 4.1 Consider a conceptual schema given by: 

person (socsec, name, state-of-res) 
corp (cid, cname, state-of-inc) 
emp (socsec, cid, position, salary) 

Suppose that there are two sites with their local schemas given by the follow
ing view definition statements: 

range of p is person 
range of c is corp 
range of e is emp 
define person 1 (p.all) where (p. state-of-res = "Nyll) 
define corp 1 (c.all) where (p.state-of-inc = IINyll) 
define emp l(e.all) where (e.salary ~ 25000) 
define person 2 (p.all) where (p.state-of-res 'I "NY") 
define corp 2 (c.all) where (c.state-of-inc 'I "NY") 
define emp 2 (e.all) where (e.salary > 25000) 

Now consider a query 

We 

retrieve (p.name) where (p.socsec = e.socsec) 
and (c.cid = e.cid) 
and (c. name = II IBM") 

begin with the materialization. 

M(O) 
1 = (person 1 , corp 1 , emp 1) 

M(O) = (person 2, corp 2, emp 2) 2 
Processing the clauses that involve only local operations, we get 

where 

M~ 1) = ( P 1, C 1, E 1) 

M~l) = (P2, C2, E2) 

Pk= person k projected on (socsec, name) 
Ck= corp k restricted to (name = "IBM") and projected on (cid) 
Ek= emp k projected on (socsec, cid) 

Now assume the following statistics for these relations 
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relation I #tuples tupl e wi dth in bytes 
1 

, 

Pl I 1000 29 (9,20) 

P2 
! 

1000 29 (9,20) I 
Cl i 1 5 

i 
C2 I a 5 

! 

El 1000 14 

E2 1000 14 

Cl (cid) E2 100 14 

Cl (cid) El 1000 14 

The initial feasible solution in the SDD-l algorithm would consist of site 
1 as the final processing site and 

M = {move P2 and E2 to site l} 

which entails moving 43 K bytes of data. On the other hand the F-R algorithm 
would yield a materialization 

with 

Ml = (Pl, Cl, El, E2) 
r~2 = ( P 2, C 1, E 1, E 2 ) 

Ml = {move E2 to site l} 
M2 = {move Cl and El to site 2} 

which in this example corresponds to the M(2) that minimizes communication cost 
C(M) and entails moving 28 K bytes of data. M2 can be reduced by joining Cl to 

/ El and moving the join instead of El (1405 bytes). Ml can be reduced by moving 
Cl to site 2, joining Cl with E2, and moving the join. The resulting sequence 
of materialization would appear as follows, where ~denotes join: 

M(1) = {(Pl, Cl, E1), (P2, E2)} 
M(2) = {(Pl, Cl, E1), (P2, Cl, E2)} 
M(3) = {(Pl, El txl Cl), (P2, E2 l><1 Cl)} 
M(4) = {(Pl, El w Cl, E2 I><IC1), (P2, Ell><\ Cl, E2 t><l C1)} . 

and M(4) is now locally sufficient. The total amount of data moved is 2805 bytes, 
and no more processing is involved than either the F-R or the SDD-l algorithm. 
For our example, the strategy that we have found is just about the best possible 
over a wide range of relative costs for communication and local processing. 
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v. Repeated-Join Strategies 

The database-partition problem suggests the following class of query proc
essing strategies: Consider a relational database V = {Rl , R2, ... , Rm} where 
Rk are relations. We shail say a query q is admissible if it is a finite 
repetition of "restriction", II projection" and "joinll on the relations in V. 
We shall sayan admissible q is elementary if it involves at most one join. 
Now, suppose that for any V we know how to find a "good" materiali~ation M(V) 
that is locally sufficient for all elementary queries. Then, we can construct 
a query processing algorithm as follows: Construct a sequence 

V = V(O), Vn), ..... , V(N) 

q(O), q(l), ..... , q(N) 

such that q(N) = q, and for each t q(t) is an elementary query on V(t) and 
V(t+l) c {V(t), Result(q(t) ,V(t))}. Since for each V(t) we know how to find a 

materialization M(V(t)) that is locally sufficient for all elementary queries, 
M(V(t)) is a fortiori locally sufficient for q(t). The repeated-join algorithm 
consists of repeating for each t the following steps. 

(a) Execute q(t) on M(V(t)) 

(b) To obtain V(t+l), add Result(q(t) ,v(t)) to V(t) and eliminate the 
relations no longer needed in processing q. 

(c) Construct M(V(t+l)) 

How good this algorithm is depends on 

(1) Whether we can construct M(V(t)) as claimed, and 

(2) the cost in resynchronization and data movement in making the tran
sition M(V(t)) ~ M(V(t+l)). 

Our preliminary study suggests that the efficacy of this class of algorithms 
is enhanced if we augment the semantics of the relational model and use the 
semantics to restrict the class of admissible queries. 

Roughly speaking, the semantic augmentation that we undertake corresponds 
to distinguishing between entities and relationships [CHEN 76, WONG 79J, but 
we shall define the semantics strictly in terms of the constructs of the re-· 
lational model. 

First, we classify the sets that serve as domains of the relations in the 
database into identifier and value. 0 is an identifier domain if and only if 
there is a unique relation ED such that the elements of 0 are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the tuples of ED. We shall say 0 is the ~ of ED. 

Every relation must have at least one identifier domain. A relation will 
be called an e-relation (entity) if it has a key, and an r-relation 
(relationship) otherwise. 
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Example 5.1 

person (* socsec, name, state-of-res) 
corp (* cid, cname, state-of-inc) 
emp (socsec, cid, position, salary) 

where underscore indicates an identifier domain and * indicate's a key. Clearly, 
"person and "corp" are e-relations and "emp" is an r-relation. 

Now suppose that we limit the admissible data manipulation operations to 
the fo 11 owi ng : 

(a) Restriction - boolean condition on values 

(b) Projection 

(c) Join - on an identifier domain 0 

(d) Closure 

Note that admissible joins are 1 imited. For example, the join 

person (state-of-res = state-of-inc) corp 
, 

would be an inadmissible operation, but the following operation is admissible; 

soc sec cid 
(person ( ~ ) emp (~ ) corp) [state-of-res = state-of-incJ 

Let ~ denote the semijoin operator defined in [BERN 79J. That is, A~ B 

is the projection on A of the join A ~ B. The following proposition gives a 
condition for local sUfficiency in terms of the semijoin. 

Proposition 5.1 Let V be a collection of relations. Let M be a materialization 
of V such that to each e-relation E corresponds a unique E(k) in Mk such that 

E = U E (k) 
k 

Then, M is locally sufficient for all elementary queries if for every REV 
and every identifier domain 0 in R 

(5.1) 
o 

R~ EO(k) E closure (Mk) for every k. 

Proof: For Rand S in V, we can write 
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Since projection and restriction commute with union, the proposition is proved. 
1:1 

Condition (5.1) provides a simple means for testing the local sufficiency 
of a materialization M for elementary queries. Further, if M fails the test, 
(5.1) provides a means for augmenting M to make it locally sufficient. As such, 
(5.1) makes the repeated-join algorithm work. At each step t in the algorithm, 
to construct M(O(t+l)), we only need to distribute enough of the result 
(q(t) ,O(t)) so that 

for every k and every D. 

Example 5.2 Take the schema in example 5.1, and consider the same query as in 
example 5.1. We have 

o = {person, corp, emp} 

socsec cid 
q = person IX (emp IX (corp(name="IBM"))) [name] 

Define person k and corp k as in example 4.1, but define 

Take 

Then 

socsec cid 
emp k = (emp IX person k) U (emp I>< corp k) 

the initial materialization to be 

M(O) = {(person k, corp k, emp k) , k = 1,2} 

M(O) is locally sufficient for all elementary queries 

Now, take 

0(0) = 0 = {person, corp, emp} 
cid 

q(O) == (emp IX (corp(name=IIIBM"))) [socsec] 

on O. 

Here, we have no need to distinguish q(O) and its result. Hence, we can write 

0(1) = {person, q(O)} 

q == q(l) = (emp ~d q(O)) [name] 

As in example 4.1, assume that 

corp 2 (name= II IBM") = ¢ 



Hence, q~O) = ¢ and 

q(O) = qiO) 

To satisfy (5.1), we can take 

Mil) = (person 1, qiO)) 

M~l) = (person 2, qiO)) 

12 

which requires moving qiO) to site 2. Alternatively, we can take 

(1) (0) socsec 
M2 = (person 2, ql IX person 2) 

which would entail first moving (person 2) [socsec] to site 1 and then moving 
(0) socsec 

ql IX person 2 to site 2. However, the double move would be ovbiated by 
storing at each site an index for the distribution of identifiers. 

For a given q, the sequence q(n) is by no means unique, and the optimization 
problem is to choose q(n) so as to minimize cost, however cost is defined. 

VI. Conclusion 

In this paper we propose a new approach to distributed query. processing. 
This approach focuses on how the data available at each site change as processing 
proceeds. We believe that issues of parallelism and redundancy are rendered 
clearer by this approach. Our immediate goal is not so much to find better 
algorithms, but to provide a conceptual framework in which new classes of algo
rithms can be formulated in a natural way. 
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A DATAFLOW SOLUTION FOR IMPLEMENTING DISTRIBUTED QUERIES 

Donald He Vines, Jr. 
Computer Science Department 

University of Southwestern Louisiana 
Lafayette, Louisiana 70504 

To process a auery in a distributed environment involves the 
design of a distribution strategy and the impleme~tation of the 
distribution strategy on the network. This paper proposes the 
implementation of distribution strategies by a scheduler 
subsystem using a dataflow approach. Our distribution strategy 
consists of a set of dataflow subgraphs. Each subgraph contains 
all the data manipulations and data transmissions which can be 
performed on a singLe site and may depend on local data, data 
from remote sites, or Loca( and remote data. Our scheduler 
subsystem, consisting of a global and a local scheduler, is 
distributed throughout the network Q The global scheduler sends 
the dataflow subgraphs to the local schedulers and handles 
reliability issues associated with the dataflow subgraphs. The 
local schedulers undertake the evaluation of the subgraphs by 
initiating each operation whenever all of its input data are 
available. The operations are initiated in an entirely 
decentralized fashion, that is, without reference to th~ global 
scheduler on the query originating site. The comolete execution 
of all subgraphs ends with the result data on the required site. 
Hence, the dataflow approach to implementing distribution 
strategies uses distributed scheduling control and decentralized 
execution control with the only synchronization mechanism being 
data availability. Network control messaqes are only required in 
the case of network fai lures or abnormal terminations. 

INTRODUCTION 

Query processing in a distributed database system involves 
two phases: query decomposition and Query scheduling. The first 
phase decomposes a query into a distribution strategy. The 
distribution strategy specifies the operations (i.e., data 
manipulations and data transmissions) to be performed, the 
precedence relationships (i.e., the data dependencies) betw~en 

the operations to be maintained, and the network sites in which 
to perform the operations. The objectives in the derivation of a 
distribution strategy are to minimize both response time and 
network traffic. These objectives are not unrelated; for 
instance, it may be necessary to increase network traffic in 
order to introduce parallelism that will decrease response timeo 
The second phase, query scheduling, implements the distribution 
strategy by sequencing the operations on the network subject to 
precedence constraints. To efficiently implement a distribution 
strategy, the opportunities for performing the operations in 
parallel on the different sites in the network must be exploited 
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while the synchronization requirements to maintain essential 
precedence relationships between the operatio,s are kept at a 
minimum. In recent years considerable attention has been given 
to the query decomposition [ADAM80B, EPST78, GOOD80, HEVN78, 
HEVN79, NGUY79, PELA79, STON7?, WONG7?] phase; however, only a 
few researchers have focused on the Query scheduling [ADAM80A, 
SERG80, ROTH?7] phasee 

Query decomposition can be static, dynamic, or a combination 
of static and dynamice Static decomposition [GOOD80, HEVN79, 
PELA79] occurs prior to Query scheduling and is based on 
estimates of the intermediate result data sizes. Static 
solutions decrease response time by increasing parallelism hut 
may increase network traffic, if the estimates are bad. Dynamic 
decomposition [EPST78, HEVN?8, STON?7, WONG?7] occurs during 
Query scheduling and is based on the actual sizes of the 
intermediate result data. Dynamic solutions may decrease network 
traffic but restrict parallelism due to reoptimizations during 
the query scheduling phase. Recently, a combination of static and 
dynamic decomposition has been proposed (AOAM80B, NGUY79J where 
reoptimizations are only done when the estimates are bad. 
Combined static/dynamic decomposition reduces response time by 
increasing parallelism and, when the estimates are bad, network 
traffic is reduced by reoptimizing portions of the distribution 
strategy. Combined static/dynamic solutions require the Query 
scheduling mechanism to accomodate static and, on an exception 
basis, dynamic decomposition. 

The query scheduling mechanism can be centralized or 
decentralized. In centralized query schedulinq, the operations 
within a distribution strategy are controlled by ~ central site. 
Only those operations which can be processed without violating 
the precedence constraints are transmitted to the involved sites. 
This mechanism requires network synchronization messag~s from the 
involved sites to the central scheduler after the operations are 
performed and may require network synchronization messages 
between the involved sites for the transmisssion of data. In 
decentralized query scheduling, the operations within the 
distribution strategy are controlled by the involved sites. All 
the operations are transmitted, unconditionally, to th~ sites 
where they are to be e~ecuted. This mechanism mayor may not 
r~quire network synchronization messages betwee~ the involved 
sites to wake up the target operation prior to transmitting the 
input data. 

All previous solutions, centralized or decentralized, 
implement distribution strategies by passing synchronization 
messages over the network. Synchronization messaqes ensure that 
an ooeration is not processed until its pred~cessors have 
finished processing. The use of network synchronization messages 
has led previous solutions to provide stronger synchronization 
for data transmissions than for data manipulatio~s. Centralized 
solutions (e.g., SDO-1) may require three sites to synchronize 
the data transmissions and two sites to synchronize the data 
manioulations. Decentralized solutions (e.g., SER) require two 
site synchronization of all data transmissions and single site 
synchronization of all data manipulations. The synchronization 
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provided by previous solutions (i.e., passing messages) 
restricts parallelism, increases intersite communication, and may 
increase the response time associated wi th processing a query. 

To avoid these problems by reducing the amount of network 
synchronization (ioe., single site synchronization for both data 
transmissions and data manipulations) required to implement 
distribution strategies, we developed a new solution based on a 
dataflow philosophy [SMIT75, CHAN76J. Consider the dataflow 
graph presented in Figure 1. First notice, OP1 and OP2 are data 
independent (i.e., there is no precedence relationship between 
them) and so they can be processed in parallel. Furthermore, OP3 
is data dependent upon OP1 and OP2 (i.e., there are precedence 
relationships between them) and so OP3 must wait until OP1 and 
OP2 have finished, or for pipelined execution, OP3 can start with 
portions of T1 and T2 without waiting for the completion of OP1 
and OP2. Note that operations ar~ only related according to their 
data dependencies. That is, an operation cannot be scheduled tor 
execution until its predecessors have produced the input data 
consumed by that operation. The dataflow phi losophy implies that 
operations are triggered by the arrival of data. Such a 
philosophy prompted the dataflow solution to the Query scheduling 
problem in a distributed database system. 

IDFGA' IN1 IN2 

,----,------,-------------------,-----------------'I 1 1 
1 ____ V____ _ ___ V____ 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 OP1 1 lOP;> 1 I 1 _______ 1 1 _______ 1 1 
1 ______________ 1 1 1 

T 1 liT 2 1 1 
V vii 

I 1 1 
1 OP3 , I 1 
1 _______ 1 1 1 

1 1 1 
0---------------1 1 1 
1 T3 liT 4 1 
1 __ V ___ V__ 1 

1 'I , 
1 I 0 P4 1 1 
1 , _______ 1 1 

-------______ 1 ______ -----______ 1 ______ ----------, 
I 1 
V 

OUT1 
V 

OU T2 

Figure 1: A Dataflow Graph 

The dataflow solution allows decentralized query scheduling 
like SER [SERG30], but without requiring network synchronization 
messages to trigger operations waiting on remote data. The 
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precedence relationships hetween the ooeratio~s within our 
distribution strategy are defined within a set of dataflow 
subgraphs, the nodes being the operations themselves and the arcs 
being the input (operands) and the output (result fi les)o Each 
subgraph contains all the data manipulations and data 
transmissions to be performed on one of the network sites Q The 
query originating site sends the subgraphs to the involved sites 
where they are executed locally in a completely decentralized 
fashion according to the availability of data. 1he complete 
execution of all subgraphs ends with the query respon~e oresented 
to the resuLt site Q Network messages are onLy require0 to pr~pare 
for the eventualities of network or site failures. The dataflow 
solution reduces the amount of network synchronization required 
to implement distribution strategies 4 In addition, it provides 
support for decentralized concurrency control and combined 
static/dynamic decomposition. 

We briefly present our distributed database environment in 
Section 2 and describe the develooment of a distribution strategy 
for queries to the distribut~d database. Section 3 shows how 
such a distribution strategy is split into dataflow subgraphs and 
develops the architecture of our scheduler subsyst~mG Section 4 
d~scribes the decentralized execution of our dataflow subgraphs 
on the network. Lastly, some conclusions are drawn in Section 5. 

2 DISTRIBUTED DATABASE ENVIRONMENT 

The dataflow scheduler is develop~d for MEDLEY: a 
distributed DBMS project at the University of Southwestern 
Louisiana supp~rting heterogeneous DBMSs 0 In MEDLEY, all 
requests to the distributed database are translated into a 
standard interface at the query originating si te and from the 
standard interfac~ into the data manioulation language of the 
local DBMS at the involved sites. The scheduler functions within 
the standard interface and, because of this, is also valid for 
homogeneous distributed DBMSs. Figure 2 extracted from the 
architecture of MEDLEY (DELC80A] shows the subsystems which 
interact with the scheduler. In this section we define the 
functions provided by these subsystems and the interfaces betw~en 
these subsystems and the scheduler. The query decomposition 
subsystem is presented because it produces the distribution 
strategy which thp. scheduler implements. 
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201 Query Decomposition 

Query decomposition for MEDLF.Y [ADAMR08J combines static and 
dynamic decomposition. Given the original Query tree (see figure 
5), static decomposition produces a distributed Query tree, and 
splits the distributed Query tree into a s~t of subtrees 
a~cording to the location of data. To produce a distributed 
query tree, the query decomposition module determines where to 
access redundant data, estimates the size of the intermediate 
results to be transmitted between the sites of the network, and 
specifies the sequence of operations~ The distributed query tree 
is composed of all the operators to be execute1 on the various 
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sites in the network and are interrelated according to the data 
dependencies mandated by the application. The distributed query 
tree is assigned a unique name (time st~mps, circulating 
sequencer, etc.) within the distributed system and split between 
any two operators to' be e)(ecuted on different sites. This 
process gives a set of subtrees, each containing data dependent 
processing which can be performed on a single site. The set of 
subtrees comprise our distribution strategy. Each subtree is 
assigned a unique name within the distribution strategy, the name 
of the distribution strategy of which it is a part, the name of 
the site where it is to be e)(ecuted, and the name of the Query 
originating site. Query subtrees can be reconstructed 
dynamically [ADAM80B] in either of two situations: 

10 the subtrees cannot be e)(ecuted because of network or 
site fai lures, and 

2. the size of the intermediate results to be transmitted 
betweeen the involved sites differ, considerably, from 
the estimates. 

2.2 Concurrency Control 

Concurrency control in MEDLEY [DELC80BJ is done by adding 
new operators (e.g., begin subtransaction, end subtransaction, 
and commit subtransaction) within the query subtrees. The 
introduction of operators into the subtrees does not affect the 
scheduler since it only triggers operators whenever the condition 
for activation is satisfied. For this reason, the control of 
concurrency will be transparent to the scheduler and will not be 
considered within this document. 

2.3 Internal Subsystem 

Each local DBMS in MEDLEY is overlaid by a layer of software 
called the internal subsystem which offers a relational algebra 
database interface. The internal subsystem is responsible for 
interpreting the procedur~ packets representing relational 
algebra operators under request from the scheduler. It invokes 
the local DBMS or the local operating system to e)(ecute these 
procedures, possibly concurrently. It also stores, retrieves, 
and provides status information relative to the availability of 
result relations. If the data manipulation language of the local 
DBMS is different from th~ standard interface then the internal 
subsystem wi II perform the translations. 

The procedure packet passed from the scheduler to the 
internal subsystem has the format <INPUT,PROCEDURE,OUTPUT>. The 
INPUT operands are relation name(s), attribute name(s), and/or 
criteria. PROCEDURE is the name of the relational algebra 
operator to be e)(ecuted. OUTPUT is the name of the output 
(buffer, page, etc.) into which the result relation can be 
placed. A message packet is returned to the schedul~r at the 
completion of the relational algebra operator. The message packet 
contains the name of the result relation and the status changes 
of the input relations. The internal subsystem interorets a 
procedure packet by accessing the INPUT relations, executing the 
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PROCEDURE, generating OUTPUT, and returning a message packet to 
the scheduler .. 

204 Communication Manager 

A communication manager on each site provides the following 
services which are requested by the schedulers: transmits data 
(relations, sungraphs, and messages) to th~ communication manager 
of the server, serves data received from the communication 
manager of the transmitter, and provides status information 
relative to available data and network or site fai lures .. It does 
this using: a classical transport service between communication 
managers such as layer 4 of ISO Open System Architecture (IS079J 
and a storage area for received data that has not been served. 
The communication manager also receives data from the 
communication manager of the transmitter and deposits in the 
storage area at the logical address of the server. 

There are two procedure packets passed from the scheduler to 
the communication manager used to control the exchange of data to 
and from the communication manager. The procedure packets have 
the following formats: 

<INPUT,"TRANSMIT"> 

The INPUT operands are the name of the data to be transmitted, 
and the logical address of the server (site_id, graph_id, 
subgraph_id, and data_id) within the storage area where the data 
are to be deposited. TRANS~IT transmits the data as a packet via 
the transport service to the communication manager of the server. 
A message packet is returned from the communication manager of 
the transmitter to the scheduler o The message packet contains the 
name of the data and a code which indicates whether the 
transmission was successful or whether it was not successful due 
to network or site failureso The communication manager 
interprets a procedure packet representing a transmit operator by 
accessing the INPUT operands, executing TRANSMIT, and returning a 
message packet to the scheduler o The transmission ;s 
asynchronous; the server being not warnedo It is the remote 
communication manager which responds (see DEPOSIT) by depositing 
the result of the transmission at the logical address of the 
server (see SERVE)o 

<INPUT,"SERVE",OUTPUT> 

The INPUT operands identify the communication ~anager of the 
transmitter <site_id) and the logical address of the server 
(graoh_id, subgraoh_id, and data_id) within the storage area 
which contains the data to be served. SERVE serves the data 
received from the communication manager of the transmitter to the 
process that requires its inpute OUTPUT is the name of the 
output <buffer, page, etc.) into which the result data can be 
placedo A message packet is returned to the scheduler containing 
the name of the result data and a code which indicates whether 
the server could fire with the inputs provided, whether it could 
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not fire due to lack of input, or whether it could not fire due 
to network or site failureso The communication manager interprets 
a procedure packet representing a serve operator by calling and 
providing SERVE with the INPUT operands and the name of the 
OUTPJT (buffer, pagep etc.> into which the result data can be 
placedg It is the responsibility of SERVE to determine whether 
the input data are avai lable within the storage area~ If SERVE 
has enough inputs to fire then the data are withdrawn from the 
storage area and placed in the (buffer, page, etc.) pr~vided. If 
the data are not contained within the storage area, then SERVE 
checks the communication manager of the transmitter f0r network 
or site failures. The message packet is returned by the 
cnmmunication manager of the server to the scheduler. 

There is one primitive of the communication ~anager that is 
used to receive data from the communication manager of the 
transmitter and deoosit in the storage area at the logical 
address of the server that will ultimately accept the data o This 
primitive has the following format: 

<INPUT,"DEPOSIT",CODE> 

INPUT is a packet containing th~ received data (relation, graph, 
or message) and the logical address (graph_id, subgraph_id, and 
data_id) within the storage area where the data are to be 
deposited. DEPOSIT deposits the received data within the storage 
area at the logical address of the server. If the server does 
not exist, then a new branch will be grafted into the storage 
area and the data deposited with the assurance that the server 
wi II come into existence at some future time. The CODE is 
returned to the communication manager of the transmitter after 
the data has been deposited. 

3 DATAFLOW SCHEDULER SUBSYSTEM 

We present the internal architecture of each scheduler that 
composes the dataflow scheduler subsystem in this section. The 
dataflow scheduler subsystem is itself a distributed system, 
i.e., there is one on each site of the distributed system. As 
Figure 3 indicates, each scheduler consists of two internal 
schedulers called the global and the local scheduler 
respectively. The global schedulers transform query subtrees 
into dataflow subgraphs, interact with the communication 
manager to transmit and receive dataflow subgraphs and messages, 
and submit received subgraphs to the local scheduler for 
interpretation. Messages between the global schedulers are only 
required to prepare for the eventualities of network or site 
failures such that the appropriate recovery procedures can be 
invoked. The local schedulers are anything that can execute a 
dataflow subgraph, i.e., dataflow simulators, dataflow 
interpreters, dataflow database machinesp etc. They execute the 
subgraphs in a completely decentralized fashion according to the 
arrival of datap interacting with the internal subsystem for data 
manipulations and with the communication manager for data 
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transmissions. 

query subtrees 
A 
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1 I SCHEDULER 1<---------->1 M 
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I 1 v I 
I +-----------+ 1 

relationsl 'LOCAL 1 
<---------->1 SCHEDULER 1 1 

1 +-----------+ I 
I 1 

+---~-----------~-+ +----- +-----------------+ 
SITE A SITE 8 

Figure 3: The Dataflow Scheduler Subsystem 

The dataflow solution to implementing distribution 
strategies is best demonstrated by a detai led example. The 
following example consists of a distributed database and a 
manipulation of the database. The latter part of the example 
wi II be further developed, in subsequent sections, into our 
distribution strategy which will then he implemented by our 
dataflow scheduler subsystem. The example employs the relational 
model of data [CODD70J and assumes that user queries are 
expressed in the data sublanguage, QUEL [HELD75J. Although 
relational examples are used throughout this paper, our solution 
is not restricted to relational queries. Any query which can be 
represented as an acyclic graph can be processed. The following 
database is a~sumed to consist of four relations stored at the 
sites of a network. 

SPJ: 
S : 
P: 
J : 

RELATION 
NA ~E 

Supply 
Supplier 
Parts 
Project 

Sno 
Sno 
Pno 
Jno 

ATTRIRlITES 

Pno Jno 
Sname Cit y 
Pname 
Jname Cit Y 

SITE 1 
1 

A 
A 
8 
C 

--------------------------------------------~----

Figure 4: Sample Distributed Database 
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The example network has three sites integrated into a distributed 
system which allows site ( users to submlt requests such as: 
list the Jname for those projects who use Bolts from suppliers 
located in Lafayettee In QUEL, the required manipulation 01 the 
database is exoressed as: 

RETRIEVE INTO W (J.Jname) 
WHERE (SPJ.Sno = S.Sno) AND (SPJ.Pno = P.Pno) 

AND (SPJ.Jno = J.Jno) AND (P.Pname = "Bolts") 
AND (S.(ity = "Lafayette") 

This query is parsed into a relational algebra ((ODD71J tree form 
which exposes what operations are to be performe~, what data are 
to be operated upon, and what data dependencies are to be 
maintained. Each node in the relational algebra tree contains 
one procedure. This procedure implements one of the relational 
algebra operators or one of the uti lity functions, such as sort, 
etc. The query tree depicted in figure 5 is the main input to 
the query decomposition subsystem. Note the similarity to the 
dataflow graph of Figure 1. 

(SPJ.Sno = 

S PJ S 

,------- -------------------______ 1 , , 
S.Sno) , J 0 IN' P , ' ______ - ----------------, , 

(SPJ.Pno = P.Pno) 'J 0 IN' J 
1 

,------- -------, 
1 

(SPJ.Jno = J.Jno) IJOINI 

(P.Pname = Bolts & 
S.(ity = Lafayette) 

ISEL , 

(J.Jname) 'PROJI 

Figure 5: Query Tree For Example Application 

Now that the distributed database and the manioulation of 
the database have been defined, the decomposition process will be 
discussed. To develop a distribution strategy, the Query 
decomposition subsystem performs the fol lowing steps: 

1. optimization of the tree using relational algebra 
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manipulations [SMIT75, GARP79] and consideration of the 
network topology [ADAM80B] 

2. decomposition of th~ resultant tree into a set of query 
subtrees. 

The output of step 1 is a distributed query tree in which all 
operations have been local ized to individual nptwork 
distributed version of the Query tree of Figure 
distributed database shown in Figure 4 is illustrated 
6. 

A. SPJ 
, 1 

A.S 
1 

(A.S.City = IA.SEL 1 
Lafayette) --------

(A.S.Sno) IA.PROJI 

' ______ ------ -----______ 1 
1 

B.P 
1 
I 
1 

(A.SPJ.Sno IA.JOINI 
= A.S.Sno) --------

(B.P.Pname IB.SEL I 
= Bolts) --------

(A.SPJ.Pno, IA.PROJI 
A.SPJ.Jno) -------

(B.P.Pno) IB.PROJI 

(A.SPJ.Pno) IB.JOINI 
= B.P.Pno --------

C • J 
I 

(A.SPJ.Jno) IB.PROJI 

I 

(C.J.Jno, IC.PROJ I 
C.J.Jname) --------

-----------______ 1 
I 

(A.SPJ.Jno = C.J.Jno) le.JOINI 

-_ .... _----
(C.J.Jnamp) IC.PROJI 

<C.RESULT> 

Figure 6: A Distributed Query Tree 

si tes.. A 
5 given the 

in Figure 

In order to perform step 2, TRANSMIT and SERVE oJerators must be 
inserted onto any arcs where a data transfer ~etween network 
sites is implied. For example, the arc between the nodes A.PROJ 
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and B.JOIN connects operations at site A and site 8 0 The arc 
implies that data must be transmitted from site Ap rece,ived at 
site B, and served to the JOIN operator. A TRANS~IT operator anrl 
a SERVE operator would be inserted onto this arc and all other 
arcs which meet this criteria. Once all appropriate TRANSMIT and 
SERVE operators have been added to the tree, subtrees are 
produced by splitting the tree between each TRANSMIT/SERVE 
operator pair such that the TRANSMIT operator belongs to one 
subtree and the SERVE operator belongs to the other. 

3.1 The Global Scheduler 

According to the role played by the gLobal schedul0r in the 
execution of a distribution strategy, it will be catled the 
producer or the consumer. 

3.1.1 The Producer 

The global scheduler which accepts the distribution strategy 
from query decomposition is called the producer. The producer 
transforms Query subtrees into dataflow subgraphs. It converts 
each node of the query subtree into a dataflow node containing 
the input operands, the status of the input operands, the name of 
the procedure to be executed, and the name of the result 
relation. The result relation is assigned a unique name within 
the subgraph and associated with the input operand of the target 
node. The subgraph is assigned a unique name within the 
distributed system and associated with the sitp of the consumer 
and the site of the producer. The names faciLitate unambiguous 
reference to the result relations and the subgraphs. The 
associations provide for the transmission of the subgraphs to the 
sites where they are to be executed, the transmission (i.e., 
return) of the subgraphs to the site responsibLe for recovering 
from network or site failures, and the exchange of relations 
between the nodes of the subgraphs. In Figures 7 - 9, the 
datafLow subgraphs produced from Figure 6 are shown with the 
names identifying each subgraph and result reLation. 
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SAoSC.Q1 o G11 SPJ S ___________ 1 ________________ , ______________________________ _ 

I"City=Lafayette" , 
, 1 , 

____ V _____ V___ I 

'<FULL)(FULUI 1 
1 SELECT' , 

,---_._--- ----, 
T1' "Sno" , 

______ V _____ V __ 

'(EMPTY> (FULL) 1 
, PROJECT , 
,------- ______ 1 _________ 1 

"Sno=Sno" 
, T21 , 

_____ v ___ v _____ v ____ _ 
'(FULL) (EMPTY> (FULL) 1 
1 J 0 I N 1 
1 ______ ------- ______ 1 

1 
___ T3_I"Jno,Pno" 

1 1 ___ V _______ V __ _ 

I(EMPTY)(FULUI 
1 PROJECT , 
,------- ______ 1 

I 
T4 '''SB-Q1-G2-IN1'' 

1 1 ______ V ___ V ___ _ 

'(EMPTY) (FULL) , 
1 TRANSMIT 1 

,-------------, 

Figure 7: Dataflow Subgraph Q1.G1 For Site A 
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'SB.SC.G1.G2' P 

,-----------,----------------------,--------------------------, "Q1-G2-IN1" "SA" I"Pname=8olts" 
I 1 1 I I 
1 __ ~_V _____ V___ _ ___ V ___ V ____ _ 

1 '<FULU(FULU' I(FULL)(FULUI 
1 1 SERVE 1 1 SELECT 1 1 , ____________ , , ____________ 1 

1 , '''Pno'' 
1 T 2 1 , __ V _______ V ___ _ 

1 J(EMPTY)(FULU I 
, 'PROJECT , 

, ,-------------, , ---------------, T1 1 T3' "Pno=Pno" 
, 1 , 

___ V _______ V _____ V ___ _ 

I(EMPTY)(EMPTY)(FULL)I 
, J 0 IN' 

,--------------------, , "Jno" 
T4 , 

____ V _____ V ___ _ 

'(EMPTY) (FULL) J 
, PROJECT , 

,-------------, 1 "SC-Q1-G3-IN1" 
T 5 J J __ V _______ V ___ _ 

1 (EMPTY) (FULL) 1 
1 TRANSMIT 1 

,-------------, 
Figure 8: Dataflow Subgraph Q1.G2 For Site 8 
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ISC.SC.Q1.~31 J ' ___________ ' ______ ------- ______ ' ______ -----------------------
1 "Q1-G3-IN1" "S8" 1 "Jno,Jname" 
1 1 1 1 
1 ____ V _____ V___ __V _______ V __ _ 

1 I(FULU{FULUI I(FULU{FULUI 
1 1 SERVE 1 1 PROJECT 1 
1 ' ____________ 1 I _____ ~ ______ I 
1 '______ _ ____ 1 

1 T11 T21 "Jno=Jno" 
1 , 1 1 
1 ____ V _____ V ______ V ___ _ 

I(EMPTY){EMPTY){FULL)J 
, J 0 IN' 

,--------------------, T3' "Jname" ·1 
, 1 

______ V ___ V____ 1 

I{EMPTY)(FULU' 1 
I PROJECT 1 1 
1 ______ - ______ 1 1 

T4 1 1 ________ V______ 1 

(EMPTY) 1 
OUTPUT 1 

1 ______ - ______ 1 1 
~~ ___ ~ ______________ = ______________ ~ ________________________ 1 

Figure 9: DatafLow Subgraph Q1 o G3 For Site C 

The dataflow subgraphs are saved by the producer unti l they 
are completely processed or completely aborted. The producer 
requests the communication manager to transmit the suhgraphs to 
the sites where they are to be processed. The communication 
manag~r performs the transmission and returns a message packet to 
the scheduler. Th~ message packet contains the name of the 
subgraph and the status of the transmission (e.g., SENT or FAIL). 
The remainder of this section concerns th~ reliability issues 
associated with our distribution strategy. The producer updates 
the status of every operand within the named subqraph to reflect 
the status of the transmission, and looks for susoended portions. 
The only nodes which can be suspended are binary operators whose 
operands have status (FAILED)(FULL) or (FAILED){FAILED) and unary 
operators with status (FI\ILED)o To isolate failures within the 
subgraph, the producer recursively traces the faiLed input/output 
arcs backward/forward to their sotirce/target no~p until 
preceeding/succeedinq operands having status (FULL)/(SENT) are 
encountered. If a preceeding operand having status (SENT) is 
encountered, the oroducer waits for more information (i.e., unti l 
the subgraph is suspended) before removing the failed portion. 
This procedure may require all preceeding and succeedinq 
subgraphs to be examined before the fai lure is isolateri a The 
morre')t the failure is isolated, it and all oreceerlinq nocp's whose 
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operands have status (E~PTY) (their intermediate results hav~ 

been lost on the failed site(s» wi II b@ removed <lnd sent to 
query decomposition for reoptimization. Reoptimization will 
result in another set of query subtrees with a message indicating 
whether to modifyp continuep or abort the suspended portiones) of 
the subgraph(s). Whenever the transmission of a subgraph is 
successful, the producer requests the communication manager to 
serve any subgraph received (i.e., returned) from the involved 
sites. The communication manager serves and retur~s a message 
packet to the schedulero The message packet contains the name and 
the status of the subgraph (eogo' EMPTY, FAILp or FUll)e If 
SERVE could not fire due to lack of input, it will r:e requested 
again. If SERVE could not fire due to ~etwork or site fa~luresp 
the producer will function analogous to failures r~countered 
prior to transmitting the subgraphsa If SERVE could f~re. then 
the producer updates the status of the operands within the 
subgraph according to the status of the input operands of the 
returned subgraph, looks for suspended portions, ~ndu when 
suspended, requests reoptimization from query decomposition. 
Whenever all the subgraphs in the distribution strategy are 
comptetely processed or abortedp the producer returns the status 
information it has maintained on the subgraphs to Query 
decomposition and cleans up any subgraphs it has saved. 

3.1.2 The Consumer 

The consumers continually request the communication manager 
to serve dataflow subgraphs received from the communication 
manager of the producer to the local scheduler for 
interpretation. The communication manager serves the subgraph and 
returns a message packet to the scheduter 0 The message packet 
contains the local name and the status (e.geP E~PTY, FAllp or 
FUll) of the subgraph. If SERVE could not fire due to lack of 
inout, then it will be requested again. If SERVE could not fire 
due to network or site failures, then all subgraphs in progress 
identified with the failed producer will be aborted. If SERVE 
could fire, then the consumer determines the name of the 
subgraph, stores the subgraph until completely processed or 
aborted, and submits the subgraph to the local scheduler for 
interpretation. The local scheduler interprets the subgraph and 
returns a message packet to the scheduler. The message packet 
contains the name and the status (e.g., FULL or EMPTY) of the 
subgraph. If the local scheduler could not interpret the subgraph 
due to network or site failures, then the consumer retrieves the 
subgraph from the memory of the local scheduler and replaces the 
saved subgraph with the retrieved subgraph. The consumer will 
examine the name of the subgraph to determiMe the producer and 
request the communication manager to transmit (i.e., return) the 
subgraph to the producer. The communication manager will perform 
the transmission and return a message packet to the scheduler. 
The message packet contains the name and the status (e.g., EMPTY 
or FAIL) of the subgraph. If the transmission was successful, 
the subgraph which contained the status of e~ch operand when the 
subgraph terminated has been sent to the producer. If the 
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transmission was not successful, then the subqraph wi II be 
discarded because the producer could not be reached. 

3.2 The Local Scheduler 

In MEDLEY, the local schedulers are dataflow interpreters 
[LAND79J, they execute the dataflow subgraphs (see Figures 7 - 9) 
in a completely decentralized fashion. The schedule of the 
operations within the subgraphs is determined by the availability 
of data. The status of the input operands indicate whether the 
data are available (FULL) or not available (EMPTY)o The nodes of 
the subgraphs are enabled whenever all its input operands are 
full. In this section, we wi II introduce the asynchronous 
dataflow scheduling mechanism which triggers the enabled nodes of 
the subgraphs. 

An enabled dataflow node that represents a relational 
algebra operator is interpreted by the internal subsystem. The 
internal subsystem calls and provides the procedure with the 
input operands and the output (buffer, page, etc.) into which the 
result relation can be placed. For each result relation produced, 
a message packet is returned to the local scheduler containing 
the name of the result relation and the status changes of the 
input operands. The dataflow node containing the name of the 
result relation as an input operand may then be enabled, if all 
its input operands are full. 

An enabled dataflow node that represents a TRANSMIT or a 
SERVE operator is interpreted by the communication manager. These 
operators provide the exchange of data between the nodes of the 
subgraphs: however, it is the local sch~duler which makes the 
synchronization happen. The communication manager of the server 
is the listener and the TRANSMIT operator is the initiator of a 
connection. Once a connection is estabLished, TRANSMIT is the 
sender and the communication manager of the server is the 
receiver of a flow of data (i.e., deposits in the storage area). 
The transmission is asynchronous; the server being not warned. 
It is the responsibility of the server to determine whether the 
input data are available in the storage area. If the input data 
are not available, then the local scheduler wi II continually 
request as part of its operation cycle until the data are 
available or the communication manager of the transmitter fails. 
The completion of a TRANSMIT operator completes the execution of 
a dataflow subgraph. The complete execution of a SERVE operator 
generates output in the (buffer, page, etc.) provided and sends a 
message packet to the local scheduler. The local scheduler looks 
for the dataflow node containing th~ name of the result relation 
as an input operand, and, when enabled, sends to the internal 
subsystem or the communication manager for interpretation. In 
this way, operations on remote 5ites are enabled without 
requiring network synchronization messages. 
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4 DECENTRALIZED EXECUTION 

This example gives an idea of how the dataflow schedul~r 
subsystem functions to implement a distribution strategy on the 
network. Query decomposition starts the implementation by 
submitting a set of query subtrees to the producer. The producer 
transforms the query subtrees into equivalent dataflow subgraphs. 
It transmits the subgraphs to the involved consumers. The 
consumers continually request subgraphs from the communication 
manager on its site as part of its operation cycle. The moment a 
subgraph arrives, it is submitted to the local scheduler for 
interpretation and the execution of the distribution strategy is 
started up in a decentralized fashion. 

An initial configuration of the subgraphs is given in 
Figures 7 q. First notice the SELECT operator in Q1.G1, the 
SERVE and the SELECT operators in Q1.G2, and the SERVE and the 
first PROJECT operators in Q1.G3 are enabled allowing them to be 
processed in parallel. The local schedulers interpreting Q1.G2 
and Q1.G3 wi II continually trigger the SERVE operators as part of 
their operation cycle. The SERVE operators look for available 
relations within the storage area at loqical address Q1-G2-IN1 
and Q1-G3-IN1 respectively and, when avai lable, generates output 
in the (buffer, page, etc.) provided~ The concurrent firing of 
the SELECT operator in Q1.G1, the SELECT operator in Q1.G2, and 
the first PROJECT operator in Q1.G3 will produce the following 
configuration of the dataflow subgraphs. 
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ISA.SC.Q1.G1' SPJ S ___________ , _______ 1 _________ , ______________________________ _ 

1 I"City=Lafayette" 
1 1 1 , ____ V ______ V __ _ 

, I(E~'PTY)(FULUI 
, 1 SELECT , 
1 ' _____________ , 

1 T11 "Sno" , , 
, ______ V _____ V __ 

1 '(FULL)(FULU 1 
1 1 PROJECT 1 1 ' _____________ , 

'_________ 1 "Sno=Sno" 
1 T21 

_____ V ___ V _____ V ____ _ 

'{FULL> (EMPTY) (FULL>' 
1 J 0 IN 1 

,-------------------, 1 
___ T3_I"Jno,Pno" 
1 1 ___ v _______ v __ _ 

'(EMPTY)(FULU 1 
, PROJECT , 

,-------------, , 
T4 I"SB-Q1-G2-IN1" , , ______ v ___ v ___ _ 

'(EMPTY) (FULL) 1 
1 TRANSMIT , 
,--------_. ____ 1 

, , 
1 , , , 
1 , 
1 
1 , , , 
1 
1 , , 

------------------------------------------------------------, 
Figure 10: Q1 o G1 after execution of SELECT 
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SB.SCoQ1.G21 P 
___________ � ______ ~--------- ______ I ______ -------------______ _ 

"Q1-G2-IN1" "SA" I"Pname=Aolts" 1 
1 1 1 1 1 

____ V _____ V___ _ ____ V ___ V_____ 1 

I(FULL)(FLJLUI I(EMPTY)(FULUI 1 
1 SERVE 1 1 SELECT 1 1 1 __________ =_1 1 _____________ 1 I 

I '''Pno'' I 
, T 2 , 
I __ v _______ v ___ _ 
1 J (FULU (FULL)' 
, 'PROJECT 1 , ' ______ -------, 1 _______________ 1 

T1 1 T3 I "Pno=Pno" 
1 , 1 

___ V _______ V _____ V ___ _ 

I(EMPTY)(EMPTY)(FULL)' 
, J 0 IN 1 

,--------------------, ,____ "Jno" 
T4 1 ____ V _____ V ___ _ 

I (EMPTY> (FULL) 1 
, PROJECT I 

, -------------, 
, "SC-01-G3-IN1" 

T 5 , , 
__ V _______ V ___ _ 

'(EMPTY) (FULL)I 
, TRANSMIT , 
, ------- ______ 1 

Figure 11: Q1.G2 after execution of SELECT 
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ISC.SC .. G1 o G31 J 

, 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
f 
I 

~ __________ J_~ __ ~~ ____ ~ ____ ~_~~I ______ ~ __ ~ ____ ~~_~_~ _____ ~_~_ 

"Q1-G3-IN1" "SB" 
I 1 

_¢oo __ v_~eo .... _v_'"'P_ 
I(FULL)(fULU 1 
1 SERVE 1 I ____ ~ _______ I 

' ____ oEAo_ 

T 1 J 
1 

"Jno,Jname" 
I _ __ V _______ V __ _ 

1 (EMPTY) (fULL> I 
I PROJECT I ,c. ________ <;ncco __ , 

~ ____ I 

T 2 1 It J n 0= J no" 
I 1 

I<EMPTY)(FULL) (fULU' 
I JOIN I 

T 3 I "J n a me" 
1 , 

______ V ___ V ___ _ 

I (EMPTY) <fULL) 1 
J PROJECT 1 ' ______ -______ ' 

T4 I 
~ _______ v _____ _ 

(EMPTY) • 
OUTPUT 

J ___ ... >QIIO .... _ .. __ <:. __ J 

figure 12: Q1eG3 after execution of first PROJECT 

The first PROJECT operator in Q1 o G1 and Q1oG2 are also 
independent and can be processed in parallelo The firing of the 
PROJECT in Q1oG1 will enable the firing of the JOIN operator o 
After the JOIN operator has fired, the second PROJECT operator 
will be enabtedo The firing of the PROJECT operator will enable 
the firing of the TRANSMIT operator o TRANSMIT wi II initiate a 
connection with the communication manager on Site Bo After a 
connection is establishedp TRANSMIT will be the sender of data 
bearing packets and the communication manager on Site B will be 
the receiver C;oeo' deposits in the storage area)o The firing of 
TRANSMIT will complete the execution of Q1 o G1 and return a 
message packet to the consumer on' Site Ao The consumer on Site A 
wi II transmit (iGe e , return) the subgraph which contains the 
status at termination to the producer on Site C which is 
responsible for the recovery issues associated with the subgrapho 
The firing of the SERVE operator in Q1 o G2 witl enable the firing 
of the JOIN operator o The firing of JOIN witl enable the firing 
of the second PROJECTp and so onG The complete execution of all 
the subgraphs ends with the result data on Site Co 
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') CONCLUSIONS 

This paper pr~sented a new solution to the query sch~duli~g 
problem in a distributed database system based on a dataflow 
philosophys The dataflow phi losophy implies that operations are 
enabled by the arrival of data rather than synchronization 
messageso Given a query which references data, distrihuted over 
several sites, query decomposition performs optimizations, 
produces a distributed query tree, and splits the distributed 
query tree, according to the location of data, into a set of 
query subtrees o Our distribution strategy is then constructed by 
transforming the query subtrees into a set of dataflow subqraphs. 
The dataflow subgraphs are transmitted to the local schedulers 
where they are to be executed locally in a completely 
decentralized fashion. The complete execution of all suh~raphs 
ends with the query response present~d t~ the result site. 
Network control messages are only reouired to prepare for the 
eventualities of network failures. This solution efficiently 
implements the distribution strategy by reducing the amount of 
network synchronization, distributes the scheduling function 
throughout the network, and executes the dataflow subgraphs in a 
completely decentralized fashion. In addition, it provides 
support for decentralized concurrency control and combined 
static/dynamic query decomposition. 
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AN APPROACH TO TH~ COS1/PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 
OF DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS 

:1. INTf:;:OOUCTION 

LYNN r,. r:EN(JI~, 

I-: e nt I p~:~ (:0). I. ~::";:;(o! 
Waltham, MA 02254 

°The purpose of this paper is to set forth an approach to 
comparinS the expected cost/performance of distributed dalab3se 
I1lanas:;enlento sch€~nleso i ["I pa ro t. i cu 1 a r- OFooe l'at i no~ f£·nv i roonl1lents • The 
measures chosen are messa~e traffic to represent cost and 
response time to represent performance. 

The basic methodoloss of evaluation beSins bs analszins the 
database manaSement scheme and then identif~ins the specific 
control paths and the network data flow reGuired to handle both 
updates and retrievals. The control and data flow information is 
llsed to develop a Gueuins networ-k model of the entir-e s~stem. 

Assumptions about the operatins chara0teristics of the s~stem 
(such as communications connections and dela~s, processinS power-, 
disk ratE!~';, and troansact.ion ir,Foout °distrH.iutiOf"j) are incoropol'ated 
in the model so that. ave raSe ssstem response time and ave rase 
networ-k messaSe traffic can be calculated. 

of he particular manasement schemes analszed to iII ust.. r-at..€~ 
this transaction flow/GUeUlnS analssis approach are specific 
cases of standard techniGues for database ffi2naSement: a totalls 
centI'aljo~~ed SchE!l1le~;:;: mastero/!:',lE:vE:' schf.~rtle ~,Jherein or!(~ ro,o.';,,," is:o in 
charSeof the distribut.ed database, and a ssnchronizod scheme 
wherein all of the nodes cooperate to manaSe the database. 

2. RESPONSE TIME 

f~esponse time 1S defined as the interval between a user's 
reGuest for a data transaction (retrieval or updat.e) and his 
notificatlon of its completion. In a dist.ributed ssstem, 
·completion" mas mean a variet~ of thinSs. For eyawple, 
completion of an updat.e 111 a master/ slave s~stem could mean the 
update has been applied at the master cOPS and saved for lator 
transmission to slave copies. In contrast, a ssnchronized s~stem 
mjSht consider 3n update complete of11s when all cOFips have 
acknowledSed applicatIon. Interactive ret.rieval completion IS 
simpler, because the user receives his result at his terminal. 
fo encompass some of this variets, we WIll consider a tr3nsaction 
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to be complete when the user receives notice that he caG proceed 
with his next transaction. 

We separate contributions to response time 
followins stases (explainQd below>: 

* process reauest (Pl) * optimization stratess (OS) 
* transmission to remote nodes (CD1) * process data (PD) * transmission from remote nodes (CD2) 
* process result (P2). 

i nt-c. th(·:·: 

For an individual data transaction, the response time will be 

RT = Pl + OS + f( CD1, PD, CD2 ) + P2, 

where the function f depends on the network topoloss and on the 
actual manaSement scheme used. 

The l'::r:oc.::ess l:eGuest ",.tasf.E! interr~·r·et.'E.. t,he tr·arl'E..action and 
maps it from the user's view of the limited database portions he 
can access to a Slobal (loSical) database view. If the reauest 
is complicated? it is usualls decomposed into a hierachs of 
simple steps (INGRES, for example [1], decomposes multi-variable 
auerles to allow multiple one-variable processinS). In a 
rentralized ssstem~ t.he one-variable steps would be done 
s:.eauent i a I 1 ':d :i. ["I a dis t r' i but.ed ss~.;. t.efTl thes cot! I d (.::.e dO'''iP in 
parallel at multiple nodes if the data were distributed. 

rc!nuest IS 

distributed to the nodes holdins appropriate pieces o·r the data 
or ans special proSrams reauired to handle the processinS. OS 
will represent strictls t.he pro~essin~ cost at the ori~inatin~ 
node. This can be vers complicated if selection of some 
combination of data movements and.local processinS is desired (as 
jn 8DD-l, [2J). The optimization can be time-consumins and the 
appropriateness of particular alSorithms mss not be established 
unt.il implementations demonstrat.e the performance capabilities. 
We will not. deal with optimizat.ion st.ratess at all in this 
Gnalssis because it would involve modelins at a levpl of detail 
ffiuch lower than would be productive for t.he simple? avera~e 
cost/performance indicators we chose. 

LEaDsmissicD to r:emote Dodes, if ans is reQuired, involves 
settinS UP all of the lo~hcc::l cOlTffilunicat:i.on·,; link,; N?GIJ:lI'ed¥ 
2rtualls transferrins the data and ans waits far 
acknowledSements. 

'The er:ocess data stase besins with mappins froffi the slobal 
data view to appropriate local phssical st.oraSe reGuests. Disk 
8rcesses will set or put data for retrievals and updates~ and an~ 
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results to be returned will be mapped back to the slobal data 
VIew. These activities mas occur in parallel at different nodes 
if more than one holds data necessars to a transactio~. 

:[rsDswissioD frow rewoie Dodes returns completion 
informatIon or results. Set-up time here mas be minimal if the 
sendins loSical connection remains established and open as a 
\I:i. rtua I CCHI,rhurd. cat ions ci rcu it. 

The ~~ocess ~esuli stase collects and coordinates ans remote 
results beins returned, transforms from the slobal data view back 
to the local user's view, and does ans processinS reGuired to 
present results to the user. 

The eGuation for response time is desisned to emphasize the 
effects of distribution on that response time. In order to 
concentrate on comparins distributed data manaSement schemes, we 
will take a vel'S narrow viewpoint and reduce our consideration to 
Just the major contributions of processins data (PD) and 
transmission to and from remote nodes (CD1~ CD2): 

RT = f( CD1, PD, CD2 

w~ consider this to be the first-order statistics of the problem, 
and conseauentl~ will look to first-order Dueuins analssis for 
the solutions. That is, we assume that the averase contribution 
from (PI + OS + P2) will be so close to constant for the various 
manasement schemes, that it will contribute onl~ a constant 
offset in the averaSe RT values. Second-order statistics, such 
as the variance, are probabl~ not so simpls partitioned and will 
not be dealt with here. In this paper, we conSloer, then, 
Poisson arrivals and exponentialls distributed service times with 
B sinsle server at each node <central or distributed), 
M/M/1 aueuins situation [3]. A summars of the notation 
provided as Table 1. 

th(·:~ basic 
US(·?lj 1· '" .:> 

:[n order to focus on the distribution issues of the various 
manaSement schemes, we will use a further simplification of 
constant, fixed communication delass between terminals and a 
central site or between ans pair of nodes in a network supportins 
distributed manaSement. Thus, CDI = CD2 = CD, a constant. Since 
this seneraiis represents an idealized, best-case case 
communications delas, we will actualls be computins lower bounds 
for the true values of response times. This 15 Guite 
appropriate, since our primal'S interest is in comparinS the 
manaSement schemes, not in predictins actual performance values 
for implemented ssstems. Choice of some ~aximum allowable 
communications delas that included a tolerance for resource 
contention and addition of some maximum offset value for ( Pi + 
OS + P2 ) would be needed in order to calculate approximate upper 
bounds in~;tt-!ad. 
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IJpdate and retrieval transactions will be assumed to arrive 
uniformls distributed over all the termInals in a ssstem, 3nd 
arrival rates will be expressed per terminal. Complete duplicate 
COle'iEo'S' of t.he databi::<.::.e· will C)€:' as':;urIIE'd c::t f:!ach rlode. 

~. THE MODELS AND THE ANALYSIS 

3.1 CENTRALIZED MANAGEMENT 

A centralized database ssstem consists of a central site 
receivinS update and retrieval transactions from all the 
terminals in the ssstem. We assume that the terminals are 
located a fixed communication delas, CD, from the central site. 
'fhe flow diaSram for the Bueuins model of a centralized ssstem is 
shown in FiSure 1. Its purpose is to explicitls show the arrival 
rat.es, the communication paths and delass, and the 10Sicai flow 
of the transactions throush the ssstem (e.g.~ transactions arrive 
from and are returned to the cluster of terminals~ which is 
represented bs the double rectansle in the diaSram). 

'fhe mathematical details of the BueuinS analssis for the 
model are in the appendices of [4J. The averase response time 
for the ssstem can be expressed bs 

RT = CDl + T + CD2, 

where CDl is the communications delas between the terminals and 
the central node, T is the total time spent bs a transaction in 
the BueuinS ssstem, and CD2 is the communications delas from the 
central node back to the terminals. The total time in the 
BueuinS ssstem is a function of the service times for updates 
(XU) and retrievals (XR), the ratio of update arrivals to 
retrieval arrivals (A), and the utilization of the server (rho, 
which can also be thousht of as what fraction of time the central 
node is buss processins the transactions): 

I~ * XU + Xf,: 
'r - ----------------------

(A + 1)*(1 - rho) 

We are, on the avera5e, restricted to 
ssstem be stable and not b05 down. 
~entralized manaSement is thus 

rho < 1 in order that the 
Our performance evaluator of 

,.; ;1{ :X:U + Xf< 
f\: T - ::' ::«: CD + ............... o. ••••• o.. - •••• o. ................. o. ...................... . 

h'~ sui::I~:. t i t.ut i f"!5 

Cfl2, an(J T + 

(A + 1)*(1 - rho) 

into the eQuation for RT what we 
Fi5ure 2 shows how this response 

V f'i () ~>i ci i:-) () I..J t 
·t :i. [(I £~ va r' i f~ S 

CDl, 
!"Jith 
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the update/ retrieval ratio. The numerical values have been 
chosen on the basis of a unit communications delas so that if we 
consider a communications delas of 1 second, we are talkinS about 
update service time of 200 ms, and retrieval service time of 100 
ms (reasonable for large database disks commonl~ used todas). 
Retrieval arrival rate is chosen as the independent variable ~or 
romputational convenience and because the ssstem performance does 
depend on the arrivals vers basicalls (without transaction 
arrivals the ssstem has no work to do and performance is 
meaningless). On this basis, response time comes out in seconds. 

Each transaction in the centralized database s~stem reauires 
communication onls between the originating terminal and the 
rentral node, so that network messases, as between copies of 
distributed database managers, are not necessars. This would 
sive us a cost prediction, NM for the number of messages, for a 
centralized ssstem of 

NM = o. 

In order to make ans comparison with the distributed ssstems 
still to be analszed, let us consider instead a cerltralized 
ssstem as implemented on top of a communications subnet in a 
msnner directls arlalogous to the subnet which suPPorts 
communication among the nodes of a distributed ssstem. In this 
was we will be able to compare the cost of the ssstems bs 
counting network messages. Otherwise, we would have to 
differentiate among the costs of long-distance lines from 
terminals to a central node, the costs of local lines between 
teminals attached directls to individual nodes of a distributed 
ssstem, and the communications subnet reauired amonS the 
dispersed nodes of the distributed ssstem. So we will consider 
the IonS-distance communications from t~rminals to a central node 
to be of the same cost as the inter-node messages in a 
distributed ssstem. The local communications between the 
terminals attached localls to a node of a distributed ssstem 
would not be counted similarls? since their contribution to the 
operatIonal cost of the distributed ssstem is not comparable. 
~or this analssis, then, the cost predictor of 0 centralized 
ssstem 

NM - 2. 

3.2 MASTER/SLAVE MANAGEMENT 

We will consider two-host resiliencs [5J for the 
master/slave management of a distrIbuted database ssstem: all 
updates are forwal'ded to the master for application, then to the 
back-up, and finalls out to all the slaves. The acknowledSement 
to the user of the ssstem's acceptance of the update transaction 
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is sent onls after the back-up has successful Is applied the 
update to its complete duplicate cops of the database. Each node 
will process all retrieval reauests from its own local terminals 
aSainst its own complete duplicate cops of the database. The 
network flow diaSram for the Gueuins model of the ssstem is shown 
in FiSure 3, and the flow internal to the nodes is in FiSure 4. 
Bs addins UP flow in and out of each node, we see that the 
processinS traffic reGuired is the same for each node in the 
network (see [4J for the details). This Sives a total time in 
the GueuinS ssstem of 

N * A * XU t XR 
T - ------------------------

(N * A t 1) * (1 - rho) 

The ave raSe response time throushout the network must take 
into account both the different tspes of nodes and the different 
transactions. For the one master, one back-up, N-2 slaves, and 
an update/retrieval ratio of Av 

~T = (1/N) * [A/(At1)] * 2 * CD 
t (l/N) * [A/CAtl)J * 2 * CD 
t [(N-2)/N] * [A/(At1)] * 3 * CD 
t [2*A/(Atl) t 1/(At1)] * T 

which simplifies to 

(:~ 3N---2 2At1 N*A*XU t Xf~ 

RT =--._. * _._--_.- * CD t----- * ----------------
At1 N At1 (Nll<At1 )*( 1--rho) 

Fisure 5 shows how the response times for updates and retrievals 
combine to form the averaSe. Fisure 6 shows how the response 
time depends on the number of nodes for a siven update/retrieval 
ratio, and Fisure 7 how it depends on the update/retrieval ratio 
for a Siven number of nodes. 

In the master/slave ssstem, since retrievals are all handled 
localls thes contribute no network messaSes to the cost 
predictor. Contribution of the updates is weishted b~ their 
probabilits of occurrence, so that the ssstem cost in terms of 
the ave rase number of messaSes reGuired to process a transaction 
j s 

A 3*N-2 
Nt-! :::----- * ---------

.. ~t1 N 
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3.3 SYNCHRONIZED MANAGEMENT 

lelann has sussested [6J that ssnchronized manaSement can be 
handled bs explicitls seQuencinS update reQuests usins tickets 
similar to ones found in a bakers to assisn service order to the 
customers. The ticket order ensures that updates are processed 
in exactls the same order throushout the distributed ssstem. To 
eliminate concurrencs in accessins (as well as to avoid deadlock 
over data resources) and still have distributed control over the 
distributed database, the database hosts of the ssstem are 
arransed in a virtual rinS bs assisnins permanent identification 
numbers in seQuential increasins fashion around the rins so that 
a predecessor and successor are defined for each node. A special 
messaSe called the control token is circulated around the virtual 
rins to implement the ticketins facilits. Tickets can be taken 
from the "dispenser" (the control token) onls bs the node owninS 
the token and are assiSned to pendins update reQuests onls after 
the control token has been accepted bs that node's rins 
successor. Thus when an update reQuest arrives at a particular 
node, it is assisned the next ticket that the node has available. 
If there are no tickets left, the reQuest must wait in a pendins 
Queue until the control token arrives (back at that node) and the 
node can set more tickets. 

Ticketed update reQuests are sent throuShout the ssstem. 
All nodes are restricted to applsins updates in ticket order, so 
if precedinS ticket numbers are missins, a newls arrivinS 
ticketed update must be Queued until all lower ticket numbers 
have been processed. The token effectivels acts in place of a 
centralized, master clock to provide slobal event seQUenCill~. 

Ssnchronized manasement schemes have not been slmple to 
model [7J. Even the losicalls simple virtual rins does not model 
directls into a simple Queuins ssstem. An arriving update 
transaction not onls waits for prior transactions Queued for 
service, it mas also wait to set a ticket assisned, it must wait 
for prior ticketed updates to be applied, and it mas have to wait 
to see if prior ticket numbers are used or have expired. We will 
avoid some of this complexitw bs choosins to work with avers 
simple losical representation of the virtual rins, a seouential 
rinS with the successors located in simple rins order. Even in 
fulls interconnected networks (where each node has a direct 
communication link to each other), we misht want to assisn 
successors accordins to phssical proximitw~ The seQuential rins 
allows us to continue usins the assumption of constant, fixed 
communications delass without consideration of routins and 
network interconnection patterns. We will see that the solution 
is efficient enoush to compete with the other manaSement schemes 
onls under certain conditions. For now our concern is that it is 
simple enoush to be modeled. 
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Update and retrieval transactions will be considered as 
Poisson arrivals uniforml~ distributed over all network 
terminals9 as before. If we do not allow tickets to be re~uested 
ahead in anticipation of future arrivals, the update reQuests 
will wait for the token to arrive in order for tickets to be 
re~uested and assigned. The simplest scheme to ensure update 
application in the ticket order is to circulate the updates b~ 
appending them to the token and removing them when the~ get back 
to their originating node. This means that updates arrive at 
each node all at once to be processed in a batch. 

node 
sure 
wait 

Retrieval reQuests will still be handled locall~ at each 
(the complete duplicate copies assumption), In order to be 

the retrievals get up-to-date information the~ will have to 
for the current circulating set of updates to be applied. 

This means retrieval reQuests will also be saved until the token 
arrives and then be added to the batch behind the current set of 
updates, Figur~ 8. The flow diagram of Figure 9 shows how all 
the nodes are connected, while the internal details for a single 
node are in Figure 10. Notice that even this simplified node 
model is not a standard Queuing s~stem, since service ma~ not 
begin until the token arrives and transactions arriving after 
bstch processing begins ma~ not Join the Queue being processed. 
This aspect is emphasized in Figure 10 b~ the barrier which is 
triggered for transmission onl~ b~ the arrival of the control 
token (think of the diagram as a h~brid of flow control and an 
evaluation net). In order to have a stable s~stem that doesn't 
bog down, we are also constrained to complete processing of one 
batch before the next arrives. 

l"he average response time for a transaction will be made UP 

of three parts: 

* waiting for the token, * waiting for the predecessors in the Queue to be served, 
and * actual service time. 

Using our assumption of activit~ being uniforml~ distributed 
across all terminals and nodes of the network, we will sa~ that 
the average wait for the token is half of the time for a virtual 
circuit. The order in the Queue is updates from all other nodesy 
local updates and then local retrievals (Figure 8)y 50 all local 
transactions wait for non-local updates (from the other N-l 
nodes) to be processed. Since average service times are 
constant, the uniform distribution sa~s the ave raSe wait for 
local updates will be for half the total number and the average 
wait for local retrievals will be for all updates plus half the 
number of retrievals. Thus we end UP with (for details, see [4]) 
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RT = .S*N*CD t n*(N-1)*N*CD*A*LR*XU 
t [A/(At1)] * (.S*n*N*CD*A*LR*XU) 
t [1/(At1)] * [n*N*CD*LR*(A*XU+.5*XR)] 

Figure 11 shows how this response time varies with the number of 
nodes and Figure 12 shows the dependence on the update/retrieval 
ratio. 

If we treat the control token as havins the updates to be 
circulated appended to it, the combined token/update package can 
be considered as a message. For each update~ then, N messages 
are reGuired to complete the circulation, and the number of 
messages averaged over both updates and retrievals gives us 

NM = [A/(Atl)] * N 

4. COMPARISON OF THE BASIC MODELS 

In order to compare the performance of the centralized, 
master/ slave and s~nchronized management schemes using the 
models Just developed, a standard set of parameter values is 
used. These are listed at the top of Figure 13 and could be 
taken to represent units of seconds. The s~stem load is kept 
comparable b~ considering 100 terminals in the centralized s~stem 
and 10 nodes each with 10 terminals (for a s~stem total of 100 
terminais) in the distributed cases. The response time is 
normalized to units of communication dela~ to give lower bound 
results and the actual masnitude of the response times is less 
important than the relative positions of the curves. Fisure 13 
shows the master/slave s~heme has better average response time 
than the centralized scheme since onl~ local retrievals are 
competing with s~stem updates for processinS resources at each 
node rather than s~stem retrievals competins with s~stem updates 
at a sinSle node. Saturation of the central site also occurs for 
much lower arrival rates than saturation of the master node 
because of the higher centralized degree of contention. Thus we 
see that the s~stem flow diagrams are particularl~ useful to 
explicitl~ represent the differences a~ons competing management 
philOSOPhies so that performance predictions can be made. 

The seGuential nature of the s~nchronized model stands out 
as a clear disadvantase in response time until the central site 
and master node are saturated and operating at ver~ high 
utilizations. Our choice of a communications dela~ between nodes 
large with respect to processing dela~s within nodes reflects our 
concern with long-haul networks, i.e., distributed s~stems of 
~eographicall~ dispersed nodes. Setting aside this 
characteristic momentaril~ and allowing communications del ass 
comparable to processinS times, we see from Figure 14 that 
s~nchronized management competes ver~ well with the other schemes 
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in a situation which is representative of the parameter values 
tor a local network. 

"The cost comparison amons schemes is represented in FiSure 
]5. The number of messaSes reauired to handle a transaction is 
averaSed over all of the transaction tspes. The particular 
points correspondins to the performance comparison parameters are 
for 10 nodes and are indicated bs the arrows in the fiSure. 
A~ain? the master/slave scheme sives the best result because of 
less contention than centralized and less seauentialits than 
ssnchronized. Thus we see that the first-order statistics? 
ave raSe response time for performance, and averase 
messaSes to handle a transaction for cost, 
differentiate amonS the manaSement schemes in a formal 

number of 
do indeed 
was. 
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Table 1. SUMMARY OF NOTATION 

CD communications dela~ 
L avera~e s~stem ~rrival rate 
LR avera~e arrival rate per terminal of retrieval transactions 
LU avera~e arrival rate per terminal of update transactions 
XBAR avera~e s~stem service time 
XR avera~e service time for retrievals 
XU avera~e service time for updates 
n number of terminals per node 
N number of nodes 
rho utilization 
T ave raSe total time spent in the s~stem 
RT res~onse time 
A=LU/LR update/retrieval ratio per terminal 
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Figure 1. Flow Diagram for Basic Central ized System 
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Figure 2. Dependence of Response Time on the Update/Retrieval Ratio 
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Figure 4. Internal Node Flow for Basic Master/Slave 
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Figure 5. Average Response Time from Contributions 
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Figure 6. Dependence of Response Time on the Number of 
Nodes in the System 
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Figure 7. Response Time Dependence on the Update/Retrieval Ratio 
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Figure 8. Queue Model for Basic Synchronized System 
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Figure 9. Network Flow Diagram for Synchronized Management 
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Figure 10. Internal Node Flow for a Basic Synchronized System 
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Figure 11. Dependence of Response Time on the Number of 
Nodes in the System 
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Figure 12. Dependence of Response Time on the Update/Retrieval Ratio 
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Figure 13. Comparison of the Basic Models 
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Figure 14. Another Comparison of the Basic Models 
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Figure 15. Message Flow Comparison for Basic Models 
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Distributed Data Bases in a Calendar System 1 

by 

Irene Greif 
Massachusetts Institutes of Technology 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

We report on our experiences in building a calendar system to run in a distributed computing 
environment. The calendar is designed as a set of support tools for cornrlunication, decision making 
and dllt2 retrieval related to calendar maintenance. Most calendar functions such as making or 
cancelling <lppointments are perforrned by the user and automation of these functions is not 
emphasized. Instead these support tools will provide a framework within which one can decide which 
functions should be automated. The user can gmdually transfer functions to the system by, for 
example, specifying tilat for certain "office hours" the calendar itself can schedule appointments 
requested in messages from other calendars. 

The organizing principle of the calendar system is that individuals will keep data about their 
sch,,?clllies in their own private data bases. This implies that exchange of information about schedules 
a;ld rn(J(:tillQ~' must bl~ done explicitly -- one cannot simply access a common data base that contains 
calendQr information for all Llsers. Motivation for distribution is not reliability or ease of access but 
rath0r is the assurance of autonomy in calendar management and nlaintenance of privacy of 
indivirluals' data in the context of an application with operations on the data of more than one 
individual. 

TI18 distributed data base issues raised due to this organization will differ from those encountered in 
calenciar systems in whic!l a!lusors' calendar data is stored in a single data base which happens to be 
implemented as a distributed data base. The most notable difference is tint tile distribution of data 
will bc~ apparent to the application designer and programmer and cannot be hidden in the data base 
implementation. 

The visibility of the cistribution of data in the calendar system can be expected to be typical of many 
di~~trihlitecl upplicaticn ploQrarns. In general, data to be displayed to the lIser may be composed from 
sources in Illany separate data bases With difforing privacy constraints. Oueries and updates to the 
data I1le.ly' involve mal e tl1an one data base and require preservation of consistency requirements 
cHilo:19 tho::;:,..; cJata bases. Protocols SUCll as two-phase commit (lnd mechanisms for implementing 
alofnic trallSdciions wiillQut locks wili appear in application program code in forms suited to the 
application. Momic transactions may be eXDected to e:<tond oVer longer periods of time at the 
appilciliion level ot a system and thus will require somewhat dirferent SUPf10rt than do their analogues 
at the data bJse management lev(!1. The desiqn of nppropriate protocols as well ;:JS the development 
of proqralllll1ing lilnquaqe sllrport lor the application programmer are the research areas to which 
the f!xpem!nces in this application will have most relevance. 

1 This reseal eh was supported by the i\i.Jvanced Research Projects Agency of the Defense Department and was monitored 
by if Ie Office 01 t~,,\!al Hesearch under Cunl! act NUlllbei NOOO 14-75-C-0661. 
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Site Autonomy Issues in R",: 
a Distributed Database Management System 

by 
Bruce Lindsay 

IBM San Jose Research Laboratory 
5600 Cottle Road 

San Jose, CA 95193 

A DDBMS must simplify the user's task of defining applications which 
manipulate shared data stored at multiple computing sites, To this end, 
the DDBMS must supply distributed concurrency controls and transaction 
recovery protocols, as well as transparent access to remote data. Any 
operation allowed on local data should also be possible on remote data. At 
the same time, because different computing sites are controlled by 
different individuals or organizations, the DDBMS must preserve each 
site's control over its own data. We call this notion ?J-te autonomy. Site 
autonomy includes the ability of each site to control who may access its 
data as well as the ability to access and manipulate local data 
independently of other sites. Site autonomy is essential to the peace of 
mind of the managers and users associated with each site. 

Issues surrounding the architecture of a system of independently 
managed, voluntarily cooperating database sites are explored and 
solutions preserving the autonomy of individual sites are explained. 
Preserving site autonomy impacts the implementation and architecture of a 
distributed DBMS in several areas. The authorization facility must 
enforce local authorization rules and must authenticate the identity of 
remote accessors. Catalog management must be fully distributed in order to 
allow graceful system growth while maintaining catalog data at the sites 
where it is needed to support local and distributed operations. Query 
planning and binding are impacted by the distributed dependencies between 
bound query plans and database objects. Finally, the delegation of the 
commit / abort decision to another site during the distributed transaction 
commit protocol can also jeopardize site autonomy. 

The approach being taken in the implementation of R*, an experimental 
distributed database management system being developed at IBM's San Jose 
Research Laboratory, to these site mltonomy issues will be discussed and 
explained. Mechanisms leading to harmonious cooperation in the execution 
of distributed database operations without compromising local control "and 
standalone operation are presented. Distribution of management 
responsibility and judicious placement of control information are shown 
to lead to a system without globally replicated control structures or 
centralized services. 
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TWO PART PROOF SCHEMA FOR DATABASE CONCURRENCY CONTROL* 

Philip A. Bernstein 
Nathan Goodman 

Ming-Yee Lai 

Aiken Computation Laboratory 
Harvard University 

Cambridge, MA 02138 

Concurrency control algorithms for database systems are usually regarded 
as methods for synchronizing Read and write operations. Such methods are 
judged to be correct if they only produce serializable executions. However, 
Reads and Writes are sometimes inaccurate models of the operations executed by 
a database system. In such cases, serializability does not capture all aspects 
of system executions that are relevant to correctness. To capture these 
aspects, we describe a two part proof schema for analyzing concurrency control 
correctness. We illustrate the proof schema by presenting two new concurrency 
algorithms for distributed database systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Serializability is widely recognized as the basic correctness criterion 
for database concurrency control. Serializability requires that the inter
leaved execution of users I transactions be comput.ationally equivalent. to a 
serial execution of those transactions. The importance of serializability as 
a correctness criterion has led to the development of an extensive theory of 
serializability [BSW, Papadimitriou, SLRI. 

In serializability theory, an execution of a set of transactions is re
presented by a "log". A log is a sequence of Read and Writ.e operations sub
mitted by transactions and denotes the order in which these operations were 
executed by the database management system (DBMS). The execution represented 
by a given log is called "serializable" if there is a serial log that is 
computationally equivalent to (i.e., has the same effect on the database and 
produces the same output as) the given log. 

This view of serializability hides an important aspect of DBMSs: the 
operations submitted by t.ransactions are not identical to the operations 
executed by the DBMS. This view leads to certain anomalies. 

To illustrate such an anomaly, consider a database of two data items, x 
and y, each of which has an associated timestamp, ts(x) and ts(y). Each 
transaction, T., is assigned a unique timestamp ts(T.) when it begins 

l l 

*This research was supported by t.he National Science Foundation, Grant. Number[; 
MCS77-05314 and MCS79-07762, and bv the Office of Naval Research, Contract 
Number N00014-AO-C-Oh47. 
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executing. Transactions can submit two operations to the DBMS, Read and write. 
In response to an operation Read(x) , the DBMS reads the current value of x 
(ignoring the timestamp) and returns the value to the transaction. In response 
to an operation Write{x,value,ts{Ti )), the DBMS applies Thomas' wY'1:teY'ule 
[Thomas]: if ts{Ti) >ts(x), it sets x :=value and ts(x) :=ts{T i ); other
wise, it does nothing. The effect of Thomas' write rule is to produce a data
base state in which Writes appear to have been applied in timestamp order [BG]. 

Now, consider the following serial log: 

where Readl[x] denotes the execution of Read (x) by Tl' etc. Assume 
tS(Tl) <tS(T2)' and initially ts(x) =ts(y) =0. Ll is serial. So, if we 
subscribe to serializability theory, then we must judge Ll to be correct. 
However, from a user's viewpoint, Ll must seem anomalous. Although Readl 
reads the value of x written by Write2' the value of x written by Write2 
is XIS final value (Thomas' write rule prevents Writel from overwriting x). 
Thus, this log does not correspond to a serial execution of the users' trans
actions assuming the usual user-oriented· semantics of Write ("he who writes 
last has installed the final value"). That is, if the users executed their 
transactions serially, in either order, using the usual semantics of write, 
they would obtain a different result from that produced by 1,1. 

Of course, Ll 
a blind application 
Ll to be correct. 

must be considered to be an incorrect execution. However, 
of serializability as a correctness criterion would judge 
Something is amiss. 

The anomaly exhibited by 1,1 is a consequence of users' writes having 
a different semantics than the system's Writes. To circumvent the anomaly, a 
more elaborate analysis of correctness is required. 

Such analyses are the main subject of this paper. We present in Section 2 
a more accurate model of database system implementations in which the behavior 
of the users' and systems' operations are both represented. Using this model 
we define concurrency control correctness in a way that prevents anomalous 
executions such as Ll . And, we develop a two part schema for proving correct
ness in this sense. To allow an expanded repertoire of operations beyond 
Read and Write, we explain in section 3 how to generalize two phase locking to 
synchronize operations other than Read and Write. The rest of the paper 
shows how to use the machinery of Section 2 to prove the correctness of fairly 
complex concurrency control algorithms. Section 4 considers a system in which 
increment and decrement are implemented (and synchronized) as primitive 
operations. Section 5 considers a concurrency control algorithm that combines 
two phase locking with Thomas' write rule. 

2. THE TWO PART PROOF SCHEMA 

2.1 A Model of Database System Implementations 

A database system (DBS) is modelled as a collection of tY'ansactior>. :'7oduZes 
(T~1s) and data modules (DMs) connected by a nen)oY'K. U1s supervise trans
actions, while DMs manaqe the actual database. The network connects ",,"eh '1';'] to 
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each DM and provides error-free FIFO message communication; the network will 
not be discussed further. Users access the DBS by sUbmitting transactions. 
Each transaction is a sequence of' operations that reference data stored at 
DMs. Each transaction submits its operations to a single TM which transmits 
the operations to the appropriate DMs. Each DM executes the operations it 
receives, possibly after reordering them. A DBS is specified by listing its 
TMs, DMs, database, operations, and optionally a concurrency control method 
(cc method) that determines how DMs reorder operations. 

EXAMPLE 1: A centralized multiuser database system could be mode_led as the 
following DBS. There are multiple TMs (one per user) but only a single DM. 
The database consists of data items X,Y,Z,... The operations are Begin 
transaction, End transaction, and Read and Write a data item. 0 

EXAMPLE 2: A distributed database system could 
DBS. There are mUltiple TMs and multiple DMs. 
stamped data items x,y,z, ... The operations 
transaction, Read a data item, and Write a data 
rule. 

be modelled as the following 
The database consists of time
are Assign a Timestamp to a 
item using Thomas' write 

o 

Associated with each TM of a DBS is an input log specifying the order in 
which operations were submitted to the TM. An input to the DBS is a set of 
input logs, one per TM. 

Associated with each OM is an execution log specifying the order in which 
operations were executed by the OM. An execution of the DBS is a set of 
execution logs, one per OM. An execution is a complete model of the computation 
performed by a DBS. 

An execution is serial if there is no interleaving of transactions in any 
log and there exists a total order of transactions consistent with the serial 
order of each log. An execution is serializable (SR) if it is computationally 
equivalent to a serial execution of the same transactions. 

A database system implementation (OBI) consists of two DBS's arranged as 
in Fig. 1. The user DES (UDBS) represents the users' view of the implemented 
system, while the execution DES (EDBS) is a lower level system that supports 
the users' view. These DBS's are connected by a translation function t that 
maps logs of the UDBS into logs of the EDBS,- and a view funct1:on v that maps 
database states of the EDBS into database states of the UDBS. The UDBS exists 
for the most part in the mind's eye of the user. Users sub~it operations 
defined in the UDBS and imagine that these operations are executed against the 
UDBS database. In reality the OBI translates DDBS operations into EDBS oper
ations which are executed against the EDBS database. Let IN = {all inputs to 
the UDBS}, and EX = {all executions of the EDBS}. 

EXAMPLE 3: Consider a OBI whose UDBS is given in Ex. 1 and whose EOBS is in 
Ex. 2. For each data item X in the UOBS database, one or more data items 
xl' ... ,xm in the BOBS database are designated copies of X. t is the 
following function (we use square brackets with EOBS operations and parentheses 
with UOBS operations, to distinguish them): 

Begin 
Read (X) 

1->- Assign Timestamp to 
Read[x.] where x. 

l l 

T; call it ts(T) 
is any copy of X 
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Figure 1 

Database System Implementation (DBI) 

Solid lines indicate the actual transaction execution. 

Dashed lines indicate the user's view of transaction execution. 
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End t+ 
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{write[xi,val,ts(T)] lall copies 
nothing 

X· 1 
of x} 

V is defined iff for all 
defined, v maps x. I-r X 

1 

X, all copies of X have the same value. 
for all X and all copies x. of X. 

1 

2.2 Correctness of a Database System Implementation 

When 

Intuitively, a DBI is correct if every execution "permitted" by the system 
is SR insofar as the UDBS is concerned. More formally, let I E IN and suppose 
the effect of executing I by the UDBS is to map UDBS database state UDO into 
UDBS database state UDl; this effect is correct if there exists a serial exe
cution E' of the UDBS such that E' contains the same transactions as I 
and E' (UDO) = UDI . The DBI is correct if the effect of executing every input 
is correct. 

Of course, executions do not actually occur in the UDBS, so we must re
express the intuitive notion of correctness in terms of the EDBS. Let EEEX 
and let E' be an execution of the UDBS. E implements E' if for all states 
D of the EDBS database, v (E (D» = E' (v (D) ); see Fig. 2. Let I E IN. The DBI 
translates I into t(I), which is the input to the EDBS. A cc method re
orders these EDBS operations, after which they are executed. Let s denote 
the reordering performed by the cc method; then E = s (t (I) ) is the execution 
actually performed by the EDBS. E correctly implments I if there exists a 
serial execution E' of the UDBS such that E' contains the same transactions 
as I and E implements E'. The DBI is correct if it correctly implements 
every input. 

Figure 2 

Correctness of DBI 

Let E be an execution of EDBS, and E' an execution of UDBS, E implements 
E' if for all states DO the following diagram commutes. 

v v 

E 

I. e. , 
where 

the effect of 
UDO = v (DO) . 

E on is "the same" as the effect of E' on 

This correctness definition can be decomposed as stated by the following 
theorem. 

DECOMPOSITION THEOREM: A DBI is correct if there exists S C EX = {all execut.ions 
of the EDBS} such that the foUOI.Jing two parts hold. 

S-part: For all inputs I, s(t(I» 
E' E S I . 

is computationally equivalent to some 
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T-part: Every E' E S implements a serial execution E' of the UDBS 
containi~g the same transactions as I. 0 

The proof of the Decomposition Theorem follows directly from the formalization 
of DBI correctness. However, stated in this form, the theorem provides the 
basis for our two part proof schema. 

The proof schema says that proving the S-part and T-part is sufficient 
for proving correctness. The S-part is essentially a conventional proof of 
serializability while the T-part verifies that the translation between the 
UDBS and EDBS is correct. The T-part is what avoids anomalous SR logs such 
as Ll of section 1. 

EXAMPLE 4: The SDD-l concurrency control [BSR] can be modelled by the DBI of 
Ex. 3 (with additional cc methods in the EDBS). The correctness proof follows 
the two part schema just described [BS]. The S-part proves that for every· 
IE IN, s(t(I» is computationally equivalent to a serial execution E' in 
which conflicting writes appear in timestamp order; more formally, s(t(I» 
is computationally equivalent to a serial execution E' in which 

1. whenever Wl = Write [x,vall,TS1] and 
appear in E', then Wl precedes W2 

W2 = Writer x,va12,TS21 
iff TS l < TS2' and 

2. two well-formedness properties are satisfied: 

both 

i. two Write have the same timestamp iff they "belong" to the same 
transaction, and 

ii. for each copy 
then so does 

xi of X, if write [xi,val,TS] 
Write[xj,val,TS] for all copies 

The S-part is the bulk of the proof. 

appears in 
Xj of X. 

E' , 

The properties of E' were carefully chosen to facilitate the T-parL 
The T-part follows from two facts. First, since conflicting Writes appear in 
timestamp order, every Write on a data item has a larger timestamp than any 
previous Write on that data item. So, when applying Thomas' write rule, every 
Write does in fact overwrite the previous value. Hence writes in E' behave 
exactly like Writes in the user DBS. Second, since each user write(X,val) is 
translated into {Write [xi,val,TS] lall copies xi of x}, all copies of X 
are updated simultaneously insofar as other transactions are concerned. Hence, 
the multiple copies in the EDBS behave like the single copy in the UDBS. 0 

3. GENERALIZED TWO PHASE LOCKING 

To reduce intersite communication and to increase the amount of concurrency, 
it is sometimes advantageous to implement a database system with higher level 
operations than Read and Write. For example, consider a distributed database 
system with two sites. Suppose a transaction at site 1 wants to increment x 
which is stored at site 2. Using Read and write necessitates two rounds of 
communication: first Read[x] is sent to site 2 and the value is returned to 
site 1; then write [x,new value] is sent to site 2. However, if site 2 
supported Increment as a primitive operation only one round would be needed. 
Thus, using the higher level operation "Increment" reduces intersite communication. 
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In addition, higher level operations can lead to improved concurrency. 
For example two increments on the same data item commute--i.e., their result 
is independent of their execution order--and so increments can be freely 
interleaved. By contrast, Writes do not generally commute and so must be 
synchronized by a concurrency control (cc) method. 

We will want to synchronize higher level operations directly in the cc 
method described in Section 4. To do so, we explain here how to extend 
standard locking to arbitrary higher level operations. 

TWo Phase Locking (2PL) is a standard technique for synchronizing Reads 
and Writes [EGLT]. There are two lock types: Rlocks and Wlocks. Before 
executing a Read (resp. Write) on x a transaction must obtain an ~lock 
(resp. Wlock) on x. To attain serializability certain combinations of locks 
are excluded. We say that two lock types conflict if they cannot be con
currently held by different transactions on the same data item. In standard 
2PL, Rlocks and Wlocks conflict, as do Wlocks and Wlocks. In addition, once 
a transaction releases a lock it cannot obtain any further locks. 

2PL can easily be extended to arbitrary operation types 0l""'On. For 
each operation type there is a lock type. The conflict properties of lock 
types are entirely determined by the commutativity properties of the operations: 
Two lock types, 0i-locks and OJ-locks, conflict iff 0i[x] and OJ [x] do not 
commute (for some x). The execution rules are analogous to the Read-Write 
case. Before executing 0i[x], a transaction must obtain an 0i-lock on x. 
And, a transaction must obtain all the locks it will ever need before releasing 
any lock. We call this extension of 2PL to arbitrary operation types 
generalized 2PL. 

The generalized 2PL theorem--that the generalized 2PL algorithm guarantees 
serializability--can be proved by a straightforward extension to the proofs of 
[BSW, Papadimitriou]. 

EXAMPLE 5: Consider an EDBS whose database consists of x,y,z, ... and whose 
operations are Read, Write, Increment (Increment [x] adds 1 to x), and Decre
ment (Decrement [x] subtracts 1 from x). The commutativity of these operations 
is as follows. (1) Operations on different data items commute. (2) Commutati
vity of operations on the same data item(s) is given by the commutativity 
table c

l
. 

Read 
write 
Increment 
Decrement 

Read 

T 
F 

F 
F 

Write 

F 
F 
F 
F 

Increment 

F 
F 
T 
T 

Decrement 

F 
F 
T 
T 

To synchronize these operation types we may use generalized 2PL with four lock 
types--Rlocks, Wlocks, Ilocks, and Dlocks. Two lock types conflict iff their 
corresponding operations do not commute when applied to the same data item. 
For example, Increments and Decrements commute, so Ilocks and Dlocks do not 
conflict; generalized 2PL permits these operations to be freely interleaved. 
By contrast, Increment and write do not commute, so Ilocks and Wlocks conflict; 
generalized 2PL requires that these operations be synchronized. 
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4. AIRLINE RESERVATION EXAl."lPLE 

Imagine an airline reservation system consisting of many intelligent 
terminals connected to a central DBMS. The central DBMS tells the number of 
available seats on each flight; to make a reservation a transaction must de
crement this number. Each intelligent terminal stores a collection of binary 
flags indicating the "availability" of each flight: the flag for flight X 
is True if there are at least Min seats available on the flight (Min is a 
system parameter); as we will see, flags may occasionally be inconsistent with 
the central database. Transactions execute at the intelligent terminals. 
When a transaction wants to reserve a seat, it sends a decrement operation to 
the central DBMS and simultaneously checks its terminal's copy of the flag. 
If the flag is True, the transaction "assumes" the reservation will be con
firmed and continues without waiting; otherwise it waits for the central DBM:S 
to respond to the decrement. 

4.1 A Model of the Airline Reservation System 

Let us model this system as a DBI. The UDBS consists of one TM per ter
minal and one DH representing the central DBMS. The UDBS database consists of 
the central database; i.e., flags are not visible to users. The UDBS operations 
are Begin, End, Read, and Increment with their usual semantics, plus Write and 
Decrement defined by 

write (X,val) - if val;?:: 0 then begin X := val; 
return True end 

else return False 

Decrement (X) = if X>o then begin X := X - 1 -

return True end 
else return False 

The EDBS consists of one TM and one DM per terminal, plus a DM for the central 
DBMS. The EDBS database contains the central database and all copies of the 
flags. The EDBS operations are 

Rflag [X, i] 
Wflag[X,i,val] 
Read[X] 
Write[X,val] 

Increment [X] 

Decrement [X] 

read the flag for flight X at terminal i 
write the flag for flight X at terminal i 
read X from the central DBMS 
if val;?:: 0 then begin 

if X < Min and val;?:: Min then 
send Wflag[X,i,True] tti all terminals i 

else if X;?:: Min and val < Min then 
---- -Send Wflag[X,i,False] to all terminals i; 
X := val; 
return True end 

else ieturn False 
begin X: = X + 1; 

if X = Min then 
send Wflag[X,i,True] to all terminals i 

end 
if X > 0 then begin 

x := X-l; 
if X = Hin - 1 then 



send Wflag[X,i,False] to all terminals i; 
return True end 

else return False 

Note that Write, Increment, and Decrement send Wflag's to many terminals, but 
do not wait for replies. Flag updates are performed asynchronously with 
respect to updates of the central database. 

Concurrency control is performed only at the central DBMS and uses 
generalized 2PL. Commutativity of operations is given by the table C

2
. 

C
2 

Read write Increment Decrement 

Read T F F F 

Write F F F F 
Increment F F T F 
Decrement F F F F 

No concurrency control is performed on flags. 

To complete the definition of the DBI, we must specify the translation 
function t and the view function v. t maps the UDBS operation Read, Write, 
and Increment into the EDBS operations with the same name. The UDBS operation 
Decrement (X) translates into the following program, where i is the terminal 
where the Decrement was issued 

if Rflag[X,i] then begin 
send Decrement[X] to central DBMS: 
return True end 

else begin 
send Decrement[X] to central DBMS: 
wait for reply, call it B; 
return Bend 

Observe that if X' s local flag is True, it is assumed that X> 0 and True 
is immediately returned. If this assumption is incorrect--i.e., if Decrement[Xj 
ultimately returns False--then the subsequent computations of the issuing trans
action are incorrect and the transaction must be restarted. To handle this, t 

translates Begin into a "demon" that watches for asynchronous replies to 
Decrements; if any reply is false, then the demon restarts the transaction. 
t translates End into a program that waits until all asynchronous replies 
have been received and then destroys the demon; the End program also releases 
any locks held at the central DBMS. 

The view function v simply "projects out" the flags. Let D = <flags, 
central database> be an EDBS database state; then v(D) = <central database> 
the UDBS state consisting of the central database. 

This implementation is designed under the assumption that most flags are 
True most of the time. Therefore, most reservations are processed quickly, 
without the delay of accessing the central DBMS. 1;\1hen the number of seats 
gets low (below Min), reservations are processed centrally before responding 
to the transaction, to avoid too many restarts. If Min is larger than the 
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number of reservations per flight that occur within a short period of time, 
then the number of restarts due to incorrectly responding True should be small. 

4.2 Correctness of Airline Reservation System 

This system is not serializable in the usual sense. Suppose transactions 
Tl and T2 both decrement X and are executed concurrently at terminal i. 
And suppose X = Min and X I s flag at i equals True when TI and T2 begin. 
The following is an occurrable execution of the system, where Li is the 
execution log for the terminal and Lc is the execution log for the central 
DBMS. 

E {L
i

: Rflagl[X,i] Rflag
2

[X,i] wflagl[X,i,False] 

Lc: Decrementl[X] Decrement
2

[X]} 

E is occurrable since (a) it is well-formed relative to t--i.e., the UDBS 
operations have heen translated into EDBS operations in accordance with ti 

and (b) it correctly uses the cc method--namely generalized 2PL at the central 
DBMS. Nonetheless E is not SR. Since Decrementl[X] decremented X to 
Min-l, it caused wflagl to be executed. Since Decrementl[X] must precede 
Decrement2[X] to have this effect, Tl must precede T2 in an equivalent 
serial execution. But if Tl precedes T2 in a serial execution, the Rflag2 
would read the flag value written by Wflagl' contrary to what happened in Li • 
Thus, there is no serial execution equivalent to E. 

The problem, of course, is caused by the unsynchronized manipulation of 
flags. To prove that the system is correct, we use the two part proof schema 
to "factor out" this manipulation. 

Let EX={all executions of the EDBS} and S={EEEXIE is well-formed 
relative to t, and E's execution log for the central DBMS is serial}. For 
the S-part of the proof, we show that every occurrable execution in EX is 
computationally equivalent to an execution in S. 

Let E be an occurrable execution in EX. By definition of occurrable, 
E is well-formed relative to t and correctly uses generalized 2PL on its 
operations at the central DBMS. Thus, by the generalized 2PL theorem, its 
execution log, Lc ' at the central DBMS is SR. Hence, Lc is equivalent to 
a serial log at the central DBMS, and so E is equivalent to an execution in 
S. This establishes the S-part. 

Let r be an input to the UDBS, and let Er E S be equivalent to the 
execution of r. To prove the T-part we must show that Er implements a 
serial execution E' of the UDBS containing the same transactions as I. Let 
Lc be El'S execution log for the central DBMS. Every operation in Lc is 
defined in both the UDBS and the EDBS, and insofar as the central database is 
concerned each operation has the same effect in both models. Thus E' = {Lc} 
is the desired serial execution, and the T-part is proved. 

Since the S-part and T-part are both proved, correctness follows from the 
decomposition theorem. 
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5. A MIXED CONCURRENCY CONTROL METHOD 

This section presents a new concurrency control method in which 2PL and. 
Thomas' write rule are combined. 2PL is used to synchronize Reads against 
writes and writes against Reads, but not writes against writes. That is, in 
this method, Rlocks and Wlocks conflict, but Wlocks do not conflict with each 
other. Consequently, transactions can execute concurrently to completion even 
if their writesets intersect. 

The main technical problem is to assign timestamps to transcctions in a 
way that is consistent with the synchronization achieved by 2PL. section 5.1 
presents an algorithm that does this, and section 5.2 presents the method 
itself. 

5.1 Timestamp Generation Algorithm 

Consider the following DBS. There are multiple TMs and DMs. The data
base consists of data items x,y,z, ... ; associated with each data item is a 
"lock timestamp", denoted Lts. The operations are any 0l, ... ,On' and the cc 
method is generalized 2PL. 

When a transaction T obtains a lock on x, it simultaneously observes 
Lts(x). When T has obtained all of its locks, it is assigned a unique time
stamp ts(T) greater than the largest Lts it observed. When T releases a 
lock on x it updates Lts (x) : = max (Lts (x) , ts (T) ) . 

We claim that this algorithm produces timestamps that are consistent with 
the synchronization induced by 2PL. More precisely, for every occurrable 
execution E, there exists an equivalent serial execution E' of t.he same 
transactions, such that for all transactions Ti and Tj, if Ti precedes Tj 
in E I then ts (T i) < ts (T j ). We call this the timestamp assignment theorem. 

For proof, let us define a locked-before binary relation over transactions: 
Ti locked-before Tj if for some x, Ti locked x and at a later time T. 
locked x in a conflicting mode. (Ti must have released its lock by thi~ 
time.) It is a simple consequence of the proof of generalized 2PL that the 
locked-before relation is acyclic, and any serial execution whose serial order 
of transactions is a topological sort of locked-before is equivalent to the 
original execution. The timestamp generation algorithm assigns 

tS(T.) > max{Lts(x) IT. locked x} and 
J J 

Lts(x) ~ max{ts(T~) IT~ has released a lock on x}. 
l l 

Thus, if Ti locked-before T., then tS(T.) >ts(T i ), and so the timestamp 
order of transactions is a top6logical sortJof locked-before. Hence a serial 
execution in timestamp order is equivalent to the original execution. Q.E.D. 

5.2 Bixing 2PL with Thomas' Write Rule 

Consider the following DBI. The UDBS in the "standard" one given in Ex. 1, 
consisting of multiple TBs and a single DB. The database consists of X,Y,Z, .. , 
The operations are Begin, End, Read, and Write. The EDBS contains multiple T~l[s 
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and multiple OMs. The database consists of x,y,z, ... , and each data item has 
an Lts. The operations are Read, Assign Timestamp (as per Section 5.1), and 
write using Thomas' write rule. Concurrency control is by generalized 2PL 
with the commutativity table C

3
. 

Read 
write 

Read 

T 
F 

Note that writes commute with each other, 
so Wlocks do not conflict in this system. 
one or more data items xl, ... ,x

m 
of the 

write 

F 

T 

because of Thomas' write rule, and 
For each X in the UOBS database 

EOBS are copies of X. 

The translation t from UOBS operations to EOBS operations uses the 
concept of a local workspace [BG). The local worksapce is a cache for data 
read from the database and a temporary buffer for data to be written into the 
database. Let WS be a local workspace. WS(X) denotes the value of X in 
the workspace, if such a value exists; else it is undefined. t is defined as 
follows: 

Begin 1+ initialize WS:==0 
Read (X) 1+ if WS(X) is defined then return WS(X) 

else begin 
obtain Rlock 

WS(X) 
return WS(X) 

Write(X,val) ~ begin 
WS(X) :== val; 

on x., where 
l 

:== Read [xi]; 
end 

mark X "written" 
end 

End 1+ begin 

x· l is a CQPy of 

for each X marked "written" do -- --- --
obtain Wlocks on all copies of X end; 

Assign Timestamp to T, call it ts(T); 
for each X marked "written" do -----

Write[x.,WS(X),ts(T)] for all copies 
release all lo~ks 

end 

X; 

X. 
l 

of X end; 

The view function v 
value. When defined, 

is defined iff for all 
v maps X. 1+ X, where 

l 

X, all copies of 
xi is a copy of 

X have the same 
X. 

Let EX=={all executions of the EOBS} and let S=={EEEXIE is well-formed 
relative to t, E is serial, and E is in timestamp order}. It follows from 
the timestamp assignment theorem that every occurrable execution is equivalent 
to an execution of S. This establishes the S-part of the correctness proof. 

The T-part has two steps. First, 'fie show that an individual transact.ion 
executing alone in the EOBS is a correct implementation of an individual UOBS 
transaction. This amounts to verifying t.hat the definition of t correctly 
implements the UOBS semantics of Read and Writ.e. This step holds by inspection. 
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Then, we show that a timestamp-ordered serial execution in the EDBS correctly 
implements a serial execution of the same transaction in the UDBS. This step 
is identical to the T-part of Ex. 4. Thus, the T-part is established, as is 
the correctness of the system. 

6. CONCLUSION 

We have presented a structure for proving the correctness of concurrency 
control algorithms that takes into account differences between the users' 
view of the database system and its underlying implementation. The first step 
is to model the users' view of the system and the underlying implementation as 
independent database systems. We call these the "user DBS" and "execution DBS" 
respectively. These systems are then integrated by defining two functions. 
One is a "translation function" that translates transactions expressed in the 
user DBS into transactions expressed in the executive DBS. The other is a 
"view function" that maps states of the execution database (i.e., the real 
database) into database states as seen by the user. 

This structure leads to a two part proof schema consisting of an S-part 
and T-part. The S-part proof is similar to a standard serializability proof, 
and essentially proves that the execution DBS is correct. The T-part considers 
the relationship between the user and execution DBS' s and proves t.hat correct
ness of the execution DBS is sufficient to attain overall correctness. 

We have illustrated this proof structure on two new and fairly complex 
concurrency control algorithms. In both cases the structure induced a 
straightforward correctness proof. We take this as evidence t.hat our schema 
is helpful in understanding and verifying the correctness of concurrency 
control algorithms. 
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Abstract 

In this paper we divide concurrency control (CC) mechanisms for distributed DBMS's 
(DDBMS) into three classes. One class consists of blocking CC mechanisms and two 
classes contain nonblocking CC mechani~ms. We define CC overhead and derive it for 
conflicting and nonflicting transactions for each class of CC mechanisms .. Since CC 
overhead is dependent on CC mechanism only, it can be used as a metric for comparison 
of CC mechanisms and as a measure of CC load on DDBMS resources. We also describe 
two new nonblocking distributed concurrency control mechanisms which use the conc(~pt 
of multiple data object versions. One is based on time stamp ordering of transaction 
execution and the other is based on nonserializable execution detection and recovery to 
serializable execution. We compare both with distributed two-phase locking. 

1. Introduction 

Over the last few years the importance of distributed DBMS's has been widely 
recognized. Consequently there has been considerable research on the most important 
aspect of distributed DBMS--concurrency control (CC). This paper argues that despite 
numerous papers on concurrency control [TH076, TH079, BER78, ASL76, ST078, BAD78, 
ELL?7, LAM76, LlN79, KUN79, REE78, RIE79, MOL79, BAD79b, KAN79, LEL78, HER79] 
there are very few generic CC mechanisms or algorithms and as a result the majority of 
CC proposals are extensions, variations or modifications of these. This is not to say that 
such CC proposals are less original. What we are arguing here is that most CC 
mechanisms are dissimilar to a far less degree than they are similar and this fact then 
suggests that one should attempt to classify them and to compare the properties of each 
class. 



In this paper we divide CC mechanisms into three classes. Our CC classification 
criteria are based on conventional operating system concepts of mutual exclusion and 
synchronization, the degree of concurrency and the transaction serializability enforcement 
policy concurrency control mechanisms use to guarantee that the interleaved and 
concurrent execution of transactions is the same as if the same transactions were 
executed in some seriel order, i.e., one after another. Such policy can be to avoid, 
prevent, or detect and resolve nonserializable executions. By the degree of concurrency 
We mean the degree of concurrent execution of conflicting transactions. For example, if 
two executing transactions need to access at the sam~ time a set of data objects, then 
they will ·conflict. In this' scenario the degree of concurrency is the number of 
transaction concurrent actions allowed by the concurrency control mechanism on the data 
objects on which transactions conflict or interfere. More precisely, the degree of 
concurrency as defined in [BAD80] is an average number of data objects exclusively 
held by a transaction during its execution time. This definition reflects the fact that if 
transactions interfere over the set of data objects, then the number of interfering 
transactions which cannot execute concurrently is directly proportional to the number of 
data objects exclusively held by one transaction during its execution. 

The second part of this paper describes two new distributed nonblocking CC 
mechanisms. We also derive CC overhead for each class of CC mechanisms. The CC 
overhead is defined in terms of synchronization messages and the resulting delay. We 
derive CC overhead for non-interfering transactions and two cases each of two 
conflicting transactions. We consider the analysis of two transaction conflicts' an 
appropriate demonstration of the differences among CC mechanism classes. Moreover, 
some recent results [GRA80] indicate that the probability of three or more transactions 
conflicting at the same time is extremely low. 

2. Classification of CC Mechanisms 

There are a number of possible classifications of CC mechanisms and it is not easy 
to choose one. We consider here the classification introduced in [BAD79a] which is 
quite consistent with the traditional operating system concepts. We distinguish three 
basic classes of consistent CC mechanisms. (A consistent CC mechanism is serializable or 
results in database states identical to those due to some serial execution, called 
serialization order, of the same set of transactions.) The MES or mutual exclusion set 
class includes any CC mechanism that satisfies the following characteristics: transaction 
can execute only if it has an exclusive access, at some time t, to all data objects at 
which it writes and a shared access to all data objects it reads. In other words, 
concurrent execution of transactions is based on a mutual exclusion over the set of data 
objects accessed by one transaction. Two techniques employed to achieve mutual 
exclusion over the set of data objects are two-phase locking [ESW76, GRA 78, ST078, 
ELL77], and sequence numbers (or time stamps) [TH079, TH076, ROS78]. Another 
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characteristic of ME5 class is that the serialization order is always determined at 
execution time and it cannot be a priori determined or guaranteed. ME5 class can be 
further divided by other classification criteria such as centralized or decentralized 
control and processing. Typical examples of MES class can be found in [ST078, GRA 78, 
TH079, R0578, ELL77, AL576, MOL79, KUN79]. . 

The second class of CC mechanisms is S or synchronization class. The usual 
technique to achieve synchronization involves the use of a unique sequence number 
(often called a time stamp) assigned to each transaction. The distinct property of S class 
CC mechanisms is that the transactions must execute in the order of their time stamps, 
and thus if necessary an a priori ordering of transaction execution c;:an be guaranteed. 
Again, one could further classify S class according to the way sequence numbers are 
generated, whether the transaction can have its sequence number changed, etc. The 
typical representation of 5 class CC mechanisms include [LAM78, BA078, LEL78, BER78, 
REE78, KAN79, HER79]. We note here that although the CC mechanism in [REE78] is 
based on time stamp order, in execution it is fundamentally different from other CC 
mechanisms. The 5 class of CC can be divided into two subclasses: strong and weak 
synchronization. The strong 5 (or 55) subclass [BA078, KAN79] requires that 
transactions execute in the order of their original sequence numbers. This means that 
transactions should be rejected only because they violated integrity constraints. In 
another words, no transaction executing under 55 class should be rejected due to 
synchronization. We believe a demand exists for a type of CC mechanism that can 
guarantee an a priori ordering of transaction execution. For example, most real time 
DBMS's, like air traffic control and command and control, would require strong 
synchronization. The weak synchronization [BER78, LAM78, LlN79] (or W5) subclass still 
requires the execution of transactions in the order of their sequence numbers but the 
sequence numbers can be reassigned. Thus transactions can be rejected because of 
synchronization or integrity constraints violation. Therefore, the order of transaction 
execution cannot be guaranteed. The 55 subclass requires data object preclaiming, i.e., 
data objects are known and claimed before transaction execution; otherwise 55 class will 
cause serial execution of all transactions. The W5 subclass allows run time claiming of 
data objects. 

The third class of CC mechanisms, called MEO is based on the mutual exclusion over 
one data object at a time and a set of sequencing rules. An example of MEO class CC 
mechanism can be found in [BAD79b] and in this paper. 

The above classification scheme reflects the degree of concurrency and the degree 
of optimism about the probability of transaction conflicts, i.e., a way in which each CC 
class minimizes CC overhead associated with conflicting and nonconflicting transactions 
and in a way in which each CC class guarantees serializable (5R) execution. The MES 
class simply prevents non-5R executions by a pessimistic conflict resolution policy which 
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considers nlmost any interference as a source of non-SR execution. The S class also 
prevents non-SR executions by using a less rigid but still pessimistic conflict resolution 
policy (time stamp execution order). Finally, the MEO class allows non-SR execution to 
occur and then to recover to SR execution by using an optimistic transaction conflict 
resolution policy. Such policy is optimistic in a sense that it assumes that not only 
transactions conflict infrequently but also that many transaction interferences do not 
necessarily result in non-SR execution. 

The MES class is the least optimistic and provides the lowest degree of concurrency, 
while the MEO class is the most optimistic and provides the highest degree of 
concurrency. In order to explain this clearly we use the following example. Let's 
consider two transactions T[i] and T[j] which arrived a short time apart and which 
access the same set of data objects 1, 2, 3 and 4. As shown in [BAD79b] the sufficient 
and necessary conditions for SR execution of transactions can be expressed in terms of 
sequencing the transaction actions on data objects they access. The execution of two 
interfering transactions is SR if T[i] and T[j] executed in the same order on all data 
objects on which they interfered in read-write or write-write manner. Now consider two 
cases of T[i] and T[j] execution. First suppose that T[i] must write in the order 1, 2, 3, 
4 and T[j] in the opposite order. Then if T[i] and T[j] execute under the MES, MEO or S 
class of CC mechanisms, they can execute serially, i.e., one only after other terminated. 
However, if T[i] and T[j] access 1, 2, 3 and 4 in the same order, then MES class of CC 
will again force serial execution. The Sand MEO class of CC would allow one transaction 
execution to follow another just one data object behind. However, this case could occur 
in the S class only if two conditions are satisfied. First, the sequence numbers i, j must 
differ by one increment, i.e., i<j or j<i and there is no sequence number k such that k<j 
and i<k or k<i and j<k. Second, the transaction executed later must have a sequence 
number larger that the preceding transaction. As this is not generally the case, the S 
class rule requiring transactions to execute in order of their time stamps forces any 
transaction accessing some data object to follow one of two rules: wait on accesses by 
all transactions with smaller sequence numbers, or access the object and then either 
reject any transaction with a smaller sequence number or, if the access by the smaller 
number is allowed, rollback. 

Thus, although the S class of CC mechanisms in principle would allow the trailing 
execution of two transactions, it cannot do so fully because of the sequence number 
transaction execution rule and the uncertainty about adjacency of sequence numbers if 
they are generated at each site, i.e., in distributed manner. To explain this phenomenon 
in another way, in MES class CC the sequencing decision is essentially local to the 
interfering transaction, while in S class it can be either global to all transactions, as In 

[lAM76, BAD79, KAN79, LEL78, HER79], or partially localized, as in [BER78]. 

The MEG class of CC allows transactions to trail each other because their 
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interleaving is constantly checked for its serializability [BAD79b]. As in MES class, the 
sequencing decision is local to the interfering transactions only, and thus it is not 
affected by other transactions in the system. 

3. Concurrency Control Overhead 

In order to investigate CC overhead for each CC class we must do I hree things. 
First, define CC overhead. Second, choose or construct a representative CC mechanism 
for each class. Third, select some scenario. The scenario we will consider here is a 
partially relicated n-node DDBMS. We will assume that our hypothetical t:-ansaction 
running under CC class representative CC mechanism accesses e nodes for transaction 
execution and r nodes for the update of replicated data objects. 

We define two types of CC overhead. One type, called CC no-conflict, is a constant 
overhead per transaction due to the CC mechanism. It has three inseparable aspects. One 
is CPU and I/O IOod at each node (due to CC information processing· such as messages, 
locks or time stamps) and the network load (due to CC messages). The second aspect is 
a delay experienced by the transaction before CC mechanism allows it to execute. CC 
delay has two paris. One is the communication delay due to CC messages and their 
sequencing. The second part is due to sharing of DDBMS resources with other 
transactions or other processes. The second part of CC delay can be evaluated only by 
a simulation or possibly by a detailed analysis using standard queueing theory approach. 
This is so because the second part of CC delay is a function of several system and load 
parameters. However, the first part of CC delay is the function of CC mechanism only 
and can be easily established for most CC mechanisms. We will therefore consider the 
first part of CC delay only and from now on we refer to as the CC delay. The third 
aspect of CC no-conflict overhead is the number of CC messages (and their sequencing) 
needed to guarantee a robust and serializable execution of the transaction. The CC delay 
is intimately related to the number of CC messages and their sequencing. This paper 
considers only the CC messages and the associated delay as the measure of CC no
conflict overhead. 

The second type of CC overhead, called CC conflict overhead is associated only with 
conflicting transactions and it consists of the same three aspects as the CC no-conflict 
overhead. Again as in the case of no-conflict CC overhead we consider CC conflict 
overhead only in terms of CC messages and corresponding delay. We consider CC 
conflict overhead for all three classes of CC mechanisms in two simple scenarios. Each 
scenario consists of two interfering transactions T[i] and T[j]. The transactions T[i] and 
T[j] access (or read and write) three data objects 1, 2 and 3 at nodes 1, 2 and 3. In 
scenario 1 they access 1, 2 and 3 in the reverse order and in the scenario 2 in the same 
order. In each scenario both transactions arrive a short time apart. 
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In order to analyze CC overhead for each class of CC mechanisms we must select 
representative for each class. For MES class we use distributed two-phase locking and 
for MEO class we use distributed CC mechanism described in [BAD79b]. For S class we 
analyze distributed nonblocking CC mechanism proposed in this paper. 

We consider here CC mechanisms which produce serializable executions and have a 
minimum degree of robustness obtained by using two-phase commit (2PC) or its 
equivalent. 

3.1 MES Class CC Overhead 

A description of distributed two-phase locking (D-2PL) CC mechanisms has 
appeared in several papers [GRA 78, ST078, RIE79, LlD79, GRA80a] and we repeat the 
basic rules: 

1. each node has a concurrency controller managing data local to that site 

2. any transaction which reads data object can read only after it has placed read lock 
either on the unlocked data object or read-locked data object 

3. any transaction which needs to write on data object can do so only after it write
locked the unlocked data object 

4. any transaction can unlock any of its already read-locked or write-locked data 
objects only after it read-locked or write-locked all data objects needed for its 
execution 

The transaction execution under D-2PL CC mechanism with centralized two-phase 
commi t (2PC) has two steps: 

1. Transaction locks at e sites and executes at e sites 

2. Transaction coordinator sends r "lock and prepare to commit and update" messages 
and (e-1) "prepare to commit and to delete lock" messages during the first phase of 
the 2PC and wClits for Clcknowledgement. During the second phase of 2PC the 
transaction coordinator sends (e+r-l) "commit (or abort) and delete locks" messages. 
After all sites acknowledged previous messages the coordi.nator site commits (or aborts) 
and releases its locks. 

Thus the CC no-conflict overhead for D-2PL is as follows: 

CC delay:::; 4T 
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number of CC messages == 4( e+r-l) 

where T is the average communication delay between one sender and several 
destinations. 

As rn~ntioned earlier, we consider CC conflict overhead for all three classes of CC 
mecbfnisms in two simple scenarios. We consider the conflict of two transactions only. 
The transadions T[i] and T[j] access three data objects at nodes I, 2 and 3. We assume 
each access to be exclusive, i.e., at each node transactions read and write. In scenario 1 
they access I, 2 anc;i 3 in the reverse order, and in scenario 2 in the same order. In 
each scenario both transactions arrive a short time apart. In scenario 2 the transaction 
which arrived later will have to wait and thus the D-2PL conflict overhead for scenario 2 
consists of the delay 3DELTA T + 4T, where DELTA T is the average processing time at 
each node and T is the average delay between one sender and several destinations. The 
delay 4T is due to 2PC. In scenario 1 the CC conflict overhead, assuming a centralized 
deadlock detection and resolution, is as follows. First, the conflicting transactions must 
wai t for some fixed period of time, say Tw, and then report to the deadlock detector 
(delelY 2T) which resolves the deadlock by rolling back one transaction. Thus the CC 
conflict overhead in scenario 2 consists of delay Tw + 2T + TROL, where TROL is the 
transaction rollback time. Assuming centralized deadlock detection the number of CC 
messages is 4 (2 from each transaction to decldlock detector) + 2 (rollback of one 
transaction from one site when deadlock occurred at site 2). By averaging CC conflict 
overhead from both scenarios we obtain: 

CC delay == 1/2(6T + 3 DELTA T +Tw+ TROL) 

number of CC messages == 3 

3.2 S CI ass CC Overhead 

The S class is not easy to analyze because two radically different time stamp based 
strategies can be used to keep database consistent. One generally accepted strategy is 
to execute updates as soon as possible so that the incoming transactions are not 
delayed. In another words, such strategy results in a continuous adjustments to keep 
database consistency. Most of S class CC mechanisms use this strategy. The second 
strategy proposed in [BAD78] is to insure database consistency whenever it is 
necessary, e.g., when read on data objects with a given time stamp is to be executed all 
updates on that data object with smaller time stamps are fetched and executed. Such 
strategy emphasizes .the fact that it is not important that the database is consistent 
continuously all the time as long as it is guaranteed that each transaction executes on 
consistent data. 
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In this paper we will analyze only the first strategy. Even such analysis is difficult as 
there are some C class CC mechanisms which are up to some degree adaptive, i.e., their 
CC overhe8d can be decreased (or increased) for example, by distributing and clustering 
primary copies at different sites or by distributing data and concurrency control at 
different sites CIS in SDD-l [BER78]. Since in the MES class of CC we have analyzed 
two-phase locking which does not require any a priori assumptions, as for example, a 
priori known set of transactions or guaranteed FIFO communication network protocol we 
limit S class analysis to CC mechanisms which also do not require any a priori restrictive 
assumptions. The S class CC mechanism we investigate is describeq for the first time in 
this paper. It is based on the concepts of data object logs as described in [BA079b], 
multiple versions of data objects and the enforcement of time stamp ordering of 
transaction execution. The proposed algorithm allows transaction rejection (due to 
integrity constraint violation or due to synchronization) and its resubmission, and 
therefore it belongs to a WS subclass of CC mechanisms. The CC mechanism is made 
robust by using two-phase commit and it can be described as follows. 

Each named data object (DO) in the database has associated with it a log, called DO 
log. DO log contains entries by each transaction which read or updated a given ~O. DO 
log entry consists of transaction 10, its time stamp, the list of fields and records (or 
tuples and attribute fields) transaction read or updated, and the status of read or update 
(temporary, aborted, committed). Transaction generates DO log entry after it has 
executed access to a given DO and it deletes its DO log entries during the two-phase 
commit (2PC). CC mechanism described here is nonblocking as opposed to any CC in 
MES class which are blocking. That is to say in MES class CC mechanisms one transaction 
can block or prevent other transactions from accessing the data objects (DO) it needs. 
The general idea underlying proposed S class CC mechanism is that each transaction 
generates a new version of data objects it updated. Such versions are tempbrary until 
transaction is committed and then they become permanent. However, temporary versions 
Are seen by any other transaction as new versions of data objects. Basic rule· is that 
new temporClrY version of DO can become permanent .only after the preceding temporary 
version becomes permanent. For example, if transaction Tl generated version OO[T 1] of 
DO and T2 generated version 00[T2] of DO from DO[Tl], then 00[T2] can become 
permanent only after DO[Tl] becomes permanent. In other words, each transaction makes 
its output immediately available to any other transaction ahd therefore, it does not block 
other transClctions. Since the execution of transactions must occur in time stamp order 
only serializable executions are generated. 

After the transaction made eln access to DO or its latest version, and genernted DO 
log entry, the DO log nlgorithm pushes DO log entry onto DO log. DO log is stCtck-like 
structure with push operntion only. Deletion of DO log entries can occur in any order. 
Any push operation triggers the following actions. New DO log entry is checked whether 
it conflicts with other DO entry below it in the DO log. If it does, the time stamps of DO 
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log entries are compared and out-of-time-stamp execution can be detected for update
update or update-read conflicts if the new DO entry has smaller time stamp. If out-of
time-stamp execution is detected, the transaction which generated the latest entry to 
DO log is rejected. This means that all its so far generated DO log entries are marked as 
aborted during 2PC.· Consequently, any other transaction which used the' output of 
aborted transaction will be aborted as well. However, if no out-of-time-starr.p execution 
is detected, then DO log algorithm allows the transaction to proceed in its execution. 
After the transaction finished its execution, it will use transaction coordinator and 2PC to 
post the updates to replicated DO's as well as to check at DO logs of replicated DO's 
whether the updates are in the time stamp order. It will also check by the first phase of 
2PC whether the preceding conflicting DO log entries are marked as commit or abort. 

. The acknowledgement of the first 2PC message is generated only after preceding 
conflicting DO log entries are either comitted or aborted. After the acknowledgement 
transaction coordinator either aborts (if any preceding conflicting transaction aborted or 
if any site decides to abort this transaction) or it commits (if no out-of-time stamp 
execution is detected and all preceding conflicting transactions committed). If transaction 
commits, then its updates are made permanent. The same message from the coordinator 
(Le., the 3rd message of 2PC) to all sites accessed by the transaction marks DO log 
entries as committed (or aborted). DO log algorithm responds to the third message of 
2PC (commit) by checking whether there is any DO log entry (Le., below or above in the 
stack) which conflicts with committed entry. If there is none, the committed entry is 
deleted (or marked as deleted if it is to be used for system recovery). If there is a 
conflicting entry, then the committed entry can be deleted only after the conflicting 
entries are marked as committed or aborted. Finally, all involved sites acknowledge the 
3rd message of 2PC and the coordinator site deletes (or markes as deleted) it DO log 
entries. The DO log algorithm responds in the same fashion to "abort DO log entry" 
messages. 

As can be seen from the description of this CC algorithm, the time stamps are being 
used for resolution of transaction conflicts and for serializability of conflicting transaction 
execution. The DO logs are dynamically changing and their size is proportional to the 
frequency of transaction conflicts. Described CC mechanism is optimistic one as it 
assumes that the conflicting transactions will generate an out-of-time-stamp. execution 
with probC'lbility lower or at worst equal to the probability that they generate execution 
in the time stamp order. This implies that at worst case 50% of conflicting transC'lctions 
will be elborted C'lnd executed serially (i.e., as if they executed under MES class of CC). 
However, elt least 50% of conflicting transactions will execute in much shorter time 
because of nonblocking character of this CC mechanism. We want to point out that 
although the proposed CC mechanism is optimistic it is not completely optimistic because 
it uses time stamp ordering for transaction conflict resolution. This to say that not all 
out-of-time-stamp executions are necessarily nonserializable. For example, assume that 
transaction T 1 updates DO's 2, 3 and 4, and T2 updates 1, 3 and 5. Suppose they 



conflict in out-of-time-stamp order at 3. Because of time stamp order execution rule, T 1 
or T2 or both will be aborted even if their execution is serializable. Of course, if T 1 and 
T2 executed at 3 in time stamp order, then they can execute concurrently. 

Assuming the same Tl and T2 executing under MES class of CC then T 1 or T2 will 
be blocked at 3 and will have to wait for at least 3T + DELTA T. We note that the CC 
mechanism which is truly optimistic, i.e., one which is based on nonserializable detection 
and recovery has been proposed in [BAD79b] and is also described in this paper later 
on. If T 1 and T2 should execute under such truly optimistic CC mechanism, they could 
execute concurrently regardless at what order they accessed data object 3. 

Now we derive CC overhead for the proposed CC mechanism. No-conflict CC 
overhead is easily seen to be: 

CC delay = 4T 

number of CC messages == 4(e+r-1) 

The conflict overhead for scenario 1 when Tl and T2 read and update and conflict at 
si tes 1, 2 ond 3 in the opposite order is as follows. Let's assume that T 1 has small er 
time st8mp. Then T 1 can detect out-of-time-stamp order execution at I, 2 or 3, where 
detection at 1 or 3 are extreme cases. We consider therefore detection of out-of-time
stamp execution at 2 as an average CC overhead. When Tl reaches site 2 8nd detects 
out-of-time-stamp execution (Le., T2 already made DO log entry at site 2) Tl is aborted 
by two-phase commit mechanism from site 2. Tl will have to be resubmitted with a new 
or the same time stamp. 

If T2 genernted new DO version nt site 1 from DO version generated by T I, then T2 
will 8bort when it {lttempts to commit. T2 then has to be resubmitted with a new or old 
stamp. Of course, Tl nnd T2 resubmission could lead to a cyclic restart and rejection. 
We assume here th8t some simple method can prevent such situation, e.g., the system 
can delay one transaction until the other one commits. However, if Tl is aborted at site 
1 before T2 generrltes new version of DO from Tl output, t~en T2 can commit. Let's 
assume the former case and then CC delay is 3T (time T2 needs to detect that T 1 
oborted and to abort itself). The number of CC messages is 3 (due to Tl abort) + 6 (due 
to T2 abort). 

The conflict CC overhead for scenario 2, when Tl and T2 read and write and conflict 
at sites 1, 2 and 3 in the same order is as follows. If Tl, which has smaller time stamp, 
reaches site 1 before T2, then T2 can follow Tl's execution one site behind. This meC'lns 
that T2 can commit immediately after T1 commits. The only CC overhead is the delay 
DELTA T experienced by T2. There are no CC overhead messages in scenario 2. 
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Averaging the CC conflict overhead from both scenarios we obtain: 

CC delay:: 1/2(3T + DELTA T) 

number of CC messages::: 1/2(3 + 6) 

3.3 S Class Overhead Revisited 

Comparing CC overhead of MES and S class we can see that they are quite similar. 
In particular for non-conflicting transactions, which are vast majority in most applications, 
the CC no-conflict overhead is identical. Of course, the main reason is the use of two
phase commit (2PC) for insuring the robustness. 2PC is a fault-tolerant communication 
protocol intended to tolerate some· faults while still performing the intended function 
which is to ensure atomic property of one operation at different sites as, for example, 
update of multiple' copies or release of locks or atomicity of transaction itself. Thus 2PC 
although not designed for or derived from the two-phase locking (2PL) is nevertheless 
very natural way of implementing robust 2PL. The point is that 2PL and other MES class 
CC mechanisms are blocking mechanisms when by locking some data object other 
transactions are blocked or prevented from accessing the same data object. Since 2PL is 
blocking it is important that once the transaction commits the locks are explicitly deleted 
as soon as possible and in a reliable fashion. 2PC serves very well that purpose. 
However, Sand MEO classes of CC mechanisms are nonblocking and therefore, there is 
no pressing need to use 2PC in order to achieve the same degree of robustness. As a 
matter of fact the use of 2PC for nonblocking CC mechanisms is a major drawback for 
such mechanisms as 2PC negates their inherent advantages and makes them, at least in 
terms of CC overhead, equivalent to blocking CC mechanisms. Of course, the major 
advantage of nonblocking CC mechanisms is that they are nonblocking and therefore, 
there is no.need to delete (or to mark as deleted) DO log entries (or other structures) 
used for serializability as soon as possible after transaction terminated. Notice that the 
proposed ·CC mechanism can use one structure, DO logs, for recovery and concurrency 
control as well. On' the contrary, blocking CC mechanisms (NEO class) use two distinct 
structures--Iock tables for concurrency control and logs for recovery. 

Considering CC mechanism described in the previous section of this paper we will 
address the following problem. Can we modify this algorithm in such way that its 
robustness is preserved but its CC overhead is decreased by eliminating 2PC? The 
answer to this question is positive and we indicate here what modifications are needed. 
Consider the following modifications. Let's assume nonconflicting transaction Tn. Once Tn 
terminated execution, i.e., it did not execute out-of-time-stamp order at any DO it 
accessed, Tn instead of committing by 2PC its DO versions (as permanent DO versions) 
will just change its status at the site it entered and will exit the system (called initiating 
site) from executing to terminated. This can only happen if the initiating site knows that 
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conflicting preceding transactions already committed. This can be accomplished by CC 
overhead messages to such transactions initiating sites. Then Tn will use the ongoing 
network traffic to piggyback its "delete my DO log entries and commit my DO versions." 
For example, if later on some other transaction T1 (with larger time stamp) should 
interfere with Tn's not yet deleted DO log entry, T1 can interrogate Tn's initiating site 
(DO log entry now must contain the address of that site) about Tn's status. This can 
happen either when Tl "bumps" into Tn's DO log entry for the first time or after Tl 
terminated but before T1 can be released from the system. In another words, Tl has to 
know whether Tn terminated so that the DO versions it computed from Tn versions can 
be made permanent by piggybacking its "delete DO log entries and commit my DO 
versions." We note here that blocking CC mechanisms cannot use piggybacking of 
messages because locks must be deleted as soon as possible. 

We now analyze 2PC protocol. A traditional concept of 2PC allows any site to 
abandon transaction which already executed at that site but it has not committed yet. 
The major reason for such abort by the site is blocking character of 2PL. In another 
words, as transaction already locked and executed at such site (and therefore, there is 
no reason to abort because of program execution failure at that site), the,n the only 
reason the site would want to abort is that the resources blocked by a given transaction 
have to be t'eleased. Therefore, in 2PC the first message to all sites involved in 
transaction execution is intended to verify that none of the sites unilaterally aborted 
transaction. Assuming that shod duration site failures do not constitute the reason to 
abort the transaction, then the first phase of 2PC in 2PL is needed solely to verify that 
the transaction was not aborted at any site and that its resources at that site are still 
sequestered [U079] or blocked. The second phase of 2PC is then intended to notify 
each site either to abort or to commit, i.e., to make transaction generated output 
available to user or end other transactions. (Good description of what types of 
transaction output should be released or deferred until commit can be, found in 
[GRASOa].) 

We shall now argue why the proposed CC mechanism does not require 2PC while 
still being robust. In the proposed CC mechanism transaction output becomes available 
immediately after the transaction executed at a given site. (In the proposed CC 
mechanism there is no equivalent of traditional 2PC commit point.) Moreover, since the 
proposed CC mechanism is nonblocking, i.e., it does not block site resources after 
transaction executed at that site, then there is no reason why the site should abort the 
transaction. Again we assume that site short duration failures do not constitute the 
reason to abort the transaction at that site. Thus the proposed CC mechanism assumes 

.. that once the transaction terminated successfully its execution, 'then in terms of 2PC all 
of its sites already agreed to commit. Therefore, the proposed CC mechanism must only 
guarantee that the second phase of 2PC is performed. This means that "delete (or mark 
as deleted) my DO log entries and commit (i.e., make permanent) my DO versions" 
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messages to each site involved in transaction execution are delivered reliably but Dot 
neces~arily as distinct message~. Because of nonblocking character of the proposed CC 
mechanism such messages and their acknowledgements can be piggybacked on the 
ongoing network traffic. If the messages are piggybacked, then in the worst case the CC 
no-conflict delay is 2T and there are 2k messages, where k is a number of transactions 
which are terminated but whose DO entries were not deleted yet. In the best case there 
is no CC no-conflict delay and no CC messages. Assuming the best and the worst cases 
occur with the same probability then the average CC no-conflict overhead is; 

CC delay = T 

number of CC messages == k 

If the messages are not piggybacked, then no-conflict CC overhead is: 

CC delay = 2T + T == 3T 

number of CC messages = 2( e+r-l) + k 

CC conflict overhead for the modified version of time stamp based S class CC 
mechanism described in this section can be derived as follows. Consider scenario 1 when 
two transactions, say T1 and T2, read, update and conflict at sites 1,2 and 3 in opposite 
order. Suppose that first out-of-time-stamp execution occurs at site 2. Then transaction 
which made detection will abort itself by changing its status at its initiating site to 
aborted. The second transaction when it terminates sends "what is your status" 
mess8ges to the initiating site of transaction with which it as far as it knows conflicted in 
the time stamp order (I.e., one which precedes it in DO logs). Acknowledgement of such 
message in scenario 1 is "aborted" message and the transaction changes its status to 
aborted as well. Of course, the change of transaction status to aborted means that the 
aborted tr8nsaction will piggyback on ongoing network traffic "delete my DO log entries 
and my DO versions" messages to all sites where it executed. Assuming· the above 
described sequence of events (I.e., Tl detects out-of-time-siamp execution and sends 
abort. to its initiating site Idelay T and 1 messages/; T2 executes at site 1 (or 3) 
resulting in delay DELTA T and then T2 exchanges 2 messages with initiating site of T 1 
jdelay 2T I) the CC no-conflict overhead is; 

CC delay == 3T + DELTA T 

number of CC messages == 3 

CC conflict overhead for scenario 2 is: 

CC delay = DELTA T 
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number of CC messages::: 0 (as both Tl and T2 terminate at the same site 3) 

Averaging CC conflict overhead from both scenarios we obtain: 

CC delay = 1/2(3T + 2 DELTA T) 

number of CC messages::: 1/2(3) 

3.4 MEO Class CC Overhead 

MEO class consists of nonblocking CC mechanisms. This means that their output is 
available to any other process during transaction execution. The MEO class CC 
mechanism we analyze here is described in [8AD79b] and it differs from the one 
described in section 3.3 of this paper in one major respect--it is not based on time 
stamp order of transactions execution. It is based on nonserializable execution detection 
and recovery to serializable execution. This gives the MEG class higher degree of 
concurrency because some out'-of-time-stamp order executions which are $erializable 
and which would be rejected by S class CC mechanisms can be realized under the MEG 
class of ce. 

The algorithm can be described best by comparing it to the CC mechanism described 
in section 3.3 of this paper. 80th CC mechanisms use DO logs. However, the MEO class 
algorithm detects nonserializable executions as follows. When transaction Tn made an 
access to DO it pushes DO log entry onto DO log. Such entry consists of Tn's unique 1.0., 
Tn's initiating site (i.e., the site where Tn enters and exits the system), list of records 
and fields Tn read or updated, and their status (temporary, aborted, committed), and so 
far accumulated Tn's conflict history. DO log algorithm checks whether there is any DO 
log entry conflicting with new entry. If there is, then Tn creates its conflict history for a 
given DO. The conflict history is the list of conflicting transactions reads and updates in 
the same order as they are in DO log. At the next DO Tn deposits its so far accumulated 
conflict history and updates it from that DO. The idea is that as Tn hops from one DO (or 
site) to another it deposits at each DO its cumulative conflict history which says with 
what other transactions Tn conflicted, where and how (i.e., read-read, read-update, 
update-update). 

Since every transaction generates its conflict history then if two transactions, say T1 
and T2, conflict they can determine at once, or when both terminated, whether they 
generated nonserializable execution. To explain this consider T1 and T2 updating DO's 1, 
2 and 3 in the same and opposite orders. As long as, say, Tl precedes T2 in any 
update-update, or read-update conflict at all DO's, then the execution is serializable. If 
Tl and T2 execute at 1, 2 and 3 in the same order, then both can immediately detect 
nonserializable execution. Consider the following scenario. T1 updated 1 before T2. 
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However, at 2 T2 got ahead of T1 and updated 2 before Tl. At this point Tl can decide 
from T2's conflict history (which is a part of T2 DO log entry at 2) that Tl and T2 
generate nonserializable execution. T1 can also decide from its and T2'$ confl'ict history 
what is the best way to restore serializable execution. In our scenario TI sends T2 "roll 
back up to 2" message. When T2 reaches 2 T1 and T2 can resume execution at 2 in 
correct order. 

However, if Tl and T2 execute at I, 2 and 3 in the opposite order, then Tl and T2 
can detect their nonserializable execution only after they terminated as follows. After 
T 1 and T2 terminated they both know that they conflicted in a serializable way in 2 DO's 
(either 1, 2 or 2, 3). However, T1 neither T2 know whether they conflicted at the 3rd 
DO. One way they can find out is by exchanging their conflict histories at their initiating 
sites (where they return after the computation). This exchange will enable their partial 
roll-back and recovery to serializable execution, (More detailed description of CC 
mechanism behaviour when more than two transactions conflict can be found Appendix or 
in [BAD79b].) 

Of course, another way to find out whether T1 and T2 generated nonserializable 
execution is by using two-phase commit when upon termination each transaction would 
check at each site for nonserializable execution and for termination (or commit) of 
preceding interfering transactions. For example, consider Tl and T2 executing in the 
opposi te order. Let's assume that T1 and T2 do not generate their conflict hi st ori es. 
When T 1 or T2 terminate they can make their temporary version permanent by using 3 
messages of two-phase comit protocol. That is to say the inititating site of T 1 or T2 
sends one message to each site it accessed. Such message is acknowledged and a 
relevant subset of DO log is returned also. Then the initiating site can decide whether 
its transaction a) generated nonserializable execution, b) has to wait for termination of 
preceding transaction in order to determine ser.ializability of its execution. 

Assume that T 1 terminates first and tries to commit. From the first message of 2PC 
and its acknowledgement T1 can determine that it conflicted with T2, i.e., T2 preceded 
Tl at some DO. Therefore, before T1 can make its output permanent, it must wait for 
T2 to make its output permanent. However, T2 when it attempts to commit will detect 
nonserializable execution and will initiate recovery to serializable execution. CC 
overhead for 2PC variation of MEO class CC mechanism is essentially identical to the CC 
overhead of time stamp based S class CC mechanism described in section 3.2. 

We want to emphasize that T1 and T2 can detect nonserializable execution in two 
equivalent ways. One is during 2PC and the other is by a) transaction conflict history 
mechanism, and b) by communication between transaction initiating sites. Obviously in 
terms of CC overhead the second way is much more effective. 
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2PC is used to make the update of multiple copies to appear as an atomic action, 
i.e., either all updates are installed or none. In the CC mechanism proposed in [BAD79b] 
and ellso described here, the transaction FORK operation, as multiple copy update, is 
seen as a FORK of transaction process which then must JOIN at transaction initiating site. 
There the transaction can decide whether all updates have been posted (as temporary 
ones) and whether it generated serializable execution (either immediately or after 
waiting for preceding conflicting transaction(s». 

We now derive CC overhead for the S class CC mechanism proposed in [BAD79b] 
and also described in this section. The mechanism uses DO logs, transaction conflict 
histories, initiating sites communication, deletion of DO log entries and commit of 
temporary DO versions by piggybacking on ongoing network traffic. The CC no-conflict 
overhead is in the worst case 2T and in the best case none. 2T is due to "virtual" 
conflicts when executing transaction "bumps" into undeleted DO log entries of k 
terminated transactions (2k messages). Assuming the best and the worst cases to occur 
with the same probability, then the average CC no-conflict overhead for MEO class is: 

CC delay = T 

number of CC messages == k 

MEG class CC conflict overhead for scenario 1 is as follows. T 1 and T2 reading, 
updating and conflicting at sites I, 2 and 3 in opposite order will have to terminate first 
before detecting nonserializable execution. Assume that T1 terminated first and T2 
during T. Then the detection of nonserializable execution occurs by T 1 talking to T2 
initiating site after T2 terminated and by inspecting each other's conflict histories. 
Resulting CC delay is 2T and 2 messages are involved. Scenario 2 generates CC delay 
DEL TAT and no messages. By averaging the CC conflict overhead from both scenarios 
we obtain: 

CC del ay == T + 1 /2 DEL TAT 

number of CC messages == 1 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper we have analyzed three distributed CC mechanisms belonging to three 
different CC classes in terms of CC overhead, i.e., the number of CC messages and 
corresponding delay. We have also shown that they differ in the degree of concurrency 
they provide. We can c9nclude that in terms of CC overhead and degree of concurrency 
the nonblocking CC mechanisms outperform blocking CC mechanisms, or in another words, 
MEG class outperforms S class which outperforms MES class. However, the results 
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derived in this paper, although useful. for CC mechanisms comparison, mLlst be 
interpreted within the distributed database system and application parameter space as 
done in [BAD80a, MOL79, RIE79]. This is to say that although CC is the most important 
mechanism of distributed DBMS the derived results should not be interpreted as an 
absolute indication of distributed DBMS performance. For example, even if MEO class 
provides the lowest CC overhead the distributed DBMS might perform better under 
another CC mechanism for some applications or networks. In other words, as indicated in 
[BAD80a] each class of CC mechanisms might be most suitable for certain classes of 
applications and DBMS system parameters. 
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In order to demonstrate the behaviour of CC mechanism when more than two 
transactions conflict, let's consider an example of three conflicting transactions. Assume 
that T 1 re8ds and updates at sites 1 and 2, T2 reads and updates at 2 and 3, and T3 
reads and updates at 3 and 1. The transactions arrive short time aparJ and they conflict 
at each site they accessed as follows. At site 1 T3 precedes Tl, at site 2 Tl precedes 
T2, and at site 3 T2 precedes T3. This means that Tl knows from its conflict history 
that upon its terminCltion it should send its conflict history to the initiating site of T3. 
Similarly, T2 and T3 send their conflict histories to the initiating sites of Tl and T2. 
Each initiating site now constructs a precedence relation and checks it with other 
initiating sites. At thClt time the nonserializable execution is detected because the 
precedence relations will be inconsistent. In our example, Tl initiating. site after 
receiving T2's conflict history knows that T3 precedes Tl precedes T2. The initiating 
site of T2 knows that Tl precedes T2 precedes T3 and the initiating site of T3 knows 
that T2 precedes T3 precedes T1. In the next step of initiating site communication Tl, 
T2 i1nd T3 independently detect nonserializable execution which is due to a cycle of 
conflicts. Now the cycle must be broken in order to recover to serializable execution. In 
our example the initiating site of Tl, T2 and T3 have the same, and complete, 
information about the conflict cycle to make independently the same decision - to 
rollback. In order to avoid cyclic restart and rollback, they can restart at different time, 
i.e., with different delay. Such decision can be again made by each transaction 
independently by using, perhaps, their 10's. This example shows how the described CC 
mechanism would cope with a highly unlikely situation of three (or more) transaction 
conflicts. 
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A DEADLOCK .. FREE, VARIABLE GRANULARITY LOCKING PROTOCOL 
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ABS.TRACT 

A new solution is proposed for the problem of preserving eonsistency in a database 
accessed concurrently by many processes. The solution is an extemion of the protocol 
of Gray, ct a1.l19751. A hierarchy of locks in comtrueted on the data to implemen~ th® 
protocol, but the protocol doell not depend on the physical organiM,tiem of the dah .. The 
primary featurell or the proposal are serializability I deadlock freedom and the ability to 
lock data at a variety of granulru-itiea. The protocol i8 dCBignflld to work on an al'biti'r.ry 
collection of lock modem. 

§1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of locking protocols is to emure eonsiBtent c;n:ccution of multiple 
transactions being run against the database Ilimultaneously. We shall not concern 
ourselves with the exact form of the consistency con8trait;tttl. Instead, wc 6hall rullmme 
that each transaction, if run alone, would preserve coneillteney. Thu~, consistency may 
only be lost as a result of the concurrent execution of hansaetionB. A standard example 
of such a loss of consistency is two clerkllllimuitaneou!lly diawvering that one Ilcat remaina 
Cor a show and then both selling that one ticket. 

The purpose of the concurrency component of a datll>.bagt'l QYl:ltem iB to inu:rleav~ 
the steps of transactions in such a way that: 

@ The order of steps within a transaction is preserved 
o Each transaction sees a consistent database (i.e. if a transaction must viOo> 

late consistency constraints, these violations are hidden from all other tranll-' 
actions.) 

One method of ensuring consistency is to require that all transactions observe & 

locking protocol. A locking protocol is a set of rules that require transactioDB to lock 
data they access or modify. If a transaction t desires to accell8 a locked datum, held 
by transaction t', it must either wait for t' to release the lock, or preempt t'. We 
shall assume no preemption in this paper. If a locking protocol has the property that 
every possible ordering or the steps of transactions following the protocol prcscrveB the 
consistency constraints, the protocol is said to be sale. 

t Work partially supported by NSF gra.nt MCSo79-04528 

* Current address: Dept. of Computer Science, Stanford University, Stanford CA 94305. 
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An ordering of steps of a set of transactions is called a Dchedule. A schedule with 
no interleaving is a aerial schedule. If a schedule 8 is logically equivalent to At serial 
schedule s', then II is said to be serializable. 

§2 ISSUES IN DATABASE CONCURRENCY 

§2.1 Granularity 

Locking involves some system overhead. It is necessary for the locking component of 
the database system (the lock manager) to Gee if the lock can be granted and then either 
to grant the lock request or to put the requesting transaction in a queue. To minimile 
this overhead one might propose associating a relatively large !Subset of the data with 
each lock. On the other hand, it is clear that concurrency may be reduced if transactions 
lock data that they do not ulle. This argues in favor of associating a lock with a small 
subset of the data. The latter situation is referred to all line granularity while the 
former is referred to as coarac granularity. There has been a considerable amount. of 
study of the merits of fine venus eoarse granularity (see Ries and Stonebraker 119771, 
Ries and Stonebraker 11978J, and Gray, et aI.1197sl, e.g.) The most general solution 
permits transactions to lock data at fine granularity, coarse granularity, or somewhere 
in between, depending on which is most appropriate for the transaction in question. 

§2.2 Deadlocks 

A deadlock is a. series of "circular" waits, i.e. a situation where there is Ito set of 
transactions h, ta, ... ,tn such that tt is waiting for ta to release a lock that tll currently 
holds and that tl wishes to obtain, ta is waiting for ta, ••• , t,,-l is waiting for t", and 
tn is waiting for h. Clearly deadlock is unacceptable. Either deadlock must be avoided 
by means of the protocol, or the system must detect deadlock and roll back one or 
more of the transactions involved in the deadlock. It is frequently assumed that the 
cost of deadlock avoidance (in terms of lost concurrency) is greater than the cost (in 
terms of added overhead) of checking for deadlock. In some cases (e.g. a user entering 
a transaction at a terminal) rollback due to deadlock is highly undesirable. 

Definition: A. protocol is said to be deadlock-free if for all sets of transactions, all of 
which follow the protocol, there is no schedule that results in deadlock. 

The goal of the protocol proposed in this paper is to achieve deadlock freedom at 
a relatively low cost. 

§2.3 Degrees or CODsistency 

There are many possible definitions of wha.t it means for consistency to be preserved 
by a schedule. See Gray, et a1.119751 for a list of possible definitions. For purposes of 
this paper we shall use a rather ;strong criterion for consistency, namely serializability. 
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1 2 345678 9 

Fig.!. A sample lock hierarchy. 

§3 LOCKING 

Previously, we stated that if a transaction requested a lock already held by another 
transaction the requesting transaction had to wait. This requirement is often too strong. 
For example, there is no loss of consistency if two transactions read the same datum, 
although consistency may be lost if both transactions write the same datum. To permit 
this 80rt of harmless concurrency, it is desirable to define many modes of locks (e.g. read 
locks and write locks). If a transaction locks an entity of the database in a particular 
mode, it may access that entity only to the extent permitted by the mode of the lock. 
For example, a read lock grants only reading privileges. To write and entity, a write 
mode lock must be held on the entity. We have already noted that two transactions may 
hold a read lock on an entity simultaneously. This notion is formalized in the following 
definition. 

Definition: Let 1.1 and 1.2 be lock modes. Let e be an entity in the database. Let hand 
fa be distinct transactions. Mode 1.1 is said to be compatible with I.a if it is permitted 
for h to lock e in mode 11 while ta holds a lock in mode 1.3 on e. Lock compatibility for 
a given protocol ill defined by a function 

COMPAT: MODE X MODE .-. {true, falle }, 

where MODE is the set of lockmodcs. The function is usually expreued in the form of 
a lock compatibility matrix. The compatibility matrix for MODE = {read, write} is 
shown below. 

read write 
read true false 
write false false 

§3.1 Implementation of Variable Granularity 

A database is a collection of entities. An entity is the smallest datum in which we 
are interested in locking. It might, for example, be a relation, or a page or block of data, 
etc. Associated with each entity is a lock. These locks become the leaves of a structure 
placed on the data. This structure is usually either a tree or a directed acyclic graph. 
Holding a non-leaf lock in a "basic" mode (we shall define "basic" shortly) implies all 
the privileges of holding that lock on all leaves that are descendants of the locked node 
in the tree (or directed acyclic graph). In Fig. I, holding a lock node 10 implies the 
same lock on nodes 1 and 2. A lock on node 13 implies a lock on all 9 entities. 

Without some sort of protocol, the potential for inconsistency exists even if lock 
compatibility is never violated. Suppose transaction h locks node 1 (of Fig. 1) in write 
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mode. Further, suppose transaction ta would also like to write the entity associated with 
node 1. ta cannot obtain a write lock on node 1 because COMPAT(write, write) = fa.lse. 
However, t:;J could lock node 10 (h does not hold node 10) and thus implicitly lock node 
1. This defeats the lock compatibility constraint. 

Problems of this sort motivated the introduction of intention locks in Gray, et 
a1.119751. An intention mode lock serves as a warning that one or more descendants 
will be locked. There is an intention mode associated with each basic mode. We shall 
use R. and W to denote read and write locks respectively and precede the mode with 
an I to indicate intention mode. Thus we now have expanded the set MODE to be 
{R, I R, W, IW } . Now, we can state exactly what is meant by the term basic mode. A 
basic mode lock is a lock that can meaningfully be held on data nodes. Intention mode 
locks are not basic mode locks because they give their holder no access to data, rather 
they permit their holder to request other locks. Using intention locks it is possible to 
define a safe protocol. One such protocol is discussed in detail in Gray, et al.1197S]t. 
We shall state the protocol without proof of safety. 

1. The first lock requested must be the root node of the structure. 
2. For non-root nodes, a request for an I R. or R, lock is legal only if the parent 

of the node is held in IW or I R mode by tpe requestor. 
3. For non-root nodes, a request for an IW or W lock is legal only if the parent 

of the node is held in IW mode by the requestor. 
4. Locks must be released either at the end of the transaction or in leaJ-to-root 

order during execution. 
We shall also state without justification the lock compatibility matrix for the set 

{1R.,IW,R, W} in Fig. 2. 

IR. IW R, W 
IR true true true falae 
IW true true fabe fallle 
R true false true fabe 
W false false false false 

Fig. 2. Compatibility ma.trix for {I R"IW, R, W }. 

With the additional assumption that transactions are two-pha.se (Le. no locks are 
requested by a transaction after it has unlocked a node) it can be shown that the above 
protocol ensures serializability. Deadlock, however, ill possible. We shall 8ce an exa.mple 
of deadlock in Section 4.2. 

§3.2 General Sets of Loekmodell 

We shall consider two lockmodcs to be equivalent if the two mode8 have identical 
entries in the compatibility matrix. Formally, 

tIn fa.ct, the protocolls defined for a directed acyclic graph. We sha.ll only be dealing with trees 
e<iJ ~6lJ~ ~~ ~6lJO ~@~ O(D_ ~_ (laQ ~ (.'i~ ~ ~e _ (J~. 
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Definition: Let A, B E MODE. We say A and B are equivalent if for all X E MODE both 
of the following hold: 

8 COMPAT(A, X) = COMPAT(B, X) 

• COMPAT(X, A) = COMPAT(X,8) 
It is convenient to allow a transaction to hold a given lock in at most one mode. 

Na'ively, this would require us to to create a new loekmode for each Ilubsct of MODE, 
thus expanding the example set of loekmodes of the previous section from MODE = 
{IR,IW,R, W} to MODE = 2{1R.·lw.~.W}. Fortunately, we shallsce that in fad 

MODE ={ {R},{W},{IR.},{IW},{R,IW}} 

suffices, since all clements of 2 {1R..1 W. R. W} are equivalent to some mem~r of MODE. 
For this reason, the set MODE is said to be complete. For notational convenience we 
shall dispense with the inner set brackets and write MODE = {I R, lW, III R/W, W }. 
Loc'kmodes, such as RIW, which consist of 2 or more modes, are called combination 
modes. In this section we shall discuSll the construction of complete gets of loekmooes 
from an arbitrary set of basic modes. 

Let BASIC be a given set of basic modes. The semantics of BASIC are defined by 
the function COMPATBASIC, the restriction of COMPAT to clementi! of the set BASIC. 
In order for the protocol of the preceding section to be uiled there must be a unique 
intention mode for each BASIC mode. Let the set of intention modes be called INTENT. 
Then we may define an isomorphism I : BASIC ..... INTENT as follows: 

If .It E BASIC then I(A) = I A, where I A E INTENT is the intention mode aS80ciated 
with A. We, now define an extension of COMPATBASIC to BASIC U INTENT as follows: 

COMPATBASICu INTENT ( A, B) 

{

COMPATBASldA,8), 
true, 

~ COMPATBASldA, e), 

COMPATBASlde, B), 

iC A, B E BASIC 
if A, D E INTENT 
if A E BASIC, B E INTENT, e = 1-1(B) 
if B E BASIC,.It E INTENT, C = 1-1(A) 

Intuitively, the second line of the above definition says that intention modes never 
conflict. The last two lines reflect the notion that an intent mode lock implies that the asc 

sociated basic mode will be requested on a descendant. Let COMB = 2BASICuINTENT. 

We now extend COMPATBASICuiNTENT to a Cunction COMPATCOMB on the set COMB. 

{

false, 
COMPATCOMB(.A, B)= 

true, 

if there is A E .It and B E 8 such that 
COMPATBASICuiNTENT(A, B) = fahe 
otherwise. 

We note that it need not be the case that COMPAT(A, B) = COMPAT(B, A). One 
such situation involves the introduction of update mode locks. Such a lock allows a 
transaction to read concurrently with readers that locked the entity in read mode prior 
to the update request. However, the update lock Corces subsequent readers to wait. 
Update mode is discussed in more detail in Korthl19g01. 

Using COMPAT, we shall define a partial order on the set MODE. 
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Definition: Let A, B E MODE. We Bay .It C B if for all X E MODE both of the following 
hold: 

€I COMPAT(B, X) implies COMPAT(A, X). 
@ COMPAT(X, 8) implies COMPAT(X, .II). 
The C relation is read "not more exclusive than." 

Example 3.2.1: For MODE = {IR,R,IW, W,JUW} the C relation is given by t.he 
following lattice: 

W 

I 
JUW 
/.~ 

R IW 
'~/ 

The .1 symbol indicates the null lock. 

IR 

I 
.1 

Lemma 3.2.1: Let rand Y be in BASIC U INTENT. If X C y, then the combination 
mode X Y is equivalent to y. 
Proof: Let Z be any member of MODE. If COMPAT(Z, Y) = fahe, then there is ?o memp 

ber of { X, Y } (specificallY Y) with which Z is incompatible. ThuI, COMPAT(Z, r y) = 
false. If COMPAT(Z, Y) is true, then since r C y, COMPAT(Z, X) is also true. Thus 
there is no member of {r, Y} with which Z is incompatible, 50 COMPAT(Z, r y) = 
true. The proof for COMPAT(X y, Z) is analogous. I 

Example 3.2.2: We can now show that the MODE set of the preceding example is 
complete. By the lemma, we need only consider combination modes that involve modes 
that are incomparable under C. From the compatibility matrix of Fig. 2, it is clear that 
the only such combination mode is RIW. 

§4 CRITERIA FOR SERIALIZABILITY AND DEADLOCK FREEDOM 

In this section we shall develop criteria for deadlock freedom and serializability that 
will be useful in proving properties of the protocol. Let T = {h, ... , tn } denote a set 
of transactions running concurrently. Let N denote the set of all nodes (Le. lockable 
objects). Let D denote the set or all entities (i.e. the data, or the leaves of the tree). 
Recall that a transaction t can lock a node in mode 1 in two ways. The first is to 
explicitly request a lock on the node in mode I. The second applies only to locking or 
leaf nodes in a basic mode. If t locks an ancestor of a lear in no basic mode, it implicitly 
locks the leaf in that basic mode. . 
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§4.1 Definitions 

Definition: Let hand ta be transactions. We define CONFDATA(h, tal to be the Get or 
entities z in D such that h locks z implicitly or explicitly in mode h, ta locks z implicitly 
or explicitly in mode la, and either COMPAT(h, la) = false 01' COMPAT(13, It) = fllhe. 

It ill necessary to consider both COMPAT(h, ' 3 ) and COMPAT(la, ' 1) because, M 

noted previously, the compatibility function is not necessarily symmetric. 

Example 4.1.1: Let MODE be {R, W } and R(t) be the set or nodes z such that t locka 
z in mode R but not in mode W, and W(t) be the set or.entities z such tha.t t locka z 
in mode W. Locks may be implicit or explicit in each casc. Then 

CONFDATA(h, tal = ((R(h) U W(tl» n (R(t:a) U W(ta» - (R(h) n R(ta» 

Definition: Let tl and ta be transactions. We define CONFNODE(h, tal to be the set of. aU 
entities z in N such that tl locks z implicitly or explicitly in mode h, t:a locks z implicitly 
or explicitly in mode la, and either COMPAT(h,la) = false or COMPAT(la, '1) = false. 

Intuitively, CONFDATA describes conflicts involving only implicit or explicit. lock;s 
on data, while CONFNODE describes conflicts that may arise between t and tf anywhere 
in the tree. Generalizing the preceding two definitions, we can define a CONF rundion 
at any depth of the lock hierarchy. 

Definition: A node in the lock hierarchy is at depth i ir the shortest path from the root. 
to the node traverses i edges. 

We shall assume, ror simplicity, that all leaves or the tree are at the same depth. 

Definition: If hand ta are transactions, we define CONFi(h, ta) to be the set of all 
z in N such that x is at depth > i, h locks z implicitly or explicitly in mode h, 
ta locks z implicitly or explicitly in mode la, and either COMPAT(h,la) = falae or 
COMPAT(la, It) = false. 

Example 4.1.2: CONFDATA(t 1 , ta) = CONFM(tl, tal, where M is the depth of the tree. 
CONFNODE(t 1 , t a) = CONFo(tl' tal· 

Example 4.1.3: For any i, CONFi contains CONFi+l' 
The CONF functions define the set of objects on which pairs of transactions may 

conflict. Next we define a "less than" and "precedes" relation on T. Before we do, 
however, recall that a transaction is a sequence of steps. A schedule imposes a linear 
ordering of the steps or all transactions. Thus we can say that transaction h acquires z 
before ta if the first step of h that locks x comes before the first step or ta that locks z 
in the ordering imposed by the schedule. 

Definition: h <. ta if CONFDATA(t., ta) is non-empty and in schedule I, h acquires all 
its locks on members of CONFDATA(tl' t a) before ta. 
Definition: tl <! ta if CONFi(t1, ta) is non-empty and in schedule, tl acquires all its 
locks on members of CONFi(h, ta), before tao 

We shall rrequently use <~ when discussing the protocol. We shall denote this 

relation by -< •. We shall use <;, <!+, and -<t to deno~e ~he transitive c.~osures of 
<" <!, and -< B respectively. Note that ror a pair or transactions, tl and h, such that 
CONF,(t!, ta) is non-empty, it may be that neither h <! ta nor ta <! it is true. 
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§4.2 Serializability 

Lemma 4.2.1: Let T = {h, ... , tn } be a set. of transactions. If. is a schedule such t.hat. 
both of the following hold: 

• If CONFDATA(t" ti) is non-empty, then either g, <. tJ or tJ <. t, 
• For no t E T is it true that t < t t 

then 8 is serializable. 
Proof: Basis: ITI = 1 The conclusion is trivial. 
Induction: ITI = m. Let us define the following Bets: 

• 1" = T - {tm } 

• BEFORE = {t E T' I t < t tm } 
• AFTER = {t E 1" It> t tm } 

• NEITHER = t' - BEFORE - AFTER 
Note that BEFORE n AFTER must be empty. If not, then let t be a transaction in 
BEFORE n AFTER. It then follows that t < t tm < t t so t < t t contradicting t.he 
assumption. 
For all a E AFTER, b E BEFORE, and n E NEITHER, the following three facts hold: 

o b <t a (because b <t tm <t a) 
• b ~t n (because n <t b:=} n <t b <t tm ~ n E BEFORE) 
• a ~t n (because n > t a:=} n >t a >t tm :=} n E AFTER) 

Let 8' be the restriction of T to T' (i.e. simply delete all references to tm from s). 
Let Bb,l e , 8 n be restrictions of I to BEFORE, AFTER, NEITHER, respectively. By the 
above three facts, it is clear that the schedule produced by concatenating 'b, 'n,'a is 
equivalent to I'. Since IBEFOREI < m, the induction hypothesis guarantees that there 
exists a schedule I~ which is serial and equivalent to Db. The same holds for AFTER and 
NEITHER. Therefore, the schedule I~, 8~, 8~ is serial and equivalent to l. Now create a 
serial schedule equivalent to IJ by inserting tm after I~ and before 8~, e.g. 8~, tm, ,~, '~.I 

The next lemma is the converse of Lemma 4.2.1. 

Lemma 4.2.2: Serializability of a schedule 8 for T implies 
e If CONFDATA(t" tJ) is non-empty, then either g, <, tJ or tJ <0 tl, and 
o For no t E T is it true that t <t t 

Proof: In any equivalent serial schedule 1/ = {til"'" tin } if i < Ie then til ~ t t,,,. 
Since t <. t can never hold, if t < t t, there exists t' such that t <, t' and t' < t t. 
Since t or t' must precede the other in " we have a contradiction, thus proving the 
second half of the result. If the first result does not hold then there exists tl and t2 such 
that tA acquires z E CONFDATA(t 1 , ta) before ta while ta acquires 11 E CONFDATA(t 1 , t 2 ) 

before t. Thus ta obtains the value of z a.fter h has changed it, and h obtains the value 
of 11 after ta has changed it. However, since a' is serial, either h completes before t3 
Gtarts or vice versa. Thus we have a contradiction. m 

Note that if a protocol guarantees serializability, it does not necessarily follow 
that the protocol is deadlock-free. The following example shows that it is possible for 
deadlock to occur with conflicts involving intent mode locks of one tranllaction and bMl-e 
mode locka of another without violating scrializability. 
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7 h: t3: 

/ ~ 
1. lock 7 in IW 1- lock 7 in IW 
2. lock 5 in W 2. _lock 6 in IW 

5 6 3. lock () in R- 3. lock:3 in W 

/\ 1\ 
4. read 3 4. 1!'cad 3 
5. read 1 5. lock 5 ~n R. 
6. write 2 6. )feaG 1,2 

1 2 3 4 7. wA'ite 3 

Fig. 3. Lock hierarchy and examples for EXMlple 4.2.1. 

Example 4.2.1: Consider the lock hierarchy of Fig. 3, with tl and ta as given in the figure. 
Let (i-i) denote step J of transaction i. Consider the following mequenee or steps: IJ = 

(1-1), (2-1), (1-2), (2-2), (2-3), (2-4). As a result of the third Gtep of h, tl is wait.ing for 
ta to release node 6. As a result of the fifth step of t2, ta is waiting fOf 21• At this point 
we have a deadlock. Any system using a protocol that permits deadlock must detect 
deadlock and roll back at least one of the transactions involved. Suppose that ta is rolled 
back. A schedule IJ = (1-1), (1-2), (1-3), (1-4), (1-5), (2-1), (1-6), (2-2), (2-3), ..• , (207) 
could then result. It is easy to see that, is serializable. I 

§4.3 Deadlock Freedom 

The following lemma gives a result for deadlock freedom a.nalogous to the previous 
results for serializability. 

Lemma 4.3.1: If 8 is a schedule of T = {h, .•. , t,,} and both or the following hold: 
• If CONFNODE(ti, tj) is non-empty, then either t, -<, tJ or tJ ~, tf' 
• For no t E T is it true that t -<7 t. 

then 8 is deadlock free. 
Proof: Basis: ITI = 1. The conclusion is trivial. 
Induction: ITI = m. As in the proof of Lemma. 1, consider l, the restriction of , to 
T - {tm.}. By the inductive hypothesis, 8' is deadlock free. Suppose that " results 
in a deadlock. The deadlock must involve t m , so the deadlock must be a cycle or the 
Corm (tcto, tctu"" tctm_l) where tdo = tm• For tdl to wait for tdCC+l)«mod m» it must be 
that tctC'+l-)Cmod m) -/., td, and that CONFNODE(td" t4'+1) ill non-empty, 80 by the fint. 
hypothesis, tdC'+l)(mod m) -<, td,. Thus, tdC'+l)(mod m) -<, tit, ~, ••. -<41 tItC'+l)Cmoci m) 

and tctC.+l)(mod m) -<7 tctCC+l)(mod m)' This contradicts the second hypothesis, so • 
cannot result in a deadlock as was assumed. " 

The converse of Lemma 4.3.1 does not hold. Consider the following example in 
which deadlock does not result but the hypotheses of Lemma 4.3.1 are viola.ted. 

Example 4.3.1: Consider the trivial hierarchy of three nodes, and the schedule for h 
and t2, as shown in Fig. 4. The schedule is not serializable, but neither does it lead to 
deadlock. This proves that deadlock-freedom of the protocol doea not imply that the 
protocol guarantees serializability. II 

The following lemma is not the converse of Lemma 4.3.1 (the converse is false), but 
is Bufficient for our purposes. 
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lock 1 in lW 
lock 2 in R, 
unlock 2 
lock 1 in IW 
lock 2 in W 
lock 3 in R, 
unlock 2,3 
lock 3 in W 
unlock 1 
unlock 1,3 

Fig. 4. Example of non-serializable schedule . 

. Lemma 4.3.2: If 8 is both serializable and deadlock free then both of the following hold: 
• If CONFNODE(ti, tj) is non-empty, then t, --<, tj or tj --<, t, 
e For no t E T is it true that t --<t t 

Proof: The proof is by induction on the depth of the tree from bottom to top. At each 
depth we shall show that the lemma holds for all subtrees whose root is at that depth. 
Basis: depth m, where m is the depth of the tree. This is just Lemma 4.2.2. 
Inductive hypothesis: Let d be the depth of the tree. The hypothesis is 

. (I) If CONFtl(t" tj) is non-empty, then t, <: or tj <: t,. 
@ For no t E T is it true that f<:+ t. 

Induction: First we show that <:-1 is a refinement of <: in the sense that t, <. ~ tj 
implies t. <:-1 tj. Assume t, <~ tj and t, ~~-l tj (i.e. <:-1 is not a refinement 
of <~). Then tj acquires some :& E (CONFtl-l(ti,tj) - CONFtl(t"tJ» before f,. Since 
ti and t j conflict on x, one or the other must acquire x in a basic or combination mode 
(because intent modes are always compatible with intent modes). Therefore tJ acquires 
at least one leaf descendant of x (Le. some datum) before ti. But t, < ~ tJ implies ti 
acquires at least one element of CONFDATA(ti, tJ) before tit contradicting serializability. 

Using this result, we now prove the first item of the conclusion for depth d - 1. 
Without loss of generality we may restrict our attention to pairs of transactions (ti, ti) 
such that CONFd-l(ti,tJ) is non-empty but CONFd(ti,tJ) is empty, i.e. all elements of 
CONFd-l(t" tj) are at depth d-l or the tree. As above, For every:& E CONFd-l(t" tj), 
either t, or tj must be first to acquire z in a basie mode. Thus if neither t, <:-1 ti nor 
tJ < ~-1 ti then serializability is contradicted. 

Finally we prove the second item of the conclusion for depth d - 1. As previously, 
without 10s8 of generality we may restrict our attention to pairs of transactions (t" t i) 
such that CONFct-l(ti, til is non-empty but CONFct(t" ti) is empty. Therefore any 
cycle introduced into the <:-1 relation by the refinement must involve one such pair 

(t"ti)' Thus, the cycle is of the form ti <:-1 tJ<:-l+t,. Let us denote this cycle by 
(tko,'" ,t"m_l) where ko = km - 1 = i. In what follows let all arithmetic be modulo m. 
For all pairs (tic" tk'+l)' there is an z E CONF.t-l(tk"tk,+l) such that tic, holds :E and 
tk'+l is waiting for z, or there is an z E CONFd-l(tk"tk,+i) such that t", acquired z 
before tk'+l' If the latter case holds Cor at least one pair (tic" t"'+l)' then serialiu.bility 
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is contradicted. If the former case holds for all pairs, then there is a deadlock. In either 
case the hypotheses are contradicted. I 

§5 THE PROTOCOL 

This section describes two versions. of the protocol. The first is a simplified version 
of the second. Most of the proofs for the second version will follow from the prooh for 
the simplified version with minor modification. 

Recall that a protocol is a set of rules that we shall require all transactions to obey. 
We shall not concern ourselves with the consequences of protocol violations, as it is quite 
easy for the database management system to enforce the protocol without putting any 
extra burdens on the user. 

The key notion beyond Gray, et al.I191Sj in the protocol is the edge lock. An 
edge lock is a lock held on an edge of the lock hierarchy. Only intent mode locks are 
permitted on edges, but it is important to point out that intent mode locks on edges 
behave differently from intent mode locks on nodes. We shall, as before, denote intent 
mode locks on nodes by I followed by the basic mode. For edge locks we shall use 
i followed by an italic upper case characLer for the "basic" mode. After stating the 
protocol, we shall prove that it guarantees deadlock freedom and serialinbility. 

§5.1 Simplified Version of the Protocol 

This version of the protocol eliminates a few features of the protocol in order to 
permit easier proofs. The proofs for the complete protocol are extensions of the'results 
for the simplified protocol. 

Let us fix MODE to be {I R, IW, R, RIW, W} with COMPAT as defined in Section 4. 
Let EMODE, the set of edge locks, be {iR, iW}. The compatibility function ECOMPAT 
for edge locks is given by the matrix: 

iR 
iW 

iR iW 
true 
false 

false 
false 

In the definition of the protocol, we shall frequently refer to "the appropriate mode." 
The tlOtion of appropriateness results from natural correspondences that exist among the 
sets of lockmodes we have defined. For example, we have already seen a one-to-one cor
respondence between BASIC and INTENT. Our notation for edge locks suggests a natural 
one-to-one correspondence between INTENT'and EM ODE, and therefore, by composition 
of mappings, between BASIC and EMODE. When we use the phrase "appropriate inten
tion mode," we mean the intention mode that corresponds to the edge or basic lock mode 
under discussion. 

Definition: Let A E BASIC. We define E : BASIC .-. EMODE by E(A) = iA, where 
iA E EM ODE is the edge lock associated with mode A. 

Observe that using the mapping E we can define ECOMPAT in terms of COMPAT. 
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Definition: Let a set BASIC of basic mode locks be given with compatibility function 
COMPAT. EM ODE is the set of alliockmodes l such that l ~ E(f) where t is in BASIC. 
The compatibility function ECOMPAT for EMODE is given by 

{

true, 
ECOMPAT(ll, l3)= 

false, 

if COMPAT(E-1(ll), E-l(la» and 
COMPAT(E- 1(la), E-1(ll» 
otherwise 

Another function that we shall need, to help define the protocol, is LEAST. Intu~ 
itively, LEAST, given any lockmode, finds the least exclusive basic mode that is not iess 
exclusive that the given mode. LEAST may not always have a singleton set as its value. 
Although for. the examples used in this paper LEAST does in fact always have a singleton 
set as its value, we shall not make that assumption in our definition of the protocol. 

Definition: The function LEAST: MODE ..... 2BASIC is defined as follows: LEASr(l) is 
the set of l! E BASIC such that l C t, and there is no bE BASIC such that l is not more 
exclusive than band b is strictly less exclusive than t. 

We shall assume that there is a distinct queue for each node and edge into which 
transactions waiting to lock that node or edge are placed. 

Definition: A set T of transactions is said to observe the simplified version of the protocol 
if all of the following rules are observed. 
1. All transactions must eventually halt if run serially. 
2. The first lock acquired must be on the root node. There are no preconditions for 

entering the queue to lock the root node. 
3. Transactions waiting for locks are processed in strict FIFO order (e.g. readers are 

not permitted to jump ahead of writers in the queue under any circumstances.) 
4. Preconditions for entering the queue to lock a node: 

1. The edge entering the node must be held in mode at least as exclusive as the 
appropriate intention mode. 

2. The parent node must be held in a mode at least as exclusive as the appropriate 
intention mode. 

Formally, to enter the queue to lock node n, whose parent is p, in mode :t", it is 
necessary to hold p in mode Xp and (n,p) in mode Xe where :ttl C E- 1(z.) and Zt1\ 

is not more exclusive tha.n some member or LEAST(Zp). 
5. Preconditions ror locking a node: 

1. The transaction desiring the lock must be at the head or the queue for ~he 
node. 

2. Lock compatibility, as defined previously, must be observed. 
6. Preconditions for entering the queue to lock an edge (p, n): 

1. Node p must be held in a mode at least as exclusive all the appropriate intention 
mode. 

2" The request to enter the edge queue must have been made a.t the same time 
the lock on the node p was acquired. 

Formally, to lock (p, n) in mode z, it is necessary to hold p in mode zp where 
E- 1(x a) is not more exclusive than some member of LEAST(xp). 
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t1: t3: 

1. lock 7 in IW 1. lock 7 in IW 
l' lock (7,5) in iW; lock (7,6) in iR l' lock (7,5) in iR; lock (7,6) in iW 
2. lock 5 in W; unlock (7,5) 2. lock 6 in IW; unlock (7,6) 
2' lock (5,1) in iR; lock (5,2) in iW 2' lock (6,3) in iW 
3. lock 6 in Rj unlock (7,6) 3. lock 3 in W; unlock (6,3) 
4. read 3 4. read 3 
5. read 1 5. lock 5 in R j unlock (7,5) 
6. write 2 6. read Ij read 2 

7. write 3 

Fig. 5. Transactions for Example 5.1.1. 

7. Preconditions for locking an edge: 
1. The transaction desiring the lock must be at the head of the queue for the 

edge. 
2. Lock compatibility, as defined in the previouB section, must be observed. 

8. Once a transaction t has locked a node or edge it may not request any other lock 
on that node or edge. 

9. Precondition for the release of node locks: Any locks that the transaction may have 
taken on children of the node or edges out of the node must be released, and there 
must not be a request for any such lock pending in the queues. 

10. Rules fOf the release of edge locks: If a transaction holds a lock on an edge (p, n), 
it mu.st release that lock as soon as it has issued the lock request for node n. Edge 
locks may be released at any time (e.g. if a transaction decides that it does not 
need to lock node n). 

Example 5.1.1: Consider Example 4.2.1, using the edge lock protocol. Fig. 5 shows h 
and ta with the additional locking and unlocking required by the protocol. If we attempt 
to order the steps as in Example 4.2.1 (in hopes of obtaining deadlock), we find that after 
(1-1), (1-1'), (2-1), transaction t3 must wait for h to release edges (7,5) and (7,6), which 
it does in step (1-3). As a result the deadlock we saw in Example 4.2.1 is avoided. I 

§5.2 Facts about the Protocol 

In this section we shall prove a number of properties of the simplified protocol. 
Unless stated otherwise, we shall assume that all transactions observe the protocol. 

Deflnitiom Let A be a set of nodes in a tree. Define 8up(A) to be the least common 
ancestor of A. That is, every z E A is a descendant of lJup(A), and Bup(A) is the deepest 
node having this property. 

Lemma 5.2.1: Let hand ta be transactions. Let A C CONFNODE(tx, t3) be a set of 
tree nodes. If tl acquires every node in A before ta then h acquires 8up(A) before tao 
Proof: Let ao E A. Let the nodes on the path from 8up(A) to aD be denoted by 
am, am-I, ... , ao where am = Bup(A). We shall show by induction on the length of 
this path that tt acquires at,O < l < m before ta. 
Basis: aD : given. 
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Inductive hypothesis: h acquires Q,t before ta. 
Induction: We first show that tl acquires edge (al+l, all before tao Transactions hand 
fa must lock (al+ I, at) in incompatible modes, since 0.0 E CONFNODE(t 1, t a) is in the 
subtree of al. By hypothesis, h acquires at before t a, so h must have entered its request 
in the queue before ta (by rule 3 of the definition the protocol). Therefore, (by rule 4) tl 
must have acquired the edge (at+l' at) before tao Now we show that h acquired at+l 
first. Since h acquired (at+l' at) first, it must have entered the queue for that lock first . 

. Then by rule 2, it follows that tt acquired al+l first. !II 
Lemma 5.2.2: If 8 is a schedule for it set of transactions T = {hi"" t ft } that obcys 
the protocol, and if CONFNODE(tj, tj) is non-empty then either t, --<II tj or tJ -<" e,. 
Proof: We define the following sets: 

() Ai = {a I a E CONFNODE(ti,tj) and ti acquires a before tj} 
o Aj = { a I a E CONFNODE(t, , tj) and tj acquires a before ti }. 

Assume that neither Ai nor Aj is empty. By Lemma 5.2.1, t, acquires 8up(A,) berore tJ 
and tj acquires 8up(Aj) before ti. 
Case 1: sup(A,) = 8up(Aj). There is an immediate contradiction. 
Case 2: Bup(Ai) = BUp({8Up(Ai),8Up(Aj)}) Let (am, ... ,ao) be the path from 8up(A,) 
to 8up(Aj), where am = 6up(A,) and ao = 8up(Aj) We induct on the length of t.his 
path. 
Basis: ti acquires am before tj. 
Induction: t, acquires edge (at, at-1) first by rule 6. Because there is an a in the subtree 
of this edge in CONFNODE(ti, tj) such that f, and tj lock a in incompatible modes, t, 
and tj lock the edge (at, at-I) in incompatible modes. ThuB, ti enters the queue for 
at-l before tj. This implies that tj acquires at-l before tj. Therefore, by induction, t, 
acquires ao = 6up(Aa) before tj and we have a contradiction. 
Case 3: 8up(Aj) = 8Up( {8up(Ai), 8up(Aj)}) This case is symmetric to Case 2. 
Case 4: Neither 8up(Ai) nor 8up(Aj) is an ancestor of the other. Let x be defined as 
sup( {8up(Ai), 8up(Aj) }). Consider the tree path from z to Bup(At}, which we shall 
denote as (am, ... , ao), where am. = x and ao = 8up(Ai). By a now familiar induction, 
it acquir~s x before tao By applying the same argument to the path from z to Bup(Aj), 
we conclude that ta acquired x first. Therefore either Ai or AJ must be empty and thus 
either ti --<, tj or tj -<, ti. I 
Corollary 5.2.1: Given T and s as in the lemma, if CONFDATA(t" tj) is non-empty then 
t, <, tj or tJ <. t,. 
Proof: CONFDATA(tj, tj) non-empty implies CONFNODE(ti, tj) non-empty, which, in 
turn implies ti -<, tj or tj -<, t;. Since -<, is a refinement of <,, either ti <, tJ or 
tJ <, t,. m 
Lemma 5.2.3: Given set T = {tt, ... , tn }, and schedule, such that the protocol is 
observed, for no t E T is it,true that t < -:- t. 
Proof: Assume that tao <. til < •... <. tj"'_l <. tio' where tao = t, is a cycle 
of <. of minimal length. In what follows, all arithmetic on SUbscripts of t, will be 
modulo m. Let z = 8Up(U~0 CONFDATA(t'I' ti/+1))' Let k be any integer such that. 
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. 0 < k < m. Since tik <8 t ak+1, CONFDATA(tikl t'k+l) is nonuempty. Let ~ be any 
element or CONFDATA(tik' tik+l)' By the definition of <'t tili acquires a before t'lt+l' 
Let (Pd, ... ,Po) be the nodes on the unique tree path from a: = Pd, to a = Po. We t'lhall 
prove by induction on d that tik acquires x before tik+l' 

Basis: d = 0: a = z = Po. 
Induction: By hypothesis, tik acquires Pd.-l before t'A:+l' Since Pel is the parent of Pd.-I 

both tik and tik+l must acquire Pd before acquiring Pd-l, and therefore they must both 
acquire edge (Pet, Pd-l)' Furthermore, since a E CONFDATA(tik' t'k+l)' it must be that 
the two transactions wish to lock that edge in incompatible modes. We first show that 
tak acquires (Pd, Pd-I) before tiA:+l' Assume tiA:+l acquires (Pd, Pet-I) first. Transaction 
elk must (by the protocol) acquire (Pd , Pet-I) before locking Pd.-I, However, the protocol 
requires that tiA:+l enter the queue to lock Pd.-I berore releasing (Pd. Pet-I). Since all 
queues are strictly FIFO this contradicts the inductive hypothesis that tiA: locks Pd.-I 

before tik+l' Thus, tiA: locks (Pet, Pd.-I) before tiA:+l' By the first part of rule 6 in the 
defintion of the protocol, it rollows that tiA: locks Pet before tik+l does, and our induction 
is complete. 

Thus, tik acquires z before tik+l' Since this result holds for all k, tio acquires z 
berore til' which acquires a: before tiSH'" which acquires z berore tio' We thus arrive 
at a contradiction, and the lemma is proved. I 
Corollary 5.2.2: Given T and B as in the lemma, for no t E T is it true that t ~t t. 
Proof: t -<t t implies t <7 t, which, in turn implies t E T does not obey the protocol. I 
Theorem 5.2.1: The simplified version of the protocol implies serializability. 
Proof: Lemma 5.2.3 and Corollary 5.2.1 prove that any schedule of transactions observing 
the protocol satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 4.2.1. By Lemma 4.2.1 it folloW'a that any 
schedule in which the protocol is observed is serializable. I 
Theorem 5.2.2: The simplified version of the protocol implies deadlock freedom. 
Proof: Lemma 5.2.2 and Corollary 5.2.2 prove the hypotheses of Lemma 4.3.1. By 
Lemma 4.3.1 deadlock freedom follows. I 

§5.3 The Complete Version of the Protocol 

We now define the second version of the protocol. Most of the ideas and results 
carryover from the previous sections without any modification. The added feature of 
this version is a rule that permits the first precondition for entering the queue to lock 
a node (rule 4, part 1) to be ignored under certain circumstances. To motivate this 
exception consider the following example: 

Example 5.3.1: Consider the lock hierarchy of Fig. 3. Suppose that tt reads node 4 
and then decides to add this value to node 4 or 5. Let us assume that the process of 
deciding which node to choose is slow (perhaps it must query a person at a terminal). 
Suppose that fa writes node 1 without referencing any other data. If h starts first it 
will set edge locks first on edge (7,5) and then on (5,1) before t2' Thus t2, under the 
simplified protocol cannot complete before t l • However, if somehow we could allow t:a 
to jump ahead of til it could complete without causing any inconsistencies and without 
introducing the potential for deadlock. I 
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It appears, based on the example, that a transaction can safely ignore the rules for 
edge locks if all of the locks it holds or has requested lie on one path from tlie root of the 
tree. In other words, as long as all the data referenced by a transaction is in one subtree 
whose root is a child of the deepest node held so far, it is not necessary to observe the 
rules regarding edge locks. This turns out to be true, and we shall prove this fact in the 
process of verifying the correctness of the protocol. 

Definition: A set T of transactions is said to observe the complete version of the protocol 
if all of the rules of the simplified version of the protocol are observed, except for rule oil 
which is replaced by: 
4. Preconditions for entering the queue to lock a node: 

1. The edge entering the node must be held in a mode at least as exe1usive as the 
appropriate intention mode unless all locks held or requested by the transaction 
lie on one tree path. 

2. The parent node must be held in a mode at least as exclusive all the appropriate 
intention mode. 

We now restate the results of the previouB section for the complete version of the 
protocol. 

Definition: If a transaction t locks nodes and edges on only one path from the root down 
to depth i of the tree, t is said to be a single path transaction to depth i. 
Lemma 5.3.1: Let tl and ta be transactions obeying the complete protocol. Let A C 

. CONFNODE(h, ta) be a set of tree nodes. U h acquires every node in A before fa then 
tl acquires 8up(A) before tao 
P~oof: The proof for Lemma 5.2.1 still holds, since if either h or fa is a single path 
transaction then for any A C CONFNODE(t1, tal, 8up(A) = A. I 
Lemma 5.3.2: If 8 is a schedule for a set of transactions T = {hi"" t" } that obeys 
the complete protocol, then if CONFNODE(t" tJ) is non~empty then either f, --<, tJ or 
tJ -<B t,. 
Proof: We consider only the case where ti ill a single path transaction to depth Ie for 
some k and A = 8up(CONFNODE(tl, tJ)) is a node at depth not more than k. (The 
proof of Lemma 5.2.2 is still correct for the case of transactions that are not single path 
to depth Ie for all Ie > 0.) If fi acquires A first, tJ will be unable to lock a node in the 
subtree of A until Ai is released by ti. Since ti cannot release A until all nodes in the 
Bubtree of A are released, ta --<, tJ. Likewise, if tJ acquires A fint, t, will be unable to 
lock nodes in the subtree of A until A is released by fJ. II 
Lemma 5.3.3: Given set T = {h, ... , t,,}, and schedule lJ such that the protocol is 
observed, for no t E T is it true that t < t t. 
Proof: We need only consider those transactions ti that lock exactly one leaf. If ti-l <61 
ta < II ti+l then since ti locks only one leaf it must be that ti-l < 8 t'+l. Therefore a 
cycle of minimal length cannot include any transaction that locks only one leaf. I 

Finally, we observe that using the revised lemmas it is easy to prove the following 
theorems: 

Theorem 5.3.1: The complete version of the protocol implies serializability. 
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Theorem 5.3.2: The complete version of the protocol implies deadlocll: freedom. 
We claim that all of the requirements of the complete version of the protocol arc' 

necessary in the sense that if one or more transaction violates one or more of the rules 
then there ill a set a transactions T and legallchedule II for T which rcsultll in deadlock 
or nonaserializability. 

§6 CONCLUSION 

The final version of the protocol allows for a considerable amount of concurrency 
while offering the advantage of deadlock freedom and variable locking granularity. The 
usefulness of this protocol depends on whether the lost concurrency due to the edge lock 
constraints is compensated for by the time saved by not having to check for deadlock. 
Some database systems (System/R, e.g.) check for deadlock every time a transaction 
begins a wait. In such systems, implementation or our protocol would save a considerable 
amount of overhead. 
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A Straw Han Analysis of the Probability of Waiting 
and Deadlock in a Database System 

Jim Gray;" 
Pete Homan 

Hank Korth;'»', 
Ron Obermarck 

IBH Research Laboratory 
San Jose, California. 95193. 

Based upon observations of several data management systems, transaction 
waiting and transaction deadlock are very rare. Also, the probabilities 
that a transaction waits or deadlocks seem to rise linearly with the 
degree of multiprogramming in such systems. 

We adopted the approach of postulating a simple model and then experiment
ing with it using simulation. The simulation produced results consistent 
with our observations. 

Here we propose a simple (probabilistic) analysis of this model as a 
"straw man" analysis to be knocked down (by a more careful analysis). 
Using the equations derived from the analysis, we conclude the things we 
observed in practice: 

Transaction waits and Deadlocks are rare but they both seem to increase 
linearly with multiprogramming. 

Essentially all deadlock cycles are of length two. 
There are some surprising predictions from this model: 

Waits rise as the second power of transaction size. 
Deadlocks rise as the fourth power of transaction size. 

These observations have implications for deadlock detection algorithms, 
in both centralized and distributed data base systems. 

;', Current address: TANDEH Computers Inc., 19333 Valco Parkway, Cupertino, 
California. 95014. 
** Current address: Computer Science Department, Stanford University, 
Stanford California. 
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A FORMAL MODEL OF CRASH RECOVERY IN A DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM 

by 

Dale Skeen and Michael StDnebraker 

Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science 
University of California 

Berkeley. California 

In this paper we introduce a formal model for transaction processing in a distri
buted data base system. We use this model to study both failures of single sites and 
communications failures. For site failures. we introduce a pessimistic crash recovery 
technique called independent recDvery. and identify the class of failures for which a 
resilient protocol exists. For network partitions. we study the question of finding resi
lient protocols for the pessimistic case when messages are lost. and also for the 
optimistic case when no messages are lost. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present a formal model for transaction processing in a distributed 

data base and then extend it to model several classes of failur'es and crash recovery 
techniques. These models are used to study whether or not resilient protocols exist for 
various failure classes, 

Crash recovery in distributed systems has been studied extensively in the litera
ture [ALSB79. GRAY79. HAMM79. LAMP78, MENA79, ROn-I 77 , STON79, SVOB79]. Many 
protocols have been designed which are resilient in some environments. All have an 
"ad-hoc" flavor to them in the sense that the class of failures they will survive is not 
clearly delineated. 

The purpose of this paper is to formalize the crash recovery problem in a distri
buted data base environment and then give some preliminary results concerning the 
existence of resilient protocols in various well de.fined situations. 

Consequently, in the next section we give a brief introduction to transactions in a 
distributed data base, Then, in section 3 we indicate the assumed network environ
ment and our model for transaction processing, In section 4 we extend the model to 
include the possibility of site failure and give results concerning the existence of resi
lient protocols in this situation, Section 5 turns to the possibility of network failure 
and shows the class of failures for which a resilient protocol exists. The paper con
cludes with a summary and description of future work. 

All results are presented without proof. The reader is referred to [SKEEB1] for a 
more thorough treatment of the model and detailed proofs of all results, 

This research was sponsored by the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research Grant 78-3596, the U.S. 
Army Research Office Grant DAAG29-76-G-0245, and the Naval Electronics Systems Command Conlrac-L 
N00039-78-G-OO 13. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

A distributed data base management system supports a data base distributed over 
multiple sites interconnected by a communications network. A transaction in a distri
buted database is an atomic operation, in the sense that it is indivisible: either it exe
cutes to completion or it appears not to have executed at all. The goal of distributed 
crash recovery is to provide transaction atomicity in the presen()e of failures for com
mands which may span several sites. 

A transaction may not execute to completion because: 

(1) one or more sites fails 

(2) the network fails 

(3) the transaction deadlocks with another transaction 

(4) the user aborts the transaction. 

During the processing of a transaction each participating site must be able to abort the 
transaction for any of the above reasons. When a transaction is aborted at a site, the 
state of t.he local data base is restored to its original state by local recovery pro
cedures. The one sit.e recovery problem is fairly well understood [GRAY79, LORI??]' 

At. some point during transaction processing a sit.e reaches a "commit point.". 
Once a site has committed, it will complete the transaction even in the presence of a 
site failure. 

For transaction atomicity to be preserved in a distributed environment, either all 
sites must abort or all must commit the transaction. A state where some sites have 
committed while others have aborted is an inconsistent state. 

It is always an option for a dist.ributed data base system to suspend operation 
whenever a failure occurs and only resume processing when the failure is repaired. 
Clearly, such a decision will render the distribut.ed system exactly as resilient as t.he 
weakest link. 111. this paper we will be interested only in nonblocking protocols for which 
an operatIonal sit.e never suspends because of a failure. 

Protocols designed to enforce atomicity are traditionally called commit protocols. 
A commit protocol is said to be resilient to a class of failures, if the protocol enforces 
transaction atomiCity and is nonblocking for any failure within the appropriate class. 
The nonblocking constraint guarantees that a resilient protocol will always terminate. 
Similarly, a resilient protocol with an a priori upper bound on the number of messages 
always satisfies the nonblocking constraint. We will be interested exclusively in proto
cols with predefined upper bounds. 

3. TIlE TRANSACTION MODEL 

3.1. The Network Model 

The network is ass lImed to provide pOint-to-point communication between any pair 
of sites. Moreover, it is assumed to have the following characteristics: 

(1) it delivers a message within a preassigned time period, T, or 

(2) it reports a "time out" to the sender. 

When a time-out occurs, the sender can safely assume that the network or the reci
pient or both has failed. 1n the case of a network failure, it is not known whether the 
recipient received the message. 

3.2. Transaction Processing 

Transaction execution at a sipgle site is modelled as a finite state automaton 
(FSA). During a transition a site can read one or more messages from the network, do 
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local processing and write one message to the network. A distributed transaction is 
then a collection of FSA's, one per partiCipating site, and the network serves as a com
mon input/output tape to all sites. Figure 1 presents a four site example. 

There are several restrictions on this collection of FSA's: 

(1) The FSA's are nondeterministic. The behavior of each FSA is not known apriori 
because of the possibility of deadlocks, failures, and user aborts. Moreover, when 
multiple messages are addressed to a site, the order of receiving the messages is 
arbitrary. 

(2) The final states of the FSA's are partitioned into two sets: the "abort" states, A. 
and the "commit" states, C. 

(3) There are no transitions from a state in A to a state not in A Similarly, there are 
no transitions from a state in C to a state not in C. Therefore, once a site enters an 
"abort" state ("commit" state), the sit.e remains in such a state. This corresponds 
to the requirement that abort and commit are irreversible operations. 

(4) The state diagram describing a FSA is acyclic. This suffices to guarantee that a 
protocol is nonblocking. 

FSA transitions are assumed to be instantaneous, and no two FSAs change state 
simultaneously. Therefore, the transitions made by a group of sites can always be 
linearly ordered. 

3.3. An Annotated Example 

We illustrate this FSA model by examining a t.wo phase commit protocol (similar to 
[GRAY79, LAMP76]) for a two site transaction. This prot.ocol is given in Figure 2. In the 
first phase each site receives the transaction, partially executes it, and indicates its 
readiness to commit ("ready"). The commit decision is made by the co-ordinator (site 
1) which receives ready votes and sends a "commit" message only if all sites vote 
"ready". For a tra'fisaction to commit, three messages are exchanged: "start transac
tion" is sent to site 2: "ready" is sent to site 1: and "commit" is sent to site 2. 

Ne1work 

(message buffer) 

Figure 1. The model with 4 sites. 



SITE 1 

(1) Transaction is rec eived. 
"Start Xact" is sent. 

(2) The vote is received. 
If vote="yes" and site 1 agrees, 

then "commit" is sent; 
else, "abort" is sent. 
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SITE 2 

"Start Xact" is received. 
Site 2 votes: "yes" to commit, 

"no" to abort. 
The vote is sent to site 1. 

Either "commit" or "abort" is 
received and processed. 

Figure 2. The two-phase commit protocol (2 sites). 

I 

The FSA state diagrams for this protocol are given in Figure 3. The initial states 
are ql and q2' The execution of the protocol is initiated by the receipt of the special 
message, "Xact request," at site 1. Each FSA then proceeds to make transitions asyn
chronously. For each arc, the message received is indicated physically above the mes
sage sent. Final states are double circled and labelled Commit (c) or Abort (aJ All 

Site I Site 2 

abort 
'1'-

yes 

Figure 3. FSA's for the two-phase commit protocol (2 sites). 
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states are subscripted with their site number. This notation will be followed 
throughout the paper. 

3.4. Global Transaction State 

The global state of a distributed transaction is defined to consist of: 

(1) a global state vector containing the local states of t.he participating FSA's and 

(2) the outstanding messages in the network. 

The global state defines the complete processing state of a transaction. 

A global state transition occurs whenever a local state transition occurs at a parti
cipating site. Therefore, in a global state transition exactly one local state in the global 
state ve ctor makes a transition while the others remain unchange d. 1 

If there exists a global state transition from global state g to global state g', then 
g' is said to be immediately reachable from g. A global state, together with the 
definition of the protocol, contains the minimal information necessary to compute all 
of its immediately reachable states. The transitive closure of the immediately reach
able relation yields all reachable states. Figure 4 contains the reachable state graph 
for the 2-phase protocol discussed earlier. 

A terminal state is one with no reachable successors. Moreover, a path from the 
initial global state to a terminal global state in the reachable state graph corresponds 
to a possible execution sequence of the protocol. 

A global state is said to be a final state if all local states contained in the state vec
tor are final states. A global state is said to be inconsistent if its state vector contains 
both a commit state and an abort state. A protocol is functionally correct if and only if 
its reachable. state graph contains no inconsistent states and all terminal states are 
final states. Figure 4 verifies that, in the absence of failures, the 2-phase protocol is 
correct. 

Two local states are said to be potentially conc'urrent if there exists a reachable 
global state vector that contains both local states. We define the concurrency set of a 
local state s. to be all of t.he states of other FSA's that are potentially concurrent with 

I 

it. We denote this set by C(s.). F'rom this definition it should be clear that if state s. is 
I . I 

a final state and the set C(s.) contains a final state of the opposite type, then there 
I 

must exist an inconsistent (reachable) global state. 

Consider a local state, s., and all incoming messages that can cause a transition. 
I 

Define the sender set for s. to be the collection of all states, t., such that a transition 
I J 

from t. sends a message to s .. We denote this set by 5(8.). 
J I I 

Both the sender set and the concurrency set can be constructed from the reach
able state graph. Moreover, the concurrency set for a state in a canonical protocol 
properly contains the sender set for that state. 

4. SITE FAILURES 

In this section we extend the model to include the failures of individual sites. The 
traditional method for detecting site failures, a time-out, is used. We model one 
recovery t.c.:..:hnique, and then show that only resiliency to single site failures is possi
ble. 

lThis is true only in the absence of network partitions. When partitions are considered in a later section, 
we will introduce global transitions that change only the outstanding messages. 
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(initial state) 

Figure 4. Reachable state graph for the two-phase commit protocol. 

4.1. Failure Transitions 

When a site fails a special type of transition, called a failure transition, is made. A 
failure transition reads all outstanding messages addressed to the site and writes a 
time-out message to each site. The failure transition originates in the state occupied 
at the time of failure and terminates in the state that the site will enter after it recov
ers. This recovery state could be one of the normo.lly occupied states of the protocol 
or it could be part of a special recovery protocol. In a resihent protocol each local 
state must have a failure transition Hence, the failure transition models the behavior 
of the site both at the Lime it fails and at the time it does local recovery. 

The failure of a site is detected at an operational site by the receipt of a "time
out" message from the failed site. SClch a "time-ollt" may (but not necessarily does) 
cause a trarlsition t.o a special recovcr'y protocol. 

Like all other transitions, "failure" and "time-od" transitions must obev the rule 
of commit protocols: once a site has entered a commit (abort) state, all s;Jbsequent 
transitions must be to a commit (abort) stale. The addition of "failure" and "time-out" 
transitions to a protocol greatly enlargeS its reachable state space. Examina.lion of '.ne 
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Sitel Site2 

start xoct start xoct 
yes no 

abort 

Figure 5. Two-phase commit protocol extended with an ack message. 

extended reachable state space will reveal the mixtures of failures the protocol is resi
lient to. 

4.2. Independent Recovery 

In an independent recovery scheme, failed sites make a transition directly to a 
fmal state without communicating with other sites. Hence, no communication is 
attempted during the recovery process. 

Independent recovery is interesting for several reasons. First, it is easy to imple
ment and leads to simple protocols. One need not be concerned with messages to a 
down site being queued in the network or at another site which may be down when the 
failed site attempts to recover. Moreover, this model is of interest because it 
represents the most pessimistic recovery model. Proving the existence of a class of 
resilient protocols in this model implies its existence in all more sophisticated models 
of site failures. 

The remainder of this section uses the independent recovery scheme. 

4.3. Failure of a Single Site 

Here we treat the resll'icted case that only one site can fail during the processing 
of a transaction. We first ucvelop two rules for assigning "failure" and "time-out" tran
sitions. The first rule deals with assigning "failure" transition. The failed site must 
make a transition consistent with the state of an operational site at the time 'Jf failure. 
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Rule 1. For a state sl: if its concurrency set, C{S l) , contains a commit (abort) state, 
then assign a "failure" transition from sl to a commit (abort) state. 

The observant reader will note that the two-phase protocol of Figure 3 cannot 
satisfy this rule: the concurrency set of state P2 contains both c

i 
and a

l
. Figure 5 

gives a protocol similar to the two-phase one except for the addition of one state and 
an acknowledgment message to the commit message. Figure 6 gives the reachable glo
bal state graph for the protocol. Since no concurrency set contains both commit and 
abort final states, it is possible to assign "failure" transitions from all (nonfinal) local 
states according to rule 1. 

(initial state) 

Figure 6. The reachable global state graph for the commit protocol in figure 5. 
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The second rule deals with "time-out" transitions. 

Rule 2. For state SI: if t J is in S(s), the sender set for sl' and t
J 

has a failure transition to 
a commit (abort) state, then assign a "time-out" transition from SI to a commit (abort) 
state. If S(SI) is empty, then assign no "time-out" transition from SI' 

This rule is less obvious than the previous one. A "time-out" can be viewed as a special 
message sent by a failed site in state tj in lieu of a regular message. The "time-out" is 
received by the same state (in this case s) that normally receives the regular message. 
Moreover, the failed site, using independent recovery, makes a failure transition based 
solely on its local state. Hence, the site receiving the "time-out" must make a con
sistent decision. 

Figure 7 illustrates the application of both rules. The protocol displayed is resi
lient to a single failure by either site. This can be verified by examining the reachable 
state graph for this protocol. In fact, the rules always yield a resilient protocol under 
independent recovery. Furthermore, since independent recovery is the most pessimis
tic (reasonable) model, protocols obeying rules 1 and 2 are resilient to a single failure 
under any recovery model. 

Site I 

yes 
commit 

stort xact 
yes 

Site 2 

obort/-

....... ...-' - .. _ .. -.-

fai lure --- -- -----------+ 
time out 

. ---'- _ .. 
Figure 7.. The extended two-phase protocol of figure 5 augmented with failure and 
time-out transitions according to rules 1 and 2. 
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Theorem 1. Rules 1 and 2 are necessary and sufficient for designing protocols resilient 
to a single site failure. 

Although we have illustrated this result only for the two site case, it holds for 
multi-site protocols as well. 

4.4. Two Site Failures 

The rules given above are sufficient for protocols resilient to a single failure; how
ever, such protocols are not resilient to the failure of two sites. This is demonstrated 
in the protocol of Figure 7. If double failures occur when site 1 is in state Pl and site 2 
is in state P2' then an inconsistent final state results. In fact, no resilient protocol 
exists in this situation. 

Theorem 2. There exists no protocol using independent recovery of failed sites that is 
resilient to two site failures. 

Again, this result applies to the multi-site protocols as well as to the two site pro
tocols. 

5. NETWORK FAILURES 

A network failure results in at least two sites which cannot communicate with each 
other. We model such a partition in two ways. In lhe first model. all messages are lost 
at t.he time partitioning occurs. In the second, no messages are lost at the time parti
tioning occurs; instead, undeliverable messages are returned to the sender. 

We define a simple partition as one where all sites are partitioned into exactly two 
sets with no communication possible across the boundary. Since all partitions can be 
viewed as one or more occurrences of a simple partition, we specificly address two 
classes of failures: a single occurrence of a simple partition, and multiple occurrences 
of a simple partition (or multiple partition for brevity). 

We consider a protocol to be resilient to a network partition only if it enforces the 
nonblocking constraint. That is, the protocol must insure that each isolated group of 
sites can reach a commit decision consistent with the remaining groups. Since the 
commit decision within a group is reached in the absence of communication to outside 
sites, this problem is very similar to the independent recovery paradigm presented in 
the previous section. 

Throughout this section we will restrict our attention to network partitions 
exclusively and ignore the possibility of site failures. 

5.1. Partitioning With Loss of Messages 

As previously, a site detects the occurrence of a partition by a "time-out" and can 
make a transition on such a message. First, we treat the two site case. 

A network partition is modeled as a special type of global state transition. Until 
now all global state transitions were triggered by one local state transition. However, a 
network partition is modelled as a global state transition that erases all outstanding 
messages and "time-outs" are sent to all sites. 

After a partition has occurred, each site will make a "time-out" transition. In fact, 
we have a situation analogous to the double site failure in the independent recovery 
model of the previous section except that "time-out" rather then failure transitions are 
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made. It can be shown that a solution to the double failure problem implies a solution 
to this problem. An immediate consequence of this result is is the next theorem. 

Theorem 3. There exists no two site protocol that is resilient to a network partition 
where messages are lost. 

It is easy to generalize the model to partitions involving more than two sites and 
prove theorem 3 for the more general environment. 

5.2. Partitioning with Return of Messages 

In this situation we assume that the network can detect the presence of a parti
tion and return undeliverable messages to their senders. This appears to represent 
the most optimistic model for partitions, while loss of messages is the most pessimistic 
one. 

In this case a partition causes a global state transition that redirects all undeliver
able messages back to their senders and writes "time-out" messages to the recipients 
of undeliverable messages. As before, a site makes a transition on a "time-out" mes
sage. Also, a site makes a transition when an undeliverable message is returned to it. 

5.2.1. Two Site Case 

To study this optimistic situation, we now define two design rules that resilient 
protocols must satisfy. 

Rule 3. For a state s[: if its concurrency set, C(s), contains a commit (abort) state, 
then assign a "time-out" transition from s[ to a commit (abort) state. 

Here site i in state Sj was expecting a message when the partition occurred. Instead, it 
received a "time-out". This site will then make a decision to abort or commit the tran
saction consistent with the state of the site sending the undeliverable message. 

The second rule deals with the site sending the undeliverable message. It must 
make a commit decision consistent with the decision of the intended receiver. 

Rule 4. For state sJ: if t[ is in S(sJ)' the sender set for sJ' and t[ has a "time-out" transi
tion to a commit (abort) state. then assign a "time-out" transition from s[ to a commit 
(abort) state upon the receipt of an undeliverable message. 

An observant reader will note that these rules are equivalent to the rules given for 
independent recovery of failed sites. In fact. the two models are isomorphic. To illus
trate the equivalence. consider the information conveyed by a "time-out" message 
from a failed site. The following is true when the operational site. i, receives the "time
out." indicating a failure of the other site. 

(1) the last message sent by site i was not received (the other site failed prior to its 
receipt). 

(2) communication with the other site is impossible (it is down), 

(3) the other site will decide t.o commit using independent recovery. 

Exactly the same conditions hold when an undeliverable message is returned to site i. 
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Applying the above design rules to the protocol of Figure 5 yields the protocol 
illustrated in Figure 8. As expected, the protocol is identical, to the protocol of Figure 
7. 

In light of this isomorphism, theorem 4 is not surprising. 

Theorem 4. Design rules 3 and 4 are necessary and sufficient for making protocols resi
lient to a partition in a two-site protocol. 

5.2.2. Multisite Case 

In the absence of site failures simple partitions in multisite protocols are not Vet'y 
different from partitions in a two-site protocol, since preserving consistency witbi r 

connected group of operational sites is straightforward. Thus, design rules 3 and 4 can 
be extended to multisite protocols in a straightforward way. This leads to the following 
result. 

Corollary 1. There exist multisite protocols that are resilient to a simple partition when 
undeliverable messages are returned to the sender. 

Site I Site 2 

last mess9_g_e_~~~~~~a_bJ~-. 

.. ~rT1~ ()!!t. _ .. _ ... 

Figure B. The extended two-phase commit protocol (of figure 5) augmented with time
Dut transitions and transitions on undeliverable messages according to rules 3 and 4. 
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This result is the complement of the results obtained from the pessimistic model 
discussed earlier. The models differ in their handling of outstanding messages l'ihen 
the network fails: in the pessimistic model, they are lost; whereas in the optimistic 
model, they are returned to their sender. Since this is the only difference between the 
two models, the next result is implied. 

Corollary 2. Knowledge of which messages were undelivered at the time the network 
fails is necessary and sufficient for recovering from simple partitions. 

We now turn to multiple partitions. Since we are dealing with an optimistic situa
tion, we assume that "time-outs" and undeliverable messages are unaffected by addi
tional partitions. This, in effect, is an assumption that the network is partitioned into 
all subsets simultaneously, and that the process does not happen sequentially. 

Even in this (overly) optimistic model, our results are negative, which implies 
negative results for all realistic partitioning models. 

Theorem 5. There exist.s no prot.ocol resilient to a mult.iple partition. 

Therefore, even complete information about message traffic during a partition, and in 
particular, information about which messages are undeliverable, is insufficient for 
recovering from multiple partitions. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented a model of transaction processing in a distributed environment 
and used it to study both site failures and network partitions. Our results tend to be 
more illuminating than surprising. Using independent recovery, the class of recover
able site failures has been identified. Using an optimistic model for network partitions, 
we have shown that (nonblocking) recovery is possible only for simple partitions. In a 
more realistic model, recovery from a simple partition is not always possible. 

We feel that the model is an appropriate vehicle for further study of resilient pro
tocols. The topics that we are currently investigating include: 

(1) Generalizations of independent recovery. We plan to include the possibility of 
queuing messages for down sites as in [HAMM79]. 

(2) Treatment of degrees of resiliency. In this paper protocols were either resilient or 
not. We plan to generalize this to a degree of resiliency between 0 and 1 and look 
for minimal state protocols with a given resiliency. 
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Consistency of Redundant Databases in a Weakly Coupled Distributed 
Computer Conferencing System* 

B. Ivan Strom 

Bell Laboratories 
Holmdel, New Jersey 07733 

Usual models of computation permit only "correct" results, with no 
provision for tolerating "acceptably close" answers.... In a loose confederacy 
of autonomous nodes, exactly correct results may be unattainable, but no 
answer at all is too restricting.... An "almost right" answer ... may well be 
close enough for the purpose the question was asked, but we have no 
semantics available for requesting or returning such answers. 

- Jerome H. Saltzer [SAL 77] 

ABSTRACT 

Duplicate databases at multiple sites are often required for reasons of economy, ease 
of use, or reliability. Most algorithms supporting synchronization of such replicated databases 
assume that the sites are in constant communication with each other, so that synchronization 
messages, update acknowledgments, etc. may be sent in real time. In distributed computer 
conferencing, this may be economical1y unfeasible, since home computers, on which database 
copies might reside, would not be connected to a network. These machines should be able to 
update each other's database at some predetermined (or random) time when communication 
costs are lowest. 

An algorithm is presented in this paper which allows each computer to maintain a 
local copy of the database, and to resynchronize its database with other computers concurrent 
with usage. This algorithm is robust, and operates at low cost. It requires only minimal 
connectivity between processors (e.g. via a once-a-day dial-up arrangement), and will support 
local personal computers. It differs from conventional algorithms for synchronizing redundant 
databases in that no global locking or communication is required during the time of the 
updates, and that no updates are rejected because of database inconsistencies. It assumes that a 
low-bandwidth network, such as a dialup network, is used to transmit updates, and that update 
transmission occurs infrequently. The algorithm is immune to network partition, and tolerant 
of Il!ultiple site failures. 

BACKGROUND ON COMPUTER CONFERENCING 

Computer conferencing [ARN78] is a technique to permit asynchronous exchange of 
information among conferees, freeing them of the requirements of being at the same place at 
the same time. The information exchanged is free-form, rather than structured, information -
no forms are used, and no defined ordering between items is required. Rather, users can enter 
free-form text, called items, and can establish arbitrary relationships between these items, by 
making any item the logical successor (or subtopic) of another. The list of successors of an 
item is known as its successor list or s-list. 

The computer conference "item" consists of a header (initials, dates, flags, etc.), 
title, item number, optional text, and s-list. Figure 1 gives the form of a typical item. 

• This study was performed as part of the author's PhD research at the Department of Computer Science, 
Columbia University, New York, New York 10027. 
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bis 29-J un-79 /20-Sep-79 10: 15 
example of the title line of an item (T, S) # 5 

Text of the item 
( multiline) 

title of first successor (T, S) # 3 
title of second successor (T) # 10 

Figure 1. Form of a Conference Item 

A user can browse through a conference by traversing s-lists, can insert a new item 
as the successor of the current item, can specify where an item should be in the current item's 
successor list, can insert an item into multiple successor lists can delete an item from a 
successor list, arid can purge (i.e. totally remove) an item. 

In a distributed version, the conference may exist on multiple hosts. If the hosts do 
not have to be connected to each other in any kind of permanent sense, it is feasible (and 
perhaps very practical) to permit copies of the conference to reside on home computers. Before 
accessing the conference, a conferee could call whatever network node is responsible for 
delivering messages to it, obtain all current updates, and then disconnect from the network. 
The conferee would then be free to browse through the proceedings at his leisure, without 
using communications lines, and could perform updates to his local copy. When done, he 
could again contact the network and have his local site transmit his changes into the network. 
To implement this distributed version, problems relating to synchronization of conflicting 
updates need to be resolved. 

THEORY OF SYNCHRONIZATION 

When multiple users access a common database, it is necessary to guarantee that 
updates made by each user do not conflict with updates made by other users. The two causes 
of conflicting updates are: 

e Update overlap, and 

e Lack of commutativity. 

It is possible to avoid overlap by using synchronization techniques, such as serializing 
requests, which causes requests to wait so that preceding requests may finish one at a time. 
When accesses to a database are synchronized, the transactions do not interfere. We define 
atomic transactions as those which, once begun, are allowed to finish without interference by 
other transactions. 

At a single site, it is possible to ensure atomic transactions (or to synchronize 
updates) by a number of means. These include Dekker's algorithm, P and V primitives, test 
and set, and waiting on an event [ALS76, DIJ68]. In the sequel, we will assume that all 
database transactions applied at a single site are atomic. 

The situation though becomes more complex when multiple sites are involved, for 
communication between sites may severely slow down processing. It becomes necessary then 
to either explicitly use some distributed synchronization scheme, as in conventional algorithms 
permitting distributed databases, or to somehow avoid the necessity for synchronization 
altogether. 

It is possible to avoid the synchronization requirement by permitting only 
commutative updates to occur. Two updates f (x) and g (x) are said to commute if 
f(g(x}} = g(f(x}}. The fact that commutative updates may overlap in time is immaterial, 
since each update will be applied atomically at each site. 
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Thus a specialized algorithm is proposed here. While the basic operations in 
conferencing are not commutative, it is possible to define commutative operations which can 
emulate the effects of the basic operations. Also, the algorithm uses the concept of a 
"reasonable approximation" to the database, corresponding to the idea that things may have 
been said in the conference, and responded to, before reaching the user's eyes. In this 
algorithm, all read operations are actually "read-potluck" operations, in that the data read may 
not reflect all prior updates. For text, a system-enforced policy is used to avoid concurrent 
updates. For successors, two timestamps (a transaction timestamp tupdate and a data item virtual 
timestamp tsort ) plus a site code are used to differentiate amongst updates, so that no two 
updates assigned will be the same. The technique of assigning timestamps allows the 
assignments to commute. 

Because of the infrequency of communication, this technique is definitely not 
applicable to uses requiring current information (such as airline reservation systems). It also 
does not maintain the single user (serializable) illusion provided by most database management 
systems (this illusion implies that if all the concurrent processes had executed serially instead, 
the final result would be the same [ALS76l). But this technique is applicable to general 
knowledge exchange, and to any use in which estimates are acceptable. 

SYNCHRONIZATION OF TITLES AND TEXT 

There is no general algorithm for allowing multiple users to simultaneously update 
different copies of arbitrary text (including item titles), and then to resolve resultant 
discrepancies between the different versions while maintaining all changes. This problem, 
which involves severe semantic and linguistic problems, may in fact be impossible to solve. 
However, in the conferencing environment, this mode of operation is neither necessary nor 
desirable. Furthermore, if multiple users were allowed to update text, questions of ownership 
would become problematic. 

To avoid such difficulties, a policy could be adopted as to who is allowed to update 
text. For example, an item might be updated only at the site where it was first entered. 
Atomic locks could prevent multiple users at the site from simultaneously updating this text. 
Because the restriction on updating text is very easily satisfied This is but a minor restriction in 
a computer conferencing environment, since any user who cannot update a specific item's text 
can always write a new item and establish a link between the old and new items, or could send 
a message to the item's author suggesting a change. 

UPDATE OF SUCCESSOR LISTS 

This poses a more difficult problem, because permiSSIOns cannot be used to 
distinguish between who may add/delete a given link and who might not. One way to approach 
this problem is by decomposition. The operation of modifying successor lists can be 
decomposed into the operation of adding or deleting items from each s-list, and the operation 
of reorganizing each s-list. 

Consider adding an item to an s-list. Assume initially that at sites a and f3 item i 
has no successors. Make item j the successor of item i at site a. When resynchronization is 
attempted, a will tell f3 to make j the successor of i. If j is already the successor of i at f3, no 
work need be done. If, on the other hand, j and i are still separate, f3 makes j the successor of 
i. In either case, resynchronization is possible. 

SYNCHRONIZATION OF THE ORDERING RELATIONSHIP 

In distributed computer conferencing, it is not adequate merely to establish that one 
item is the successor of another. In addition to synchronizing the presence or absence of 
successors, the ordering of items in each successor list must be maintained. That is, successors 
should appear in a certain sequence rather that at random - e.g. the successors of item 1 might 
be 23, 2, 47, 65, 24, 92, in that order. The previous (binary) algorithm does not permit the 
maintenance of this ordering information, and so is inadequate for the application. 
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An example of the problem is as follows: Consider just two sites a and {3 with 
redundant databases, assumed synchronized at time (0' Let the successors of some item be 
given by the list i j k I. Then the sequences shown in Figure 2 could occur. 

(0: initial list 
((: move 1 before j at a 

(2: move j after k at {3 
(3: resynchronize: 

move I before j at {3 
move j after k at a 

a 

i j k I 
if j k 
if j k 

i k I j 
if k j 

{3 
i j k I 
i j k I 
ikjl 

Figure 2. Non-commutative Reorganizations 

These operations do not commute, and result in different answers after 
resynchronization. It is an example of a generally unsolvable problem, for different users can 
specify orderings which cannot be resolved, e.g. 

One user wanting i j k I 
Another user wanting I k j i 

Both the first case, that of combining individual partial orderings into a total 
ordering, and the second case of merging dissimilar total orderings, have been discussed at 
length in [ARR63J, who has shown that: 

"If we exclude the possibility of interpersonal comparisons of utility, 
then the only methods of passing from individual tastes to social 
preferences which will be satisfactory and which will be defined for a 
wide range of sets of individual orderings are either imposed or 
dictatorial.' , 

Since the operation of reordering is, in general, noncommutative, other techniques 
must be used to maintain synchronization. Possible techniques include: 

" Maintaining a base copy and a list of "recent changes". The list of recent changes is kept 
in timestamp order for each s-list. 

III Keeping the most recent version of each s-list. 

@ Constructing a list combining the ordering information applied at different sites, via some 
definitive algorithm. This algorithm would require a compromise, which might not satisfy 
anyone. 

The compromise technique will be the technique discussed in this work. The 
semantics of this compromise will be discussed, followed by an algorithm which implements the 
compromise. Finally, an outline of a proof of correctness will be given. 

SEMANTICS OF ORDERING 

Consider an ordering i j k l. The operation "move k before j" may have a number 
of meanings depending on interpretation (the user might just as well have said "move k after 
i"). This is especially true in a distributed computer conferencing system, where it is possible 
that, when the actual update is performed, the true ordering of successors might be quite 
different from what the user actually sees as his local ordering (since many prior updates might 
not have yet arrived at his site). Assume the true ordering is I k j i (the mirror image of the 
ordering that the user assumes is true). Then the different interpretations result in the 
sequences in Figure 3. 



True initial ordering 
Interpretation: 

1. Move k before j 
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2. Move k between i and j 
3. Move k after i 
4. Most recent local ordering dominates 
5. Reject the update because of DB inconsistencies 
6. Move k to "second place" 

I k j i 

I k j i 
I j k i 
I j i k 
i k j I 
I k j i 
I k j i 

Figure 3. Interpretations of Reorganization Instructions 

Since the user has not provided a total specification (and shouldn't need to, in a 
conferencing system, for it is required that input specifications be as simple as possible), the 
computer has to try to guess at what the user means by "move Ie before j" when the input is 
i j k I. The sixth interpretation will be the one used in the sequel. It assumes that the user is 
trying to move an item to a location, rather than to some fixed point relative to another item. 

Location terms are, however, generally vague. Such terms include "at the 
beginning of the list", "at the end of the list", "one-third through the list", and so on. The 
algorithm presented here uses timestamps to define precise locations. Each host sorts the s-lists 
by means of these timestamps. This ordering function preserves as much semantic knowledge 
as possible from the multiple sites - it might be called a "congressional ordering algorithm," 
for it tries to find a compromise that satisfies a majority of the updaters. Also, the ordering 
algorithm has the property that, if all user activity were to cease, the results at the various sites 
converge to a common solution. 

THE ALGORITHM 

For the present, let us assume that the clocks at all sites are synchronized (this will 
be relaxed later). We wish to define synchronization of databases. Let DB a(t) be the state of 
the database at site a at time t. Let PU a(t) be the set of pending updates to be applied at a. 
Databases at a and {3 are synchronized at time t (coherent in Gelenbe's terminology [GEL78l) 
iff DBa(t) = DB{J(t). A database is up-to-date at time t iff PUa(t) = 0. It can be shown that 
if all databases are initially synchronized at some time to, the algorithm presented in this thesis 
maintains synchronization for all t >- to, whenever all sites are up-to-date. 

The four basic operations one can perform on a conference item are: 

1. Create the item. 

2. Edit the item's text. 

3. Edit the item's successor list. 

4. Purge the item. 

After each of these operations is done, the result (not the operation) is broadcast to 
all other sites in the network. The act of broadcasting consists of placing the result U of the 
update operation (i.e. the operation's write-set) into the set of pending updates PU a for all sites 
a other than the current site. At some later time, each receiving site removes the update result 
U from PU a and applies it to its local database by replacing any earlier corresponding database 
entry by the new value. The operation of broadcasting makes no restriction on network 
topology. No time requirement is placed on broadcasting, other than that multiple updates 
originating at the same site be received in order at each site. 

The algorithm will be described in four sections - definitions, production, 
consumption, and application. The definition section will describe the three relations 
maintained by the algorithm. The production section will define the producer operations, those 
which actually result in new assignments to the replicated databases. The consumption section 
will describe what happens when an update produced at a different site is received, or 
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consumed. Finally, the application section will discuss what is meant by applying an update to a 
database. 

A conference database DBa consists of three sub-databases: 

I. \{! a' with members (i, header, text, tupdate, site), is the set of all currently existing items 
at site a. When an item is initially created, text = 0. tupdate is the time at which the item 
is created, or its text updated. tupdate must be monotonically increasing (i.e. the clock 
must not be reset). site is the location where the creation or update occurred. 

2. SU a' with members (i, j, i sort , tupdate' site), represents the contents of the successor 
relation at a (see Figure 4), 

Item Successor tupdate Site 

10 27 Jun 12, 1979 11:32 Jun 12, 1979 11:32 8 

10 142 Jun 28, 1979 10:14 Jun 28, 1979 10:14 8 

10 16 Jun 19, 1979 15:32 Jun 30, 1979 14:12 12 

8 27 May 10, 1979 10:14 May 10, 1979 10:14 6 

The successors of item 10 are given by S(10) = 27, 16, 142. 
The predecessors of item 27 are given by P(27) = 8, 10. 

Figure 4. The Successor Relation 

where item j is the successor of item i. tson is a time to be used, along with site, to sort 
values of j from the tuples into required order. A time is used for tson , rather than just a 
random integer, so that items added to the end of a list will be inserted in their proper 
time sequence, i.e. tsort corresponds to an "effective" timestamp for the item. tupdate is 
the time at which tson is assigned to the tuple at site (multiple items may share the same 
value of t~ate)' Where no ambiguity exists, we will abbreviate the tuple 
(i, j, tson ' tupdate' site) by (i, j) and refer to its values of tson and tupdate as tsorr(i, j) and 
tupdate (i , j). 

3. ~a, with members (i), is the set of item numbers of items purged from 'l1 a' This set 
may be kept as a bit vector. 

It will also be necessary to define inequalities for times. Timestamps consist of pairs 
(t, site) where t is a time (either tupdate or tsort ) and site is a site code. timestamp(i) < 
timestamp(j) if and only if either t (i) < t (j) or t (i) = t (j) and site (i) < site (j). 

To order the s-list of item i means to sort the set of tuples 
{(i, j, tsort ' tupdate, site), j * O} by values of (tsort, site). It can be proved that this ordering is 
always unique. 

The (production) operations of creating, editing, and purging an item i at site a, and 
the (production) operations of inserting or deleting item j from its s-list, are given in the 
following algorithm. new will be used as the name of the write-set of each operation, where 
new has any of the forms of \{!, SU, or ~. 
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let tupdau = max(cu"ent time, tupdate, 1 + max ({tupdate(j)})), 
where initial tupdaJe = 0 and 
where {tupdale (j)} are the tupdaJe values of the operation's read-set; 

case* operation in { 
create new item: 

edit: 

let i = item # last created at a + some 0, 
where 0 >- number of conference sites; 

construct tuple new ='(i, header, text = 0, tupdate, a); 

if (i tf:. 'l1 a or not "authorized") exit; 
atomically update the text locally; 
construct tuple new = (i, header, text, tupdate' a); 

insert j at the end of the s-list: 
if (i tf:. 'l1 a or j tf:. 'l1 a) exit; 
construct tuple new = (i, j, tSOft = current time, tupdaJe' a); 

delete j: 
if (i tf:. 'l1 a or j tf:. 'l1 a or (i, j) tf:. SUa) exit; 
construct tuple new = (i, j, tsOft = 0, tupdate' a); 

insert j before I, where 3 (i, /) E SUa: 
if (i tf:. 'l1 a or j tf:. 'l1 a) exit; 

purge: 

order the s-list for item i; 
if item I has a predecessor k in the s-list 

lettl =tsOlt(i, k); 
else 

lett I = tSOft (i , /) - {) for some fixed {); 
if (tSOft(i, /)-t l < E, for some minimum E) exit; 
let tSOft = random value between t I and tSOft (i, /); 
construct tuple new = (i, j, tsOft ' tupdate' a); 

if (i tf:. 'l1 a or not "authorized") exit; 
construct tuple new = (i); 

apply new at a; 
add new to PU fJ' V(3 =/; a 

(i.e. broadcast the tuple to all other sites); 

Reception (consumption) of a tuple at site a is given by: 

Upon receipt of tuple new E PU a { 

apply new at a; 
remove new from PU a; 

• We will assume that each new case terminates the previous case, so that "break" statements are not required 
between cases. 
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Applying a tuple new at site a is given by: 

case tuple new of the form { 
(i, header, text, t update, site): 

if:3old = (i, header', text', t~pdate, site'), old E 'I1a { 
if (tupdate, site) > (t'rqxJate, site ') 

replace old by new; 

else 
add new to '11 a ; 

let tsync (site) = tupdate ; 
(i, ), tson , tupdate, site): 

(i): 

if:3old = (i,), t~on, t'rqxJate, site'), old E SUa { 
if (t update, site) > (t 'rqxJate, site ') 

replace old by new; 

else 
add new to SU a ; 

let tsync (site) = tupdate ; 

remove i from '11 a; 
add i to Lla ; 

if values for tupdate and site are transmitted along with i 
let tsync (site) = tupdate ; 

let tsync = m!n tsync (j), } taken over all sites; 
} 

The final operation, housecleaning at site a (a deferred application), is defined by: 

For all tuples T = (i, ), tson ' tupdate' site), T E SU a 

if tson = 0 and (update < tsync 
ori Ell 
or) E Ll 

remove T from SU a; 

When any of the production operations are performed, a copy of the created tuple is 
broadcast to all other sites in the network that are participating in the same conference. There 
is no time requirement on the reception and processing of this update tuple. Updating proceeds 
asynchronously, with no global logging between sites. When the update tuple arrives at a site, 
its value of tupdate is compared with the value of (update already stored for the same item. If the 
item does not exist, or if the new value of (update is greater, the new tuple replaces the tuple 
stored for that item. 

The precise ordering of tuples does not matter, as long as it is consistent among the 
multiple copies of the database. If multiple updates occur at different sites "simultaneously", 
the situation is similar to these updates occurring simultaneously on a single host - i.e. the 
operating system will perform one or the other first, selecting perhaps by terminal priority or 
process priority. Note that this produces a requirement for clock synchronization. Clock 
synchronization has been addressed by Lamport [LAM78l, LeLann [LEL79J, Belford and 
Grapa [BEL 79], and others. 

It is possible that the currently stored value of tupdate for this item is greater than the 
current (real) clock time, because of skew between different hosts. In that case, either the 
update could be rejected (perhaps with a note to the user asking him to retry it at a later time), 
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or the algorithm could choose a "phony" value of tupdate which would work correctly. This 
second approach has been used. tupdate is chosen to equal the current time, the last value of 
tupdate used, or one second greater than the maximum value in the operation's read-set, 
whichever is greatest. 

By using this technique, it is possible for clocks at different sites to be slow or fast, 
to run at the wrong rate, or to fail altogether. Where clocks are grossly off, the "logical clock 
synchronization" feature of letting tupdate be greater than any value of tupdate in the transaction's 
read-set assures that all clocks increase in value. In the very weakly coupled environment 
proposed, it is superior to logical clock synchronization mechanisms such as those proposed in 
[KAN79], which might only give one tick per day (since it requires that all sites confirm the 
tick). 

The rule suggested here is similar to the timestamp generation rule suggested by 
Thomas [TH079] in his majority consensus algorithm. Thomas suggests letting 
tupdate = 1 + max{tnow, max({tupdate (j)}», where the {tupdate (j)} are the tupdate values of the 
current transaction's base set. However, the algorithm presented here can have multiple items 
with a single timestamp. Both Thomas' rule (which requires incrementing tnow ) and SDD-l 
[BER78] cannot. 

PROOF OF CORRECTNESS 

Because of space considerations, it is not possible to present full proofs here. The 
interested reader may find these proofs in [STR80]. The general outline of the proofs though 
is as follows: To prove that the algorithm works and results in consistent copies of the database, 
it is necessary to show that, in the limit when all updates are applied, all copies of the database 
converge to the same value (Theorem 1). (A side effect of this is that the network will not be 
synchronized if any non-obsolete update remains unapplied, as shown in Theorem 2). It is also 
demonstrated that the algorithm is immune to clock errors (Theorem 3), and that the algorithm 
properly corrects for items generated at different sites arriving out of sequence (Theorem 4). 

For the algorithm to work, it is necessary for each site to maintain records as to 
which data items were deleted. These records can consume much additional core, and can 
therefore greatly add to the expense of the algorithm. However, it is possible to perform 
housecleaning, removing no longer needed records of deletions. It is shown that the 
housecleaning algorithm removes only these no longer needed records (Theorem 5). 

Networks are always vulnerable to data transmission errors, database loss, and 
similar problems. While a formal proof of the tolerance of the algorithm to these failures has 
not been developed, the algorithm appears to handle many failures well, and is immune to 
network partition. A full discussion of the robustness of the algorithm under network failure 
may also be found in [STR80]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Conventional distribution techniques involve close communication between host 
computers. This kind of communication is undesirable in distributed computer conferencing, 
where the cost of the communication lines between hosts might be comparable to the costs of 
the direct long distance communication between the user and remote host. Rather, it is 
preferable to allow the hosts to resynchronize infrequently (perhaps once a day). 

To permit the hosts to resynchronize themselves and maintain consistency of the 
conference information, a totally new algorithm had to be devised. The algorithm is 
complicated by the fact that individuals at multiple hosts may make arbitrary changes anywhere 
in the conference graph. Since it is not acceptable to inform a user, perhaps a week after his 
entry, that his entry is inconsistent with the database state and therefore invalid, the algorithm 
must accept all user inputs, and attempt to reach a compromise state that would probably be 
acceptable to all the users. This algorithm is presented here, and a summary of a correctness 
proof is given. 
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The technique of using (update to order updates is similar to the technique used in the 
PI protocol of SDD-l described in [BER78]. It differs from that protocol in that two 
timestamps, rather than one, are used. In PI, timestamps are used only to determine if a data 
item is to be updated - a site changes its local copy of a data item only if the timestamp of the 
local copy is earlier than that of the update message received. The algorithm here operates 
similarly to PI, with the second timestamp chosen in such a way as to guarantee a unique 
ordering of successor elements. 

Like SO 0-1, this algorithm makes the assumptions that (1) for every pair of sites a 
and (3, a transmits messages to (3 in timestamp order; (2) the communication medium or 
subsystem always delivers messages in the order they were sent; and (3) each of the update 
transactions is atomic. However, unlike PI, this algorithm does not require that updates be 
transmitted to all sites immediately. 

The solution presented here has a number of properties which make it both unique 
and useful. These are: 

1. The algorithm requires no communication at the time of the updating process. There is 
no time requirement on transmission of update operations - the algorithm is totally 
speed-independent (except that it does require that the sequence of updates be 
maintained). 

2. All updates are accepted. There is never a need to coordinate rejection of an update. 

3. A compromise is achieved between users, rather than an overruling of one user's updates 
by another. This assumes that "correctness", as usually defined (i.e. serializability), IS 

not an issue. 

4. No global locking is used. Since no locks are used, the algorithm is deadlock-free. 

5. All copies of the database converge to the same results, provided user activity ceases. 

6. All sites are treated equally and run the same programs - no site is a designated "central 
site" . 

7. The algorithm is robust in the face of network partition and multiple site failure. The 
system will continue to operate correctly despite these failures, and will correct itself after 
the failures are recovered from. A technique has also been suggested for handling 
database crash recovery. 

8. The cost of transmitting information between copies is minimal for this algorithm. Since 
only the updated data need be transmitted, without synchronization or acknowledgement 
messages, only (n -1) messages are required per update, where n is the number of 
database copies. This compares favorably with other systems, such as [BAD78] and 
[TH079], which require additional messages. Furthermore, messages may be batched to 
maximally utilize the bandwidth of a channel, and may be sent when transmission charges 
are lowest. 

9. Implementation of the algorithm is inexpensive, costing only an additional 3.6% storage 
to maintain the required timestamps [STR80]. 
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Abstract 

A quantitative method is presented for evaluating availability in Di
stributed Database Systems. The description of the distributed system and 
of the transaction processing is given in terms of a flow graph. The system 
states are represented by a structure vector. Transition between states are 
modeled by a markovian model. Solution techniques are discussed both for 
state independency and state dependency. Finally computation results for an 
example are given. 

1. Introduction 

Distributed systems have been developed in the last years with many 
different aims. One of the most popular is the increase in reliability dis
tributed systems offer with respect to centralised ones and their graceful 
degradation properties /Schr 79/. 

These considerations apply in particular to Distributed Database Systems 
(DDB) where high level of data availability is obtained by redundant data 
storage at different sites (Hosts) of a computer network. 

Even if sophisticated architectures have been proposed to obtain a very 
high availability in Distributed Database Systems /Gray 77/ /Hamm 78/ 
/Lind 79/, i.e. to assure that tr~nsactions are successfully processed, how
ever little has been done, until now, to give a quantitative evaluation to 
these efforts. 

In this paper we propose a method to quantitatively determine availabi
lity in a DDB, which is based on a markovian model to evaluate the transition 
probabilities from a functioning system to a faulty one and vice-versa. 

This work is part of the DATANET project of the Italian National Research 
Council. 
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In particular section 2 contains the description and an example of 
how to model the DDB System; in section 3 a transaction on the DDB is 
analyzed and a flow graph representation of it is obtained. 

In Section 4 and 5 solution methods are presented for the case of in
dependent faults and for the case of faults depending the ones on the others, 
respectively. 

Finally, results obtained by a computer program are shown for the 
example presented in the paper. 

2. Preliminary Considerations 

Consider four disjoint sets of data: {xl} , {x2}, {x1 }, {x4}, e.g. 
four disjoint files. Furthermore consider the union of the four sets to be 
a single virtual data base. Assume the virtual data base: 

VDB = {xl' x2' x3' x4} 

is physically distributed on a network consisting ~ four sites, according 
to the following pattern . 
- si te Nl contains the set of data 01 = {xl' x2' x3} 

- site N2 contains the set of data 02 = {x2} 

site N3 contains the set of data 03 = {x2' x) 
- site N4 contains the set of data 04 = {x4} 

Each of the four sites contains its own DBMS, which will differ, at 
least in general, from the others. The various DBMSs may communicate with 
each other via a data transfer network. We assume that the necessary compil
ing and monitoring facilities are located at each site, lion top" of the lo
cal DBMS. Each site is in one of two possible states. That is: the site 
is either up (state 1), or down (state "0"). This dicotomy can be readily 
justified: to this purpose consider the timeout mechanism that regulates 
the data communication protocols. It implements a binary law spelling that 
a message is "received" if the receiving site emanates an ACK within a given 
time limit. Otherwise the message is "not received". Thus a site appears to 
be up if it dispatches appropriate ACK messages, and appears to be down if 
it fails to do so, whatever the reason is. 

Transitions between the two states of a site are governed by probabilis
tic laws. Let us call: "failure" the transition from "1" to "0" and: 
II recovery II the transition from "0" to "1". 

Further, let us call 

- f(i) probability that the site N. fails during the observation period, i.e. 
that the site is up at the begin~ing of the observation and down at its 
end; 
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- r(i) probability that the site N. recovers during the observation period. 
1 

In presence of the appropriate maintenance and recovery procedures the 
two figures f(i) and r(i) are independent of the actual starting time of 
observation. However they do depend on the lenght of the observation period 
and on the general state of the network s, so that we should write more ac-

curately: fi~)(s) and r(lf(s). The s dependence can be explained with the 
following example: consider that the workload of the site depends on the 
state of other sites containing the same sets of data. A greater workload 
implies an increased response time and this in turn, via the time-out mecha
nism, an increased failure probability. 

The communication network that connects the four sites of our sample 
problem is charaterized by a non-zero probability of failure of its compo
nents. Let us call: 

_f(i,j) probability that the connection .6t ring the observation period t; 
_r(i,j) probability that the connection 

.6t during .6t. 

For every i and .6t we have 

a) f(i ,i)= 0; 
.6t 

b) ri~,i)= 1; 

Moreover let us assume 

between sites N . and N. 
1 J 

between sites N. 
1 

and N. 
J 

that is: the communication network has symmetrical properties. 

fails du-

is restablished 

The transactions which access the virtual data base can be completely 
described in terms of their read-sets RT and their write-sets WI (/Bern 79/). 
Transaction Ti initiated at site Ni is said to be local if {RTi O WTi}S:0i' 
and global otherwise. 

Now, let us consider the transaction T2 initiated at site 2, having 
read-set RT2 = {x3' x4} and write-set WT2 = {x2}' 

. T2 is a global transaction. For T2 to be successfully completed several 
conditlons must be satisfied. T2 has to have access to the set of data {x3} ; 
{x3} is stored at site Nl and at site N3' So, for T2 to be successfully com
pleted it is necessary that both Nl and the communication link N? ~ Nl be in 
the "1" state, else that both N3 and the link N2 ~ N3 be in the --"1" state. 
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Similar considerations can be made for the second read access of trans
action T2. 

The write access (sometimes called an update access) to the set of data 
{x } follows a somewhat different pattern. The external consistency cons
tr~ints require that all the copies of the same object have identical values. 
This means that all the copies of an object to be updated have to be written 
before another access is granded to the same object. This very strong condi
tion can be somewhat relaxed by using K-resiliency (/Alsb 76/) and other si
milar protocols. 

Choosing k=2 for our problem means that at least two copies of the set 
of data {x?} must be updated before the write access is completed. Thus, in 
a case where N, and the link N2 -+ N3 are both in the 110 11 state, the trans
action T2 cannot be completed. A fallure which prevents a transaction from 
being successfully completed, is called a critical failure. 

3. The Algorithm 

The algorithm is divided into two phases. The first phase is static in 
nature, in that it analyses the given transaction and the given network to 
determine which failures are critical to the transaction itself. Information 
concerning these two aspects is collected in vector C , called the structure 
vector of the distributed database. 

The second phase of the algorithm covers the dynamic part of the problem 
and is essentially concerned with the probabilistic description of failures 
in the aetwork. This description is finally summarized in the probability 
vector p(t). 

3.1 ~!~!i~_QQ~~~ 
3.1.1 Transaction analysis 

Let's consider the distributed database of the example described in sec 
tion 2 and transaction T2. 

Consider the first read access of the transaction, i.e. the read access 
to the set of data {x3} C RT . The conditions which must be met for a success
ful completion of the read afcess have been already mentioned in the previous 
section. These conditions can be visualized appropriately on an oriented acy-
clic graph G ={ V,E}, called the search graph. The search graph is built 
according to the following three rules: 
Rule 1 there is only one vertex, called source, without ingoing edges. 
Rule 2 there is only one vertex, called drain, without outgoing edges. 
Rule 3 Edges represent resources (i.e. a site or a communication link bet-

ween two sites). Edaes are connected in series if the resources they 
represent are all necessary for performing the transaction (AND con
nection). They are connected in parallel if one of the represented 
resources is sufficient for performing the transaction (OR connec
tion) . 
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A NQ, N2, 2 -+ 1 , 2 -+ J ALL UP 

I SOURCE I DRAIN 

Nl DOWN 

ISOURCE .. , I DRAIN 1 

c Nl, 2 -+ 3 DOWN 

I SOURCE 

FIG I 1 
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Figure 1 shows the search graph for the read access to {x3} in the 
case of single and multiple failures. 

When the failure is critical the search graph is not connected. 

Furthermore, consider the write access to the set of data {x2}'{x~} 
is replicated at three sites. The update must obeY a 2-resilient protocol. 
This means that there are (~) alternative updating strategies. Figure 2 
shows the search graph for the write access to {x2} in the case with no 
failures. 

Appropriately linking sources and drains of the search graphs for ele
mentary read and write accesses, finally gives a search graph for the trans
action as a whole. Fig. 3 shows the search graph for transaction T2 in the 
case with no failures. 

The search graph for the transaction contains the sub-graph for every 
element of the read-set RT plus a sub-graph for every element of the 
write-set plus a leading e6ge to model the fact that one must have a working 
initial site in order to start the transaction. 

The search graph can be associated with a boolean expression. To this 
purpose every physical resource must be associated with a boolean variable. 
The variables are set to value "1" when the corresponding resources are in 
the up state, and to value "Oil when the resources are in the down state. 
The expression of fig. 3b is obtained from the search graph of fig. 3a by 
means of the well-known rules of switching algebra. 

This expression can be deduced automatically via a computer program once 
it is given the following inputs: 
- the physical distribution of the sets of data in the network 
- the initial site of the transaction 
- the r elements of the read-set 
- the w elements of the write-set 
- the resiliency parameter k. 

The appropriate program description is given in the appendix. 

3.1 .2 The structure-vector 
The expression in fig. 3b describes the state of the computer network 

as far as the site and communication links involved by T2 are concerned. 

The expression has value 0 if there is a critical failure in the net
work. It has value 1 if the state of the network allows the transaction to 
be successfully completed. 

The expression in Fig. 4b is a simplified version of that in fig. 3b 
and is obtained by repeatedly applying boolean algebra's own rules. Fig.'4a 
depicts the corresponding simplified search graph. 

The simplified search graph contains 7 elements. This means that there 
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are 27 = 128 states of the network which significantly differ from each other 
'as far as transaction T2 is concerned. 

The simplified boolean expression in Fig. 4b is evaluated for each of 
the 128 different states. The result of the calculation are gathered into a 
binary vector with 128 elements called the structure-vector tT2 (/Amoi 79/). 
The null elements of the structure vector show the state of the network which 
contain critical failures. Fig. 5 shows a part of an ordered enumeration of 
the network states with the corresponding structure-vector. 

Now, consider the time-dependent column vector p(t) consisting of 128 
components. For t=t*the value of the j-th component equals the probability 
that the system be in the j-th state at time t=t* . The ordering of the net
work states chosen for p(t) is the same as the one established for CT2. 

Thus, we can define the expression 

~ (t) = c+ .; (t) ; 
2 2 

where the apex denotes the operations of transposition and the multiplica
tion sign stands for the scalar product.~2(t) is a measure of the database's 
availability to perform transaction T2.~2(t) is an explicit function of time 
and depends implicitly: 

- via CT2 on the type of transaction; 
via CT2 on the distribution of the data in the nodes; 
via CT2 on the resilience parameter k; 

- via p(t) on the failure probability of the nodes and of the communication 
links. 

The probability vector's evolution is governed by t~arkov's (discrete ti
me) 1 aw: 
-+ -+ 
p (t+ 1) = A. P ( t) 

where the time unit is ~t, the length of the observation period. A is a 
square matrix of rank 128 and is called the transition matrix. a .. of A 
equals the probability that the system, being in the j-th state lJ at time t, 
has to be in the i-th state at time t+l. 

In what follows we assume in section 4 that the Markov chain is of the 
homogeneous type, that is that matrix A does not depend on the state of the 
system at time t. 

This restriction is then to be removed in Sect. 5. 
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!'it No? N:) N4 ,2.1>1 .2-~3 .2 ""4 
STATE 

~ 

GT~ 

.i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
:J., 0 0 0 0 0 0 1- 0 

J 0 0 0 0 0 'i 0 0 

It 0 0 0 0 0 i i 0 

5 0 0 0 0 i. 0 0 0 -
b 0 0 0 0 1- 0 j. 0 -
":f 0 0 0 0 ! i 0 0 
S 0 0 0 0 i 1 t 0 
:1 0 0 0 i 0 0 0 0 

::: -;: 

5b 0 i i 0 i 1 i 0 
Si- 0 1- 1- 1 0 0 0 0 

5& 0 1. 1- i 0 0 i 0 
53 0 i 1 i 0 i 0 0 
{,o 0 i i 1 0 :1 i t 
bi 0 1. 1 i 1- 0 0 0 

b2- 0 1. 1 1 i 0 i 0 

b~ 0 i i -1 f -1. 0 0 
6lt 0 i i i 1 i 1 i 

:: :~ 

.9<;3 1 1 0 0 0 i 0 0 

ioo 1 1 0 0 0 i i 0 
io1 1 { 0 0 i 0 0 0 

::. ~~ 

1Q,S 1 1 1 1. :1 0 0 0 
1Qb 1- { i 1 -1 0 1 1 
i~t 1- i i' j 1 1 0 0 
1~8 1 1. { 1 1 j 1 1 

FIG. 5 
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4. The homogeneous case 

At this point we will discuss a method which allows us to build matrix 
A recursively, out of the knowledge of the failure and recovery probabilities 
of the sites f{i) and r{i) and of the communication links f{i,j) and r{i,j) 

L'lt L'lt L'lt L'lt· 

Let us firstly consider a very simple system consisting of only one ele
ment, say of site N .. The system's set of states then comprises Qn1y two 
states. This means ~n turn that the system's probability vector Pi{t) has two 
components : 

- the value of the first equals the probability that site Ni is in the "0" 
state at time t; 

- the value of the second component equals the probability that site Ni is 
in the "1" state at time t. 

Note that the components of the probability vector add up to unit. 

The transition matrix for this simple system is the following: 

A{i) 
p{O ~ 0) p{l ~ 0) 1-r (i) f{i) 

= = r (i) 1-f{i) p{O ~ 1) p{l ~ 1) 

The corresponding Markov chain may be written as 
~ (i) ~ 
Pi{t+1) = A . Pi{t). 

Now consider a more complex system consisting of two elements, say site 
Ni and Nj. The system's set of states contains four elements which can be 
enumerated in ascending order 

00 
01 
10 
11 

where the first figure represents the state of Ni and the second the state 
of Nj. The system's transition matrix can be obtained via the formula: 

A{i),{j) = A{i) ~ A{j) 

where ~ denotes the direct-product (or Kronecker-product, /Lanc 69/) between 
matrices. Fig. 6 presents an example of this transition matrix expansion. 

The above formula can be extended to systems with any number of elements. 
Consider our example of computer network. As it was already seen there are 7 
components (four sites and three communications links) whose state signifi
cantly affects the outcome of transaction T2.The transition matrix of this 
seven-element system can be computed once tne transition parameters of the 
single element are known. If we order the component of the probability vec
tor p{t) as in fig. 5 the formula spells: 
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Now it is important to notice that the same matrix A is given by the 
following expression: 

128 7 (.) '?8 
A = L (II -X 1 ). -r:-

1 k 1 ~i k 

where : 
128 

- lk is a row vector, the k-th versor of the l28-dimension space; in other 
words t~28 is a row vector with 128 components, the k-th component being 
1 while the others are nulls. 
~( i) . I f ( i ) I . f th . th 1 t' . th k th t - x lS a vector .. ) 1 e 1- e emen lS up ln e - sys em 

l-f( 1 

state, a vectorl !i~!i1 if the i-th element is down in the k-th system 

state. 

5. The non-homogeneous case 

The formalism introduced in the previous section allows us to handle 
the non-homogneous case in a very compact way. Remember that the ~larkov-chain 
is called non-homogeneous when the transition matrix depends on the system 
state at time t. The system state in turn is a function of time and thus A 
depends transitively on time. 

For any physical element i, tb~ state-)dependent fQllure(a~d recovery 
probabilities may be written as f(l) = f{l (s) and r~l) = r 1 (s). The 
overall transition matrix is then given by : 

128 
A( s) = L k ( 

1 
~ ~. -X(i)(k)) 
1 1 

where -X(i) (k) is the vector 

the k-th system state, or the vector 

is down in the k-th system state. 

( k) 

(k) 
if the i-th element is up in 

Il-r(i) (k) if the i-th element 
r(i) (k) 

This means that the number of parameters needed to completely identify 
the (probabilistic) transition behaviour of a system grows exponentially with 
the number of the system's elements. 

The computational complexity of the problem can be greatly reduced if 
the following consideration is made. 

The Markov-chain ~(t+l) = A(s).~(t) can be divided in smaller sub-chains; 
to this purpose the set comprising the system's physical elements must be 
partitioned in dependency-subsets so as to have no dependency between elements 
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of different subsets. Let us call these dependency subsets sl' s2' ... , sd' 

(
.) In our example one can reasonably suppose that the failure probability 

f 1 of site N; depends on the state of the sites containi~g.the same ~et$ 
of data and that the failure and recovery probabilities f(l,J) and r(l,J)of 
the communication link i ~ j depend on the state of all other communication 
links. Under these assumptions, in our example, we have d=3. 

The three dependency subsets are : 

s3 ={ 2 ~ 1, 2 ~ 3 , 2 ~ 4}. 

Thus it is possible to write d Harkov subchains. The global probability 
vector can be then obtained via the expression: 

d 
~ ~ 

p(t+l) = IT ~~ P (t+l); 
1 s ~ . 

MuCh like in the homogeneous case the s-dependent parameter f(l)(S) 
and r(l)(s) can be deduced from historical series or inferred from the 
knowledge of the system's structure and of its operating policies. 

6. Results and concluding remarks 

For our example of DDB, results have been obtained in the homogeneous 
case with a computer program IGubi 801 by plotting the availability until 
it reaches its asynthotic value (fig. 7). The following values have been 
chosen: 

- for the Host computers (sites) 
f/Llt =:\= 1.10 -3 

- for the communication channels 

fill t = A = 0,33 . 10 
-3 

-2 
= lJ = 2.78 . 10 

-1 r/
Llt 

= lJ = 1.6 .10 

In fig. 8 the bottleneck of the single copy at node 4 has been removed 
by making it available in duplicate at one of the other three nodes. The im
provement in the availability has been of 3.6 per cent. 

The proposed algorithm can be extended from the simple example presented 
in this paper to any type of distributed data base and any type of transac
tion. 

The features embodied in the algorithm allow to master a wide variety 
of situations. Thus the existence of two distinct transition probabilities 
provides means for adjusting the model to varying operating and maintainance 
policies. The state-dependency further allows to implement complex situations, 
provided a good model is found to describe it. Finally the automated algo
rithm suggests its use as an interactive syntehsis and design tool. 
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Appendix 

IQP~~~ 
- physical allocation matrix (specifies for each set of data the sites 

containing a copy of the set). 
- initial node Ni 

read-set of the transaction {rl , r2, ... , rr} 

- write-set of the transaction{ wl' w2' ... , ww} 
- resiliency parameter k 

~l99~g~'E 
form a chain of AND comprising (r+w+l) elements 

- the first element of the chain is Ni 
- for every j=l, ... ,r form a further element of the chain: 

- consider the set of data rj and build a list of all sistes containing rj 
the list contains, say, s elements 

- form a chain of OR comprising s elements 
- the h-th element-of the chain is of the type: (h ~ i) AND Nh 

- for every j=l, ... ,w form a further element of the chain 
- consider the set of data Wj and build a list of all sites containing 

Wj 
the list contains, say, s elements 

- form the list of (k ) elements containing combinations of the s sites s 
taken k at a time 

- the h-th elements of the list contains sites Nhl, ... ,Nhk . 
- form a chain of OR comprising (~) elements 
- the h-th element of the chain is of the type 
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ABSTRACT 

Many distributed systems are now being developed to provide users with convenient access to data via 
some kind of communications network. In many cases it is desirable to keep the system functioning 
even when it is partitioned by network failures. A serious problem in this context is how one can sup
port redundant copies of resources such as files (for the sake of reliability) while simultaneously moni
toring their mutual consistency. This is difficult since network failures can lead to inconsistency, and 
disrupt attempts at maintaining consistency. In fact, even the detection of inconsistent copies is a non
trivial problem. Naive methods either 0) compare the multiple copies entirely, or (2) perform some 
simple test which will diagnose some consistent copies as inconsistent. Here a new approach, involving 
version vectors and origin points, is presented and shown to detect mutual inconsistently effectively. The 
approach has been used in the design of Locus, a local network operating system at UCLA. 
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1. Introduction 

A number of operating systems have been developed recently in which user files are distributed 
almost without restriction around a network. These systems range from network operating systems 
(NOSs) such as RSEXEC, NSW, ELAN [TSF 781, and DCS [FH 721, to distributed database manage
ment systems (DDBMSs) like SDD-l [RG 77,HS 78] and INGRES [Ston 791. These systems em
phasize the uniform interfacing of multiple file systems. Files are to be accessible throughout the net
work, without regard to the accessor or file location. 

Unfortunately, a file can be made inaccessible by network failures or crashes of the site where 
the file is located, so users may obtain randomly fluctuating views of the state of the network. To al
leviate this problem, many of the systems propose to keep duplicate copies of files as a reliability 
mechanism. This solution engenders another problem. As soon as multiple copies of a file exist, the 
system must ensure the mutual consistency of these copies: when one copy of the file is modified, all 
must be modified correspondingly before an independent access can take place. 

Much has been written about the problem of maintaining consistency in distributed systems, 
ranging from internal consistency methods (ways to keep a single copy of a resource looking consistent 
to multiple processes attempting to access it concurrently) to various ingenious updating algorithms 
which ensure mutual consistency [LS 761, [AD 761, [Thom 781, [Elli 771, [KR 791, etc. We concern 
ourselves here with mutual consistency in the face of network partitioning, i.e., the situation where vari
ous sites in the network cannot communicate with each other for some length of time due to network 
failures or site crashes. This is a very real problem in most networks. For example, even in the Ether
net [MB 761, gateways can be inoperative for significant lengths of time, while the Ether segments they 
normally connect operate correctly. 

Network partitioning can completely destroy mutual consistency in the worst case, and this fact 
has led to a certain amount of restrictiveness, vagueness, and even nervousness in past discussions of 
how it may be handled. In some environments it is desirable or necessary to permit users to continue 
modifying resources such as files when the network is partitioned. A network operating system would 
be a good example. In such environments mutual inconsistency becomes a fact of life which must be 
dealt with. This paper shows that mutual inconsistency can be efficiently detected through the use of 
what we call version vectors and origin points. Once inconsistency is detected, some resolution steps are 
needed. In those cases where the semantics of the operations involved are straightforward, automatic 
reconciliation may be possible. 

It is worth reflecting for a moment on the worth of keeping redundant copies. Although redun
dancy increases reliability and availability, it leads us to mutual consistency problems when network 
partitions occur. Redundant copies are worth having if (1) availability is just as important as consisten
cy, and (2) "conflicts" among copies, once detected after a partition, can always be successfully recon
ciled (either automatically by the system, or by a user). If consistency is of paramount importance 
and/or conflicts cannot be reconciled, then redundancy buys little. 

The two conditions above would typify many NOS environments, where file update rates are 
moderate and "conflicts" would occur only rarely. They would not necessarily characterize most 
transaction-oriented DDBMSs, where update rates may be high, semantics of operations are sometimes 
complex, and consistency is usually extremely important. The results of this paper will nevertheless be 
useful in any system ·where mutual inconsistency, presumably due to network partitioning, is tolerated. 
Since our application (Locus) is concerned with files, we will restrict our discussion henceforth to mu
tual consistency of .files rather than of general resources. It is clear, however, that all results here may 
be applied to more general contexts. 
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly surveys previous research on the partition
ing problem. Section 3 then lays the formal groundwork on inconsistency detection. An accurate and 
easily-implemented technique for detecting mutual inconsistency is developed. Section 4 points out 
briefly what must be done in the reconciliation of inconsistent copies. Although the reconciliation of 
these conflicts must necessarily be left to the user in some cases, it is also demonstrated that for certain 
kinds of files (mailboxes, directories) the reconciliation may be performed automatically by the system. 
Finally, conclusions are offered in Section 5. 

2. Previous work on partitioning 

Network partitIOning is the situation occurring when the network is broken into logically 
separate components because of site or link failures. There are many partitioning-related issues which 
must be addressed in the design of distributed file systems. These issues include the relative impor
tance of availability over mutual consistency of files, what occurs when one finds a file has become 
inaccessible or out of date, and so forth. 

To our knowledge, however, partitioning has not been investigated very thoroughly. It has 
been mentioned in several proposed methods for updating files in distributed systems. The most typical 
response has been to enforce consistency by permitting files to be accessed only in one partition. Un
fortunately, effective implementation of this policy can often result in the files being accessible in zero 
partitions. We outline several existing proposals below. 

Voting 
In voting-based systems such as proposed by Thomas [Thom 78] and Menasce, Popek, and 
Muntz [MPM 77], mutual consistency is guaranteed at the expense of availability. Users desir
ing to modify a file must lock it by obtaining majority assent in a vote. Since there can be at 
most one partition containing a majority of the sites, any file will be accessible in at most one 
partition. Unfortunately, it is possible that there will be no partition which contains a majority 
of the sites, so in this case no updates could occur anywhere. 

Tokens 
Here it is assumed that each file has a token associated with it, which permits the bearer to 
modify the file. Obtaining the token is another issue, reducible more or less to locking. In this 
model only sites in the partition containing the token are permitted to modify the file, so using 
tokens is less restrictive than using voting. However, the problem of recreating lost tokens is 
nontrivial. Moreover, when a partition occurs, the token may happen to be resident in a 
rarely-used part of the network, effectively making the resource unavailable. 

Pri mary si tes 
Originally discussed by Alsberg & Day [AD 761, this approach suggests that a single site be ap
pointed responsible for a file's activities. Upon partitioning (possibly involving a primary site 

'crash) either (I) a backup site is elected as the new primary site and consistency becomes a 
possible problem (the proposed approach), or else t2) the file becomes inaccessible in all but 
the primary site partition. 
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Reliable networks and Optimism 
Communications in the SDD-l system are based on the use of a "reliable network" [HS 781, 
which guarantees the eventual delivery of all messages even if partitioning occurs. This 
delivery depends on "spoolers" which save messages to be transmitted following a break in com
munications. No guarantee of post-partition consistency exists; as with the primary site model, 
assuming consistent data afterwards is "optimistic" [KR 79] in the sense that it may work out, 
but quite possibly the work done in different partitions will have to be undone or coalesced 
somehow by users. 

Disk toting 
In this approach, employed at Xerox PARC and other installations where very intelligent termi
nals are linked via a network, files are not stored redundantly but are kept on removable 
storage media which can be carried around during prolonged partitions. Thus availability and 
consistency are simultaneously achieved, but they are not achieved automatically. This ap
proach is clearly only useful for local networks with compatible portable storage media at each 
site, where the delay and inconvenience implied is acceptable. 

Note that none of these approaches openly states either (1) how conflicting versions of files are 
detected, or (2) what is to be done when these conflicting files are detected upon merge of several par·· 
titions. Either the possibility of conflict is precluded by restricting file availability, or else any seemingly 
conflicting files must be "rolled back" to the most recent point at which there was no conflict. We show 
in the next sections how, without restricted availability, we can ensure correct propagation of updates in 
all cases except when unavoidably conflicting file versions are found. 

3. Detection of Mutual Inconsistency 

One of the reasons the partition problem is so difficult is that each partition can break into sub
partitions and/or merge with other partitions many times before the entire network finally becomes 
connected. Indeed, it is possible that the network will never be completely reconnected! However, all 
messages sent might be delivered eventually through dynamically changing partitions. In this un
pleasant eventuality, how can one hope to guarantee mutual consistency of files without restricting file 
availability as in Section 2? We now show how inconsistencies or "conflicts" in the file system can be 
accurately detected easily; this solves a large part of the problem. The next section will discuss how 
these inconsistencies may then be reconciled. 

We must formalize what we mean by a file system "conflict" which arises after a partition, and 
pinpoint the kinds of inconsistency which partitioning can cause. This is important since, as mentioned 
above, many basic systems principles are invalidated in systems subject to partitioning. First, the se
mantics of renaming, deletion, and even creation of redundantly stored files or resources in systems 
which are partitioned are totally unclear. Second, and worse, user-visible names of entities in the sys
tem may no longer be assumed to either uniquely specify, or even correctly specify, the entities them
selves. After a partition, it may be discovered either that two files with the same name have been in
dependently created, or that two independent updates to the same file have been made. In general, 
names in one partition bear no relation to entities in another. This is a principle reason for the difficulty in 
defining the semantics of renaming and deletion of files. We need some form of identification of sys
tem entities which is immune to partitioning. We achieve this below by using "origin points" and "ver
sion vectors". 
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3.1. File conflict types and Origin points 

A (network) partition is a set of sites which share a common, synchronized, view of some set of 
files. 

An origin point OP(f) of a file f is a system-wide unique identifier which is generated when f is 
created. It is an immutable attribute of f, although f's name is not (indeed f may have mUltiple system 
wide names). Thus no number of modifications or renamings of f will change OP(f). 

An origin point for a file might be something like a (creation time, creation site) pair. Now, 
just as names cannot uniquely specify files, origin points cannot either, but they do give us important 
information. Origin points tell us when two files are based on a common file, but do not tell us wheth
er the two files are identical, since both could have been independently modified. 

There are two types of conflicts that we wish to consider: name conflicts and version conflicts. A 
name conflict occurs when two files with different origin points have the same system wide name. In 
contrast, a version conflict occurs when two versions of the same file (same origin point) have been 
"incompatibly" modified. After some preliminaries, version conflict occurrence is defined more precise
ly below. 

A modification id for a version of a file f is a system wide unique identifier of a modification of f 
in some partition and at some time relative to that partition. A modification history for a version of a file 
f is the set of modification ids corresponding to the modifications of that version of f which have oc
curred. Two modification histories are compatible if they are identical or if one is an initial histolY of the 
other, and incompatible otherwise. 

We define a version conflict to occur when two versions of the same file f (same origin point) 
have incompatible modification histories. 

Note that, when two versions of a file are not equal, their modification histories are always 
different. However, it is possible for two versions of a file to be equal yet have incompatible histories. 
For example, consider a file which contains a bank account balance. If the balance is $20 million ini
tially, and both partitions decrease it to $0, then at partition merge time although both versions are $0 a 
conflict will be indicated. Further, if the semantics of "decrease" mean "withdraw", a conflict intuitively 
should occur. 

We claim that this definition of version conflict occurrence is a reasonable one given that noth
ing is known about file contents semantics. 

Clearly, name conflicts are easy to detect. Version conflicts, however, are more difficult to 
detect efficiently. This latter problem is addressed in the following sections. 

3.2. The problem of version conflict detection 

One might think that a simple timestamp scheme could be used to detect possible version 
conflicts among files: every time a tlie is modi/ied in a partition, one marks it with an update time and 
the file's previous update time. Upon partition merge, one checks whether the timestamps on the 
copies of a file are either all identical (no update on the file occurred), or one copy of the files differs 
from the others by a single update. Thus no contlict is signalled when at most one update is made, but 
in any more complex situation a version contlict condition is raised. This approach is deficient in gen
eral, since some non-conflict situations will be handled as conflicts. 
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Let us describe the version conflict problem in the following way. Think of a partition for a file 
as a subset of sites in the network in which all copies of the file are (currently) maintained with mutual 
consistency. Note that this definition is not strictly tied to the physical details of network failure. In
stead, here partitions are defined relative to files and to the higher concept of consistency. Although 
two sites with different versions of a file f may be communicating for some time, we do not consider 
the sites to be in a common partition relative to f unless this difference in the two versions is resolved. 

Definition 
A Partition Graph G(f) for any file f is a directed acyclic graph (dag) which is labelled as follows: The 

source node (and the sink node if it exists) is labelled with the names of all sites in the network having 
copies of file f, and all other nodes are labelled with a subset of this set of names. Each node can only 
be labelled with site names appearing on its ancestor nodes in the graph; conversely every site name on 
a node must appear on exactly one of its descendants. In addition, a node is marked with a "+" if f is 
modified one or more times within the corresponding partition, and/or a version conflict had to be 
reconciled in the partition. 
We define this latter situation recursively as follows. Let P be a node in G(f). A version conflict had 
to be reconciled at P iff there are backward paths from P to distinct nodes PI and P2 in G ([), such that 

(I) a modification to f and/ or a version conflict reconciliation for f occurred at both PI and P2, and 

(2) there is no ancestor node of P having two backward paths to both PI and P2. 

Each node in G(f) thus corresponds to a partition for f, a period of time during which the la
belled sites maintain "synchronized" information about f. All sites appearing in the node label resolve 
any differences that might exist among their copies of f. All connections in G(f) between nodes indi
cate transitions of the network under partitions or merges. 

The definition of conflict and reconciliation models the notions of section 3.1 for the following 
reasons. First, any version conflict that is reconciled must have been generated by two prior partitions 
PI and P2, giving incompatible modification histories. Second, and conversely, if a file modification of 
some kind (update or reconciliation of updates) occurs independently in two partitions PI and P2, a 
version conflict must arise later whenever sites from these partitions inspect f. Condition (2) above 
guarantees that partition P is the first point at which mutual consistency is again established. 

An example of a partition graph is shown in Figure 1. Here there are four sites, A, B, C, and 
D, which support f. Multiple partitions of these initially connected sites occur, so that at first sites A 
and B can communicate, but are isolated from sites C and D. Later A and B become isolated, as do C 
and D, but Band C resume communication. Ultimately all four sites are reconnected in the bottom 
node of the graph. The file f is modified first in the {A,B) partition, and subsequently in both the {A) 
and {B,C) partitions. Note that this sequence of modifications should not result in a version conflict in 
the BC or BCD partitions since site B at all times has the latest version of f; intelligent implementation 
of conflict detection should realize this fact and avoid notifying sites C or D that their f versions 
conflict with the current one. However in the final ABCD partition a conflict is (and should be) recon
ciled, sin'ce in this case both versions of f have incompatible modification histories. 

Now, as mentioned above it is simple to provide some mechanism which detects all possible 
version conflicts; a simple timestamp algorithm will be adequate. What is more difficult is to find a 
mechanism which detects -version conflicts only when they are real. In Figure I, for example, even 
though the first update may have been initiated by site A, this information is transitively passed by site 
B without conflict to sites C and D. 
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Figure 1. Partition graph G(f) for file stored redundantly at sites A,B,C,D 

3.3. Version conflicts & Version vectors 

Many possible approaches exist for attacking the problem of accurately detecting version 
conflicts. More elaborate timestamp schemes are a possibility, and there are a number of methods 
based on "update log files" (sometimes referred to as "journaling"), Unfortunately, these approaches 
suffer from either or both (1) a need to maintain some kind of global network time (in itself nontrivial 
[Lamp 78]), and (2) a need to store the entire partition graph -- or its equivalent -- someplace where it 
may be accessed later on. Since the partition graph may get arbitrarily large, the latter requirement is 
undesirable. We now present instead a straightforward solution to this problem based on a version 
numbering scheme encoding just the necessary characteristics of the history graph. 

One maintains a vector with each copy of each file. Within every partition (unit of mutual con
sistency), these vectors keep a truncated update history for the file. As partitions merge, these vectors 
for the possibly inconsistent files are compared. Version conflicts are signalled when, and only when, 
the vectors are "incompatible." We formalize this as follows. 

Definition A version vector for a file f is a sequence of n non-negative integers, where n is the number 
of sites at which f is stored. The i-th integer in the version vector gives the index of the latest version 
of f made at site i. In other words, the i-th vector entry counts the number of updates to f made on 
site i. 

Definition 
A set of version vectors are compatible when one vector is at least as large as any other vector in every 

component. A set of vectors conflict when they are not compatible. 

For example, the version vector (1,2,4,3) dominates (0,2,2,3), so the two are compatible; and 
0,2,4,3)' and (1,2,3,4) conflict, but 0,2,3,4), 0,2,4,3), and 0,2,4,4) do not conflict, since the third 
vector dominates the other two. In Figure 2 version vectors are given for f in every partition of Figure 
I. The vector (2,0,1,0), associated with the node labelled BCD, indicates that f was modified twice at 
site A and once at site C. Note in particular that during the (A,B) partition, the file is modified twice at 
site A. The final merge results in a conflict. 
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(0,0,0,0) 

(2,0,1,0) 

(2,0,1,0) 

CONFLICT! 
vector becomes 
(3,1,1,0) after 
reconciliation 
at site B 

(0,0,0,0) 

Figure 2. Partition graph G (f) for f with version vectors effective at the end of each partition 
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We adopt the following usage of version vectors: 

[1) Each time an update to f originates at site i, we increment the i-til component of f's version vector 
by one. The vector is stored with the updated file. 

[2] File deletion and renaming are initially treated as file updates. Deletion results in a version of the 
file of length zero; when all versions of a file are of length zero, information on the file may be 
removed from the system. 

[3] When version conflicts are reconciled within a partition, the i-th entry of the version vector for the 
reconciled file is set to be the maximum of the i-th entries of all of its predecessors, and in ad
dition the site initiating the reconciliation increments its entry. This ensures future compatibili
ty with any old versions of the file still remaining on the network. 

It should also be mentioned that, although the above description suggests the version vectors 
are of a fixed length, the vectors may grow or shrink as long as the relevant site information is main
tained. If a copy of f is added at a site E during some partition, the vector in the partition where the 
copy was obtained is simply augmented to reflect the existence of the E copy. Thereafter, sites merging 
with this partition will be required to augment their vectors accordingly. 

Version vectors serve basically to encode the partial order defined by the partition graph: If one 
node in the graph "precedes" another, i.e., there is a path from the graph source through the former to 
the latter, then the version vectors of the two nodes will not conflict. This observation leads us to the 
following result, which shows us that version vectors are all we basically need to detect version 
conflicts. 

Theorem 
A version conflict must be reconciled at a node in GW if and only if f's version vectors conflict at that 

point. 

Proof 
It is clear that if there is a conflict reconciliation at some node P in G(f) then the version vectors will 

conflict at P. (Version vectors detect real conflicts just as well as the simple timestamp algorithm; what 
must be shown is that they detect only real conflicts.) Conversely, suppose that f's version vectors 
conflict at some node P. Then two of the vectors must conflict and not be dominated by any third vec
tor. These two vectors were generated in two earlier partitions PI and P2 -- both having paths to P -
where f was modified illdependently. All that must be shown is that there is no ancestor pi of P which 
also has backward paths to P I and P2. (Note pi could be either P I or P2.) Suppose pi exists. We know 
that in this case the PI and P2 version conflict will be reconciled at pi, giving a version vector whose 
components are the maxillla of the components from the vectors in PI and P2. But this vector will 
dominate both the PI and P2 vectors at P, removing their conflict. This contradicts our original as
sumption. Hence pi cannot exist, so the partition graph conditions are satisl1ed and there is a conflict 
reconciliation at P. 0 
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3.4. Conclusions on file conflict detection 

The theorem above shows us that version vectors may be used to detect version conflicts and 
request user reconciliation of the conflicts. Version vectors will detect only "real" conflicts, i.e., situa
tions in which versions of a file were modified independently in separate partitions. It mllst be em
phasized that if an identical modification is made in two separate partitions, version vectors will indicate 
a file conflict. In some applications, then, it may be desirable to actually check a file for differences 
when several copies are found to have conflicting vectors. Indeed, this cross-checking of copies may 
have to be done eventually if the user is to resolve the file conflict. 

In any case, we have shown in this section that all file conflicts, whether they are name conflicts 
or version conflicts, can be accurately detected by maintaining just two pieces of information with each 
file f: 

(1) an origin point 
(2) a version vector. 

In the following section we take up the question of how to rysolve file conflicts, now that we know how 
to detect them. 

4. Resolution of Mutual Inconsistency 

A conflict detection mechanism, while valuable, has increased effect if there is also a method 
for reconciling conflicts automatically. From several conflicting versions of a file, this method should 
produce a subsequent version that dominates these versions, while preserving the operations which 
were done to them. Although this is certainly not possible in general, there are many cases which ad
mit automated reconciliation. 

Clearly, conflict reconciliation must take into account the semantics of the operations which 
were done to the data objects in conflict. This has been noted by many researchers (e.g., 
[AD 76,p.5681, [RO 77,p.571, [HS 78,p.65]). In those cases where the nature of the semantics is 
sufficiently constrained, straightforward reconciliation algorithms can be given. For example, consider 
two important types of files in Locus, directories and user mailboxes. In both of these cases, there are 
just two available operations: 

• insert an item (e.g. create a file, or receive a message) 

• remove an item (e.g. delete a file, or process a message) 

Such files have the characteristic that version conflicts can be reconciled simply by taking the union of 
the entries in the component files, then removing any entries which had been deleted. Automatic 
reconciliation for both of these file types is handled automatically in Locus.* 

Automatic reconciliation applies in much more far-reaching contexts than on the systems level. 
An instructive example can be found in electronic funds transfer. Consider a checking account, as pro
posed earlier in section 3.1. Credits and debits can be made to different copies of the account. Resolu
tion is straightforward so long as the i-th copy is represented as 

. x + 0i (x) 

* Most directory systems, and some mail systems, permit additional operations. Therefore, the au
tomatic recovery software in Locus for these file types is more involved than indicated here. 
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where x was the original account balance before partition and 01 (x) is the change in that partition. 
Then the new balance is 

x + L 01(X). 
I 

This approach may be improper if we require the balance to remain positive. However, there are many 
ways to deal with this problem. When it is the balance of a large corporation, presumably the problem 
will not occur. More generally, one may operate the system in a more constrained fashion when parti
tioned, either by limitil.g withdrawals in those cases where the customer is not trusted, or by imposing 
quota-like limits on withdrawals within each partition. 

A number of existing applications permit automated reconciliation while still allowing robust 
operation during partition. Two cases which have been studied carefully are banking and airline reser
vation systems [Fais 80L Extensive, although not full, operation of these systems is quite feasible 
while partitioned. 

A desirable characteristic of system operation semantics, or of the reduced pariition semantics, is 
that reconciliation of a data item not necessitate the alteration of many other data items. In order to 
keep automatic reconciliation cost low in a data base, for example, one might insist that most transac
tions executed during partitions not require undoing and redoing when their read sets are subsequenLly 
altered during a reconciliation. This is the case today for portions of banking systems such as automat
ed tellers. 

In general, It IS often possible to break the semantics of operations into classes, and for each 
class give rules by which the reconciliation algorithms can be constructed. Simple semantic classes per
mit reconciliation in a straightforward way without keeping much history. As the semantics pecome 
more complex, more history and work is required. Of course, even when the semantics of operations 
are clear, automatic reconciliation can be very difficult, expensive, and in some cases impossible. 
Reconciliation cannot be performed in those cases where, as part of the system's activity, an external 
action has been taken that cannot be undone nor can a compensating action be taken. These cases are 
the same ones for which general purpose data management recovery is impossible too. 

One suspects that ill many systems, automatic reconciliation will be feasible for the large major
ity of data items. However, there will remain cases that require human intervention. 

Independent of the degree of automatic reconciliation, a consistent system policy must be 
defined for each of the following questions: 

CD When and how are data conflicts detected? 

• Is permission to access a data item altered by the fact that the item is in conflict? No alteration 
of permission raises the question of which version to make available, and leads to the possibili
ty of propagating inappropriate values. 

• How are users informed of conflicts? 

" What support does the system provide the user for reconciling conflicts? 

These questions raise a number of architectural questions, some of which are addressed in 
[Rucli 79] and [PWCTK 801. 
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5. Conclusions 

We have developed an effective method for detecting mutual inconsistency in distributed sys
tems. Here inconsistency has been assumed to be caused by mUltiple users modifying different copies 
of a common file without mutually excluding one another. Such a situation would arise, for example, 
when network failures isolate these users in different partitions of the network. The technique also ap
plies when partitions are artificially introduced; for example when stations in a connected network delay 
their transmissions to take advantage of batching or lower communications rates at various times of 
day. The method used is simple, relying only on two newly-introduced constructs, version vectors and 
origin points, for its operation. Although the method was discussed specifically in the context of file 
systems, it applies equally well to any class of resources for which occasional mutual inconsistency is 
tolerable for the sake of availability, or where the semantics of the allowed operations permit automated 
recovery. 

The general problem of how to resolve mutual inconsistency of copies of a resource, once it is 
detected, is a complex question. We have only given it a summary treatment here, since it raises many 
design issues and can be answered thoroughly only when the semantics regarding the use of the 
resource are explicitly known. We have noted, however, that for some resources automatic reconcilia
tion is straightforward to implement. 
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An Architectural Overview of R;'~: 

a Distributed Database Management System 

Patricia G. Selinger 
IBM Research Laboratory 

San Jose, CA 95193 

The issues raised in the implementation of a distributed database 
management system are discussed with respect to the dual requirements of 
data sharing and autonomous operation of each site. A DDBHS must simplify 
the user's task of defining applications which manipulate shared data 
stored at multiple computing sites. To this end, the DDBHS must supply 
distributed concurrency controls and transaction recovery protocols, as 
well as transparent access to remote data. Any operation allowed on local 
data should also be possible on remote data. At the same time, because 
different computing sites are controlled by different individuals or 
organizations, the DDBHS must preserve each site's control over its own 
data. We call this notion site autonomy. Authorization, query compilation 
and binding, catalog management, and transaction management are all 
impacted by the concept of site autonomy. 

We shall discuss these issues in an architectural overview of R;'~, an 
experimental distributed database management system based on the 
relational model of data. Work on R;'~ is in progress at IBH's San Jose 
Research Laboratory. R* is a prototype based on the experimental, single 
site, relational database manager known as System R, also developed at 
IBH's San Jose Research Laboratory. R;'~ is a confederation of individually 
controlled, voluntarily cooperating, homogeneous database sites. Each 
site has a copy of R;'~ which stores its local data and is capable of running 
independently from all other sites when it accesses only locally stored 
data. When a site requires remotely stored data, it interacts with other 
sites via a communication medium which can be anywhere along the range 
from memory-to-memory operations on the same physical machine to local or 
long distance networks. No particular network configuration or mechanism 
is assumed in the design of R*; so, rings and stars as well as 
point-to-point and broadcast networks can be accommodated. 

The structure of this talk follows the path taken by a query as it is 
submitted to and processed by R;·~. 

* The star in R* (pronounced R star) comes from the Kleene Star operator 
defined by R* = ( , R, RR, RRR, RRRR, ... ). It denotes zero or more R. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the architecture of a communications-oriented, real
time operating system named Squire-. The Squire kernel provides memory 
management, preemptive multitasking, interprocess communication, and the 
ability to manage data outside the process address space, as well as services 
such as timers. User processes are protected from one another by means of 
restrictions on what objects they can access and on the type of access. Squire 
has been designed to provide efficient communication between cooperating 
processes, portability to new machine architectures, and support for multiple 
processor and distribu ted processor usage. Protection, reliability, and robust
ness have been major design goals. Squire supports a new kind of object called 
chunks, which exist outside the process address space, and can be used to store 
and manage data. Squire also supports a means for extending the kernel in a 
controlled manner; this mechanism is used both to implement such traditional 
functions as device drivers and to provide extended kernel services not present 
in the basic Squire kernel. 

1. Introduction 

The Squire operating system was designed at SRI in response to the need for an operating 
system that would run in a memory-managed environment and be portable to new machines, . 
especially microprocessors. 

Perhaps the most important design goal has been reliability. Although performance is also 
considered a primary goal, we have taken the view that the system should be designed to be 
reliable and then be designed to perform. We have chosen this view because reliability strongly 
influences total system development cost, and because performance can be achieved by making 
correct programs run faster through optimization or acquisition of additional increasingly inex
pensive hardware. 

Our main tools to obtain reliability have been independence and functional compactness. 
We have used independence to attempt to minimize the number of interactions; that is, we 
have tried to make sure that basic mechanisms rely on as few other mechanisms as possible to 
support their function; and that mechanisms do not perform similar functions. On the other 
hand, we have also been concerned with functional compactness; i.e., we have tried to minim
ize the number of concepts and mechanisms used in the system. This approach produces a 
highly reliable system, primarily because it is easier to understand and "unexpected" interactions 
among mechanisms are reduced. 

Squire is an object-oriented system [121 and makes use of many of the concepts used in 
previous operating systems [L2.4.6.9.10.l2L but there are differences. and new concepts have 
been added. However. the number of new concepts has been'limited by choice in order to 
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produce a more reliable system. Squire is state-of-the-art. but it is not experimental. 

The remainder of this paper discusses the concepts and objects used in Squire and gives 
an example of usage. 

2. Names 

A name is a means of referring to an object independent of the specific program or pro
cess performing the reference. This independence is important in implementing memory 
management. multiprocessing, and distributed processing. Names allow user processes to 
access objects in the system, induding chunks, paths, and other processes. Name allocation 
occurs in two ways: by prior agreement on "well-known" names by the users (j.e., manual allo
cation), or by allocation of unused names at run time (dynamic allocation of transient or local 
names). 

Names satisfy the following conditions: 

o They are unique. For "well-known" names, the user is r·esponsible for satisfying this con
dition; however, names allocated by Squire at :run time are guaranteed to be both unused 
and unallocated (i.e., unique). 

o They are program and process independent. One of the functions of the kernel is to map 
names into absolute references to objects within the system. In the current implementa
tion, names are actually an index into a kernel table which performs this mapping. 

o They are efficient and convenient to deal with. In accordance with the efficiency require
ment. we use integer values for names, rather than ASCII strings or some other more 
mnemonic, but less wieldly structure. Mnemonic value is restored by using compile time 
constants. 

3. Chunks 

Chunks are a means of maintaining data in processor memory but outside a process's 
address space. They were designed because processes require an efficient means of passing data 
among themselves, despite the fact that large amounts of data may be involved. The most 
efficient way to accomplish this is to pass a reference to the data rather than the data itself. 
Often too, in real-time systems, the amount of data managed by a process can exceed its data 
subspace. Chunks provide a natural solution to this problem because they are referenced by 
name and exist outside the pwcess address space. Chunks are similar to files in concept but are 
not part of permanent system storage and are generally smaller in size, and faster and simpler 
to access. In implementations where it is efficient to do so, a chunk, or a portion of it. may be 
mapped iiHo a process's address space. 

We define the following operations that can be performed on chunks (in addition to crea
tion and removal): 

o Read. A portion of the chunk is copied into the process's address space. 

o Write. A portion of the chunk is overwritten with data from the process's address space. 

o Insert. This operation is similar to write, but it expands the chunk. The expansion, how
ever, is allowed only at the beginning or end of the chunk. 

o Delete. This is the inverse of insert. The chunk is truncated at the beginning or end. 

An example use of chunks is in datagram transport. Packets are read directly into chunks; 
from then on, only the name of the chunk need be moved through the system. Selected sec
tions (e.g., a packet header> can be read or written from a chunk, or mapped into a process's 
address space. Finally, passing the name of a chunk does not require that the chunk contents 
be passed. Thus, a chunk name can be passed around a distributed system, but the chunk not 
moved until referenced. 
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4. Paths 

Besides the storage of relatively large blocks of data, processes need a method of passing 
signals and small blocks of data (including the names of other objects such as chunks) to other 
processes. This service is provided by paths. Blocks of data can be read and written, allowing 
processes to communicate; these blocks are nondivisible, insuring mutual exclusion. Paths are 
a simplification of the link concept introduced in [I); a path does not provide shared access to a 
data area, nor does it have the sophisticated control attributes of links. 

Paths also provide process synchronization. Two conditions are defined on which a pro
gram can suspend: a path becoming nonempty (i.e., data is available to be read). and a path 
becoming nonfull (j.e .. it is possible to write to the path). Processes can suspend waiting for a 
single path or some combination of paths to become nonempty or nonfull. However, opera
tions on paths do not require process suspension, unlike systems such as TJ-IOTH [3]. The con
cept of a path becoming "full" is used for congestion control and to insure that no single path 
will be able to exhaust the system's resources. 

Paths can be used as an efficient signaling mechanism between processes. A small block 
of data may be used to indicate the type of signal. 

The following operations are defined on paths (in addition to creation and removal): 

o Read. A block of data is copied into the process's address space and the block is removed 
from the path. If the path is empty, the user process is informed of this fact. and no read 
operation takes place. 

o Write. Data is copied from the process's address space and added to the path as a 
separate block. If the path is full, the process is informed of this fact and no write opera
tion takes place. 

o Wait and read. Suspend until the path becomes nonempty, then do a read. 

o Wait and write. Suspend until the path becomes nonfull, then do a write. 

o Wait. Suspend until some set of paths becomes nonfull or nonempty. 

5. Special Functions 

In one way or another, all operating system kernels are extensible. The simplest case of 
this is vertical extension: adding new virtual machine layers on top of the kernel. This type of 
extension is implemented (implicitly or explicitly) by user programs. Kernels are also extensi
ble horizontally; that is, facilities are added at the kernel level of the virtual machine. The 
most pervasive use of horizontal extension is device drivers [I 11. 

When a new function is added to the kernel, a means for calling that function and return
ing results must be available. Three mechanisms have been used in previous operating system 
kernels: (I) The mechanism used to invoke existing kernel primitives (usually an execution 
trap); this has the advantage of compatibility with other kernel primitives, and often allows an 
extended kernel to emulate some other kernel. (2) The mechanism used to invoke user sub
routines; this is particularly true in systems that allow a process to call functions that reside out
side the current program space, and has the advantage of providing a uniform calling mechan
ism for both user and kernel functions (and consequently the ability to emulate a kernel func
tion in a user function) [71. And (3) the mechanism used for interprocess communication; this 
has the advantage of compatibility with other interprocess communication (ami consequently 
the ability to emulate a kernel function in a user process), and of allowing the kernel e.\ten
sions to use the facilities provided for message queueing and process synchronization [11. 

Squire special functions utilize this last method of kernel extension. We chose this 
method for the reasons given above, plus the observation that extended kernel functions are 
most often concurrent operations (such as input/output), and thus share more of the charac
teristics of interprocess communication than of either kernel or user function calls. Further
more, this method of extension is most easily adapted to distributed processing usage, allowing 
the implementation of kernel-level services external to the local hardware. 
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A special function is a kernel-level routine associated with a path. When a message is 
written to the path. that routine is immediately invoked. and can read the message from the 
path and use it as input parameters; alternatively. the special function can leave the message on 
the path for some concurrent activity (such as an interrupt routine) to process. If return infor
mation is required. the message to the special function contains the name of a path on which to 
return it. Special functions can also be associated with the "read" end of a path. In this case. 
the function is invoked prior to the path read being performed. This approach is most com
monly used to return status information. 

Device drivers are the most obvious. anel probably most common usage of special func
tions. But special functions are not limited to this form of use; examples of two other usages 
are described below: 

Checksum - When Squire is usee! in a packet-oriented application. the packets are kept in 
chunks. and only necessary portions are read into the process data space. This approach 
increases system throughput by requiring only the chunk name to be passed from process to 
process~ but makes certain packet-wide operations. such as checksum computation. difficult to 
perform. A special function is provided to perform this operation. The special function resides 
at the kernel level. and thus has more direct access to the chunk itself. This allows an efficient 
checksum computation without requiring that the process itself access the entire packet. 

Routing - One Squire application at SRI involves routing packets within a local internet. 
The packets contain a destination name that indicates where in the internet the packet should 
be sent. The "routing" special function accepts messages that specify the name of the chunk 
containing the packet. Based on the destination name field of the packet. the "routing" function 
sends the packet over the appropriate path. These paths lead either to another process within 
the same machine, or to a device driver special function that sends the packet over the internet. 
If the packet was sent over the internet. the receiving device driver at the destination machine 
sends the packet to a similar "routing" function which routes the packet to the appropriate path 
within that machine. Thus. packet-routing is performed entirely within the "routing" special 
function. whether the packet is destined for another process within the same machine or for 
another machine in the internet. 

Special functions allow efficient implementation of functions that most naturally reside at 
the kernel level. either because they must have access to information not readily available at 
the user process level. or because they cannot atford the execution time overhead inherently 
present in a user process implementation. Ilowever, this same power that makes special func
tions so useful also makes them potentially dangerous. Since they reside at the kernel level. 
they are effectively exempt from the access protection provided for user processes. Conse
quently. special functions. like device drivers. should be used only when necessary. and should 
be considered only slightly more modifiable than the kernel itself. User programs. on the other 
hand. enjoy full access protection. and can be modified more freely without fear of dangerous 
consequences. 

6. Owners 

Squire provides access protection for objects within the system by assigning read. write. 
and delete access identifiers to each object. and associating an owner identifier with each pro
cess. Processes can only open an object for read. write. or delete access if their owner identifier 
matches the corresponding read. write. or delete access identifier of the object. An object can 
be opened for any combination of these three kinds of access. [t is also possible to specify an 
access identifier that allows any process to access the chunk or path. or one that allows only 
processes that already have the chunk or path opened to access it. These two special access 
identifiers allow for unlimited access to an object. and ror locking an object or a part or it (such 
as one end of a path) to a specilic process or set of processes. The access identifiers for an 
object can be changed via a kernel function call. [n addition. if a chunk is open ror write. it can 
be opened by only one process: that is. if the chunk is already open for write. no other process 
can open it. and if it is open ror read. no process can open it for write. This is done in order to 
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restrict interprocess communication to paths. These protection facilities add considerably to the 
reliability and integrity of the system without implementing full capabilities [5,9]. Our approach 
has been to provide strong protection to support our reliability goals rather than to achieve 
complete protection. We have sought mechanisms that discourage undisciplined use of objects 
without preventing intentional unorthodox use. Object capabilities are managed through own
ers, but restrictions on the sharing of owners are nonexistent in Squire. 

As an example, consider a system in which messages originate in a device driver special 
function, A, pass through two processes, Band C, and exit via another device driver special 
function, D. Three paths are used for passing data from A to B (PI), B to C (P2), and C to [) 
(P3). [n addition, the two processes have owner identifiers BO and CO. The following table 
shows the owner and access identifiers for this configuration: 

Proccss namc OWncr idcnfilicr 

B BO 

C CO 

Pafli namc Rcad acccss Wrifc acccss 

PI BO no one 
P2 CO BO 

P3 no one CO 

Note that only the appropriate processes are allowed access to the paths PI, P2, and P3, 
and that the type of access is also restricted. Secondly, note that no user processes are allowed 
access to the device driver ends of paths P I and P3. Process C is assured that neither process B 
nor any other process within the system can excerpt data from path P2, nor write data to path 
P3~ process B has similar assurances concerning PI and P2. 

[n a system with multiple servers, each server process has the same owner identifier. For 
the example given here, if another process existed which also serviced path P2, it would have 
owner identifier CO. Thus, owner identifiers are not strictly tied to processes, but rather 
represent a class of access authorization within the system. 

Remove access has not been mentioned. [n a system where PI, P2 and P3 were per
manent (i.e" no one has authority to remove them), they would all have remove access 
identifiers of "no one." On the other hand. if process B had authority to remove PI and P2, 
and process C to remove P3, then the remove access identifiers for P I and P2 would be BO, 
and the identifier for P3 would be CO. 

7. Local Object Descriptors 

After an object has been opened by a process. it is no longer referred to by name. 
Instead, the function that opens the chunk or path returns a "local object descriptor." These 
local object descriptors reference the object while it remains opened by the process. The local 
object descriptor provides a (potentially smaller) local identifier which can be mapped into many 
global identifiers [II]. Performing an open or close is also referred to as passing an "authoriza
tion check-point." Access authorization is only verified at these check-points. This is done so 
that certain special forms of access restriction can be imposed. One example is "locking" an 
object to a particular process, which can be accomplished by the process opening the object. 
then changing the access identifiers of the object to "no one"~ no other processes can then open 
the object. 

8. Programs 

A program is a collection of procedures intended to be invoked as a process. Programs 
are given user-specified names at load time~ the names given are then used when invoking a 
process to configure the initial program and data spaces of the process. and to establish the 
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owner identifier associated with the process. 

9. Processes 

Processes are provided to allow simultaneous execution of several programs at the same 
time~ thus, a process is the entity within the system that competes for processor resources. A 
process is either active (competing for processor resources), or suspended (waiting for an event 
to occur). It is possible to create a process from another process and to terminate it either by 
itself or from some other process. As with o.ther objects, each process in the system has a 
name that uniquely identifies it. Also associated with each process is an owner identifier that 
indicates what paths and chunks the process can open. 

A process has its own "address space" within the system, and can only access the rest of 
the system through the operating system calls described in this paper. Processes are scheduled 
in a preemptive manner by the operating system. 

The following operations are defined on processes: 

o Create. I nvoke a process from a specified program. 

o Exit. Terminate the current process. 

o Kill. Terminate another process. 

o Switch. Switch processes. 

o Suspend. Suspension is accomplished by the wait and read, wait and write, and wait 
operations defined in the section on paths. 

10. Timers 

Squire provides two timer services: a function returning the current dateltime, anel a 
"wake-up" service, which sends a user-specified message to a given path at a given time. 

11. Concatenated Function Calls 

Since system call overhead is a major factor in operating system efficiency, frequently 
used sequences of system calls have been concatenated together and a single call provided to 
invoke them. These calls are more efficient than the equivalent sequence of calls. 

12. A Datagram Application Example 

The primary usage of Squire at SRI has been in a datagram-based computer communica
tions subnetwork. In this application, packets are read into the machine from a host computer. 
processed by a user-level process, and routed to a destination process through a local internet~ 

at the destination, possibly within the same machine, the packet is passed to the destination 
host computer. The routing operation is performed by a special function previously described. 
Ilowever, the use of chunks and paths in this application is also noteworthy: 

When a device driver reads a packet from the host computer, it places the packet directly 
into a chunk. The header of the packet is then extracted ancl passed to the user-level process 
via a path, along with the name of the chunk. Similarly, on output the user-level process 
passes the header to the device driver, which inserts it into the chunk and then performs the 
output to the host computer. Since all the information the user-level process requires is in the 
header. the chunk is never actually read or written from the user-level process. The name of 
the chunk is simply passed from process to process within the system. 

This approach allows effIcient communication of packets among user processes~ even more 
so than was originally expected for Squire, since we originally thought that the user-level pro
cess would read the "header" from the chunk itself. Using this approach, the bulk of the packet 
is never copied or even examined by the system~ no overhead is incurred to move it into the 
process's address space, or to map the address space onto the chunk. 
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13. The Squire Development Environment 

A Squire kernel implementation, written in C and running on the PDP-II family of 
machines (including the LSI-lis), is currently in use at SRI. User programs are written and 
compiled under LJ nix* [111 and downloaded with Squire into the target ~~chine either vi~ a 
dedicated serial line or over the local internet. 

A system for remote debugging has been developed for Unix. In addition to allowing 
debugging of a distant target machine, this approach permits the bulk of the debugger program 
and the symbol tables used to reside in the Unix rather than the target machine, thus minimiz
ing the impact of the debugger in terms of the target machine memory space and execution 
time used. 

Packages have also been developed to facilitate remote control and measurement of user 
programs, and to transport messages across the local internet. These packages are implemented 
by a combination of function libraries, processes, and special functions. 
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ABSTRACT 

To optimize transmission medium utilization in packet networks, acknowl
edgements are usually piggybacked in reverse direction traffic. The probabili
ty of piggybacking is increased when acknowledgements are accumulated at the 
destination instead of returning them immediately upon correct receipt of 
forward data packets. This paper addresses the problem of choosing an optimal 
number of acknowledgements to be accumulated at the destination with respect 
to piggybacking. The concept of piggybacking level is first defined analyt
ically and its basic properties are deduced. The piggybacking levels for 
several specific traffic types are then evaluated. It is found that signif
icant piggybacking levels can be achieved even when only a small number of 
acknowledgements are accumulated at the destination. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Most packet networks employ some form of positive acknowledgement 
(ACK)/retransmission protocol together with the window mechanism for error and 
flow control. In the basic scheme, a separate ACK packet is returned to the 
sender as soon as a data packet is received correctly by the receiver. Since 
ACK packets consume network resources, significant overheads can be incurred 
in using this strategy [KLEI76]. 

To improve the network efficiency, a separate ACK packet is not gener
ated every time a data packet is received correctly. Instead, the ACKs associ
ated with the correctly received data packets are initially accumulated at the 
receiver. These ACKs are then returned to the sender in a set of ACK bits 
"piggybacked" on normal network traffic in the reverse direction [MCQU72]. To 
avoid excessive delay, in the absence of reverse direction traffic within a 
certain period of time, several accumulated ACKs are returned using only one 
explicit control packet. 

Intuitively, as more ACKs are accumulated at the receiver (before 
returning them using an explicit ACK packet), the probability of piggybacking 
them on reverse direction traffic is increased. In this paper, we are going to 
quantify this general relationship under certain conditions. 

To do this, we first define analytically the concept, o.f piggybacking 
level and then deduce some of its basic properties. Next, the piggybacking 
levels for several specific traffic types are evaluated. It is found that in 
all those cases examined, significant levels of piggybacking can be achieved 
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even when only a small number of ACKs are accumulated at the receiver. 

Note that in addition to ACKs, flow control information such as credits 
can also be returned either using explicit ACK packets or by piggybacking. 
However, to avoid lengthy description, we shall simply use the term ACK in the 
remainder of this paper. 

2. ASSUMPTIONS 

Consider two entities in communication via some full-duplex transmission 
medium. Let one entity be arbitrarily referred to as the origin and the other 
as the destination. These entities can be nodes in a packet network, or 
stations connected by an HDLC link. Hence they may not be the ultimate source 
or sink of user data. 

In this paper, the data flow from the orlgln to the destination is 
referred to as the forward traffic, while the reverse flow as the return 
traffic. Forward packets generated at the origin are transferred to the 
destination via the transmission medium, while return packets are generated at 
the destination to be sent back to the origin. 

To simplify the analysis, we assume: 

(1) independent forward and return traffic, 
(2) infinite ACK time-out period at the origin, and 
(3) infinitesimally small packet transmission time. 

In general, assumption (1) may not be valid. Assumption (2) definitely 
violates usual implementation practice. And assumption (3) is also definitely 
not true. So, some justifications are needed for their use: 

2.1 Traffic independence 

Consider an extreme case of dependent traffic when two entities are in 
half-duplex communication. In this situation, only after all packets in one 
direction has been forwarded before any reverse direction traffic can be 
generated. Piggybacking then will not take effect until all the ACKs in one 
direction have been accumulated. But, suppose that each side relinquishes the 
turn after sending only one packet and that a forward packet is immediately 
responded with a return packet, then all the ACKs can be piggybacked. Thus 
the behavior of piggybacking actually depends on the relative timing between 
the receipt of a forward packet at the destination and the generation of a 
return packet. This fact will be made more explicit later (Section 9). 

When the transmission medium is shared among a population of users, as 
in HDLC or X.25, then the total forward traffic and the total return traffic 
generated by these users and carried by the transmission medium will be more 
or less independent. 
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2.2 ACK time-out 

After a forward packet is sent, the orlgln expects an ACK to be returned 
within a pre-defined finite time period; otherwise a retransmission may be 
initiated at time-out. Hence, upon correct receipt of a forward packet, the 
destination must attempt to return an ACK as soon as possible. The effect of 
this finite time-out is that the number of ACKs that can be accumulated at the 
destination is reduced. This in turn decreases the probability of piggybacking 
ACKs on return traffic. 

Since our goal is to determine qualitatively the functional dependence 
of piggybacking performance on the number of ACKs accumulated, this effect is 
ignored in the analysis. Of course, in actual implementation, the number of 
ACKs chosen to be accumulated to optimize piggybacking performance should be 
subject to within time-out limits. 

2.3 Packet transmission time 

ACK 
bits 

Figure 1 Finite transmission time of a return packet. 

Consider the transmission of a return packet (Figure 1). Let 

~s start of its transmission, 
~A start of transmission of the ACK bits carried by it, and 
~E end of its transmission. 

Since the transmission time is finite, ~s < ~A < ~E' Suppose that the 
ACK associated with a forward packet is generated within the half-open inter
val [~s, ~A)' In this case, the ACK bits of the return packet currently under 
transmission has not yet sent. So, it would still be possible to update the 
ACK bits of this return packet in order to piggyback the newly generated ACK. 

However, in most protocols, e.g. HDLC, X.25, etc., the ACK bits are in 
the header portion of a packet. Since the headers are usually only just a few 
bytes long, the time interval [~s, ~A) is small enough that the effect can be 
neglected. Hence, assumption (3) can actually be relaxed in this case if we 
assume that after a return packet is generated and ready to be sent, that 
packet cannot be modified. 

Now suppose that the ACK associated with a forward packet is generated 
within the closed interval [~~, ~E]' during which time the ACK bits of the 
return packet cannot be modified. We assume that the packet transmissions are 
non-preemptive, i.e., once started, a packet is allowed to complete its 
transmission. There are two cases to consider. 
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return packet 1 return packet 2 

I bAiCtKs I ~~CK 
ltS 

I 
"'CS1 TAl LF "tEl "C H 'tit 1. 

(a) non-zero time-gap 

return packet 1 return packet 2 

I :~:sl II 
lACK 

I 
bits 

T51 1:Al !'F Tn 1:S2- 1:A1 

(b) contiguous transmissions 

LF = time at which the ACK for a forward packet is generated 

Figure 2 Successive return packet transmissions. 

First, suppose there is a non-zero time gap between two 
return packet transmissions as shown in Figure 2(a). Then the ACK 
during the interval [-rAt' ~E1] of return packet 1 can be piggybacked 
packet 2 only if there is no explicit ACK packet generated before 
this event, assumption (3) can again be relaxed. 

successive 
generated 
on return 

"tS 2... In 

On the other hand, if there is no time gap between two successive return 
packet transmissions as shown in Figure 2(b), then it is possible for return 
packet 2 to piggyback the ACK generated during [TAl' 1:1<1]. 

In normal operation, in order to avoid excessive queueing delays, the 
average return packet inter-arrival time should be greater than the average 
return packet transmission time. This means that, on the average, there would 
be non-zero time gaps between successive return packet transmissions. Of 
course, this may depend on the manner in which the return packets are clus
tered. But consideration of this would further complicate the simple analysis 
intended here. 

In summary, 
mission time is 
increasing their 
a lower bound on 

the effect of a finite non-preemptive return packet trans
to force the ACKs to be accumulated at the destination, 

probability to be piggybacked. Assumption (3) then leads to 
the piggybacking performance. 

It may be argued that since time gaps exist between successive return 
packet transmissions, then it is possible to transmit explicit ACK packets 
during these idle periods. When the return traffic intensity is low, this is 
indeed desirable (so as to reduce ACK waiting delay). But loJhen the return 
traffic intensity is high, these time gaps would be small. The transmission 
time of explicit ACK packets may C$use additional delays to the transmission 
of return data packets. It is then desirable to piggyback as many ACKs as 
possible. 
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3. MODELING 

To analyze the behavior of piggybacking, consider the set of epochs 
[FELL68] when either forward or return packets arrive at the destination end: 

(1) forward packet arrival epoch: the epoch when a forward data packet 
is received correctly at the destination, and 

(2) return packet arrival epoch: the epoch when a return packet is 
generated at the destination and is ready to be sent. 

To simplify subsequent description, we call the time between any two 
successive return packet arrival epochs as an interval I. In general, the 
length of such an interval I is a random variable, t, with distribution A(t). 
Within an interval I, the number of forward packet arrivals is another random 

~ 

variable, f. 

At each forward packet arrival epoch, an ACK is generated and to be 
returned to the origin. Let ~ be the maximum number of ACKs accumulated at the 
destination before being returned to the origin using only one explicit ACK 
packet, in the absence of return traffic. 

In practical implementations, ~ is usually preset for each pair of 
communicating entities for a certain period of time. Hence in this paper we 
assume that 1'1 is a degenerate random variable with constant value N. If W is 
the window size for forward traffic, the it is required that 0 < N < W to 
prevent deadlock. 

3.1 Forward packet arrivals 

By the theorem of total probability, the probability that f (f 0, 
1, ••• ) forward data packets arrive during an interval I is 

(2 ) 

The expected number of forward packet arrivals is 

,., 
E [f) 

00 

~ fP[f=f). 
f=O 

3.2 Piggybacking and explicit ACK packets 

Let g be the number of ACKs that have been piggybacked on a return 
packet, and h be the number of explicit ACK packets sent during an interval 1. 
Within this interval I, if there are N or more forward packet arrivals, then 
an explicit ACK packet will be sent each time N ACKs have acc·umulated. Hence 
the random variables g, hand f are related: 



.... 
f 

with 

N 

f 
'" g 
h 

hN + g 

0, 1, 
0, 1, 
0, 1, 

... , 

... , 
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for given N and interval I, 

N-1, and 

3.3 Definition of piggybacking level 

For a given N, the conditional expected number of ACKs that have been 
piggybacked on a return packet is 

(3) 
N-l ~ 

L g( L P [f=hN+g]). 
g=O h=O 

Similarly, the conditional expected number of explicit ACK packets sent 
within an interval I is 

(4 ) E[lil n=N] 
00 N-1 
L h( L. P [f=hN+g]). 

h=O g=O 

This can also be formulated alternatively as 

(5 ) E[hln=N] 
00 hN+(N-1) 
Lh( 'L:. P[f=f]). 

h=O f=hN 

We have 

NE[h/n=N] + E[gln=N] 
00 N-1 
~ L. (hN+g)P [f=hN+g] 

h=O g=O 
E [£]. 

This result is pleasing: for each given N, the sum of the average 
ACKs sent by explicit ACK packets and that sent by piggybacking 
traffic is equal to the average number of forward packet arrivals. 
by the linearity of expectation, we have the same relation, 

E [f] E [hN+g] 
NE[hln=N] + E[gl~=N]. 

number of 
on return 
Actually, 

Based on this "conservation" result, we define for each given N, the 
piggybacking level, G(N), as 

(6 ) G(N) E [g I n=N liE [ f] 
1 - NE[hln=N]/E[l]. 

That is, G represents the expected percentage of ACKs generated within an 
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interval I that are piggybacked. 

4. PIGGYBACKING LEVEL - BASIC PROPERTIES 

In this section, we are going to derive some simple analytic properties 
of the piggybacking level, G(N). Practical limitations of the analytic model 
are also discussed. 

4.1 N = 1 

It is obvious from eq. (3) that when N = 1, E[gln=l] = O. It follows 
tha t G(l) = O. After all, when ACKs are never accumulated and are returned 
immediately, no piggybacking can be effected. 

4.2 Large N 

At the other extreme, when N is very large, we have from eq. (3), 

lim E[gln=N] 
N-+oO 

N-l 00 

lim L, g( L P [f=hN+g] ) 
N-+oO g=O h=O 
00 

L gP [f=g] 
g=O 
E [I] • 

Hence, G(N) --> 1 as N -->~. In other words, ultimately all ACKs will be 
piggybacked if they have to wait indefinitely. 

4.3 Isotonicity 

Consider the difference 

LlE [h I u=N] 
E [h In=N+l] 

00 N-l N 

-L L 
i=O j=O 

- E[hlil=N] 
N-j-l 

L iP(i,j,k) 
k=O 

+ 2, (Hl)P(i,j,k) ], 
k=N-j 

where P(i,j,k) = P[f=(iN+j)(N+l)+k] >= O. Hence 

LlE[hln=N] <= O. 

It follows that G(N) is an isotonic function of N, increasing in value 
from G(l) = 0 to 1 as N approaches infinity. So it is possible to increase the 
piggybacking' level arbitrarily by increasing N. 

As a corollary, since G(l) 0 and G(N) 
G(N) > 0 when N > 1. Therefore, on the average, 

is isotonic, it follows that 
piggybacking is "guaranteed" 
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to occur when we do not return the ACK immediately. 

4.4 Practical considerations 

Alas, when meeting the real world, it is disheartening to see that the 
simple results, G(l) = 0 and G(oo) = 1, no longer hold. Also, G(N) cannot be 
increased arbitrarily by increasing N. The use of assumptions (2) and (3) in 
the analysis leads to these "incorrect" results. 

As was discussed in Section 2, the effect of finite ACK time-out places 
an upper limit on the piggybacking performance that can be achieved. Hence it 
is useless to increase the value of N beyond a certain level. In addition, 
deadlock avoidance in the window flow control mechanism dictates that N cannot 
go beyond the window size. 

Similarly the effect of finite packet transmission time tends to enhance 
piggybacking performance. So it is indeed pessimistic to say that G(l) = o. 

Nevertheless, it is not the exact value of G(N) that is important. The 
intent of this analysis is to shed some light on how ACKs should be accumu
lated so as to optimize piggybacking performance. We shall return later (in 
Section 9) to further discuss this point. Meanwhile, let us continue with the 
simple model and derive the piggybacking levels for three different traffic 
conditions. 

5. SPECIFIC TRAFFIC TYPES 

In the next three sections, we are going to derive the piggybacking 
level for each of the following types of traffic: 

(1) Poisson arrivals in both directions, 
(2) Deterministic arrival in the forward direction and Poisson arrival 

in the reverse direction, and 
(3) Poisson arrival in the forward direction and deterministic arrival 

in the reverse direction. 

To simplify description, we use the notation AlB, where A and B are the 
types of arrival distribution in the forward and reverse directions respec
tively. Following the convention of queueing theory, the above traffic types 
are denoted by MIM, DIM, and MID. 

5.1 Traffic ratio 

Let AF and AR be the average data packet sending rates in the forward 
and return directions respectively. We assume that they are time-homogeneous 
(i.e., constant in time). By assumption (1), they are also independent. We 
define the return-to-forward traffic ratio, ¥, as 
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When ¥ = 1, we say that traffic in the two directions is perfectly 
balanced. Otherwise the traffic is unbalanced. When ~R « AF or AR » ~F so 
that '( --) 0 or 'i --) 00, we say that the traffic is extremely unbalanced. 

6. THE M/M CASE 

6.1 Distribution of forward packets 

For Poisson forward packet arrival, we have 

P [f=f It=t] 

For Poisson return packet arrival, the inter-arrival time distribution is 
exponential: 

A(t) 1 - exp(-AR,t). 

Evaluating the integral in eq. (1) using these expressions, we get 

(7) P [f=f] A f.\ / (A +). )f+ I 
F R F R 

f+I 
~/(l+¥) • 

This result can be derived intuitively: The mean total packet arrival 
rate at the destination is (AF+A~). Each packet arrival at the destination can 
be regarded as an independent Bernoulli trial with probability: 

{

>"f/ (?F+).~) 

AR/ ( AF + AR) 

1/(1+)') for a forward packet, 
(8 ) 

~/(l+Y) for a return packet. 

The probability that f forward packets arrived in succession followed by a 
return packet then forms a geometric distribution: 

P[f=f] [l/(l+lI')]f [~/(lH')] 
ls'/ (1 +nf +

1 
• 

6.2 Mean number of forward packets 

The mean of this geometric distribution is 

(9) 

This is clear intuitively. The mean 
l/AR. Hence the mean total number of 
is AF(l/AR ). 

inter-arrival time of return packets is 
forward packets arrived during this time 
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6.3 Mean number of explicit ACK packets 

Substituting eq. (7) into eq. (5), we get 

(10) E [hi n=N] 1 I [ (1 + y)t<I -1 ] • 

Again, this result can be derived intuitively: The probability that N 
forward packets arrived in sequence, PH' is, from (8), 

[1/(l+'t)]N. 

This is also the probability that an explicit ACK packet will be generated. 
The probability that h explicit ACK packets will be sent followed by a return 
packet (i.e., within an interval I) forms another geometric distribution, 
{p:(I-PN)}' with mean 

1/[(l+~f-l]. 

6.4 M/M piggybacking level 

Substituting eqs. (9) and (10) into. eq. (6) yields the piggybacking 
level for the M/M case, 

7. THE DIM CASE 

7.1 Distribution of forward packets 

Let 

T" II A" 
(constant) forward packet· inter-arrival time, 

x the random time interval between a return packet arrival epoch 
and the first forward packet arrival epoch following it. 

Then we have 0 < x < T
F

• 

Consider an interval I of length t and starts at epoch~. That is, the 
two successive return packets arrive at epochs 1: and 1:+t, respectively. 
Further, suppose that, after epoch 't, the first forward packet arrives at 
epoch l+x. 

If no forward packet arrives during the given interval I, then it must 
be that ~+t < t+x. Hence, given x, the conditional probability for this to 
happen is 

'" I'" P [f=O x=x] 
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If f > 0 forward packets arrive within the given interval I, we must 
have 

1. + x + (£-1 )T
F 

< 1. + t < "(. + x + fT
F

• 

Therefore, we have the conditional probability 

It can be shown 
uniformly distributed in 
on x, we have 

'" P [f=f] 

[KLEI75], by renewal theory 
the open interval (0, T

F
). 

Evaluating these integrals, we get 

(12) P [f=f] 
{

I - [l-exp( - n ] I ¥ 

exp[-X(f-l)] [l-exp(-~)]z I X 

7.2 Mean number of forward packets 

arguments, that x is 
Then, by unconditioning 

f 0, 

f > O. 

f 0, 

f > O. 

Substituting eq. (12) into eq. (2) and after some algebra, we obtain the 
expected number of forward packet arrivals: 

(13 ) 
r' 

E [f] 1 I X. 

7.3 Mean number of explicit ACK packets 

Similarly, using eq. (12) in eq. (5) and upon reduction, we obtain 

(14) E[hli1=N] (1/~) [exp(~)-l]/[exp(N~)-l]. 

7.4 DIM piggybacking level 

Substituting eqs. (13) and (14) into eq. (6) yields the piggybacking 
level for the DIM case, 

1 - N[exp(~)-l]/[exp(NX)-l]. 

It is interesting to compare this expression with that for GMM • When we 
re-write eq. (11) as 



GMM(N) 
(1+~) - 1 

1 - N.------N----' 
(1 +n - 1 
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we observe that GpM has the same form as GMM , the only difference being that 
1+)( is replaced by exp(t). In fact, it can be shown (Section 9 and Appendix A) 
that their similarity is asymptotically exact as ~ --> O. 

8. THE MID CASE 

The return packets arrive at the destination with constant inter-arrival 
time TR = liAR" Within this period, the probability that f forward packets 
arrive follows the Poisson distribution 

P [f=f] 

with mean given by 

(16 ) 

(17) 

N 

E [f] 

1 1'1.. 

It follovm from 

N-1 
E [gli1=N) L 

g=O 

eq. (3) that 

hN-t'l 
oC) (AFTR ) 

g L ----------.exp(-,\TR )· 

h=O (hN+g)! 

Hence the piggybacking level for the MID case is 

N-1 00 1 hN+g 
G (N) ~ L g L -------. (1 I~) .exp(-l/n. 1-11) 

g""O h~"O (hN+g)! 

Unfortunately, this expression cannot be reduced to a closed form. However, 
extensive tabulations of the Poisson distribution are available for its 
evaluation (e.g., [GENE62]). 

9. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Eqs. (11), (15) and (17) show that the piggybacking levels for the three 
different traffic conditions considered are all functions of N and ~. They 
are plotted in Figures 3 and 4, using one of these two variables as a parame
ter. In Figure 4, continuous curves have been used to enhance visibility, 
even though N is actually an integer variable. 

From these graphs, we observe some useful general results: 
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Figure 3 

Piggybacking level as a function of 
return-to-forward traffic ratio, 
using number of accumulated ACKs 
as parameter. 
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Piggybacking level as a function 
of number of accumulated ACKs, 
using return-to-forward traffic 
ratio as parameter. 
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9.1 The role of ~ 

Besides being dependent on N, the piggybacking levels for all three 
cases are functions of 't only. Obviously, this is a consequence of using 
assumption (1): independent forward and return traffic. 

In Section 2.1, we mentioned that 
and return traffic plays a role in the 
tional dependence of the different G's on 

the relative timing between forward 
behavior of piggybacking. The func
X helps to formalize this concept: 

By definition, ~ = lI.,j)'f is the return packet sending rate normalized 
with respect to the forward packet sending rate. So, its value indicates, on 
the average, how many return packets are generated on the receipt of a forward 
packet. Clearly, the larger X is, the shorter will be the expected time 
interval between the receipt of a forward packet and the. generation of a 
return packet. Hence, intuitively, when't is large, an ACK does not have to 
wait too long before it is being piggybacked by a return packet. 

Figure 3 illustrates 
increases as 'i is increased. 
functional dependence on ~ is 

9.2 Similarity of behavior 

this point clearly: the piggybacking level 
However, observe that, for all the ~'s, their 

highly nonlinear. 

Figures 3 and 4 show that the piggybacking levels for all three cases 
behave similarly. In fact, the asymptotic behavior of GMM , GpM , and GMD are 
identical under certain conditions. For example, it is established in Appendix 
A that, when ~« 1 and N is not so large such that Nt« 1, then the 
piggybacking level is asymptotically linear in N and ~ independently. 

This kind of similarity can be explained intuitively: Eqs. (9), (13) 
and (16) show that, for all three cases, the expected number of forward packet 
arrivals within an interval I is 1/W. Thus, on the average, the relative 
timing between forward and return traffic is ~he same, leading to similar 
piggybacking performance. 

9.3 Variability of traffic 

From the curves in Figures 3 and 4, it is observed that 

GpM > GM» > GMM 

GMt> > Gil"" > GMM 

I']hen ~ = 1, GMP > GJ>M 
is always less than 
variable the traffic 
piggybacked. 

9.4 Rapid convergence 

for N 

that 
is, 

> ') In "-. 

for D/H 
the less 

~ > 1, 
't < 1. 

all cases, the piggybacking 
or MID. This demonstrAtes 

is thf' expected number 

level for M/M 
that the more 
of ACKs being 

As was discussed in Section 9.1, the piggybacking level increases as the 
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return traffic is increased relative to the forward traffic. When ~ > 1, the 
increase is very rapid for small N and then gradually smooths out. But when 
X < 1, the increase is very slow with N. Thus in situations when the traffic 
is unbalanced, while the piggybacking level may be high in one direction, it 
would be low in the reverse direction. 

Observe that in all cases, when N = 2 and ~ = 2, half of the ACKs (for 
M/M) or more (for DIM and MID) are piggybacked already. When comparing with 
the fact that G = 0 at N = 1, this is a significant improvement indeed. When 
N > 3 and ~ > 1, the marginal increase of G with N is very small. Thus, for 
all the traffic conditions considered, G(N) "converges" very rapidly to its 
upper limit (i.e., 1). It does so over only a very small range of the values 
of N. 

It was pointed out in Section 4.4 that the exact values of G do not hold 
in real networks. As a consequence, we can only take the above analytic 
treatment of piggybacking behavior qualitatively, rather than quantitatively. 
So, it is in this direction that we should interpret the above result. 

It was discussed in Section 4.4 that finite packet transmission time 
raises the lower limit of G at N = 1 to be above O. Also, finite ACK time-out 
reduces the upper limit of G to be below 1, for large N. In other words, the 
range of actual G values is only a proper subset of the closed interval 
[0, 1]. 

For the intermediate values of N, these two effects should not have too 
much impact on the piggybacking behavior. Hence we can assume that the above 
convergence characteristic of G still holds in this range. In this case, one 
sees that it does not really buy too much (in terms of optimizing piggybacking 
performance) by accumulating too many ACKs at the destination. In most 
applications, a value of N = 2 or 3 should be quite adequate. 

10. CONCLUSIONS 

The advantage of accumulating ACKs at the destination is that it 
improves network efficiency: the piggybacking level is increased and the 
number of explicit ACK packets is reduced. 

However, as more ACKs are accumulated, the average packet response time 
and hence buffer holding time are increased. This may also have impact on the 
retransmission time-out interval for error control. Furthermore, to maintain 
throughput, the window size for flow control has to be increased also. Hence, 
it is undesirable to accumulate too many ACKs at the destination. 

In this paper, we have developed a-simple analytic model to investigate 
the behavior of piggybacking. We have shown that, by accumulating 2 or 3 ACKs 
at the destination (subject to within ACK time-out limits), satisfactory 
piggybacking performance is achieved for most traffic conditions. 
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APPENDIX A 

We wish to show that, when )( «1, and N is not so large such that 
NX « 1, then G = (N-l)¥/2 for M/M, DIM and MID. 

A.l The M/M case 

From the binomial expansion, 

(l+xt 

we obtain 

N 
(l+n - 1 - N~ 

(l+X/
oi 

- 1 

1 + Ng + N(N-l)~LI2 - 1 - Nt 
~ ------------------------------

1 + Nt - 1 
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(N-l)~/2. 

A.2 The DIM case 

From the series expansion of the exponential, 

exp(x) 

we obtain 

[exp(N~)-l] - N[exp(¥)-l] 

exp(NY) - 1 

NX + (N~) 12 - N(~+ ¥'/2) 
~ --------------------------

NX 

(N-l)Y/2, 

A.3 The MID case 

For each given g and N, the infinite sum 

~ 1 hN+g 
S L -------.(l/~) .exp(-l/l() 

h=O (hN+g)! 

takes from the Poisson distribution everY,N-th term starting from the g-th 
term. Under the given conditions, S is approximately (l/N)-th of the sum of 
all the terms (which is unity). Hence, 

GM!) 

N-l 
::::: ¥ ~ g. (1 IN) 

g=O 

y • [N (N - 1 ) 12 ] • (1 IN ) 

(N-l )¥/2. 
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A DISTRIBUTED ADAPTIVE MULTI-PATH ROUTING

CONSISTENT AND CONFLICTING DECISION MAKING I 
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Abstract 

A distributed adaptive multi-path routing scheme for packet switching computer 
networks is presented. The paper discusses the issues of consistent and conflicting 
decisiori making, which are directly related to the fact that the scheme is distri
buted and dynamically adaptive. The basic algorithm of multiple paths computa-
tion is an enhancement of the single-path adaptive routing of the ARPANET (also 
called the shortest path routing - SPF). The update protocol is in principle 
the flooding ARPANET protocol. Hence the scheme is believed to have the proper-
ties of simplicity, efficiency, and reliability, of the ARPANET routing. The 
simultaneous use of many paths for each commodity is intended to provide high 
throughput performance. However, the new component of traffic splitting intro
duces new challenging problems in distributed adaptive routings. Such problems 
are discussed along with some possible solutions. 
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1. Introduction 

This paper presents a fully distributed multi-path routing scheme for 
·packet switched computer networks, with an emphasis on features virtues and 
problems directly related to distributed decision making. This is an enhancement 
of the ARPANET single path routing. Therefore, it is believed to have some of 
the main properties of this routing, such as reliability, efficiency, simplicity, and 
suboptimality, which are direct consequences of the features of the distributed 
routing algorithms and update protocol (see r2, 3, 4, 5,6]). 
However, due to the simultaneous use of multiple paths for each con~odity (a 
specific source-destination traffic), the scheme should provide higher through
put and mitigate problems of suboptimality and the undesirable features which 
are directly related to the independent (and, hence potentially conflicting) 
decision making of each node in the network. The effect of conflicting decisions 
is hoped to be alleviated by the "smearing" effect of a multi-flow pattern, if 
the scheme succeeds in maintaining the stability and "smoothness" of this pattern, 
in spite of some of the complexity which it introduces. 

Section 2 describes briefly the current single-path ARPANET routing. 
Section 3 and 4 present the main features of the multi-path scheme. Section 5 
discusses the problems of suboptimality and fairness which seem to be inherent 
to the distributed nature of the scheme. A 'solution is provided which maintains 
the fully distributed features, though an evaluation of its performance is not 
yet available. 

2. The Single Path ARPANET Routing 

A distributed adaptive single path routing scheme is currently operating 
in the ARPANET packet-switching computer network. This scheme became operatio
nal in May 1979 and proved to be efficient and very reliable (2]. It consists 
mainly of three components: a) a measurement process which determines dynamic
ally the network characteristics; b) an updating protocol for disseminating the 
information about the dynamic state of the network; and c) the computation of 
paths for routing the traffic. A brief description of these components, mainly 
emphasizing the relevant details for the multi-path scheme, is provided here. 
For further details the reader may consult (2, 3, 4, 5,6]. 

Each node in the network maintains a database describing the network topo
logy and the line delays. Each node measures the actual delay of each packet 
flowing in each of its outgoing lines and averages this delay every 10 seconds. 
It reports the delay to all other nodes, if it is significantly different from 
the previous measurement. An update is always sent after a minute, even if 
there is no change in delay, thus ensuring the reliability of the updating pro
tocol. The updates are distributed by "flooding"; i. e. each node sends each new 
update which it receives to all its neighbors. Each update is a short message, 
which specifies the delay of all its outgoing lines, and is handled with the 
highest priority. Therefore, updates propagate very quickly through the network 
and the databases of all nodes become consistent very rapidly after the update is 
sent by the reporting node (for further details see (3]. The databases are kept 
consistent with respect to network topology by an up/down line protocol (4, 5, 6]. 
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Each node independently calculates the "best" path from it to each node 
. in the network. Specifically, the best path is the shortest path, using delay 

as the metric. The algorithm is called SPF - shortest path first, because of 
its rule for searching the best path [2]. (For a survey of routing algorithms 
for computer networks sec [7]). These shortest paths, from the given node 
(which carries out the calculation) to all destinations, form a tree, the short
est-path-tree, the root of which is this node. A schematic description of the tree 
construction is provided here with an illustration example in Figure 1 (for 
more details see [4]). 

The tree is constructed by starting at the root and putting all its imme
diate neighbors on LIST (which is a data structure of triplets, each triplet 
identifying the node, the "father," i.e., the node from which it was reached in 
the process of putting it on LIST and its distance from the root). From among 
all nodes on LIST (called "candidates"), the one with minimum distance (from 
the root) is put on the tree and discarded from LIST. All its immediate neigh
bors, except those which are already on the tree, are put on LIST. However, 
when the node already exists on the tree, only one instance of it, having the 
minimum distance, is kept on the tree. The same is true for the candidates on 
LIST. The tree is thus built, shortest-path-first, and the algorithm terminates 
when the furthest node is put on the tree. Note, since only one instance of a 
node is kept on LIST, the number of tuples in LIST cannot exceed the ntIDilier of 
nodes (and in fact it is always smaller because, each time candidates are added 
to LIST one node is discarded from it, see [4]. 

The basic SPF algorithm is carried out as described above only at a set
up stage, when a node is initialized. Whenever a change in topology, or in de
lay/occurs only the necessary changes in the tree are (efficiently) performed, 
due to the incremental features which were added to the basic algorithm [2,4]. 

Now let us summarize the features of the scheme and discuss the properties 
directly related to these features: 

The scheme is fully distributed. Each node has the same database and 
computation procedures. 

At any given time t, the database of a node S specifies the dynnmic state 
of the network in terms of topology and delay. The S maintains a tree of short
est paths from S to each node (or destination) D in the network. 

The scheme is adaptive. The state DS(S,t) of the database may dynamically 
change via the update protocol (reporting changes in average measured delays) 
and the line up/down protocol. The SPF tree T(S,t) would change accordingly. 

The scheme is a single path routing, because at any time t, S routes the 
traffic destined to a node D on the single shortest path SP(S,D,t). This path 
may change in time; however, no more than one path at a time is used to pro
pagate the traffic to each desti'nation. 

The routing decision, though Inade independently by each node/ is consistent 
allover the network. This is due to the consistency of DS(S,t), T(S,t) and 
the routing procedures, for all nodes in the network. Note that the consistency 
means that the information in DS(Sl,t) and DS(S2,t) is identical for any two 
nodes Sl,S2, but T(Sl,t) is not identical to T(S2,t). 

The trees are consistent in the sense that for any node S2 on the shortest 
path from Sl to D, the shortest path from S2 to D is partial to this path, Le., 
SP(Sl,D) => SP(S2,D). Therefore, if S1 propagates the packets with destination 
D to S2, they will propagate from 52 to D along the same path, even though the 
packets do not carry any path specification, and S2 stores and forwards the 
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packets according to its independent decision making. 
Note that, in fact, by using the 5PF tree at each node the following weak 

consistency condition is satisfied: the segment of SP(51,D) from 52 to D is of 
the same length as the path 5P(52,D), but they are not necessarily identical. 
If there are two paths of minimal length from 52 to D, then 51 and 52 may put 
different paths from 52 to D in their 5PF trees. Therefore, in order to satisfy 
the strict consistency condition that these paths are identical (i.e.5P(5l,D) ~ 
5P(S2,D) as stated above), then in t.he construction of the SPF tree, whenever 
there are more than one shortest path to a destination D, the choice of the 
unique path should be formulated appropriately. The strict consistency condi
tion means that the packet follows the path as determined by the source node. 
This is specifically important if some additional properties such as the capa
city of the path are involved in the routing as is the case in the multipath 
scheme. 

The database may become inconsistent for a short transient time, while an 
update message is propagating and the update processing is carried out. During 
such a period of time a packet may change its path while forwarded from one node 
to another, and especially, a loop may form. However, due to the efficiency 
of the update protocol, the databases soon become consistent, and consequently, 
the forwarding of traffic, also becomes consistent. No loop is extant while 
the databases become consistent. Therefore, the scheme is "practically" loop
free, i.e., if any loop evolves during the shor-t transient time, it is a short 
lived loop disappearing as soon as the transient update period is over. 

The efficiency of the 5PF algorithm (in memory space and computation speed) , 
the consistency of a fully distributed scheme, and the dynamically adaptive 
nature of the routing, make the ARPANET scheme, reliable, efficient, and rela
tively simple. It is worthwhile to indicate some performance features [2]: 
the line overhead is less than one percent and the CPU overhead is two percent. 
Most nodes adapt to changes within 100 m.s •• The average time per node to run 
the incremental SPF algorithm is of a few m.s •. The total storage for the 
modules maintaining the topology database and the measurement and updating pack
ages, is about 2000 16-bit words. 

The scheme does not generate an optimal routing. Sllloptimality and deg
raded performance may be related to several features of the scheme and intro
duce themselves in various circumstances. The present discussion is confined 
to some drawbacks of the scheme, which are related to its being a single path 
routing (and hence motivate the design of a multi-path scheme) and to the con
flicting decisions (which introduce interesting problems and solutions in pass
ing to a multi-path scheme). 

Consider first the simple case, where the offered load of one node t.o a 
specific destination is higher than the capacity of any available single path. 
~le network is not able to carry the entire flow of this commodity (a source 
destination pair). However, it may be argued that, if this situation is frequ
ent and known beforehand, it is a problem of capacity design rather than a rout
ing problem. 

Next consider the interesting case, where a single commodity exhausts 
most of the available capacity. For example, assume that in the network of 
Figure 2, only S2 is sending traffic to destination D, say at the rate of 80 
percent of the links' capacity. If the propagation delay of one link is small
er than the delay increase caused by the heavy traffic of this commodity, this 
traffic will oscillate between a 2-hop path S2-S1-D and a 3-hop path 82-S3-S4-D, 
"carrying" with it the congestion caused by itself (a "hop" is a pair of con" 
nected node and link). 
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Now, consider the more complicated situation, where the same oscillation 
may result from the interaction of several commodities. Several nodes may hea
vily use some common links, leading to congestion on these links. Due to the 
adaptive nature of the scheme some commodities may be diverted to alternative 
paths. However, they may also interact on some common links on these paths, 
leading again to congestion. In particular, some commodities may oscillate bet
ween some set of congested links as illustrated by the following example. 
Assume, that in Figure 2, the nodes Sl and S2 start sending traffic to desti
nation 0 clockwise, congesting the link Sl-D. They get an update, reporting a 
high delay on the link; consequently, they divert to counter-clockwise paths. 
Now they congest the links on the path S2-S3-S4-D. The traffic from 51 and 
S2 to D will oscillate between these paths, whereas a co-operation, or a global 
view of the network behavior, could optimize performance by guiding Sl to route 
its traffic clockwise and S2 counter-clockwise. (A comprehensive analysis of the 
dynamic behavior of shortest path routing algorithms for the ARPANET is provided 
in [5). 

The above discussion illustrates how a degraded performance may be attri
buted to one or more of the following features of the scheme: single-path, 
adaptiveness, distributed decision making, and the use of a dynamically changing 
property (i.e., delay) as the metric for shortest path routing. A possible change 
of any of these features depends 'on the specific characteristics of the network 
and traffic distribution. Thus, for example, an appropriate combination of the 
min-hop (minimum number of nodes traversed) and the minimum delay objective func
tions, may reduce some of the oscillations illustrated above. 

As a final remark, let us cite from [2) that in the ARPANET, "the new algo
rithm does not show evidence of serious instability or oscillations due to feed
back effects." However, flip-flops of paths from one link to another link have 
been observed. 

3. An SPF-based Multi-Path Ro~ting 

Our goal is to enhance the successful features and components of the single 
path scheme into a multi-path routing which has the main virtues of the single
path scheme (reliability, efficiency, and simplicity), and, in addition, provides 
high throughput. The high throughput is to be achieved by the simultaneous use 
of several paths for each commodity, when such a traffic splitting is nesessary. 
The design of such a scheme involves four main components: a) measurements for 
feedback, b) an update protocol; c) a routing algorithm; and d) traffic split
ting. In this section we discuss the third component, as an enhancement of the 
SPF-algorithm, which preserves most of its virtues. 

The problem of routing each commodity on a set of several paths is first 
discussed for a few simple cases. This discussion serves as an introduction to 
the algorithm and provides some examples which illustrate why this scheme is 
believed to be a "natural" and successful enhancement of the SPF routing. 

Consider, first, the network in Figure 3(a). Assume, that each link has a 
capacity of 100 units/sec. The nodes SI, S2, S3 are required to send traffic, 
at the rate of 50 units/sec. each, to destinations Dl, D2, D3, respectively (we 
call this rate of input the offered load). Node A cannot forward traffic of more 
than 100 units/sec. on any single path. Furthermore, all commodities have to be 
forwarded from A to B to reach their destinations. The single path scheme cons
trains the throughput to at most 2/3 of the offered load. However, if A splits 
the traffic on two paths, leading from A to B, the network can easily carry the 
offered traffic. 
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Asstune that at time t, A forwards the traffic to B on a single path A-B. 
At some later time t+T, node A detects, by its measuring component, that the 
outgoing link A-B is congested. Now, instead of diverting the entire traffic 
to an alternative path (hence, congesting it in turn), node A has to find the 
second best path to be used for the excess traffic. A "natural" way to do this 
is to carry out the SPF algorithm on the subnetwork in Figure 3(b), which is 
obtained from the original one by erasing the bottleneck link A-B. NOw, there 
exists a second best path from A to B via node D. Node A splits the traffic 
on these two paths, alleviating the congestion and providing the required 
throughput (if the splitting is carried out appropriately - see Section 4). If 
node B were using a single path, it would also detect congestion on its out
going link and adopt the same policy. However, this example may be misleading 
because this local view of congestion and traffic splitting does not provide a 
general solution and is neither consistent nor loop-free. 

To see these points, consider the examples in Figure 3(c) and 3(f). In 
Figure 3(c) we have the same scenario, on a different topology. Now, when A 
detects the congestion on link A-B, it cannot use an efficient set of paths 
for traffic splitting. In other words when all the traffic reaches A, it is 
"too late" to be split efficiently (in fact, the only way to use alternative 
path~J to A-B is to send traffic on links from which it came, Le., A-Sl, A-S2 
or A-S3. However, if the information about congestion in link A-B is dissemi
nated to all other links, the traffic splitting could be carried out effi
ciently by Sl, S2 and S3. The second best paths are computed by Sl,S2, and S3 
using the SPF algorithm on the subnetwork in E'igure 3 (d) • 

Distributing the information about congestion to all the nodes (in other 
words, making the congestion view a "global" one) does not guarantee a consist
ent routing, unless we make the notion of second best path (or in general the 
K-th best path) also globally consistent. Figure 3(f) illustrates this point. 
Nodes Sl and S2 are sending enough traffic to D, each on its shortest (one-link) 
path to D, so as to congest their first best paths. Asstune that the link capa
city of each link is 100 units/sec., that Sl is sending 90 units/sec. and 52 
80 units/sec. Consider a "loci.ll" procedure of defining a second best path. 
Assume, for example, " that S1 decides to erase one bottleneck (Sl-D), thus 
defining Sl-S2-D to be its second best path, and 52 decides to erase two bottle
necks (51-D) and (S2-D) defining S2-SI-A-B-D to be its second best path. Now, 
the second best path routing is conflicting. If a packet is sent by Sl on a 
second best path with an indication to be propagated on a second best path, it 
will simply loop forever between 51 and S2. If, on the other hand, Sl and S2 
both decide to erase Sl-D and S2-D a& bottleneck~ then, 51 and S2 have second 
best paths, i.e. Sl-A-B-D and S2-S1-A-B-D, respectively. (If they both decide 
to erase only Sl-D as as a bottleneck, then Sl has a second best path Sl-S2-
D, and for 52 the second best path is identical to the first best path S2-D. 
This pattern provides a small amount of additional throughput; however, it is 
consistent and the addition of a third best path, if necessary, would provide 
more throughput, via the unused links Sl-A-B-D.) 

Therefore, in addition to disseminating information about congestion to 
all nodes, the decision of when a link is a bottleneck should be consistent 
allover the network (see Section 4). The same set of bottlenecks should be 
erased from the original network by each node which carries out the second best 
path computation. 

Now, we define the third best path and then generalize the scheme to multi
paths up to the k-th best path. Let us reexamine the example of Figure 3(d). 
Assume, that by applying the SPF computation on this subnetwork the nodes SI, 
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S2 and S3 define their_ second best paths to 0 as: Sl-O-B-Ol, S2-S1-D-B-D2, and 
S3-C-B-D3, respectively. Let us assume, that the. traffic splitting scheme per
formed by Sl, 52, and S3, each on its two best paths, is good enough to highly 
utilize the set of first best paths (which is not a simple task, as will be dis
cussed in Section 4). The excess traffic is sent over the set of second best 
paths. (By highly utilized, we mean that A-B is still saturated and retains the 
definition of a bottleneck. Otherwise, the paths pattern will soon change again 
and be unstable - see Section 4.) However, the offered load is high enough that 
Sl-D and D-B are now congested too, and declared to be bottlenecks. This dec
laration cannot be simple, because if A-B, D-B and Sl-D are now erased as bottle
necks, we do not obtain a third best path. Rather, we lose the previous second 
best paths, and anew second best path is defined at each node. 

This example illustrates why a notion of flow-type and bottleneck-type is 
introduced; this certainly complicates the scheme, but seems to be indispensible. 
We call link A-B a type-l bottleneck. We also call the packets which are pro
pagated on the first best path type-l packets (and the flow,type-l flow, accor
dingly). The packets which are propagated on a second best path are type-2 
packets. Now we say that links Sl-D and D-B are type-2 bottlenecks,even though 
they carry both type-l and type-2 flows. 

The type of the bottleneck is determined according to the highest flow 
which is passing through the link. Therefore, in this example no type-2 flow 
exists in link A-B, as we already know. Now, each of the nodes 51, S2, S3 (and 
in fact every other node) is looking at the third subnetwork which is obtained 
from the original network by erasing both type-l and type-2 bottlenecks (see 
Figure 3(e». In other words, the third subnetwork is obtained by erasing the 
type-2 bottlenecks Sl-D and D-B from the second subnetwork in Figure 3(d). Thus, 
for each node a third best path is defined (e.g., SI-S2-S3-C-B-DI; S2-S3-C-B-D2 
and S3-C-B-D3, for the commodities (Sl,Dl), (S2,D2), and (S3,D3), respectively. 

Note, that as with the case of the first best path, the set of second best 
paths, from a given node to all destinations, is a tree, rooted at the given 
node (denote it by 2BP-Second Best Path tree), because it is obtained by apply
ing the SPF computation to the second subnetwork. Similarly, the set of third 
best paths form a tr~e (the 3BP-Third Best Path tree). Furthermore, the lBP, 
2BP, 3BP trees of all nodes in the network are consistent, i.e., it suffices 
that a packet carries an indication of its type in order to be propagated along 
the intended path when forwarded from node to node, even though each node uses 
its own independent computation to define the IBP, 2BP and 3BP trees. Note 
also that the set of bottlenecks erased at each step may consist of more than 
one bottleneck of the same type. 

In the rest of this section we describe the general SPF-based multi-path 
algorithm which provides up to k best paths, for each commodity, k being some 
predetermined parameter of the scheme. 

At any given time, t, each node S maintains a database which describes the 
topology of the network and some properties of each link, as measured and reported 
by the node from which it emanates (see discussion of these properties in Sec
tion 4). In particular, this description specifies k sets of bottlenecks Bl, 
B2, .•. ,Bk, where, Bj=(Bjl,Bj2, ... ,BjN.) j = 1,2, •.• ,k is the set of type-j 

J 
bottlenecks. A link is reported, by the node from which it emanates, to be 
a type-j bottleneck when its utilization by all flows during the measurement 
period is above some predetermined threshold, and the highest type of flow pass
ing through the link during the measurement period was j. These sets of bottle-
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necks (each of which might be empty) define k-l subnetworks G2,G3, ... ,Gk, where 
G(j+l) = Gj-Bj, j = l,2, ... ,k-l and GI = G is the original network. In other words, 
the j-th subnetwork is the original network from which all bottlenecks of type-l 
type-2, ... ,type-(j-l) are discarded. 

The j-th best path from S to a destination 0 is simply the shortest path 
(using some objective function, for the metric - see Section 4) from S to D in 
Gj. The set of all j-th best paths, from S to all nodes in the network, form 
a tree, which we call the JBP tr~e (the J-th Best Path tree). This tree is 
constructed either incrementally or from scratch, by applying the SPF algorithm 
to Gj (see Section 2). Denote the path from S to D in this tree as JBP(S,D). 

The set of all JBP trees of all nodes in the network are consistent in the 
same sense that the SPF trees are consistent; i.e., if 51 is an intermediate 
node on JBP(S,D) then the segment of JBP(S,D) from Sl to D is identical to 
JBP(51,D) if the databases of Sand Sl are consistent. A fully distributed rout
ing, where each node stores and forwards packets using its independently computed 
trees, is consistent, as long as the following conditions are satisfied: 

a. the packet is identified (by some indication in its control 
field) as a type-j packet; 

b. each node must forward a type-j packet on the JBP tree 
(of this node); and 

c. the databases of all nodes in the network are consistent. 

Thus, we see that by introducing a "global" view of network behavior by the 
notion of a bottleneck that is uniquely defined by one node and reported to all 
other nodes, we preserved the main properties of the SPF-algorithrn while passing 
from a single routing to an SPF-based multipath routing. The only overhead 
imposed on a packet is the small field identifying its flow type. The traffic 
is split up into k flow types, where each flow type behaves as a traffic of the 
single shortest path routing defined on a subneblork. However, as with the single 
path routing,the independent decision making may lead to changes in the path of 
a packet while it is propagating (and, especially, it may loop) during transient 
periods of update processing. Assuming that the update protocol (of both the 
bottleneck declarations and the property which serves as a metric for shortest 
path computation) is efficient, the routing is most of the time consistent and 
loop-free. 

Note, that any two paths JBP(S,D) and IBP(S,D) of the multiple set of k 
paths of a specific commodity (S,D) are not necessarily disjoint. In parti
cular, they may be identical if the path IBP(S,D) does not contain any bottle
neck of type i < 2 < j-l (assuming that i < j). This property is consistent 
with the main goal of the scheme; if the i-th best path does not contain any 
bottleneck of type 2 > i, there is no need for the specific commodity to have 
additional paths which are longer than the i-th best path. Therefore, we speak 
of "bottleneck disjoint" paths, and the trees of a given node S are "bottleneck 
disjoint" trees; (the P+I)BP tree does not contain any bottleneck of type t ~ j, 
and therefore may have any link in common with the JBP tree except the type 
2 bottlenecks, 2 ~ j). 

The consistency and efficiency of the distributed routing computation are 
significant features of the multi-path scheme. However, the quality of the 
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sch('me depends on many other fllctors. The following sections discuss some of 
these factors r especially those which introduce the problem of conflicting 
decisions. 

4. Measurements, Update Protocol and Traffic-Splitting 

In the previous section it was indicated that a link is declared to be a 
bottleneck by the node to which it is attached if its utilization is above 
some threshold (for a precise definition see [1]). The measurement of link 
utilization serves also for the traffic-splitting component. Each node reports 
to all other nodes, periodically, and following any significant change in the 
residual capacity of each of its outgoing links. The residual capacity of a 
link is a measure of the additional capacity which the link can provide, based 
on its utilization during the recent measurement period. It is computed using 
some upper bound on the maximum usable capacity. This upper bound is a function 
of the maximum load which we allow on each link. 

The notion of residual capacity is crucial to this scheme. However, its 
precise definition is not important for the following discussion. Schematically 
it is the difference between the maximum allowed utilization and the measured 
utilization: but the precise definition involves among other things the problem 
of links going down and up during the measurement period (see[l]). 

We emphasize that "consistency of infonnation" refers not only to the 
notion of bottleneck, but also to the residual capacity, thus guaranteeing that 
all nodes in the network see the same residual capacity of each link (this is 
another aspect of the "global view" of the network behavior.) In particular 
this infonnation may occasionally not reflect the real residual capacity of a 
link, because the reporting node may control the use of this capacity by report
ingonly portions of it. The purpose of such a control of gradually making the 
residual capacity available is to achieve stability by preventing the other 
nodes from suddenly diverting large flows to this link. This is one of the many 
tuning parameters of the scheme. Others include when to change a bottleneck 
type, how fast to report an increase ("bad news") or decrease ("good news") 
in bottleneck type, the maximum allowable utilization, etc. The discussion of 
these parameters is not within the scope of this paper (for further details 
see [1]). 

The multi-path scheme presented here uses the minimum number of hops 
("min-hops") as the metric for the SPF computation, where a "hop" is a link and 
a node attached to it. Recall that the ARPANET single path routing uses delay 
in the SPF computation. The main argument for this decision is related to the 
objective function of throughput optimization; routing a packet on the min-hop 
path minimizes resource utilization and this, in turn, contributes to a higher 
throughput. (It should be emphasized, however, that this is an approach which 
tries to achieve high performance by "locally" optimizing the objective func
tion, and therefore is not guaranteed to always provide high performance, let 
alone, a global optimum). Another argument in favour of the metric is the sta
bility of the scheme. The residual capacity of a link is a dynamic measure, 
which may lead to continuous change in the path and flow patterns (as a result 
of changes in bottleneck types and traffic splitting). Introducing another 
dynamic mea~ure such as delay into the adaptive process would complicate the 
scheme too much, and could potentially lead to unstable behavior as a result 
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of the additional changes in the pattern of paths and flows, which would be 
caused by the.changes in the delay, if it serves as a metric of the shortest 
path algorithm. The min-hop is a stable measure because this property of a 
path changes only as a result of links and nodes going down and up. It is hoped 
that an appropriate choice of the threshold for bottleneck determination will 
guarantee an accepted average delay. However, if this turned out not to be the 
case, the delay factor should explicitly be incorporated in the routing scheme. 

Based on the success of the ARPANET Routing performance, it is believed 
that the measurement and updating protocol components, similar in principle to 
those of the ARPANET, may render the multi-path scheme efficient and reliable. 
The update messages involve residual capacity and bottleneck specification ins
tead of delay. However, the overhead of this update is affected not only by 
the frequency of updating but also by the extent to which the new notion of flow 
type and the additional component of traffic splitting are reflected in the update 
protocol. These aspects are of major importance in the detailed design of a speci
fic implementation; however, no further elaboration is necessary for the follow
ing discussion. 

The basic requirement of the traffic splitting component at each node S is 
to dist:r'ibute each commodity (S,D) over a minimal subset of paths (lBP,2BP, ... 
£BP), £< k in which the first £-1 paths are saturated and the excess traffic is 
sent through the £-th best path. In other words, each node S tries to minimize 
resource utilization (by each commodity) by not using a longer path when the 
shorter paths provide enough capacity. 

Note, however, that in fact this requirement is important for the stability 
of the multipath scheme. The priority of the i-th best path over the (i+l)-th 
best path must prevail even when they are of the same length (and hence, using 
almost the same amount of resources). A failure to fulfill this requirement 
may cause a bottleneck link to be underutilized. Consequently, its bottleneck 
type would change, leading to a change in the set of k best paths. But this 
change is not a consequence of a decrease in the offered load of this commodity. 
Therefore, this link may soon again become a bottleneck and the paths pattern 
will again change. Such instability of the scheme sometimes may be prevented 
by the control which the reporting node has on the disseminated information. 
When a node determines a decrease in bottleneck type of one of its links it may 
delay the reporting for a certain period of time, to be sure that it is a real 
decrease rather than a failure of the traffic splitting components. This ena
bles the traffic splitting components of all nodes to "correct" their decisions 
if the drop in utilization is only a result of their failure to satisfy the 
above requirement. 

Figure 4 illustrates the problem of instability related to this require
ment. Each link has a capacity of 100 units/sec. At a certain time, nodes Sl, 
S2 send traffic to D at a rate of 90 units/sec. and 50 units/sec., respectively. 
Assume that Sl started sending traffic later than 52. Therefore, node Sl splits 
its traffic to a type-l flow of 40 units/sec. and a type-2 flow of 50 units/sec. 
(i.e., a perfect traffic splitting scheme, if the upper bound on link utiliza
tion is 90 percent). Now assume that S2 reduces its traffic to 30 units/sec. 
If Sl continues to use the same flow patter~ it is not only using more resour
ces than it ought to (its second best path is of 3-hops versus 2-hops of the 
first best path, but, more severely, link A-D is not a bottleneck any more. 
The 2BP of 51 becomes identical to its lBP (in other words, the set of two paths 
"collapses" into a one path). Now, a traffic of 120 units/sec. is sent 
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over a link of 90 units/sec. maximum allowable capacity, congesting it severely 
and making it again a bottleneck. A new pattern of paths and flows is defined 
until hopefully, the scheme stabilizes. However, the oscillations reduce the 
performance, even if at some later time such a stabilization is achieved. Had 
we chosen a configuration in which the IBP and 2BP from Sl to D are of the same 
length we could visualize a situation of permanent oscillations between the pat
terns of I path and 2 paths, if the only requirement is to minimize resource 
utilization. 

Satisfying the requirement of path priority involves knowing how much 
capacity is available for each commodity. However this is not enough to define 
perfectly a flow splitting, because the future distribution of the offered load 
for this commodity is not known at the time when a node is "planning" its future 
traffic splitting. Formally, this "planning" means defining traffic splitting 
coefficients (see [lJ). 

The problem of deciding how much capacity would be available on each path 
is the most important one for traffic splitting. It involves a division of ,the 
residual capacity of each link among the various nodes using this link, among 
the commodities of each node, and among the paths of each commodity using this 
link. 

Note that even a perfect division does not guarantee q. perfect traffic 
splitting, but hopefully, a good one. This "hope" is based on the assumption 
that the flow pattern which led to this residual capacity will not vary too 
much within the short future time of one measurement period, with respect to 
the recent measurement period. 

The division of a given portion of the residual capacity among the commo
dities of the same node and among the paths of the same commodity mainly invol
ves a maintenance of a large and complicated database of all flows from this 
node, and a complicated algorithm of capacity allocation. This would enable the 
node to evaluate a maximum flow value for each path and accordingly a set of 
coefficients for traffic splitting. However, since the node can keep control of 
the flows it sends during the time period between two consecutive updates and 
make correcting decisions at some intermediate times, the problem of precisely 
allocating the capacity among commodities and flows of the same node might 
not be so crucial. On the other hand, the effect of inconsistent decision 
making by different nodes is manifested between the two updates. The problem 
can be mitigated by additional congestion or flow control which is responsible 
to force nodes to correct their decisions. 

The problem, therefore, is how to maintain the distributed nature of the 
scheme (and hence, its reliability) and provide some consistency between diffe
rent nodes such that the independent decision making will not lead either to 
oversubscription, or underutilization, of certain links which degrade perf9r
mance. Some co-ordination of this independent decision making may be achieved 
by the provision of additional information in the update p~-otocol, or even an 
additional layer of update protocol. The amount and frequency of information 
exchange for the purpose of consistency in residual capacity sharing depend on 
the specific design of an implementation. An extreme case may be a lack of any 
such information, allowing each node to grab some fraction of the residual capa
city, relying on a congestion control scheme to take care of overSUbscription 
conflicts. The other extreme case may involve a continuous information e~change, 
imposing a significant overhead. 
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The following is an example of an approach which requires minimal additional 
information within the basic update protocol. Each residual capacity update 
about a link will also indicate the number NT of commodities which recently used 
the link,or in a more complicated scheme the numbers NI and ND of commodities 
which tended to increase and decrease (respectively) their flows in this link. 
Each node may use this information together with the information it maintains 
about its own flows (using this link) and the total amount of traffic in it 
(inferred from the residual capacity). Its goal is an estimate of what portion 
of residual capacity it should consider for its commodities, such that it would 
be consistent with all other nodes that are making the same decision. 

5. Global Optimality and Fairness 

We have already indicated that the scheme is not guaranteed to provide high 
performance in all circumstances. However, a distinction should be made between 
the cases where a high performance is not achieved because the scheme fails to 
operate perfectly, and the cases where suboptimality is inherent to the distri
buted nature of the scheme. Recall that there is no co-operation between nodes 
to achieve a global optimum. Instead, each node tries to optimize (locally) the 
resource utilization of each commodity. Therefore, even if the scheme operates 
perfectly according to the criterion of flow priority, a suboptimal pattern of 
flows may be formed. In such cases, the throughput may be increased by diverting 
one commodity from certain paths, enabling other nodes to take advantage of these 
paths, leading to a globally better solution. 

Another aspect of the same phenomenon is related to the requirement of 
"fairness": no node should be totally blocked, or in other words, no user should 
be denied service. 

Both problems are illustrated in the following example. Assume that the 
network consists of ten nodes, Sl, S2, ... ,SlO, connected by full duplex links 
of capacity 100 units/sec. in a ring topology, see Fugure 5. The effective 
capacity (maximum capacity allowed for use) of each link is 90 units/sec. Assume 
that S4 starts sending traffic to D(O=SlO) steadily at the rate of 90 units/sec. 
on its lBP, which is a counter-clockwise path PI of 4 hops. Its 2BP is a clock
wise path P2 of 6 hops, currently not in use. After a while, S2 starts sending 
traffic to D steadily at the rate of 90 units/sec. The lBP of S2 to D is a 
counter-clockwise path QI of 2 hops and the 2BP is a clockwise path Q2 of 8 
hops. Just before starting to send its traffic, S2 observes a zero residual 
capacity in the links of Ql, because the usable capacity is totally exhausted 
by S4. Therefore, S2 sends all its traffic through Q2. The network is totally 
saturated at the maximum allowed utilization of 90 percent; the criterion of 
flows priority is (locally) satisfied by each commodity; and the flow pattern is 
stable. The total number of hops traversed by all flows is 12 (4 of PI and 8 
of Q2) . 

The flow is globally suboptimal because, if S4 diverts its flow to P2 of 6 
hops and enables S2 to use QI of 2 hops, the total number of hops traversed by 
all flows drops to 8, i.e., the resource utilization is significantly reduced. 
This flow pattern is globally optimal; additional throughput is available if 
some other commodities are introduced into the network. 

In the suboptimal flow pattern, node S3 cannot input any amount of its 
commodities into the network because it observes zero residual capacity on all 
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its paths to any destination. Thus the requirement of fairness is severely vio
lated. In the optimal case this node can send traffic to 52 and 54. However, 
even in the optimal case, it may not be able to send any traffic to other nodes, 
if the scheme does not allow a node to introduce its input when the residual 
capacity is zero. Thus, in such an implementation of capacity allocation, even 
the globally optimal solution does not provide a complete solution to the prob
lem of fairness (and not surprisingly since fairness and throughput optimization 
are not equivalent). 

A cooperation between nodes to provide a solution to either global through
put optimization or fairness may involve a complicated scheme of information 
exchange. Most likely this would also increase significantly the overhead of 
the update protocol. Assuming that the fully distributed nature of the scheme 
should be preserved as much as possible (which we believe is essential for relia
bility), a solution is proposed which does not involve any cooperation between 
nodes. The residual capacity of links is measured with respect to some level 
Ll of utilization which is lower than the total allowable utilization; say, for 
example, Ll=80% and L2=90%. The 10% capacity L2-Ll is called a "reserved" capa
city. Each node utilizes a portion of the reserved capacity in addition to the 
portion of residual capacity, the portion of residual capacity being positive or 
negative depending on whether the recently measured utilization of the link was 
below or above 80%, respectively. The portion of reserved capacity is computed 
for each path and each commodity, so that it reflects the relation between this 
path and the worst path used for the given commodity. The larger the computed 
portion, the worse is this relation. In our example this portion is larger for 
Ql of 52 than for PI of 54. (It is even larger for the paths of any blocked 
node, because for such a node, the worst used path is of length infinity, 
since it cannot use any capacity on any path.) Thus, 52 would utilize a larger 
portion of the reserved capacity than 54, for each link which is common to the 
lBPs of 52 and 54. The utilization of reserved capacity leads to reports of 
negative residual capacity forcing all nodes to reduce their flows through the 
congested links. This process gradually forces the flow of 54 from PI to P2 
and diverts the flow of 52 from Q2 to Ql, leading to a better pattern. 

The main feature of this schematically described solution is that it achieves 
a global performance improvement not by cooperation involving information exchange, 
but rather by a "contention" which allows those nodes whose "situation" is rela
tively worse to gain a larger portion of available capacity. However, the deci
sion making process remains fully distributed. 

6. 5ummary and Conclusion 

The multi-path scheme described above has four main components: 
a) the measurement component, b) the update protocol, c) the routing algorithm, 
and d) the traffic splitting procp.dure. The first three components are enhance
ments of the SPF algorithm and the flooding update protocol, which proved to 
support very successfully a distributed routing scheme in the ARPANET. 5ince 
the enhancement into a multiple-path scheme preserves the simplicity, consistency 
and distributed nature of the scheme, the virtues of efficiency and reliability 
are most likely to exist in the new scheme. In addition, the new scheme provides 
high throughput through the simultaneous use of many paths for each commodity. 
Moreover, since the objective function for shortest path computation uses the 
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min-hop metric instead of delay, some stability of path patterns may be achieved 
even though the scheme is a dynamic adaptivQ one. However, the fourth component 
introduces new complexity into the process of distributed decision making, along 
with new factors of instability in the pattern of paths and flows (because of the 
continuous updating of residual capacities and bottlenecks). It was indicated 
how these problems might be controlled without damaging the distributed nature 
of the scheme and consequently its main feature of reliability. 

Still, many problems remain to be studied. Perhaps, most importantly, the 
performance of the scheme must be analyzed as a function of the many parameters 
which seem to be of major importance in determining its features. These para
meters, to mention just a few, are the maximum number of paths which may be used 
by each commodity, the level of utilization at which a link becomes a bottleneck, 
the period of measurements averaging, the fashion of flow division based on traf
fic splitting coefficients, etc. Some aspects of performance, e.g. the cost 
(in tenlS of memory space,CPU time, design and programming effort) of the routing 
algorithm, for a specific implementation, are in principle simple. Specifically, 
some estimates may be inferred from the known performance properties of the 
ARPANET single path routing. However, the dynamic behaviour of the scheme is 
yet unknown. 

Some features of the scheme may be studied by simulation, others might be trac
table to some analytical models (probably via extreme simplifications); some would 
be determined for the specific implementation and finally, many would be determined 
through its operation by the process of measurements and turning. Simulation study, 
currently conducted at Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. may provide a better under
standing of the scheme (especially, of its new components-multi-path routing and 
traffic splitting). However, many challenging problems and various new system 
designs are to be investigated; especially, in the component of traffic splitting. 
Hopefully, such work will lead to a high performace multi-path routing scheme for 
packet switching computer networks. 
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ABSTRACT 

A lot of efforts are made in several standardization bodies 
(ISO, CCITT) to extend the concept of dedicated network 
to an open system based on standards at national and inter
national level. One of the aspects bound to an open system 
architecture is the fact that the user needs some standard 
way to manipulate and access data residing on heterogene
ous hosts. 
Accessing data in a heterogeneous computer network has two 
main aspects to be taken into consideration: 

a) the incompatibilities with respect to data access and 
data representation, 
b) the data transfer through the network which implies 
new requirements as : error recovery, transfer efficiency, 
and transfer security. 

The presentation outlines the architecture of a network-wide 
defined file structure (virtual file) and the corresponding 
operations on it. The designed system will be implemented 
as a pilot project in two interconnected networks (HMINET 
and BERNET) in the Berlin area. Both networks have adopted 
the ISO reference model as framework for their architectures. 
The reason for the decision to support a common file structure 
in the heterogeneous environment will be outlined. The Network 
Data Management System functions on layers 5,6 and 7 of 
the ISO reference model, decision which has had an important 
impact in the adopted architectural concepts. 
The virtual file can be described as a tree structure with 
n hierarchical ordered levels. Each level is build by a 
set of logical data units of the next lower level. Data 
units may be accessed at each level using the same set of 
operations. The impact of the adopted virtual file structure 
on the dynamics of the Network Data Management System and 
on the protocol flow will be presented. 
The definition of the virtual file as a logical structure 
above the different kinds of conventions of the local Da
ta Management systems seems to find an agreement as the 
only feasible solution to candidate for standardization. 
In our approach we have adopted the present agreements 
achieved in the international bodies as a starting point 
for the NDMS design in networks based on the ISO reference 
model for system interconnection. 
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Gautam Barua 
John Bruno* 
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Our interest is in studying the performance of distributed 
systems which share a centralized file system, which we shall 
call a file system server (fss). An important feature of current 
non-distributed file systems is the presence of a buffer cache 
which is used to achieve a reduction in the amount of physical 
I/O between disk and memory. The trend in recent distributed sys
tems work toward centralization of file system services leads to 
problems of managing network bandwidth. In this paper we propose 
a method (the distributed cache protocol) whereby multiple ker
nels can share a central fss while maintaining local buffer 
caches. The distribut§Q cach§ protocol amounts to a method of 
apportioning cache entries among kernels, requiring transfer of 
an entire block buffer over the network only when necessary to 
ensure the consistency of the distributed data. The protocol has 
the feature that kernels do not transmit blocks to the filesys
tern server unless required to do so by a read or write request by 
some other kernel. We contrast this cache management protocol to 
the write-through protocol. In this scheme, a kernel which 
writes a block must immediately write it through to the fss. 

Suppose requests arriving at the fss are write or read 
requests with probability q or p, respectively. Assume there are 
n kernels generating requests in a completely random arrival pat
tern. A Markov chain model for the states of the distributed 
cache is used to calculate the expected block transfers per 
request for both the distributed cache and write-through manage
ment protocols2 The results show a reduction in expected 
transfers of q /(n-p) using the distributed protocol. 

*The work of this author was supported under NSF Grant 
MCS80-04257. **The work of this author was supported in 
part under NSf Grant MCS80-04679 and in part under contract 
number DAAK80-80-C-0527, U.S. Army Communications Research 
and Development Command. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a distributed UNIX system that supports a community of several 
hundred comput.er programmers. Individual UNIX systems are connected with network 
software and vendor-supplied communications hardware to provide transparent read
only access to all files on all processors, and a set of commands for explicit distributed 
data manipulation and resource sharing (e.g., line printers and remote job entry con
nectiqns). 

The system can withstand a number of hardware failures by automatically routing data 
around malfunctioning processors and links. Also, no more human intervention is re
quired than would be if the same number of processors were operated in a non
distributed mode. 

Network file accesses take four times longer than local me accesses, providing adequate 
performance. The system is compared to a Programmer's Workbench provided on a 
large computer. Experiences with the syst.em and future work directions are also 
presented. 
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ABSTRACT 

The location of the data in a distributed database is one of 
the aspects that determines the efficiency of query processing. 
If we assume a relational data model, the problem is to assfgn 
the relations to the computers such that the total network 
traffic is minimized. This assignment cannot be done for every 
relation separately because of the complex access strAtegies pro
duced by query processing algorithms. These strntegies will be 
represented by a transmission-strategy graph. A heuristic algo
rithm that computes an allocation by determining vlhich relAtions 
should occur on the same site, will be given. Also the problem 
of multiple copies will be addressed. 
Simulation results give an interesting insight in what part of 
the network traffic is caused by queries and what part hy 
updates, and also over how many sites the relations per transac
tions are spread. 

1. Introduction 

Distributed databases are well within reach given the current technology. 
How well they will be accepted, however, will depend on their efficiency. One 
aspect which is important for the access time of data in a centralized data
base is how the data are stored. The analogous question in a distributed 
database is where the data are located. Obviously, if all the data required 
for a particular query are locally available, the user will not notice the 
difference between a centralized and a distributed databAse. However, owing 
to updates, it is notalHays possible to give every site a fully-redundAnt 
copy of the database. The problem of determining an allocation of the relA
tions in a communication netHork such that the total network traffic is 
minimum, will be called the data allocation problem. ~lrrent research on dis
tributed query processing[l, 2, II, 5, 3,12,15, 17J shows that the Access stra
tegies for processing queries are rnther complex. To obtain smaller inter
mediate results, which will lead to a smaller response time or +-,o+-,al networl( 
traffic, the access strFltegies include trFlnsmissions from relFll-.ions Flt one 
si te to relations at other sites before send inc; the result to t"v~ S1 +-J' Hhere 
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the result is needed. Because of these transmissions it is impossible to 
determine an assignment for each relation separately. This is also the main 
difference from the file allocation problem that only allows transmissions 
from files to computers that require the final result. Therefore, the files 
can be assigned independently, which makes the problem less complex. A lot of 
research has been done in this area [6,7,9,11,14,16J; for an overview see 
[13J. 

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the notion of 
transmission-strategy graph is introduced. Such a graph represents the access 
strategies. He also show that the data allocation problem is NP-complete. 
Section 3 contains a heuristic algorithm for determining efficient data allo
cation. The problem of multiple copies is addressed in section 4. Experimen
tal resul ts are shown in section 5. He end with a conclusion ;:md an idea for 
future research in distributed query processing. 

2. Data Allocation and Data Transmissions 

We are given a set of relations. These relations and their copies have 
to be allocated to the various sites in the communication network. He assume 
that the communication netHork is completely connected and that there are no 
restrictions on the assignment of the relations. The objective in the data 
allocation problem is to minimize the total network traffic, just like in the 
file allocation problem. The difference betHeen the file allocation problem 
and the data allocation problem is the way the relations are accessed. ~n the 
file allocation problem a very simple strategy for processing a query is 
assumed: send the data of the queried files directly to the computer Hhere the 
result is required. Current research in the area of distributed query pro
cessing shows that more complicated strategies are used, Hhich, in case of the 
relational data model, also allow transmissions between relations. He will 
illustrate this by an example. 

Example 

Assume we are given a database about courses ~f an international summer 
school. 

prof (pname, course, country) 
student (sname, country) 
enrollment (sname, cour se) 

and each relation occurs at a different site. The query 

SELECT pname, sname 
FRa1 prof, student 
HHERE prof.country = student.country 

stated by a user at a site Hhere none of the above relations reside, can be 
processed as follows: 

project relation 'prof' on the attrihutes pname and country, 
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send the result to the site where 'student' resides, 

project relation 'student' on the attributes sname and country, 

compute the join where prof.country = student.country 

send the result to the site of the user, who stated this query. 

prof student 

Fig. 1: Data transmissions 

Figure 1 shows the data transmissions involved in processing this query; note 
the transmission from relation 'prof' to relation 'student'. One can imagine 
that this strategy leads to less traffic than by simply sending the relations 
'prof' and 'student' to C. 

o 
Before allocating the relations to the sites in the communication net

work, we extend the communication network with virtual sites. These sites are 
fully interconnected and also connected with every physical site. To start, 
the relations are allocated to the virtual sites; every virtual site contains 
only one relation. Figure 2 shows an example of such an extended network. 

Fig. 2: An example of an extended network 

Our goal is to identify each virtual site with a physic8l sHe. Given 
this extended network and the allocation of the re18tions to the virtual sites 
we can produce strategies for the vClrlous queries and updates of users of this 
database. These strategies consist of data transmissions between virtual 
sites and between virtual sites and physical sites. This gr8ph of tr8nsmis
sions will be called transmission-strategy graph; an example is shown in 
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figure 3. 

Fig. 3: An example transmission-strategy graph 

The edges in the transmission-strategy graph are 
of data (in bytes) that is transmitted through it per 
(=LINK .. ) will be defined as the sum of the amount of 
and VS~! DT. c is defined as ~he sum of the amount of 
and site C. 1 

labeled with the amount 
uni t of time. LINK .. 
data sent between V~~ 
data sent between VS~ 

1 

In this paper we will assume that the strategy for processing queries is 
fixed. This means that if two virtual sites, say VS. and VIC)., are taken 
together to form one virtual site, only the data tra~smissiorls between VS. and 
VS. disappear from the transmission-strategy graph. No other' transmissio~s 
ar~ affected. This is not true for the strategies produced by most of the 
distributed query processing algorithms. lVith the transmission-strategy graph 
we are able to characterize this case of varying strategy, however, we will 
not consider it here. We will come back to this in section 5. 

Before we will describe an algorithm for finding efficient data alloca
tions, we will show that the data allocation problem is NP-complete. 

Theorem The data allocation problem is NP-complete. 

Proof In Even [10] it is shown that the minimum edge-deletion bipartite sub
graph problem is tIP-complete. The problem is stated as follows: 

Given a graph G(V,E) and a positive integer k. Is there a subset of 
edges E', such that the subgraph G(V,S\E') is bipartite and IE'I ~ k ? 

\1e will now show that this problem can be polynomially reduced to the data 
allocation problem. Assume that we are given a graph G(V,E), Hhere 111I=n. 
The nodes in this graph will be the virtual sites and the edges will be 
labeled 1 in the transmission-strategy graphs that we are going to construct. 
From this graph G we construct (~) transmission-strategy graphs by introducing 
two physical sites and choosing Ewo virtual sites. For every transmission
strategy graph another pair of virtual si tes is chosen. Each of these two 
virtual sites will be connected with one physical site, and these edges will 
be lab~led infinity. Figure 4 shows one of the transmission-strategy graphs. 
The computation of the data allocation that minimizes net~10rktraffic for a 
transmission-strategy graph, where VIC). and VIC). are connected to the physical 
sites, corresponds to computing the mInimum edge-deletion to get a bipartite 
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--, . -, 
/ L 

;;; ! 

C] VS. VS. C
2 l. J 

G(V,E) 

Fig. 4: One of the transmission-strategy graphs 

graph \vi th VS. in one sub graph and VS. in the other. The reason they are 
equivalent isl.that after the allocatidn, the number of edges (with label equal 
to 1) between the two physical sites is minimum. Deleting these edges from 
the original graph Gleaves G bi-partitioned with VS. in one subgraph and VS. 
in the other. Because all pairs VS. and VS. are con§idered we can determineJ 

whether the number of deleted edgesl.to obtain a bipartite graph, is less than 
or equal to k. 

This means that a known NP-complete problem is polynomially reducible to 
the data allocation problem, hence this is NP-complete as well. 

o 
3. Data Allocation Algorithm 

The access strategies produced by dis.tributed query processing algorithms 
include data transmissions between relations to obtain smaller intermediate 
results, thus decreasing the response time or the total time. Recause of 
these transmissions it is not possible to compute an optimal assignment for 
every relation separately as can be done in the file allocation problem. 
Therefore, the proposed algorithm does two things to compute non-redundant 
data allocations: 

it decides whether certain virtual sites are grouped together to form one 
virtual site, and 

it allocates the virtual sites to the physical sites. 

The algorithm starts by allocating each virtual site to the physical site 
with which it communicates most. The change in the network traffic by taking 
two vi rtual sites together can be computed 2S follows: before we can take VS. 
and VS. together we first have to remove them from the physical sites to whi~h 
they a~e allocated. This increases the network traffic with: 

max C DT iC + max C DT jC ' 

Taking them together as one virtual site and allocating them to the physical 
site with which they together communicate most decreases the network traffic 
wi th: 

LINK .. + max C DT( . . )r' 
l.J l+J J 
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Al~orithm 

step 1 allocate each virtual site to the physical site with which it communi-

cates most; 

step 2 make a list of all unordered pairs (V\'I "~j) (iij) and compute LIW\j; 

step 3 while the list is not empty 

do 

remove from the list the (VS., VS.) pair whose LINK .. is largest; 
I J IJ 

if (max C OTiC + max C OT jC ) -(max C OT (i+j)C + LItJKij ) ~ 0 

then 

take VS. and VS. together in one virtual site, call it "S( .. ) 
I J I+J 

fi; 

od 
o 

If the total change is negative, then having VS. and VS. together decreases 
the total network traffic. I J 

Taki ng the virtual sites VS. and "S. together as one virtual site changes 
the transmission-strategy graph. 1 Both V~. and "c:;. are c!eleted and a new vir
tual site, denoted by VS ( .. ), is created: The n~w site inherits all the 
incoming and outgoing edg~~Jfrom both VS. and VS., except those betHeen VC!.,. 
and VS.. VS( .. ) will contain all the r~lRtionsJpreviously contained in ,,~. 
and VS ~ . 1+ J I 

J 

In Apers [3J it was proven that the above Rlgorithm obtains mInImum net
Hork traffic allocations for a special class of transmission-strategy graphs. 
To understand why the pairs of virtual sites are considered in descending 
order of their LINK's, one must realize that it is unlikely that, if VS. and 
VS., were previously taken together, that they are located at differentIsites 
inJthe optimal allocation because of a smaller LINK between say VS. and VC!.,k. 
HOH efficient the data allocations are for the more general transmIssion
strategy graphs is shown in section 5. 

Example 

He will show by example how the algorithm works. He are given the data
base of the international summer school and the folloHing queries and updates: 



01: SELECT pname 
FRCl1 prof 
HHERE prof .country = country name 

Q2: SELECT pname, sname 
FRCJ.1 prof, student 
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HHERE prof.country = student.country 
AND prof.course = enrollment.course 
AND enrollment .sname = student .sname 

U1: INSERT INTO student: 
< name, country> 

U2: INSERT INTO enrollment: 
< name, cour se > 

The corresponding transmission-strategy graph is depicteo in figure 5. The 
transmissions to process the different queries and updates are depicted by 
different types of lines. The labels are arbitrarily chosen. 

~ C2 

C
I 

I "'" lOa C
3 I , 

lao I .~ 
150 200 VI "'-I 

VS
1 

I VS
3 I 

{p} {E} 

Fig. 5: Summer school transmission-strategy graph 

First the virtual sites are allocated to the computer with which they 
have the most communication: 

VS 1 at site C1 
VS 2 at site C2 
VS

3 
at site C

3
. 

The LINK's between the different virtual sites are computed. 

LINK12 = 50 
LINK n = 0 
LINI<23 = 180 

Because the LINK between VS-;:> and V<)3 is the largest, this pair is con
sidered first. Removing the comPonents of this pair from the sites to which 
they are allocated increases the network traffic with: 

100 + 150. 
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Taking them together and allocating them to site C2 oecreases the network 
traffic with: 

1BO + 200. 

This means that VS 2 and VS
3 

should be taken together because the network 
traffic decreases with 130 (= 250 - 380). The only pair that is left over is 
VS 1 and V~(2+3); their LINK is 50. The traffic change when they are taken 
together IS: 

200 + 200 - (50 + 200) = 150. 

Doing so would increase the network traffic, and therefore they are not taken 
together. The final allocation is depicted in figure 6. 

Fig. 6: The final allocation 

o 
4. Multiple Copies 

Until now we have assumed that each relation was stored at only one site. 
In practice, however, it is more convenient to have multiple copies to 
decrease the response time of the queries and to have a more reliable system. 
If one copy of a relation is not avail able, because for exampl e a site is 
down, users can continue using other copies. On the other hand, having 
several copies of relations means that they have to be kept consistent. 

In this paper we will consider the primary copy principle. This princi
ple requires that an update uses the primary copy, although a query can use 
any copy. After an update (on a primary copy) all the other (secondary) 
copies are updated as well. How this is exactly done depends on the con
currency control mechanism and the level of consistency that is requireo. 

The part of the update transaction that determines which tuples are 
updated is a normal query and can be represented in a transmission-strategy 
graph as such. Figure 7 shows the representation of the part in which the 
relations (primary and other copies) are updated. 

First the update is sent to the primary copy; from there messages are 
sent to update the other copies. The transmissions involved are representeo 
by this special sub graph for the fo 1l0wi ng hlO reasons: 
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Fig. 7: Representation of an update 

1) if one of the copies, say R 1, is taken together with the primary copy, R1 
no longer exists and hence need not be updated. 

2) if two copies are taken together, say R1 and R2, only one of them will 
remain and will be updated. 

There are edges between Rand Ri (i=1,2, .• ) because from R messages are sent 
to update the copies. 'The special sign in the subgraph (compare type 2 sub
graphs in Apers [3]) shows that if two copies are taken together only one 
remains and needs to be updated. The LINK between the primary copy and the 
copies and the LINK between the copies is the same. The change in the 
transmission-strategy graph by taking copies together is illustrated in figure 
8. 

Fig. 8: Taking copies together 

Given the set of queries and updates, the transmission-strategy graph is 
generated as follows. All update transactions make use of a non-redundant set 
of relations, the primary copies. The queries, on the other hand, are given 
their own set of copies of the relations. The primary and other copies are 
allocated to different virtual sites. The distributed query processing algo
rithm can now compute the access strategies for the queries and updates. Fig
ure 7 shows the connection of the primary copy of each relation and the other 
copies. 

To determine an allocation, the data allocation algorithm is applied. Tt 
does not know anything about (primary) copies but just takes together 
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relations if it can decrease the network traffic. For example, if a cer~ain 
relation is updated very frequently the LHIK between the <Efferent copies of 
this relation is large. This means that the number of copies is reduced 
before taking them together with other relations is considered. In this way 
it determines how many copies are to be maintained and also where. In the 
next section some simulation results will be presented. 

5. Experimental Results 

The efficiency of the data allocations produced by the algorithm is shown 
by applying the algorithm to random transmission-strategy graphs. In generat
ing these random graphs it is assumed that every relation is equally likely to 
be used in a query or upd ate. Hhether this is true in practice depends of 
course on the particular database. However, it seems that the more a relation 
is used in transactions of different sites, the more difficult the problem of 
finding the optimal allocation is. Therefore, we will confine ourselves to 
these random transmission-strategy graphs. 

The transmission-strategy graphs are randomly generated based on the fol
lowing parameters: 

1) n: number of physical sites. 

2) m: number of relations. 

3) numq: the number of queries. 

4) numu: the number of updates. 
In generating the queries and updates a site is chosen as a result site. 

5) depth: the probability that a given relation in a given transaction 
receives data from another relation. 

6) branch: given the fact that a relation R will receive data in a particular 
query or update, it is the probability that another given relation does 
send data to R; m * branch is the expected number of relations that send 
data to R in this query. 

7) upd: is the probability that a given relation is actually updated in a 
given update. 

8) maxflow: given an edge a number is dravm from the region [O,maxflow] that 
represents the number of bytes that is transmitted through it per unit of 
time. 

During all experiments the parameters that determine the shape of the 
queries and updates were kept constant: 

depth = 0.2 branch = 0.2 upd = 0.2 maxflow = 100 

For a small network (n=5) and a small database (m=5), we applied the dnta 
allocation algorithm to random transmission-strategy graphs for S different 
values of numq and numu (10 test runs each). For all these cases the algo
rithm obtained the minimum allocation. 
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For a larger network (n=10) and dat~base (m=10) we investigated the 
redundant allocation produced by the data allocation algorithm. The network 
traffic was split into five categories: 

1) rcq: relation to computer traffic in a query. 

2) rrq: inter-relation traffic in a query. 

3) rcu: traffic between relations and computers in an update. 

4) rru: inter-relation traffic in an update. 

5) pcu: traffic required to keep the copies consistent with the primary 
copies. 

Table 1 shows the total network traffic (tott) and the five categories 
for various values of numq and numu. The total traffic decreases if the 
number of updates decreases because more copies can be maintained. A conse
quence of this is that t.he traffic to keep the copies consistent (pcu) forms a 
larger part of the total traffic. Figure 9 shows the same figures only the 
traffics are now percentages of the total network traffic. It is interesting 
to see that whatever percentage of the transactions are queries, it never con
stitutes more than 50% of the total traffic and this maximum is reached if 80~ 
of the transactions are queries. If less than 20% are updates the cost of 
maintaining a lot of copies is so cheap that the traffic involved in query 
processing goes to zero. 

numq numu tott rcq rrq rcu rru pcu I 
I 

0 10 1235.1 0 0 1150.4 8)~. 7 0 
I 

1 9 1111.0 62.6 16.7 966.5 50.5 14.7: 
2 8 969.5 62.4 15.0 812.9 60.9 18.3: 
3 7 1086.2 152.2 11 • 1 853.5 38.1 31. 3 
4 6 810.6 114. 1 25.7 581.2 33.7 55.9 
5 5 681.4 148.3 26.7 407.3 19.0 80. 1 
6 4 540.4 136.8 8.4 309.0 22.4 63.8 
7 3 417.9 123.2 15.4 185.3 16. 1 77.9 
8 2 279.9 121. 1 30.6 63.5 2.5 62.2 
9 145.7 54.8 10. 1 21.8 0.2 58.8 

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Table 1: Network traffics 

The fact that both rrq and rru are very small shows that most of the time 
the relations required for a query or update are located on one or two sites. 
Table 2 shows the average number of relations used in a transaction and the 
percentages of number of sites involved. The reason that an update transac
tion on the average uses more relations (numrel) is that after the query 
part, a number of relations are updated that are not necessarily referenced in 
the query part. It is interesting to know over how many sites the rel~tions 
per transaction are spread, because it shows how complex the processing stra
tegies will be. Going from one extreme to the other we see that if there are 
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numq numu numrel 1 site 2 sites 3 sites 4 sites 5 sites 

0 10 4.42 30.6 41.8 20.6 5.0 2.0 
1 9 4.24 32.5 39.7 17.2 8. 1 2.5 
2 8 4.08 31.4 40.2 18.6 7.2 2.6 
3 7 4.20 40.8 37.0 19.0 3.2 
4 6 3.90 40.2 37.4 17.6 4.3 0.5 
5 5 3.74 43.4 40.2 12.7 3.7 
6 4 3.68 52.6 35.3 10.5 1 • 1 0.5 
7 3 3.66 58.3 35.7 5.5 0.5 
8 2 3.50 64.5 32.2 3.3 
9 3.40 83.4 14.4 2.2 

10 0 3.40 100.0 

Table 2: Number of relations and sites 

only queries, just 1 site is involved. If, on the ~ther hand, there are only 
updates, on the average 2.1 sites are involved. From the table we can also 
see that in more than 70~ of the transactions no more than 2 sites were 
involved. This means that centralized query processing is still an importcmt 
issue even in distributed databases and that we may have to give 2-site query 
processing more attention. Because the relation per transactions are spread 
over so few sites, we also expect that our confinement to fixed strategies 
does not lead to allocations with substantinlly higher network traffic than 
the ones where varying strategies are allowed. 

Conclusion 

The notion of transmission-strategy graph is introduced to characterize 
access strategies of the users of a database. The problem of finding the elata 
allocation wi th minimum network traffic, is shm-Jn to be ~IP-complete. However, 
a polynomial algorithm is given that computes efficient data allocations. 
Furthermore, the different kinds of network traffic (relation to relation, 
relation to computer, primary copy to copies) were investigated and also the 
number of sites over which the relations were spread per transaction. It was 
interesting to see that in more than 70% of the test runs no more than 2 sites 
were involved. This special case of distributed query processing may need 
some more attention. 

Acknowledgement I wish to thank profs. elr. R.P. van ele Riet and elr. A.S. 
Tanenbaum for making valuable comments on an earlier version of this paper. 
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File Assignment in a Computer Network 

DerreB V. Foster, Lawrence W. Dowdy, and James E. Ames, IV 

Research into the design of a 8data manager" which is under the control of a network 
operating system is only beginning. The following critical aspect of this management is 
considered: file assignment within the network. Selected previoull models and particularly 
their assumptions are given. An iterative numerical procedure is given which optimizes the 
file assignment in a computer network. It decomposes into a micro model for solving a 
queuing network problem and a macro model for solving an integer programming problem. 

The micro model determines the optimal branching probabilities to the hosts of the 
computer network from the current file assignment. It also introduces the concept of a real 
value for the degree of multiprogramming. The macro model reassigns the files to (possibly 
different) hosts such that the optimal branching probability constraints are satisfied. It also 
includes other constraints, such as the storage capacities of the hosts. The procedure is then 
repeated until convergence is achieved. 

Implications for dynamic file assignment are given. thus motivating a direction for fu
ture operating system design. 
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File Assignment in f:I Comput.er Network l 

Denell V. Foster:!, Lawrence W. Dowdy3, and James E. Ames, IV 4 

I. Introduction 

A. Definitions 

Throughout the present paper, we assume that the fundamental distinction between 

computer networks is one of topology. Each host in the network contains both processing 

power and memory (i.e., has intelligence). Geographical distance between the hosts is not 

a distinguishing factor. Two common topological distinctions in the literature are either 1) 

star networks or central server systems, or 2) general networks. In this paper, we assume a 

star network topology. Refer to Figure 1. Note that all traffic between the user terminals 

(the T's) and the hosts (the N's) must be via the central switchboard (N(O». 

Our file assignment problem is one of assigning a set of files to a set of heterogenous 

hosts in a star network Buch that the message flow (Le., throughput) when measured at the 

central switchboard is maximized. Included in the problem are two important factors. The 

first is that an explicit account for all significant delays be represented. The second factor 

is that storage capacities of the hosts be included. 

In order to find certain system parameters (e.g., throughput), we recognize an analogy. 

The analogy is between the atar network of Figure 1 and its closed counterpart in Figure 

2. The user terminals generate messages which are mapped into jobs flowing around the 

closed system (Le., the number of messages correspond to the degree of mUltiprogramming). 

Viewing the star node (N(O)) as the switchboard between the terminals and the bosts, the 

-speed" of the star node is proportional to the rate at which users input messages at the 

terminals (Le., the service rate of N(O) corresponds to user think time). Viewing the hosts as 

storage devices, which allow first queuing and then service, is immediate. The feature of full 

duplex communication is preserved Bince message transfers between node. can occur .imul

taneously. This closed system is recognized as the familiar central server queuing model 

with N(O) as the CPU and N(i) as I/O device L 

. 1 Supported in part by Health Resources Adminiltration vantl HS-01615 and HRA 250-76-0500, by Library 
of Medicine gr&nt LM·07003, And by the Deputment of Energy. 
2 Present Address: Dep&rtment of Computer Science, School of Engineering, Vandorbilt University, Nuhville, 
Tennessee 37240. 
S Present Address: Department of Computer Science, Univorsity of Maryland, College Park, Mafylu.nd 
20742. 
<1 Present Address: Dopa.rtment of Comput~r Scionco, Virginill Commonwealth UnivoTsity and Modicm.l 
Colloge of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia 23226. 
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Figure 1: Star Network 

• 
• 

Figure 2: Closed Model of Star Network 
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The file assignment problem as stated requires an optimal solution (e.g., throughput 

ism!l,ximized). The procedure of Section II may not generate nn optimal file assignment 

sufficiently quickly to be used in real-time environment. Consequently, heurillticlI must be 

developed which assign files in such a way as to approximate an optimal solution. The value 

of having an optimal solution is that the "goodness" of these heuristics can be judged. 

We not only want an optimal solution, but we also want it to be integral. The reaDon 

for this is to avoid splitting files across network hosts which may give rille to & complex 

addressing scheme. It cannot possibly be the responsibility of the user to split his files (liince 

he is unaware of what others are doing). Rather, the responllibility for maintaining the 

address mapping lies with the operating system located in the central node. To simplify 

the address mapping (i.e., to avoid file splitting), we formulate the file assignment problem 

using an integer programming problem. 

B. Previous work 

1. Star Networks or Central Server Systems 

Arora and Gal\o[3), extending the work of Ramamoorthy and Chandy[16], provide a 

solution which is valid in a uniprogramming environment. However, their solution loads the 

most frequently used files (everything else being equal) in the fastest memory. For example, 

if only two files exist and the capacity of the fastest memory is large enough, both fUea are 

loaded in the faster memory even if a second memory is available and only slightly Blower 

than the first. In a multiprogramming environment, this normally produces suboptimal CPU 

throughput. 

Chen[6] gives a solution for obtaining the optimal branching probabilities to the I/O 

devices that includes queuing delays. He does this by ulling a queuing network model of e.n 

open I/O subsystem. His solution technique is not valid for a finite degree of multiprogram

ming nor does the technique include device capacity constraints. Further, hill solution to 

the file assignment problem assumes that files can be IIplit acrORS devices. We have already 

indicated that this is unacceptable to us. 

Foster and Browne[lO] and Foster[9] have presented methodologies similar to that given 

in Section II for Bolving the file assignment problem. Their approach includeD queuing 

delays as well as device capacity constraint~. The problem with their technique ill twofold. 

First, a bin packing heuristic is used which only approximates optima.l integer solutions. 

Consequently,optimality of the solution ill impossible to prove. Second, Bnd more impor

tantly, a simulation model is used to supply Bome of the critical parameters. Thus, only 8 

relatively small problem domain can be examined due to computational complexity. 
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2. General Networks 

Mahmoud and Riorden[14]' CaseylS], Chu\1l, and Kleinrockl12] have presented 1I01u

tions to the file assignment problem for general networks. Their lolution techniques enen

tially reduce to linear programming models. Again, these assume that the routing strategies 

to the various nodes for the particular files Bre known in advance or are approximated with 

techniques which are independent of the file assignments. These lolutions in lome caseB 

provide very good approximations. Many refinements to these basic techniques are Been in 

the recent literature 111,12]. 

II. Methodology 

A. Iterative Procedure 

1. Parameters 

The input parameters to the iterative procedure can be classified into four categories: 

1) the average number of messages in the network (Le., DMP), 2) the avaragethink time of 

the users (Le., the mean CPU burst time), 3) the workload, and 4) the hardware characteris

tks. The workload is represented as ,an activity profileI16]. In our case, the profile contains 

two parameters per file: a) accessing frequency and b) length. The accessing frequencies 

can be obtained by a variety of different techniques. Probably the easiest of these is to 

assume certain file behavior dictated by experience with a particular environment. A more 

sophisticated technique is to obtain them by monitoring the file usage. The frequencies can 

be obtained easily with software monitors since the activity profile represents knowledge 

only at a very gross level of detail. The fourth input parameter ill a representation of the 

hardware/software characteristics. In our case, this is composed of a) the number of I/O 

devices, b) the mean latency time of each device, c) device transfer time per word, and d) 

the device capacity. (For clarity, we assume that the hardware characteristics are for I/O 

devices. We could have just as easily formulated them for network hosts.) 

The output parameteru from the iterative procedure are optimal throughput and the 

corresponding optimal integral file assignment. Note that the throughput optimilation 

problem is approached from the viewpoint of optimizing the throughput of the entire sys

tem (measured at the CPU), Bnd not the individual I/O devices. Note that the optimal 

file assignment may not be unique (i.e., there may be more than one file assignment which 

optimizes system throughput). 
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2. Formulation of the File Assignment Problem 

The assumptions of our formulation are quite reasonable. First, the activity profile 

is assumed static in time. In other works, the frequency of requesting a file is known a 

priori and does not vary. Second, there must exist an initial feasible file 38Signment, one in 

which all of the files in the activity profile can be assigned to the I/O devices of the uystem 

satisfying the capacity constraints. The conditions imposed on the hardware characteriBticl 

assume that the I/O devices can be characterized by their capacity, mean latency time (i.e., 

seek time plus rotational delay), and transfer time per word. The assumption generated by 

the I/O device drivers is that the scheduling discipline for all queues is non-preemptive first

come-first-serve. 

The iterative procedure is quite simple: 

(1) Call the micro model for solution to a queuing network problem. 
(2) Call the macro model for solution to an integer programming problem. 
(3) Repeat the first two steps until no further improvement in CPU throughput is made. 

The micro model has as one of its parameter inputs the service rates of the IItorage 

devices as determined from the current file assignment (I' '.). These rates are calculated 

using a) the mean latency time and b) the product of the transfer time per word and the 

total number of file words on that device. The output of the micro model in the optimal 

branching probabilities (PSTAR's). The macro model uses the PSTAR'g in order to generate 

a new optimal integral file assignment. This new file assignment becomes the current file as

signment for the next iteration. Experience has shown that the above procedure terminates 

in very few iterations as illustrated in the examples. 

3. Verification 

The optimal system throughput when obtained by the above procedure agrees with 

the solution obtained by a brute force search of the feasible solution apace for 1\\11 cases 

examined. Consequently, an inductive argument can be made concerning the convergence 

to optimal system throughput and a corresponding optimal file assignment. Verification is 

again described in Section III (Future Research) of this paper. 

B. Micro Model 

1. Parameters 

The micro model requires as input parameten: 1) the.number of devices which can be 

used for file storage, 2) the average number of messages in the system at any random time 

which have the potential of accessing files (Le., the average degree of multiprogramming), 

3) the ilpeed of the central service facility, ~nd 4) the Ilpeeds of all storage devices. The 
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first parameter is obtained straightforwardly from the modelled system. Monitors, or other 

Ilources of information on the real oystem, D.re needed to determine the lIecond, third, and 

fourth input parameters, as previously mentioned. 

The output parameters of the micro model Rre the optimal branching probabilities. 

Each refers to the overall probabilities of requiring service at any particular stoTl!.ge device. 

These parameters should become more meaningful inthe following Bection. 

2. Formulation of the Queuing Network Problem 

a Ass urn ptions 

We assume a micro model as illustrated in figure 3. 

DHP = m 
P (1) 

Figure 3: Micro Model 

This topology of II central server model is uoed in the preoent paper because of its 

!l.nalogy with the Btar network configuration. We assume there are n I/O devices, each of 

which has an exponential service rate with mean Il (i), i=l,2, ... , n. The CPU service rate 

is likewise assumed exponential with" :lean ). . The average degree of multiprogramming 

(DMP) is held fixed at m. The branching probability, P(i), i=l, 2, '" , D, represents the 

overall probability of requiring service at device i. The four parametefll, D, m, ). I ~nd Il 's, 

are the necessary inputs to the micro model as explained in the previous section. The P(i)'1 

which maximize CPU throughput are the output from the micro model. 
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We note that the problem of finding the optimal branching probabilities has been aolved 

snalytically for an open system by ChenIS]. But for more realistic "finite" system II, where 

the degree of multiprogramming is, for example, less than 10, the problem of finding the 

optimal branching probabilities has not been accomplished analytically due to the added 

complexity of a finite DMP. 

b. Utilization (and Throughput) Equations 

OUf immediate goal is to obtain an expression representing the throughput (TPUT) of 

the CPU, which we then maximize with respect to the P(i)'a. It ill common practice for 

throughput to be measured at the CPU. This throughput is directly proportional to the 

utilization (UTIL) of the CPU by the formula: TPUT = UTIL(CPU) X >.. Since). is 

assumed constant, maximizing UTIL(CPU) also maximizes TPUT. This ill the appro&ch we 

take. 

We are dealing with systems-which can readily be analyzed using Markov chains to 

extract the steady state probabilities and hence the CPU utilization. Employing theBe t.ech

niques, Buzen[4] shows (for the model we are considering): 

UTIL(CPU) = G(m-l'IG(m) 

where 

n 

G(m) = L: IT a(i)li 
',S(m,n) i-=O 

n 

SCm, n) = {(lo, .. . ,In)1 L Ii = m and 1->0 1_ i = 0, .. . ,n} 
i=l 

a(O) = 1 

a(i) = A X P(i)1 }L(i) i = 1,2,. "In 

However, this formulation of G(m) and the computational simplification of G(m) 8S prellented 

in [4] are not suitable for taking derivatives (which are needed in our nonlinear optimintion 

process as shown later). This is especially true since the P(i)'s I\fe not independent, rather 
n 

L P(i) = 1. 
i=! 

~ Seeking an alternative representation of G(m), it can be shown that by explicitly rewrit-

ing S(m,n): 

(1) 

This formulation is More appropriate for differentiation once the problem of the dependence 

among the P(i)'s is resolved. (Note that since a(o)m-il = I, equation(l) has been simplified 

by omitting it.) 
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The computation of G(m), although straightforward, is elongated. Searching for a 

simpler representation of (1) we note: 

r 

Assuming a(j)/a(l) -:11, aU) -:11, and using the simplification formula Lsi = (l-sr+I)/(l-s) 

repeatedly, we find the following progression: 

a(l)",+1 - 1 
when n = 1: G(m) = 

a(l) --.: 1 

when n :- 2: G(m) _ (a(l)"'+1 -1)( a(I) ) (a(2)"'+1 -1)( a(2) ) 
a(l) ...;.. 1 a(l) - a(2) + a(2) -1 a(2) - a(l) 

in general: G(m) _ t(a(l)"'+1 - 1)( a(I)n-l ) 
. a(l) - 1 n 
1= I n (a(t) - aU)) 

i_I 
jpi' 

(2) 

This equation can equivalently be derived from the result found by Moore!15] when the 

restrictions of a central server model are imposed and simplifications of the type used above 

are made. If either a(i)/a(f) or a(i) equals 1, a further simplified form is foundlince 
r 

L(lr=r+l. 
1=0 

We immediately recognize the great reduction in the computational length of G(m), 

especially for a small number of I/O devices. We note that G(m) in (2) is "computationally 

independent" of the degree of multiprogramming, m, (e.g., G(2) can be computed as easily 

as G(I52) - a feature not found in either Buzen's [4J or Moore's [15J form). Furthermore, 

it is possible to calculate G(m) for real values of m allowing the calculation of UTIL(CPU) 

when the average degree of multiprogramming of the system being modelled is nonintegral. 

c. Nonlinear Programming Problem 

The CPU utilization equation, UTIL(C PU) = G(m - l)/G(m) using (2), is the non

linear equation which we maximize to obtain the optimal P(i)'s. Due to the variable degree 

ofthis equation resulting from the variable m, search fOf an analytical solution is abandoned. 

We seek a nonlinear programming solution. 
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Standard nonlinear programming problems 113] can be stated as: 

minimize: !(X) 

subject to: 91(X) ~ 0 

92(X) ~ 0 

n 

where X = IP(1)P(2) ... P(n - 1)]7. (We note that the equality constraint L:P(i) = 1 is 

n-I 

implicit by substituting 1 - L: P(i) for P(n). For this reason P(n) is not an independent 
i=1 

variable and is not represented in X). An appropriate objective function, f(X), is found by 

negating UTIL(CPU). The only constraints we need are 0 :5; P(i) :5; I, i = 1,2, ... , n - 1 
n-I 

fl,nd L: P(i) :5; 1. This last constraint is added only to assure P(n) ~ O. 
i=1 
We state our nonlinear problem as: 

minimize: 

subject to: 

-UTIL(CPU) 

P(i) ~ 1 :5; 0 

P(i) - 1 :5; 0 

-P(i):5;O 

C~ P(t}) -1 ~ 0 

i = 1,2, ... , n - 1 

i = 1,2, ... , n - 1 

i = 1,2, ... , n - 1 

We note that the constraints can be eliminated. Either all the constraints are inactive at 

the solution in which case they can be ignored, or the active constraints can be eliminated 

to obtain an equivalent problem of lesser complexity. Notice that the constraints only en

force 0 ~ P(i) :5; I, i = 1,2, ... , n. If P«i) = I, for Bome i at the solution, then P(j) = 

0, j = 1,2, ... , n, j¥ 1. A device j, where P(j} = 0, is interpreted as a useless device and 

can be eliminated and the problem then resolved. Therefore, we seek a solution of the 

unconstrained problem: 

minimize: - G(m - I}/G(m} 

where, if at the solution 9,ny constraint is violated (implying P(j) = 0), then the violating 

device j is deleted and the problem is resolved. 

The minimization technique implemented is the Fletcher-Reeves methodI13]. In Qlfi'ect, 

it is an extension of the conjugate gradient method plus the added feature of global eon

vergence toward a local minimum while maint~ning rlApid convergence "near" the lIoiution. 

Any nonlinear minimization technique could equivalently be implemented. The justification 

of using Fletcher-Reeves comes from the results of an experiment performed by the authora 
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testing several of the more popular nonlinear techniques. The feature of being "near" the 

solution is also available since we know a priori that 0 < P(i) < I, i = 1,2, ... , nand 

also that for the optimal P(i)'s, P(i) > P(j) if J.'(i) > J.'(j). If, for example we have 3 

I/O devices where J.'(I) = 300, J.'(2) = 200, and J.'(3) = 100, a starting point that may be 

considered -near" the solution is P(i) = 0.50, P(2) = 0.33, P(3) = 0.11. 

3. Verification 

The verification of the obtained solution can present difficulties. Slowly converging 

techniques make it difficult to select a proper stopping criterion. The question that arises is 

-Has the technique converged or are more iterations needed!". With our present problem, 

however, we know a priori that the minimum of the objective function occurs, from mini

mization theory [13], only at a point where the gradient vector of the objective function is 

precisely zero. This zero gradient condition is also a sufficient condition if we can ascertain 

that the solution point is a relative minimum rather than a local maximum or saddle point. 

It has been hypothesized previously by Hogarth[11] that a hill-climbing algorithm can be 

used to obtain the optimal CPU throughput. Dowdy is attempting to prove this by showing 

that the CPU throughput function is unimodal in the feasibility region for the P(i)'s. Any 

solution satisfying the zero gradient condition is, therefore, the global minimum and defines 

the optimal P(i)'s. This knowledge is used as part of our stopping criterion. 

It could be argued that constrained m.inimization techniques should be used instead 

of transforming the problem to fit the unconstrained requirements. The difficulty in this 

approach lies in the analysis of penalty or barrier functions if these methods are to be 
n 

implemented. Our technique of satisfying the single active constraint, LP(i) = I, by 
iz= 1 

substitution, proves to be both simple because the constraint is linear, as well as helpful 

because it reduces the problem dimension instead of increasing the dimension as constrained 

techniques often do. 

Solutions to all our problems have also been verified by ASQ[2], a program for finding 

arithmetic solutions to queuing network problems. The value of this is that results can 

be verified by a totally independent technique. Once the optimal values for the P(i)'. are 

obtained via the Fletcher-Reeves method, these P(i)'s can be slightly modified in all per

mutations to verify that the CPU throughput does indeed decrease. 

C. Macro Model 

1. Parameters 

Having once obtained the optimal branching probabilities, the problem or~ho'Wtousign 

the files to achieve these probabilities still exists. To be more precise we introduce the 

following input parameters to the macro model. 
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a) Workload: 
NFILES- number of Jiles 

F REQ(i) - frequency of accessing file i 

i = 1,2, .. . ,NFILES 

LEN (i) - length (in words) of file i 

i= 1,2, ... ,NFILES 

b) Hardware Characteristics 

N DEV ICES-number of storage devices 

CAP( j) -stora.ge capacity (in words) () fdevice j, 

j= 1,2, ... ,NHOSTS 

c) Topological Characteristic: 

PSTAR(j) -optimal branching probability for device j 

as found in the micro model, 

j = 1,2, ... ,NHOSTS 

The output parameter is the file assignment: 

ASMT(i,j)-O orl variable 

= 1 when file i is a.ssigned to device j 

= 0 otherwise 

2. Formulation of the Integer Programming Problem 

We assume that all input parameters are static and independent of the file assignment. 

This means, for example, file access frequencies are not 3110wecl to change for differing tile 

assignments. 

OUf objective is to assign files integrally in the I/O 3ubaystem to tome 11\9 "close" !l\3 

possible to the optimal branching probabilities found in the micro model.· The measure 

of "closeness" we use is a minimal sum of differences over 1.\11 devices. Emch diiferellcl'!, 

EPSLNU), denotes the magnitude between the optimal branching probability 1J.nd the tot~l 

accessing frequency to device j (implied from the file assignment). 

We formulate the foHowing integer programming problem to obtain l\ file ansignment 

as: 

minimize: 
NHosrs 

L EPSLN(j) 
.1=1 
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subject to: 

(

:VFILES ) 

I ~ ASMT(i,j) X FREQ(i) - PSTAR(j)l5::EPSLN(j) 

.'\" FIL E.'" 

L ASMT(i,j) X LEN(i)5::CAP(j) 
.=1 

SH(lST.'" 

L ASMT(i,J')~l 
)-=1 

AS MT(i,i) = 0 or 1 

j = 1,2, .. . ,NHOSTS 

j = 1,2, .. . ,NHOSTS 

i= 1,2, ... ,NFILES 

i= 1,2, ... ,NFILES 

j= 1,2, ... ,NHOSTS 

Constraint (1) simply defines the EPSLNU)'s. Constraint (2) is the device capacity con

straint. Constraint (3) assures all files are assigned. Constraint (4) is the integral constraint. 

We do not claim that our objective function as given is the best possible. It may well be 

the case that device k is the critical device and EPSLN(k) need be much smaller than for the 

other devices. In this case an appropriate weight, proportional to the PSTARU)'s, applied 
NHOSTS 

to the EPSLNU)'s provides for such a need. Minimizing L PSTARU) X EPSLN(j) 
3=1 

requires the integer programming program to do a better job in minimizing the EPSLNU)'s 

for the more critical devices, at the expense of the slower devices. This has proven true in 

practice. Experience has also shown that if it is known a priori that a PSTARU) can be met 

exactly, (e.g., when PSTAR(j) = 0), the weight on the corresponding EPSLNU) should be 

large, forcing an exact match. 

3. Verification 

The solution found by any integer programming problem is inherently optimal[17]. 

Every file assignment that has the potential of minimizing the objective function is searched. 

Only those assignments which can n9t possibly be optimal are pruned. Given that the 

objective function captures the correct meaning of -closeness" I the integer programming 

problem converges to a file assignment closest to the optimal branching probabilities. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
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D. Examples 

To illustrate th~ iterative procedure, two case examples are presented. In each case,the 

average degree of multiprogramming ((DMP) is 4 and the mean CPU burst time ill 1000 time 

units. The 10 files have access frequencies as shown and are each 100 words in length. This 

corresponds to our local medical database where each patient record is of uniform length. 

There are three storage devices with mean latency times (MLT) of 2000, 6000, amd 51000 

time units. The transfer time per word (TT/W) for each device is 5, 20, and 10 time units. 

For each test case; the worst possible initial file assignment is made: namely, all flIes are 

assigned to the slowest device. 

The iterations are self-explanatory. The iterative procedure (DRIVER) calculates the 

CPU utilization and mean device rates from the current file assignment for the micro model. 

The micro model calculates the optimal branching probabilities, and the macro model cal

culates the new file assignment. 
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Case 1 solves the file assignment problem assuming all files can reside on all devices. 

CASE 1: 10 FILES OF EQUAL LENGTH, 3 DEVICES OF INFINITE CAPACITY 

INITIALIZATIONS: 

DM P - OAOOOOOD + 01 

LAM EDA - 0.100000D - 02 

NFILES = 10 

NO: FREQUENCY: 

1 0.29 

2 0.15 

3 0.14 

4 0.07 

5 0.05 

6 0.04 

7 0.04 

8 0.04 

9 0.08 

10 0.10 

NDEVICES = 3 

NO: MLT: TT/W: 

1 2000.00 5.00 

2 6000.00 20.00 

3 51000.00 10.00 

LENGTH: 

100.00 

100.00 

100.00 

100.00 

100.00 

100.00 

100.00 

100.00 

100.00 

100.00 

CAPACITY: 

1000.00 

1000.00 

1000.00 

INITIAL FILE ASSIGNMENT: 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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... ITERATION # 1··· 

DRIVER OUTPUT: 

MU - 0.500000D-03 O.l66667D-03 O.l92308D-04 

UTIL - O.192308D - 01 

MICRO OUTPUT: 

PSTAR = 0.8574BOD + 00 0.1452520D + 00 O.OOOOOOOD + 00 

MACRO OUTPUT: 

NEW FILE ASSIGNMENT: 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

0 1 0 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

... ITERATION # 2··· 

DRIVER OUTPUT: 

MU - 0.400000D - 03 0.125000D - 03 

UTIL - 0,425541D+00 

MICRO OUTPUT: 

P STAR = 0.865290D + 00 0.134710D + 00 
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MACRO OUTPUT: 

NEW FILE ASSIGNMENT: 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

0 1 

0 1 

1 0 

0 1 

1 0 

1 0 

. ··ITERATION # 3··· 

DRIVER OUTPUT: 

MU - 0.400000D - 03 0.125000D - 03 

UTIL - 0.425558D + 00 

MICRO OUTPUT: 

PSTAR = 0.865290D + 00 0.134710D + 00 

MACRO OUTPUT: 

NEW FILE ASSIGNMENT: 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

o 1 

o 1 

1 0 

o 1 

1 0 

1 0 
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TERMINATION 

AN OPTIMAL FILE ASSIGNMENT: 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

0 1 

0 1 

1 0 

0 1 

1 0 

1 0 

DRIVER OUTPUT: 

MU - 0.400000D - 03 0.125000D - 03 

UTIL = 0.425558D + 00 
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Case 2 solves the file assignment problem assuming at most three flIes can reside on the 

fastest device, one file on the second fastest device, and all files on the slowest device. 

CASE 2: 10 FILES OF EQUAL LENGTH, 2 DEVICES OF FIXED CAPACITY 

INITIALIZATIONS: 

DMP -
LAMBDA -

0.400000D + 01 

O.lOOOOOD - 02 

NFILES = 10 

NO: FREQUENCY: LENGTH: 

1 0.29 100.00 

2 0.15 100.00 

3 0.14 100.00 

4 0.07 100.00 

5 0.05 100.00 

6 0.04 100.00 

7 0.04 100.00 

8 0.04 100.00 

9 0.08 100.00 

10 0.10 100.00 

NDEVICES = 3 

NO: MLT: TT/W: CAPACITY: 

1 2000:00 5.00 300.00 

2 6000.00 20.00 100.00 

3 51000.00 10.00 1000.00 

INITIAL FILE ASSIGNMENT: 

o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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... ITERATION # 1 ... 

DRIVER OUTPUT: 

M U - O.SOOOOOD - 03 0.166667 D - 03 0.192308D - 04 

UTn = O.192308D - 01 

MICRO OUTPUT: 

PSTAR = 0.B574BOD + 00 0.1452520D + 00 0.0 

MACRO OUTPUT: 

NEW FILE ASSIGNMENT: 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

0 0 1 

0 0 1 

0 0 1 

0 0 1 

0 0 1 

0 0 1 

0 1 0 

... ITERATION # 2··· 

DRIVER OUTPUT: 

MU - 0.400000D'- 03 0.12S000D - 03 0.192308D - 04 

UTn = 0.600B17D - 01 

MICRO OUTPUT: 

P STAR' = 0.865290D + 00 0.134710D + 00 O.OOOOOOD + oo! 
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MACRO OUTPUT: 

NEW FILE ASSIGNMENT: 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

0 0 1 

0 0 1 

0 0 1 

0 0 1 

0 0 1 

0 0 1 

0 1 0 

TERMINATION 

AN OPTIMAL FILE ASSIGNMENT: 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

0 0 1 

0 0 1 

0 0 1 

0 0 1 

0 0 1 

0 0 1 

0 1 0 

DRIVER OUTPUT: 

MU - 0.400000D - 03 0.125000D - 03 

UTIL = 0.425558D + 00 
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III. Conclus:ons and Future Research 

A. File Assignment Problems 

1. Contri butions-to-Date 

The major contribution of this work is that an analysis technique has been designed and 

implemented for optimizing menage flow in a IItar network (or, analogously, CPU through

put in a central server system). This is accomplished by assigning files to match the cor

responding optimal branching probabilities. It includes: 1) all significant delays (including 

queuing delays), 2) host (or I/O device) capacity constraints, and 3) assigning files integrally 

(to avoid file splitting across nodes). The technique has generated results that are applicable 

to real world problems. 

Our methodology of decomposing the file assignment problem into a micro model for 

solving a queuing network problem and a macro model for Bolving an integer programming 

problem produces clarity in the quantitative definition of the problem. As a final point, 

we re-emphasize that the complexity of our queuing network problem is related only to the 

number of nodes in the network and not to the degree of multiprogramming. 

2. Future Research 

In order to add completeness to the file assignment problem, a formal proof of optimality 

(rather than an inductive argument) need be given. The major factors that effect the rate of 

convergence to the optimal solution need be identified as well. Before this technique can be 

used for predictions in our modelling effort, validation must take place. Finally, predictioDll 

can occur when the workload (e.g., the file lengths) and the hardware characteristicil (e.g., 

the degree of multiprogramming) are varied. 

Experience dictates two important generalizations be made to the file assignment problem. 

First, a more precise characterization of the workload parameter is needed. For example, the 

fact that files are not requested independently of one another needs consideration. Second, 

the formulation of an update constraint is needed. For example, the users of a medical 

database system access the patient records with at least two classes of queries. The first 

<as assumed in this paper) involves accessing and retrieving the patient records. The lecond 

involves updating the patient records. The update constraint itself would govern the amount 

of centralization/decentralization of a particular record. In a general network, if the updat

ing costs were free, each host could have a copy of each file, lIubject to the capacity of that 

host. 
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B. Dynamic File Assignment in Future Operating Systems 

The dynamic file assignment problem is equivalent to the static file assignment problem 

as stated in this paper except that the frequency of accessing a file is time dependent (Le., 

it may vary with time). This time dependency Items from the fact that files may experience 

high usage during some time periods and low usage at other time periods. Consequently, it 

may be optimal for the files themselves to move in the network, at one period being located 

at one particular node and another period at a different node. The problem in not performing 

the physical file movement but knowing when to do it. If one moves the files too frequently, 

one induces sUb-optimal performance due to the overhead of excessive file movement. If one 

does not move the files frequently enough, one induces suboptimal performance due to using 

outdated file assignments [1]. The goal is to provide a data manager in the operating !'lystem 

for the network which will dynamically perform optimal file assignments. 
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Abstract 

As systems and subsystems become more sophisticated, the objects they manipulate become more 
complex. At the same time systems are being distributed across mClclline boundaries. This 
ciistribution leads to an even greater need than earlier for copying objects. while the complexity of the 
structures makes coPyin9 more difficult. This paper presents an Cilgoritllm for copyinn structured 
objects across the boundaries of autonomous but freely cooperating name ~Jenerators. We 
hypothesize a system model containing isolated naf11in~1 environments called contexts. Each context 
is ~Jlobally uniquely named and comlllunication between contexts is by message passing. Each 
object resides within a context and has a locally ullique name assigned to it. These objects can have 
complex structure, contain inn other objects as components. The components may reside in other 
contexts. Three copy operations are proposed: (I) copy copies the complete structure without 
copyinq any component more than once: (2) copy-local copies all of tile structure within tile context 
of the object and directly accessible through the object without copying any component more than 
once. and sellding to the receiver the globally unique ntlnles of those components not copied; (3) 
copy-top copies only the top level of the structure, sending to the receiver the globally unique names 
of all the components of the top level. 

1. In! roduction 
As systems and subsystems become more sophisticated, the objects they manipulate become more 

complex. At the same time systems are being distributed across machine boundaries. This 

distribution leads to an even greater need than earlier for copying objects, while the complexity of the 

structures makes copying more difficult. This paper presents an algorithm for copying structured 

objects across the bounclaries of autonomous but freely cooperating name generators. 

There are many reasons for copying objects. One is to allow two or more users to access the same 

object when they do not share any memory. Another is for reliability. A third is encachement in order 

to increase access speed. /1. fourth is to pass parameters by value when invoking procedures. The 

1ThiS research was supported by the Advanced ResGlrch Projects Ag(;ncy of the Department of Defense and was monitored 
by the Office Qf Naval Resealch under Contlaet No. N00014-75-C-0661. 
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list continues. What is important is that tile same problems exist in both centralized and distributed 

systems: distribution aggravates some of the problems. For example, speed between nodes is likely 
• 

to be much slower than speed within a node. Thus, encachement may be necessary to achieve a 

reasonable response time from the system. When communication is by passing messages, passing 

parameters by value is also needed, unless the procedure invoked is moved to the location of the 

parameters by some means or remote access is available. Basically, the distance between 

processors, the lack of shared memory, and message passing as the means of communications 

mandate that copying must be supported. 

The need to copy objects arises at all levels in a distributed system. Reed and Svobodova [9] 

propose a distributed storage system for objects that spans a shared storage repository and the local 

storage at each node of a distributed system. Objects may be copied across this boundary. It is also 

possible that a particular object may itself span such a boundary. Yet, the names that are used to 

access a particular stored object will be unique only within the bounds of tile node storing the object. 

Liskov's work [6] provides an example at the language level of a distributed environment. Here, 

guardians are proposed to provide separate naming environments in which to execute. Guardians 

allow for isolation; communication among guardians is by message passing. In this situation it is clear 

that objects in one guardian will need to be copied into another. It becomes even more apparent that 

one needs to be able to copy structured objects, or more likely, parts of structured objects at the level 

of large data base management systems. One reason for this is encachement for performance; 

another is for reliability. The actual copying may be hidden from the implementer and user of such a 

system, such as SDD·1 [11], but it will be there. 

The problem solved in this paper is copying structured objects across naming boundaries. Section 

2 describes the problem in more detail; it proposes a model for a system, and points out some of the 

finer details of finding a solution to the problem. Section 3 presents the algorithm for copying and 

extends the algorithm to three different copying operations. Section 4 provides examples of the 

operations. Section 5 concludes the paper with a brief review of the ideas presented in the other 

sections. This paper is based on part of a technical report written by the author [13], which presents 

the problem and its solution in much greater detail. 

2. The Problem 
This section presents a partial model of a distributed system, limited only to those parts of the 

system needed to address the problem at hand and its solution. It then addresses the problem in 

greater detail in order to motivate the solution. 
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2.1. The system 

The drive for autonomy among nodes of a distributed system has had a strong influence on design 

criteria for such systems. There are several reasons for this. One is that it reflects the nature of the 

human management of such a system. If each node in a system is under the management of a 

different person, those people want their nodes to be independent of each other. They want to have 

absolute control over their own nodes, and would like to control access to the information in their 

domains. A second strong influence has been the desire to take advantage of the fact that the system 

is distributed. This shows up most clearly in the face of failures of one or some of the nodes. There is 

no reason that the system as a whole should fail when one or even most of the nodes fail. Of course, 

parts of the system will be unavailable; but those parts of the system that have not failed should 

remain useable. For our purposes, the implication of this is that data objects on available nodes 

should be available. In the most extreme case, a node should be capable of operating independently 

of all the other nodes. This means that it should be able not only to resolve names independently, but 

also to generate names independently. As long as each of these naming environments or contexts is 

uniquely named within the system as a whole, each such context need generate names that are 

unique only within its own boundary. Such a locally unique name can be combined with the context's 

globally unique name to create a globally unique name for an object.2 In order to be as general as 

possible, structured objects, objects containing other objects as components, that cross context 

boundaries must be considered. This means that components of an object may reside in different 

contexts. The globally unique names of components can be used to indicate foreign components. 

On the other hand, within one context a uniform style of naming is advantageous. In order to achieve 

this, every name that is used within a particular context will have assigned to it a local name. The 

context will then have to provide name translation. In the case of a local object, some name 

translation will be necessary in order to find the object (get its address). On the other hand, if the 

object is not local, the translation will be into the object's globally unique name consisting of its 

context's globally unique name and the object's name within that context. 

Since contexts are completely separate naming environments, they are assumed to share no 

memory. The reason for this is that they are an abstraction of nodes in a network, as with Liskov's 

guardians [6]. Hence the means of communication among contexts is message passing. Thus, we 

have a two level naming structure consisting of objects within contexts with messages passing 

between the contexts. 

2Two issues have not been addressed here. First, the assumption has been made that contexts have globally unique names. 
Since they are not created or deleted with the frequency of data objects, each node can be assigned a piece of th8 context 
name space. When a node runs oul of names it might request more, in which case there will have to be some mechanism for 
acquiring more. S8cond, the need for unique names has not been addressed. Saltzer [12] has discussed this in detail. 
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2.2. The copying problem 

We have now hypothesized a system in which communication is by message passing and an object 

can have a complex structure. Restricting the contents of messages to base types of objects is not 

helpful to the programmer. He needs a mechanism that will take his object and create a copy of it. 

This must include not copying twice a component named twice in a structure. This problem is also 

addressed in copying list structures. Algorithms for copying list structures have been developed by a 

number of people. These include those developed simply as copying algorithms (for example both 

Clark [3, 4], Fisher [5], and Robson [10]) and those with particular functions in mind such as garbage 

collection (for example both McCarthy [7,8] and Baker [1,2]). 

At this point, it is worth considering a few examples of structured objects in our system model in 

order to highlight particular aspects of the problem to be solved. 

a 

d 

Figu re 1: A structured object 

First, consider Figure 1. A copy of object a should have the same structure; there should not be two 

copies of component d. This can be extended to cross context boundaries as in Figure 2. Another 

extension to this problem is the recursive structure depicted in Figure 3. It has been depicted here 

within one context for simplicity. What is important here is that component and b not be copied more 

than once if the operation is to terminate. 

Figure 2 highlights a second issue; as much functionality as possible should be available in the face 

of failures of some nodes. To this end we propose a modified copy operation, copy-local. This 

operation will copy all the components of an object in the same context as the object and directly 

accessible through the object. For example, consider copying object a in context 1 of Figure 4. Only 



context 1 context 2 
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Figure 2: Crossing context boundaries 

a 

d 

Figu re 3: Recursive structure 

components a, b, and d will be copied. Thus, at least a partial copy of object a will be available in the 

event that the node containing context 2 has failed. In place of those components not copied, we will 

need their globally unique names in order to allow for copying them later. 

Now, in addition to the copy and copy-local operations, an operation copying just the topmost level 

of a structure will be needed. The reason for this is to copy foreign objects and learn the globally 

unique name of each component, in order to avoid copying a component more than once. This 

operation is called copy-top. 
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Figu ra 4: A more complex structure crossing context boundaries 

With a little morc; information it would be possible to create the copy and copy-local operations 

from only the copy-top operation. The additional information needed is the globally unique name of 

the original from which a copy was made. This would have to be associated with the copy. In this 

case, one component at a time would be copied, keeping track of components named more than 

once. This would provide a mechanism that achieves the same effect as the algorithm that will be 

presented in section 3, but is much more cumbersome. Copy-local serves to provide a convenient 

alternative to copy in the tace of pOssible failures of other nodes. 

Thus, to summarize, we have hypothesized a system model containing isolated naming 

environments called contexts. Each context is globally uniquely named and communication between 

contexts is by message passing. Each object resides within a context and has a locally unique name 

assigned to it. These objects can contain other objects as components; the components may reside 

in other contexts. Three copy operations are proposed: (1) copy copies the complete structure 

without copying any component more than once; (2) cory-local copies all of the structure within the 

context of the root object and directly accessible through the object without copying any component 

more than once, while passing along the globally unique names of those components not copied; (3) 

copy-top copies only the top level of the structure, passing along the globally unique names of all the 

components of the top level. The next section presents the general algorithm for copying, and 

discusses each copy operation in light of the algorithm. 
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3. Copying 
In order to discuss the algorithm for copying, two concepts must be presented. The first is an 

extension of the idea of a context, which will be called here a message context. Every component 

that is copied will be assigned a name that is local to the message context. A message context will 

exist only for the duration of the copy operation. It will assign each component copied a name local 

to the message context, and will translate its local names into globally unique names or local names 

at the sending and receiving ends of the copy operation. In the algorithm, the terms sending message 

context and receiving message context are used to refer to the message context as it appears in the 

sending and receiving contexts. The other concept is the image. An.image of an object is a 

translation of the object into an object in the name space of the message context. A structured object 

contains names of other objects or components and base type objects. Every object that is to be 

copied will be assigned a name local to the message context. An image will contain the appropriate 

names for the images of its components. We are now prepared to present the algorithm, followed by 

the specific details for the various copying operations proposed. 

3.1. The algorithm 

The algorithm can be described by the following set of steps.3 First, we will consider what the 

sender must do. 

1. Create an empty sending message context. Enter the globally unique name of the object 
to be copied into the sending message context, assigning it a name in the message 
context. 

2. For each name in the sending message context, create an image of the top level of the 
object. This is achieved by the following. 

a. If the object is local and contains only a value, create an image tagging it with the 
name assigned by the sending message context to that object, and a value 
representing the value of the object. 

b. If the object is local and contains components 

i. create an image tagging it with the name assigned to that object by the 
sending message context. 

ii. for each component name, obtain a name from the sending message 
context. If the object is already known in the sending message context, the 
name will not be new. If the object is not known, a new name will be 
assigned, and the component's globally wnique name will be assigned to it. 
. Enterthe name into the image. 

3These and other relevant algorithms are presented as procedures in Clu by Sollins [13). 
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c. If the object is not local, copies of the top level of the objeci and a message context 
for any component names is obtained from the foreign context. These are then 
incorporated int~a local image and the local sending message context. 

The receiver will receive the images in any order and must reassemble them to create the copy. 

The following steps will achieve that. 

1. As an image arrives, if it is the first image create a receiving message context. 

2. For any incoming image, find a local name for the object to be created for this image.' If 
the receiving message context has the n~me of the image, it will also have a name for a 
new object to be created in the receiving message context. If not, create a new entry in 
the receiving message context associating the name of the image with a new name in the 
receiving context. 

3. Create a new object having the name found in the receiving message context. 

4. For each component name in the image, find a name local to the receiving context. If the 
image name is already in the receiving message context, a name in the receiving context 
will be there also. If not, a new object name in the receiving context must be acquired. It 
will be entered with the image name into the receiving message context. Append the 
object name to the new object. 

5. The process is complete when the image of the top level or root of the object being 
copied has arrived and an object has been created for each entry in the receiving 
message context. 

This completes the basic algorithm. The following subsection briefly discusses the specific copying 

operations. 

3.2. The copying operations 

The algorithm as it stands describes how the copy operation can be specified, although it is helpful 

at this point to indicate in detail how each copy operation is accompHshed. 

The ordinary copy operation copies a" the components of the structured object being copied. If a 

component is not local to the context, a copy of the top level or copy-top operation must be invoked 

on it. The reason for this is to find the global names of all the components of the foreign component 

to avoid copying any component more than once. (Figure 2 depicts this problem.) This means that 

an inferior copy-top operation will be invoked for each foreign component. Once the images of all the 

components of the original object have been sent off, there is no need to send a copy of any part of 

the message context. 

In contrast to this, for the copy-local operation, no foreign components will be copied. Therefore, if 
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there arefbreign components, a partial copy of the sending message context containing the globally 

unique name of the top level of each must be sent. Considering Figure 4, components c and e will not 

be copied and only the globally unique name of object c in context 2 will be sent. It should be noted 

thatif the object being copied contains no foreign components, the ordinary copy operation and the 

copy-local operation will have the same effect. 

Finally, we must consider the copy-top operation. This will send exactly one image, that of the 

original object. If this object is not a base type object, it will send a copy of the whole sending 

message context except the entry for the object itself. This is what is needed for foreign components 

in the copy operation to find the globally unique names of all components. 

The next section provides examples of both the copy and copy-local operations. The final section 

of this paper provides a summary of what has been achieved. 

4. Two. Examples of Copy Operations 
This section presents two examples, one of the copy operation and one of the copy-local operation. 

In both cases the object to be copied is object a of Figure 4. Figure 5 depicts the structured object a 

of Figure 4 with the name translation of the contexts depicted also. Note that object f of context 1 

and objects k and I of context 2 are nonlocal references. For brevity, only the creation of the sending 

message context at the sending context and the final results in the receiving context will be depicted 

and discussed. The assembly of the copy in the receiving context should be obvious from this 

discussion and the preceding discussion of the operations. 

To copy (full fledged copy) object a from context 1 to context 3, a sending message contextand 

images of all the components are created in context 1. The images are all sent off to context 3. 

Figure 6 depicts this. First, the sending message context is created, and object a is entered into it by 

being assigned the name m within the message. Also the full global name is entered into the sending 

message context. The image being created for object a is tagged with the label m. Then the names 

of its components can be translated. Object b in context 1 is assigned the name n in the message 

context, d is assigned 0, and finally f is assigned p. As each name is assigned in the message 

context, context 1 provides the globally unique name of the object being assigned the name in the 

message context. Thus, when object f in context 1 is assigned the name p fQr its image in the 

message context, its globally unique name. "context 2, object c'" is provided in the sending message 

context. Once the image for object a in context 1 has been. created, it can be sent to the reG,eiving 

context while' the other images are created. The creation of the images of objects band dare 
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Figu re 5: Structured object with translation tables of contexts 

straightforward and need no further discussion. The creation of the image of object f (object c in 

context 2) is achieved by requesting a copy-top of that object from context 2. Thus, a sending 

message context is created in context 2 with three entries in it, one for object c and one each for 

objects d and e in context 1. The image of object c and a partial copy of the sending message 

context containing two entries is sent to context 1. If there were components in context 2, each 

would be copied separately with a copy-top operation, in order to keep track of multiple references to 

a component within object a in context 1 as a whole. Lastly, once it has been discovered that there is 

one more component in context 1 (object e) an image can be created for it. Since all the components 

are copied, no part of the sending message context needs to be sent to context 3. In context 3 

construction of the copy proceeds exactly has the algorithm indicates. The final result is depicted in 

Figure 6; a complete copy of object a in context 1 resides in context 3 and has the name r. 

As depicted in Figure 7, the copy-local operation is similar to the copy operation with a few 

exceptions. First, it does not copy object c of context 2. Therefore, the fact that object e of context 1 

is a component is not discovered, nor is that information needed. Finally, because it is known that 
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object c of context 2 is a component that is not copied, its global name is sent to context 3. Thus, 

images of objects a, b, and d are sent, and a partial message context containing the entry for object c 

in context 2, labelled as p in the context of the message. As can be seen, the final copy in context 3 

is incomplete in that it has a foreign component. In the face of restrictions due to failure or 

protection, this may the best that can be done. 

5. Conclusion 
This paper addresses the problem of copying structured objects in a distributed system. The 

system model assumes that the system as a whole has been divided into non·overlapping naming 

environments called contexts. Processes running in such contexts can communicate only by 

message passing. It also assumes that the names used inside objects to name their components are 

names that are local to the contexts in which the parent objects reside. The approach taken for 

copying such objects from one context to another is to create a context for the message with its own 

local names, all of which will only exist for the duration of the copy operation. Then each component 

to be copied will be translated into an image of itself within the message context. The receiving 

context will then transform the images (plus names of components not copied) into copies with local 

names in the receiving context. This approach lends itself nicely to a new type of copy operation, the 

copy-local operation. The justification for this new operation is that a distributed system allows for 

partial failures of the system. One or more nodes may fail, without causing the system as a whole to 

fail, and we wish to take as much advantage as possible of that fact. Thus, the copy-local operation 

depends only on the sending and receiving contexts being available, without regard to contexts that 

may be on failed nodes. It appears to be a promising alternative in cases in which a full copy may not 

be critical immediately, as long as the names can be resolved at some time, or where certain 

components are simply not of interest, and therefore their unavailability can be disregarded. 
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At the University of Rochester we have had six years of 
experience in the design and implementation of a multiple
machine, multiple-network distributed system called RIG. 2 

RIG was built to serve as an intermediary between the 
human user (working through a display terminal or 
personal computer) and a variety of computer systems -
including DEC-10/TOPS-1O, VAX/UNIX, Xerox Altos, and 
Data General Eclipses. The bulk of the user's 
computational requirements is met by these systems, 
which are either partially integrated into the RIG system 
through an Ethernet or loosely coupled to it through the 
:\rpo.net. RIG al::;8 provides a numl;er of support services 
such as printing, plotting, local file storage, and text
editing. 

Superst rllctu re 

Logically, RIG can be thought of as a collection of 
independent prOC8sses running on various computers and 
cooperating via messaql~S. Typical operating system 
services, such as file access, terminal communication, 
and printing, are provideo by server processes associated 
with each system resource (such as files, terminals, and 
data bases). A resource may only be accessed or 
manipulated through its server(s}. Because servers are 
constructed with well-defined interfaces, the 
implementation details of a resource are of concern only 
to its server(s}. Each RIG host supports its own 
complement of server processes, which typicnlly include a 
Process Manager, Job Manager, Name Server and servers 
for local file systems, networks, and printers. 

Services are requested symbolically. Processes that 
are willing to provide services make themselves known to 
the rest of the system by registering v/ith the Name Server. 
Subsequently, when the name server receives a symbolic 
request for service, it can return the address of a process 
that provides the service. If no pi"Ocess is currently willing 
to provide the service, one can be created. In addition, 
processes may be created by name: Given a nC'.me like 
"Executive," the Process M.:mager will create an instance 
of the Executive from a disk-based Process Profile. 

Interprocess Communication 

All communication between processes takes the form 
of messages. Standardized message protocols allow 
processes to treat messnge-passing as remote procedure 
calls or pipes, and provide for asynchronous event 

1 Current Address: Computer Systems Laboratory, Stanford University, 
Stanford, Ca. 94305 

2For a fairly complete description of RIG and pointers to other rek:vant work 
see: K.A Lantz. Uniform Interfaces for Dfs{r;/)u/cd S},slems. Ph.D. thesis, 
University of Rochester, 1980. 
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handling. These protocols include consistent 
mechanisms for opening, closing, reading, and writing 
entities such as files and virtual terminals. 

Because shared memory is not used, there is no 
distinction between local (intra-host) and remote (inter
host) communication. Inter-host communication is 
provided by processes called network servers. For each 
network to which it is connected, each RIG host has at 
least one network server that handles the flow of 
messages to and from other machines. The function of a 
network server is to act as a local representative or liaison 
for remote machines, and to use the resources of the local 
machine on their behalf. Remote addressing is provided 
'1ia an alias mechanism whereby a femote process 
receives an address in the local name space. 

Although processes are free to communicate in any 
mutually cOlw':Jnien\ manner, three styles predominate: 

1. atomic transactions 

2.collnections 

3. emergency messages 

Emergency messages, in particular, provide a simple 
yet powerful mechanism for handling asynchronous inter
process exceptions: Regist,-ation facilities and event 
handlers enable any process to register its interest in 
exceptional events that occur with regard to any other 
process; notification of the occurrence of an event is by 
emergency message. The Process Manager, in particular, 
allows a process P to learn of the death of any other 
process P b in which 'Pais interested. 

The User Interface 

The RIG Virtual Terminal Management System gives its 
users the freedom to periorm any number of activities 
simultaneously. i\ user sitting at his display terminal may 
view the output of various application programs on 
different areas of his screen. He may rearrange his 
display;, edit or save its contents, or direct keyboard input 
to any of the programs under his control. 

Table-driven command interpreters serve to isolate the 
user from the idiosyncrasies of each tool. User profiles 
allow him to tailor the interiace to his own needs. To 
ensure fast response and support the encapsulation of 
existing services, tools are separated into user interface 
and service components. These facilities combine to 
present an elegant, robust, and consistent interiace 
between RIG and the user. 

USGPO, 1981-789-009/5703 
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